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Karakterizacija polja ºarkov gamma v reaktorju IJS TRIGA
Povzetek
Doktorsko delo obravnava eksperimentalno in ra£unsko karakterizacijo polja ºarkov
gama v jedrskih reaktorjih. V prvem delu predstavimo jedrske reakcije z nevtroni,
njihov transport in transport nastalih visoko energijskih fotonov in elektronov ter
izpostavili pomembnost njihovega prelivanja za izra£une deponirane energije. Pred-
stavimo tudi splo²no transportno ena£bo s poudarkom na adjungiranih operatorjih,
ki se uporabljajo za redukcijo variance v prera£unih transporta delcev z metodo
Monte Carlo.
Pri uporabi metode za Monte Carlo transprot delcev se navadno upo²tevajo samo
promptne reakcije produkcije ºarkov gama kot so fisija, neelasti£no sipanje in promp-
tne reakcije (n, γ). Meritve kaºejo na 30% podcenitev izra£unov, kar pripisujemo
zakasnelemu sevanju.
Razvili smo programski paket JSIR2S za izra£une polja zakasnelega sevanja. Paket
smo validirali na vrsti eksperimentov na reaktorju IJS TRIGA ter na nekaterih fu-
zijskih eksperimentih za izra£un hitrosti doze po zaustavitvi.
Za£etno karakterizacija polja nevtronov in promptnih ºarkov gama v obsevalnih me-
stih sredice reaktorja IJS TRIGA smo izvedli v pribliºku kerme.
Raz²irjen ra£unski model smo uporabili za izra£une sevalnega polja zunaj biolo-
²kega ²£ita reaktorja. Nevtronski izvor smo iz prera£unov kriti£nosti prevedli na
fiksni izvor, ki smo ga uporabili za dolo£anje parametrov redukcije variance. Za
polje nevtronov dobimo ujemanje znotraj negotovosti, polje ºarkov gama pa podce-
nimo ker ne upo²tevamo polja zakasnelega sevanja.
Na reaktorju IJS TRIGA smo izvedli ve£ eksperimentov z meritvami s fisijskimi in
ionizacijskimi celicami ter termoluminescentnimi dozimetri. Razvili smo proceduro
za eksperimentalno dolo£anje prispevka polja zakasnelih ºarkov gama. Pridobljene
rezultate smo uporabili za validacijo JSIR2S, kjer dobimo ujemanje znotraj negoto-
vosti. JSIR2S smo uporabili tudi za kalibracijo polprevodni²kih dozimetrov v polju
ºarkov gama po zaustavitvi reaktorja IJS TRIGA.
JSIR2S smo aplicirali tudi na fuzijske probleme za izra£une hitrosti doze po zausta-
vitvi reaktorja, ki kaºejo na dobro ujemanje z eksperimenti oziroma z prera£uni s
podobnimi programskimi orodji z uporabo eno ali dvo-kora£ne metode.
Klju£ne besede: Zakasnelo sevanje, Aktivacija, MCNP, TRIGA, Monte
Carlo transport delcev, Fisija, Fuzija, R2S, D1S, Kerma, Doza, Dozni
ekvivalent, Fisijska celica, Ionizacijska celica, TLD, Dozimetrija s polpre-
vodniki
PACS:28.20.-v, 28.20.Gd, 28.41.Ak, 28.41.-i, 28.50.Dr, 28.52.-s, 28.52.Av,
29.40.-n, 29.40.Cs, 29.40.Wk

Characterization of gamma field in the JSI TRIGA reactor
Abstract
The work presented in this thesis deals with the characterization of gamma field
inside a nuclear reactor by experiments and computational modelling. In the first
part of the thesis an outline of the nuclear with neutrons and neutron transport.
A description of high energy photon and electron reactions and importance of their
coupling for accurate calculations of energy deposition. Particle transport equations
are presented with emphasis on deriving adjoint operators used for variance reduc-
tion of Monte Carlo particle transport codes.
Characterization of gamma radiation field using Monte Carlo transport codes only
takes into account prompt gamma generation from fission, inelastic scattering and
prompt (n, γ) reactions. Previous evaluations suggest a roughly 30% underestima-
tion compared to measurements.
A JSIR2S code package for delayed radiation field calculations has been developed
and validated by numerous experiments.
Characterization of neutron and prompt gamma radiation field inside the JSI TRIGA
reactor core irradiation facilities was performed using the kerma approximation.
The computational model was later expanded and the criticality source term trans-
lated to a fixed source for calculations of variance reduction parameters. The
methodology has been validated by experiments, showing good agreement for neu-
trons, while underestimating the gamma field due to neglecting delayed radiation
field.
Several experimental campaigns were performed at JSI TRIGA reactor using fis-
sion and ionization chamber and Thermoluminescent dosimeters. An experimental
procedure for estimation of the delayed gamma fraction was developed. Valida-
tion of the JSIR2S was performed on the above mentioned measurements, showing
agreement within the uncertainty. use case on using the JSIR2S for calibration of
semiconductor detectors in the JSI TRIGA reactor after reactor shut-down is de-
scribed.
The JSIR2S code package is also applied to shut-down dose rate calculations in fu-
sion problems showing good agreement with experiments and similar two-step and
single-step methodology codes for delayed radiation field characterization.
Keywords: Delayed radiation, Activation, MCNP, TRIGA, Monte Carlo
particle transport, Fission, Fusion, R2S, D1S, Kerma, Dose, Dose equiva-
lent, Fission chamber, Ionization chamber, TLD, Semiconductor dosime-
try
PACS:28.20.-v, 28.20.Gd, 28.41.Ak, 28.41.-i, 28.50.Dr, 28.52.-s, 28.52.Av,
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Inside fission and fusion nuclear reactors intense, multiple particle type radiation
fields are generated due to fission, fusion producing neutron, gamma and electrons
and their coupling due to interactions with matter. They can be divided into two
groups by their temporal dependence:
 Prompt radiation field, where radiation particles are emitted directly after a
nuclear reaction i.e. from the fission or fusion process and their interactions
with matter such as neutron inelastic scattering or prompt (n, γ) reactions,
production of X-rays from prompt electrons and pair production and photo-
fission reactions from prompt high energy photons.
 Delayed radiation field is generated by decaying radioactive isotopes, generated
from fission and neutron activation and transmutation.
High energy radiation (especially uncharged particle types) transfers the energy away
from the point of origin, which can affect various reactor systems and can pose as a
limiting factor in terms of energy deposition as heat [25, 26, 27], radiation exposure
of electrical components, changing their characteristics [28, 29], radiation material
ageing [30] and exposure of personnel during maintenance [31, 32] or decommission-
ing [33].
Previously to this work and work performed in parallel the fraction of the gamma ra-
diation due to decay of radioactive products inside different fission research reactors
(OSIRIS MTR reactor at CEA Saclay, MARIA MTR reactor at a National Cen-
ter for Nuclear Research, Poland, JSI TRIGA research reactor and CROCUS zero
power reactor at EPFL, Switzerland) was estimated at roughly 30% [11, 34, 35].
While the modelling of prompt radiation field is regularly performed by various
Monte Carlo particle transport codes such as MCNP [4], TRIPOLI-4 [36] and
SERPENT-II [37], efforts on modelling of the delayed radiation field have only re-
cently been observed.
While neutrons deposit their energy mostly by scattering, gamma ray energy de-
position is performed via generation of high energy electrons which deposit their
energy continuously. Energy deposition of high energy photons is usually calculated
using the kerma approximation, where all of the energy from photon interaction is
considered to be deposited locally. However in order to precisely calculate energy
deposition to a sample, where charged particle equilibrium is not guaranteed, sim-
ulations of coupled neutron-photon-electron radiation field have to be performed
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[4, 38]. Compared to uncharged particles, simulations of charged particle trans-
port are very computational intensive due to continuous interactions with medium
[39, 40] and are commonly not applied to reactor calculations.
Although state of the art Monte Carlo particle transport codes have several key ad-
vantages over deterministic codes like precise geometry modelling, use of continuous
energy nuclear data, calculations of radiation fields in well shielded areas are troubled
by simulation of actual transport processes, which are very unlikely to contribute
to a well shielded area radiation field. A derivation of radiation particle trans-
port equations is presented in Chapter 5, where an adjoint operator is introduced
along with particle transport importance field concept. An approximate importance
field calculation using a deterministic solvers such as DENOVO implemented in the
ADVANTG code [41] are used to calculate the model geometry importance in a
well shielded area of interest, without introducing non-physical transport process
biasing.
In this work an overview of various neutron, high energy photon and electron inter-
actions are presented to outline the processes inside a nuclear reactor. Generation
of radioactive nuclides by fission and neutron activation and their dynamics are pre-
sented with and outline of most common decay process mechanisms in Chapter 2.
Interactions of neutrons, high energy photons and electrons are briefly explained.
The addition of electron transport and its strong coupling with the transport of high
energy photons and the energy deposition mechanisms are explained in Chapters 3
and 4.
In order to model the delayed radiation, a Rigorous-2-Step (R2S) methodology
JSIR2S code package for delayed radiation source term calculations has been de-
veloped in the scope of this work, utilizing several advanced features such as exact
gamma and X-ray emission line modelling and computational model division called
cell under voxel approach [16]. A detailed code description is presented in Chapter
6 The code validation is performed on various experiments performed at the JSI
TRIGA reactor (description in Chapter 7) and available experimental and compu-
tational data for shut-down dose rate calculations for fusion reactors (Chapter 10).
In Section 7.2 computational analysis on the prompt particle transport, kerma ap-
proximation dose rate and particle spectrum is performed for in-core irradiation
facilities on a well defined and benchmarked model of the JSI TRIGA reactor. This
analysis was later expanded in Section 7.3 on an extended computational model
including the irradiation facilities outside the biological shield, including the reactor
hall by using variance reduction techniques and compared with neutron and gamma
dose rate and neutron reaction rate measurements. C/E for gamma field measure-
ments are < 1, since only prompt gamma field has been evaluated.
A methodology for experimental determination of the delayed gamma field utilizing
synchronous readout from multiple neutron and gamma detectors has been described
in Section 8.1. The methodology has been applied to an extensive experimental cam-
paign performed at the JSI TRIGA reactor. Using the above mentioned method-
ology for delayed gamma field evaluation, no dependence on the reactor power has
been observed, however a slight radial decrease in the delayed gamma field contri-
bution is observed.
The above mentioned experiment has also been modelled in great detail by the
JSIR2S code package with precise reactor power history following, exact detector
modelling and a coupled neutron-photon-electron transport as described in Section
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9.1. The measured and calculated dose rates as well as the dose fraction due to
delayed radiation are in good agreement with experiments, usually within the mea-
surement and modelling uncertainty.
In Section 9.2 dose measurements performed at the JSI TRIGA reactor using TLDs
as part of the JSIR2S code validation are described. Initial estimates using the
experimentally obtained delayed gamma fractions are in good agreement with TLD
measurements. Calculated and measured doses using TLDs after reactor shut-down
are also in agreement within the uncertainty.
As a use case of the JSIR2S code to aid with the dose estimation of irradiated
samples, a description of the above mentioned modelling methodology applied to
measurements using calibrated ionization chamber measurements alongside semi-
conductor dosimeter irradiation in the JSI TRIGA reactor for the porpoise of their
calibration is presented in Section 9.3. A less precise reactor power modelling was
performed, since cross-calibration factors from ionisation chamber dose rate to the
dosimeter dose rate with the uncertainty ≈10% were deemed sufficient.
The above mentioned experimental validations and a use case of the JSIR2S code
package outline the applicability of the code for precise radiation field calculations
and to accurate determination of irradiated sample response.
The R2S methodology codes have originally been developed for shut-down dose rate
calculations for fusion problems with much higher incident neutron energies (up to
14.1MeV) compared to fission (≈ 2MeV). Deterministic weight window variance
reduction parameters were calculated for the neutron transport part of the JSIR2S
methodology.
In Section 10.1 the comparison of JET tokamak fusion reactor measured and cal-
culated shut-down dose rates by the JSIR2S code package are presented. Entire
operational history has been simulated up to an experiment, where shut-down dose
rates were measured using ionization chambers. The experiment was recreated by
simulations, utilizing 2 single octant computational models. The calculated shut-
down dose rates for octant 1 are in good agreement, while the agreement is lesser
for the 2nd octant, which was found out to be due to some computational model
inconsistencies and measurements performed at the edge of ionisation chamber mea-
surement range.
In Section 10.2 the JSIR2S has also been applied to a computational benchmark
of shut-down dose rate calculation on an ITER port plug model. The dose rates
calculated by the JSIR2S code package are in good agreement for both uniform and
probability based sampling of secondary gamma rays.
The JSIR2S has thus been applied to both fission and fusion problems for cal-
culations of delayed radiation field outlining the code system generality and the
capability of irradiation position characterization in research reactors.
In the future the code system can be applied routine irradiations of various samples,
characterization of SPND responses [42] and the possibility of characterization of
Cherenkov radiation inside the JSI TRIGA reactor.
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Chapter 2
NUCLEUS AND NUCLEAR
REACTIONS
Nuclear reactors exploit the release of energy either by fusing lighter nuclei together
or by disintegration of heavy nuclei, which is roughly 1000 times greater compared
to atomic shell binding energy, which is involved in chemical reactions. This ex-
ploitation of energy release is of special importance in nuclear power plants, which
rely on a sustainable fission chain reaction using fissile material. Efforts on viable
fusion exploitation are ongoing.
Sustainable fission chain reactions rely on adequate release of neutrons which cause
additional neutron induced fission on heavy, fissionable nuclei. A nucleus undergo-
ing fission, releases a few neutrons, a few gamma rays and it disintegrates into two
or more lighter nuclei, which might be radioactive.
Neutrons themselves interact with matter in ways other than fission: Inelastic scat-
tering produces gamma radiation and some stable isotopes might become radioactive
under the influence of neutron irradiation. This is relevant for fusion as well, since
neutrons are emitted by fusion reactions for some fusion fuels.
Relaxation of radioactive nuclei to a stable state occurs by a single or multiple emis-
sions of high energy particles.
In this chapter an overview of nucleus, nuclear reactions and their energy depen-
dence especially for fission and fusion reactions, types of decay for relaxation of
radioactive nuclei into stable states and description of their decay chains is given.
2.1 Nucleus
Atomic nucleus is made of neutrons and protons, held together by a strong nuclear
force. Typical nuclear radius is of order of a few fm, and was determined by probing
nuclei with high energy particle beams (Appendix A). It turns out that the nucleus
volume is proportional to a sum of volumes of individual nucleons, and its radius
proportional to:
R = R0 · A1/3 (2.1)
where R0 is approximately 1.2 fm. Here point charge nucleus is considered. First
order corrections assume spherically distributed charge for r < R0:
V ′ (r) = − Ze
2
4πϵ0R0
(︄
3
2
− 1
2
(︃
r
R0
)︃2)︄
(2.2)
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which contributes a relative correction of 1× 10−4 to the point-nucleus approxima-
tion.
Nucleons are bound together, and a binding energy B must be added, in order to
split it into its constituents: protons and neutrons (in case of bound atoms electron
binding energy must also be considered).
B =
{︁
Z ·mp +N ·mn −
[︁
m
(︁
AX
)︁− z ·me]︁}︁ c2 (2.3)
where A is the mass number, and Z the atomic number. The specific binding energy
of the nucleus per nucleon (Figure: 2.1.1) shows, that Fe nucleus is the most tightly
bound.
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Figure 2.1.1: Binding energy per nucleon vs. nucleus mass number. Values obtained
from [1].
The binding energy can be described by several individual terms:
 In the lowest order, B ∝ A, hence the volume term Bv = av · A, where
av ≈15.6MeV.
 Surface term: nucleons on the surface are not as tightly bound. This lower
the binding energy by Bs = asA2/3, where as ≈17.3MeV.
 Coulomb repulsion between protons: Bc =
3Z2e20
20πϵ0R0A1/3
= ac
Z2
A1/3
. ac ≈ 0.7MeV.
 In stable light nuclei, neutron and proton numbers are equal due to shell model
and Pauli principle. However in case of heavy nuclei, the neutron number
is usually greater due to Coulomb interaction, which is taken into account
by the Bc term. A simple function with a minimum at N = Z is defined
as the mixing´erm: Bm = amA
(1−Z/N)2
(1+Z/N)2
= amA
(N−Z)2
(N+Z)2
= am
(A−2Z)2
A
, where
am ≈23.3MeV.
 Nuclei with even numbers of nuclides are more tightly bound compared to
nuclei with odd numbers of nuclides, which are usually unstable, with the
exception of lightest elements. It turns out that this effect is proportional to
A−3/4. The odd-even correction is applied in the form of Bo−e = ao−e
δZ,N
A3/4
,
where δZ,N equals 1 for even-even nuclei, 0 for even-odd nuclei and −1 for
odd-odd nuclei. The ao−e ≈33.5MeV.
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All of the above contributions can be added accordingly in the so called semi-
empirical (Weizsäcker's) mass formula:
B = −Bv +Bs +Bc +Bm +Bo−e =
= −av · A+ asA2/3 + ac Z
2
A1/3
+ am
(A− 2Z)2
A
+ ao−e
δZ,N
A3/4
(2.4)
Measurements of energy required to separate a single or two nucleons from a nucleus
show jumps at atomic numbers 8, 20, 28, 50 and 82, which suggests a shell model
arrangement, which is described in Appendix B.
2.2 Reactions with neutrons
Reaction probabilities by incident particles on nuclei are described by the reaction
cross section which is the effective surface area for a reaction to occur. In terms of
a single nucleus this is called a microscopic cross section σ:
σ =
interaction probability
ndx
(2.5)
where σ is the interaction probability per unit target material atom density n per
unit distance of neutron travel dx. The characteristic cross section unit is barn,
which is a surface area unit 1 b=1× 10−24 cm2. For bulk materials and material
mixtures, individual isotope cross sections can be summed up to define a macroscopic
cross section Σ:
Σ =
∑︂
i
σiNi (2.6)
where Ni are number densities of isotope i. Usually energy dependent differential
cross sections are of interest, although for reactions with anisotropic angular depen-
dence double differential cross sections are also of importance.
In common fission reactors where slow neutrons cause most of fission reactions at en-
ergies comparable to chemical binding energies of compound materials. In such cases
the cross sections cannot be easily calculated as independent contributions from in-
dividual isotope constituents. Molecule binding, molecular or crystalline structure
as well as rotational and vibrational states must be considered. Special cross section
evaluations considering those specific compounds are required (for instance scatter-
ing cross-sections for H bound in U −ZrH fuel meat of the JSI TRIAGA reactor).
Since this study focuses on interactions inside a fission nuclear reactor, we are
mostly interested in incident neutron reactions with incident energy below 20MeV.
For medium mass and heavy nuclei, elastic scattering (n, n), radiative capture
(n, γ) and fission (n, f)(Z ≫ 90) are the only reactions allowed for slow neutrons
EN <0.5MeV, and below 1 keV exhibit a large number of narrow resonances, which
are ≈10 eV apart with resonance width of 0.1 eV corresponding to a mean lifetime of
1× 10−14 s, which is 1× 104 times greater compared to a time slow neutron needs to
traverse a nucleus. These are classified as compound nucleus resonances for which
the process of formation and decay are treated as separate. Resonances below 10 eV
are predominantly capture, and predominantly scattering above 10 eV. The (n, γ)
process is dominated in heavy nuclei with high level densities. In 113Cd and 135Xe
resonances extend below 0.1 eV, which makes them strong neutron absorbers.
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In nuclei with low Coulomb barrier, exothermic reactions involving charged particles
in the final state are allowed, e.g. (n, p) reactions in 3He,14N , 35Cl and (n, α) reac-
tions on 10B and 6Li. The most intense ones are used as neutron detectors (usually
ones with Z < 10). Resonances in light nuclei tend to be displaced towards higher
energies (above 100 keV), and the cross section for all these reactions is proportional
to the time of flight over nucleus 1/v to great accuracy. Deviation do exist, providing
a significant indicator of nuclear shell structure.
At neutron energies above 0.5MeV inelastic scattering (n, n′) is observed in most
nuclei, along with (n, p) and (n, α) reactions, although the last process is signifi-
cant in heavy nuclei above 10MeV. These energies are much higher compared to
the average nucleon bounding energy. The neutron wavelength at these energies is
comparable to the size of an individual nucleon (≈ 1 fm). Therefore interaction is
direct, without intermediate compound nucleus.
As stated above, the energy dependent cross section can be roughly divided into 3
regions:
 1
v
region at roughly En <1 eV: The interaction probability is proportional to
the time it takes an incident neutron to traverse the target nucleus.
 Resolved resonance region, 1 eV≤ En ≤ 100 keV: Region where sharp peaks
for interaction probability are observed due to target nuclear structure. It
must be noted that individual resonance parameters (resonance energy, hight
and width) are evaluated experimentally. As stated above these resonances
have peak widths of the order of 0.1 eV. Resonance widths and heights are
affected by the target material temperature: Thermal motion of target nu-
clei effectively broadens and lowers the resonance, which is also knows as the
Doppler broadening. Appropriate temperature treatment must therefore be
used.
 Unresolved resonance region: 100 keV≤ En: These resonances are taken as
a whole and since their individual parametrization could not be performed
experimentally.
To evaluate experimental data along with theoretical predictions, R-matrix formal-
ism is used to describe the reaction, and is beyond the scope of this work. For
more information the reader is invited to consult additional references [43, 44]. This
formalism is also used to combine experimental and theoretical predictions and com-
bine them in evaluations of nuclear data libraries such as ENDF/B VII.1 [45].
The cross section data in data libraries are given as point-wise evaluations at a tem-
perature of 0K along with resonance parameters, which can be used to construct
the cross section at a desired temperature by various cross section processing codes,
such as NJOY [46] and PREPRO [47]. Depending on the type of the particle trans-
port code used, continuous point-wise (mostly for Monte Carlo particle transport
codes) or multi-group cross (both Monte Carlo and deterministic codes) sections are
calculated at a specific temperature.
From the particle transport point of view, continuous points-wise library evaluations
are very precise but are quite extensive in terms of computer memory requirements.
High fidelity neutron transport calculations require evaluations at multiple temper-
atures which poses limitations in availability of computer memory. Lately a new
paradigm of calculating cross sections on the fly by expansion of a few resonances
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about the desired energy and estimating the rest has been introduced [48], which
shifts the problem from memory to processor, utilizing modern multi-core compute
solutions such as graphic processors.
There exists a finite probability for multiple reactions to occur. According to [49, 50],
one can hierarchically arrange various reactions as displayed in Figure 2.2.1. Cross
sections of individual channels at the end of the hierarchy are summed to produce
cross sections higher up in the hierarchy. Various reaction cross sections for 235U
are displayed in Figure 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.2.1: The hierarchy of microscopic cross sections for neutron reactions.
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Figure 2.2.2: Various neutron reaction energy dependent cross sections for 235U
using ENDF/B VIII.0 nuclear data library evaluations [2]. (z, n
′
) denotes inelastic
scattering.
Neutron scattering plays and important role in operation of a nuclear fission
reactor, since the highest cross section for a neutron to cause fission is at low incident
neutron energies and the neutrons generated by fission have initial energies of the
order of MeV. Slowing down of neutrons is also called neutron thermalization
and is achieved mostly by neutron scattering. In terms of kinematics both incident
neutron and target nucleus can be regarded classically.
 Elastic scattering: The most important process of neutron thermalization. En-
ergy and momentum of a system of neutron and a target nucleus are conserved.
In an elastic collision some of the incident neutron energy is transferred to a
target nucleus, the amount of which is determined by the target nucleus mass
according to the conservation of momentum and energy: lighter nuclei can
transfer more energy. A schematic is displayed in Figure 2.2.3.a. The interac-
tion occurs either by potential scattering, interacting with the edge of a target
nucleus or by a compound-elastic scattering, where a compound nucleus is
formed, absorbing the incident neutron and ejecting another neutron with the
same energy.
Elastic cross section for light elements are more or less independent up to in-
cident neutron energy of 1MeV. Elastic scattering cross section for nearly all
elements is in range of 2 b to 20 b.
 Inelastic scattering: The incident neutron interacts with the target nucleus
forming a compound nucleus and then ejecting a new neutron at a different
energy while leaving the target nucleus in an excited state, which gets relaxed
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to a ground state by emission of one ore more gamma rays. While the target
nucleus-incident neutron system momentum is conserved, some of the energy is
used for exciting the nucleus. The process can occur above a threshold energy
which is higher than the energy of the nucleus first excited state. The process
dynamics are displayed in Figure 2.2.3.b. While the inelastic scattering cross
section is small for light nuclei, it plays an important role in heavy nuclei
(238U), especially at high energies.
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(2.2.3.a) A schematic of a neutron elastic
scattering process.
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(2.2.3.b) A schematic of a neutron inelastic
scattering process.
Figure 2.2.3: Neutron scattering processes kinematics.
The process of elastic scattering is also the reason behind some of the units
and conventions used in nuclear engineering. If one solved the elastic scattering
kinematic equations, one obtains the incident neutron energy decrement by a single
interaction:
Ef,1
E0
=
[︂
cosθ + (A2 − sin2θ)1/2
]︂2
(A+ 1)2
(2.7)
where Ef,1 is the neutron energy after a single interaction, E0 the initial neutron
energy and θ the scattering angle. The energy after n interactions is the fraction
from Equation 2.7 to the power of n. Due to this slowing down process, a lethargy
unit is defined:
u = ln
E0
E
(2.8)
and neutron spectra usually given per unit lethargy, defined by:
ϕ(u) = E · ϕ(E) (2.9)
The scattering process and the cross section energy dependence also gives ground
to neutron flux division according to neutron energy:
 Fast: 100 keV < En: Energy at which both fission and fusion neutrons are
generated, and also corresponds to the unresolved reaction cross section region.
 Epithermal: 0.625 eV < En < 100 keV: Region of dominant neutron down-
scattering (in some cases also absorption) and resolved resonance region.
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 Slow: En < 0.625 eV: 1/v reaction cross section dependence region. This
energy region usually also includes the thermal energy region, where neutrons
cannot be scattered to lower energies.
At this point nuclear fusion and fission processes generating neutron radiation
will be briefly explained. While fission is most commonly induced by neutrons
themselves, driving a chain reaction, nuclear fusion is caused by fusion of light
nuclei. Both relate to this work in the sense, that radioactive isotopes are generated
during both fission and fusion reactor operation, which causes an intense radiation
field even after reactor shut down.
2.2.1 Fission
Fission is a process of nucleus disintegration into two or three lighter fission frag-
ments, several neutrons and gamma rays. This can be observed in several heavy
nuclei (A > 209) which fission either spontaneously or by inducing it by particle
bombardment, which must bring sufficient energy to the system and must overcome
the Coulomb potential barrier in case of incident charged particles. The reaction
cross section for fission with incident light nuclei approaches 2 b around 100MeV, for
incident gamma rays starting at 5MeV reaching maximum of 50mb close to 20MeV.
Odd neutron number nuclei (235U) can be fissioned by thermal neutrons, since they
pair with the unpaired neutron and the binding energy is available in the compound
nucleus, which is unstable against spontaneous fission, with thermal energy cross
sections reaching 100 b to 1000 b. In case of nuclei with even neutron number, no
new pair shell pair can be bound, a fission threshold exists above 1MeV with cross
sections of the order of 1 b. Nuclear reactor rely on a sustainable chain reaction of
fission with neutrons inducing fission, generating new neutrons and causing fission
again. Apart from spontaneous fission, this sections will therefore concentrate on
neutron induced fission.
Inducing fission with thermal neutrons causes the nucleus to disintegrate into two
unequal fragments with peaks at A1 = 95 and A2 = 138.5 for fission of 235U along
with 2.43 additional neutrons on average. Fission into symmetrical fragments occurs
with probability of 1× 10−4, while fissioning into more than two fragments (ternary
or quaternary fission) occurs with the probability of 1× 10−5 per fission. Probability
for symmetric fission fragments increases with increasing incident neutron energy,
as displayed in Figure 2.2.4.
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Figure 2.2.4: Distribution of fission fragments by mass, from induced fission on 235U
by neutrons for a few energies, from JEFF 3.3 nuclear data libraries [3]. Products
inside the ellipsis are formed by ternary and quaternary fissions.
Macroscopically one can describe the fission process by treating a nucleus as a
liquid drop which is deformed to such extent that the repulsive Coulomb forces over-
come the short-range nuclear force. The liquid drop model shape can be expressed
in terms of droplet stretch in the direction θ:
R(θ) = R0
[︄
1 +
∑︂
n>2
anPn (nθ)
]︄
(2.10)
This causes a change in Coulomb energy Ec and the nucleus surface tension energy
Es. In approximation of the second order in the quadrupole deformation parameter
a2 yields:
∆E = Ec + Es − 1
5
a22ϵZ
2/A1/3 +
2
5
a22γA
2/3 (2.11)
where the Coulomb term (Z − 1) is replaced by Z, without introducing much error
in case of heavy nuclei. When ∆E > 0, the nucleus relaxes itself by some other type
of decay. However, when ∆E < 0, then a fission process is likely. This occurs when
a critical value is reached: (︃
Z2
A
)︃
c
= 2
γ
ϵ
≈ 49.5 (2.12)
One can define the the fissillity parameter x, as a measure of stability against spon-
taneous fission as:
x =
(Z2/A)
(Z2/A)c
(2.13)
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where higher the x, the more likely the spontaneous fission is to occur.
For nuclei with x < 1 a small input of energy from the outside may be required to
reach a critical, unstable equilibrium, where a saddle point occurs in a multidimen-
sional plot of parameters an, determining the critical droplet shape and the fission
barrier height Ef , which can be expressed as a fissibility parameter, as a power
expansion on (1− x):
Ef = γA
2/3f(x) (2.14)
Further studies of the fission process are beyond the scope of this work and the
reader is kindly invited to consult additional literature on the topic [51, 52].
Fission neutron energy distribution can be approximated by a single parameter
Maxwell fission spectrum, by a dual parameter Watt fission spectrum (Appendix
G)y parametrized by discrete point-energy evaluations from nuclear data libraries
such as ENDF/B VII.0 [2] or by advanced modelling of the fission process using
models such as GEF [53] and FREYA [54]. Spectra for neutron induced reactions
on various fissionable isotopes at 3 incident neutron energies as well as spontaneous
fission neutron spectra using the Watt approximation are displayed in Figures 2.2.5.b
and 2.2.5.a respectively. Term 'Thermal' denoted neutron energy of 0.025 eV, which
corresponds to temperature of 290K.
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(2.2.5.a) Spontaneous fission neutron energy distribution. Isotopes mentioned in the Figure
are generated in nuclear during neutron absorption. They fission spontaneously, with a
characteristic decay time, emitting fission neutrons and gamma rays.
Fission data on neutron yields, fragments and various other parameters are usu-
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(2.2.5.b) Induced fission neutron energy distribution.
Figure 2.2.5: Normalized fission neutron energy spectra using Watt Fission spectrum
approximation, with E1/2 denoting mean neutron energy. Data from ENDF/B V
nuclear data library [4]. Higher energy neutron induced fission generally produces
higher energy neutrons.
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ally tabulated in nuclear data libraries. However, those evaluations usually cover
only a few incident neutron energy points. A General Description of Fission Ob-
servables (GEF) code [53] models the fission process internally and can calculate
the desired observables for incident neutron energies up to 100MeV. Prompt fission
gamma rays created during the fission process due to prompt relaxation of fission
products are also emitted. Fission gamma spectra from ENDF/B VIII.0 nuclear
data library and calculated by the GEF code for various incident neutron energies
are displayed in Figure 2.2.6. Although state of the art fission process modelling
codes are gaining in popularity, they lack proper validation and fission is still usu-
ally modelled using nuclear data libraries. However, libraries themselves are being
updated according to these codes.
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Figure 2.2.6: Fission gamma spectra from neutron induced fission on common fis-
sionable isotopes at different incident neutron energies from ENDF/B VIII.0 nuclear
data library and calculated by the GEF code.
2.2.2 Fusion
Nuclear fusion is the process of fusing light nuclei to generate heavier nuclei and
excess energy. Per nucleon binding energies (displayed in Figure 2.1.1) on can ob-
serve that nuclei lighter than 4He have weakly bound nucleons. Fusing lighter nuclei
together is therefore energetically favourable in the sense that excess binding energy
is released. Most promising candidates for light nuclei fusion reactions are given in
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Equation 2.15 [55].
2
1D +
3
1 T →42 He+10 n+ 17.6MeV
2
1D +
2
1 D →32 He+10 n+ 3.7MeV , 50%
2
1D +
2
1 D →31 T +11 H + 4.03MeV , 50%
2
1D +
3
2 He→42 He+11 H + 18.3MeV
(2.15)
Even though the lightest nuclei only have one proton each, which generate repulsive
Coulomb force. At a distance of ≈1 fm the strong nuclear force becomes domi-
nant over the Coulomb force. Due to quantum tunnelling fusion can also occur at
larger distances (Figure 2.2.7) however at lower probabilities. Therefore high initial
energies i.e. temperatures of bulk reaction reaction constituents are required for
achieving fusion on a larger scale.
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-15
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Tunneling
Figure 2.2.7: Potential schematic of a combined strong nuclear and Coulomb poten-
tial for a D-T fusion reaction. r is the distance between D and T nuclei.
Several designs of economically achieving fusion currently being researched are:
 Nuclei have a high enough energy to climb the repulsive Coulomb potential to
a stage where probability for tunnelling becomes significant. This is achieved
by heating up the fusion fuel gas to 1× 107K, which is confined by a config-
uration of magnetic fields inside a tokamak (or a stellarator) device. Heating
of plasma is achieved by Ohm heating, neutral beam injection and microwave
radiation.
This process is also referred to as thermonuclear fusion, which is deemed most
viable for economic energy production. Currently the most powerful ther-
monuclear fusion device using the tokamak geometry is the Joint European
Torus (JET) reactor [56] and at 10 times the plasma volume the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor currently under construction [57], while
Wendelstein-7X is the largest stellarator representative [58].
 Fusion by inertial confinement is a process where fuel target is irradiated by
high energy laser, electron or ion beam. As the outer layers of the fuel are
heated a shock-wave is generated, which heats up the rest of the target. An-
other way to induce a shock-wave, governing the fusion process is where the
target is encompassed by an acrylic shell, which gets hit with a high energy
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projectile, causing the fusion in the fuel target. The most noted experiments
were performed at the National Ignition Facility (NIL) at the Lawrence Liv-
ermore National Laboratory (LLNL) [59].
 Negative muons having mass of 207·me can be injected into deuterium, where
they can replace the atomic electrons. Their higher mass reduces the atomic
radius to the extent that a probability for tunnelling becomes significant even
at low temperature. This is also referred to as muon-catalysed fusion. Muon
production is very energetically intense and there is a roughly 1% chance of
a muon sticking to an alpha particle generated by a previous fusion reaction.
No dedicated experimental devices for study of muon catalysed fusion exists
(only on paper [60]).
Several other techniques of achieving fusion economically are being explored [61].
Compared to fission, the energy released is distributed among the resulting particles
according to conservation of energy and momentum. The fusion cross sections are
presented in Figure 2.2.8. The reaction cross sections have their maxima at elevated
temperatures hence energy Ein must be added. A quotient Q is defined:
Q =
Eout
Ein
(2.16)
where Eout is the energy produced by fusion, with the goal of achieving Q > 1.
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Figure 2.2.8: Energy dependent fusion cross section for reaction candidates from
Equation 2.15, adopted from the ENDF/B VIII.0 nuclear data library [2].
Further discussion on various physical processes for achieving fusion is beyond
the scope of this work, and the reader is kindly invited to review [57, 62, 63, 64, 65].
Precise characterization of the radiation field due to gamma rays generated di-
rectly from fusion and processes accompanying fusion [66] generate high energy
gamma rays is still ongoing [67] but is deemed to be sufficient for the purpose of
shielding requirement determination during reactor operation.
In this work we treat fusion devices as a source of high energy neutron, which ac-
tivate structural materials which remain radioactive even after device shut-down,
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which can cause an increased radiation exposure of maintenance personnel and sen-
sitive equipment as well as heating of structural components due to gamma ray
attenuation. Due to the above mentioned radiation concerns this is the most active
area of research on decay radiation calculations.
2.3 Radioactive decay and generation of radioactive
isotopes
Radioactive decay is a process by which an unstable nucleus relaxes itself to a more
stable state by radiation of various particles, most commonly α particles- helium nu-
clei, β particles- electrons/positrons along with antineutrino/neutrino combination
or γ particles, high energy photons. Emission of neutrons, protons and higher mass
nuclei can also be observed. In case of nuclear reactor control, decay by neutron
emission is essential for reactor control, increasing the neutron mean lifetime and
consequently making it easier to control.
If a nucleus has excess energy and can be relaxed into a more stable state by radiation
emission. Most common decay types are emission of a helium ion: α particle, emis-
sion of an electron-antineutrino (β−, νe) by β− decay or positron-neutrino (β+, νe)
pairs by β+ or emission of high energy photon (γ ray) by γ decay.
Nuclear fission, especially spontaneous can also be treated as a type of decay, where
a heavy nucleus disintegrates into two fission fragments, 2 to 3 neutrons and gamma
rays. However in the context of this work, it is treated as a separate nuclear reac-
tion (Section 2.2.1), since induced fission is the driver behind the operation of fission
nuclear reactors.
Neutron and proton emissions or emissions of nuclei heavier than α is also possible
and depending on its mechanisms are treated as a consequence of β decay of as a
type of α decay, and will not be discussed separately. The main decay types will be
discussed in the following Subsections (2.3.1,2.3.2,2.3.3).
An radioactive isotopes can decay into a stable state directly or by various interme-
diate states, which are also radioactive, forming decay chains (Subsection 2.3.4).
2.3.1 Alpha decay
The Alpha decay occurs in heavy nuclei since repulsive Coulomb force becomes
increasingly dominant over the strong with the number of protons (∝ Z2), compared
to the strong nuclear force (∝ A). To release this excess of energy, 4He (the α
particle) is emitted (Equation 2.17), which is tightly bound by the nuclear force and
low A to transition to a nearest, more stable state and to carry away significant
amount of kinetic energy. The alpha particle kinetics yield Equation 2.18.
A
ZX →A−4Z−2 Y +42 He (2.17)
Tα = Q
(︃
1− 4
A
)︃
(2.18)
where A is the mass number of other decay product. The α decay occurs with heavy
nuclei and the α particle caries out more than 98% of the total disintegration energy
Q. At typical Q =5MeV, the resulting nucleus carries out roughly 100 keV. Such
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particles are easily stopped by a thin layer of material, and are usually considered
as stationary.
The decay itself is treated as though α particle moves in the potential of the daughter
spherical potential. Although there is no reason to assume that both products are
actually separate, the theory works quite well. The potential of daughter nuclide
acting on the α particle with disintegration energy Q (schematically displayed in
Figure 2.3.1) can be divided into 3 areas:
 0→ r → a: Nuclear potential, represented as a potential well with depth V0.
 a → r → b: Potential barrier, lowered by the Coulomb repulsive potential
VC(r) described in Equation II.25, where Z ′ is the charge of a daughter nuclide
and z the charge of an alpha particle.
 b→ r →∞ : Area where Q > VC(r) + V0, classically permitted region.
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Q
V(r)
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 r
Figure 2.3.1: Potential schematic of a daughter nucleus acting on the α particle, with
nuclear potential approximated as a potential well and Coulomb repulsive potential.
Soon after discovery of α decay, it was observed that the larger the Q, the
shorter the decay time τ , which is commonly knows as the Geiger-Nutal rule. A
more detailed derivation of the alpha decay process and its relation to emission of
heavier nuclei is presented in Appendix C.
2.3.2 Beta decay
The most basic β decay process is the conversion of a proton to a neutron or vice-
versa, thus changing both Z and N by one, leaving the total nucleus count A con-
stant. Since charge must be conserved either an electron e− or a positron e+ is
emitted. The treatment is somewhat different as compared to the α decay, since
the electron/positron is created from the available energy and is not present in the
nucleus before the process. The basic processes of β decay are:
n→ p+ e− β−
p→ n+ e+ β+
p+ e− → n EC
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Where EC is the capture of orbital electron. The process is also accompanied by a
neutrino/antineutrino emission. The last two processes are only possible for bound
protons.
The continuous energy distribution of secondary radiation (electron or positron)
points to more than 2-body disintegration. For instance the nuclear mass difference
for β decay of 210Bi is 1.16MeV, and a continuous energy distribution up to that
energy. Initially it was thought that this is due to electron interaction with the
atomic electrons but was abandoned, since no change in the spectrum was observed
as the β emitters were heated up.
Later suggestion on 3-particle process was proposed by Pauli and a second decay
particle named after Fermi: neutrino/antineutrino.
The derivation of electron/positron spectrum shape is given in Appendix D.
In addition to gamma ray relaxation of excited states after β decay a nucleon emis-
sion may follow quite rapidly. The overall decay time is adopted from the β decay.
This is of special importance for reactor control, which somewhat delays the re-
sponse to inserted or withdrawn reactivity.
For practical applications, specific computer programs exist like BetaShape code
[68], which use the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data Files (ENSDF) [24] and cal-
culate appropriate decay spectra and intensities using the derivation from Appendix
D with additional screening and radiative corrections, and experimentally obtained
spectral shapes for forbidden transitions [69, 70]. The BetaShape code is also ex-
tensively used for calculation electron/positron spectra from β decay of radioactive
products in this work Example of β− electron and β+ positron emission spectra is
displayed in Figure 2.3.2.
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(2.3.2.a) 137Cs β− decay electron spectrum.
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(2.3.2.b) 22Na β+ decay positron spectrum.
Figure 2.3.2: Example of electron/positron individual and total emission spectra by
β− and β+ decay.
2.3.3 Gamma decay
Nucleus can be in an excited state after α or β decay. They get relaxed to a ground
state by emission of a high energy (0.1MeV to 10MeV) photon called the γ ray
(Equation 2.19).
A
ZX
∗ →AZ X + γ (2.19)
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The γ decay energy and momentum balance can be written as:
Ei = Ef + Eγ + TR
0 = pR + pγ
(2.20)
where Ei and Ef are the initial and final nucleus rest mass energies, Eγ and pγ =
Eγ
c
photon energy and momentum respectively and TR =
p2R
2M
non-relativistic recoil
kinetic energy, where Mc2 is the final nucleus rest mass energy. One can define the
nucleus energy change ∆E = Ei − Ef :
∆E = Eγ +
Eγ
2Mc2
Eγ =Mc
2
[︄
−1±
(︃
1 + 2
∆E
Mc2
)︃1/2]︄ (2.21)
∆E is of the order of MeV and the Mc2 of the order of ≈ A× 1GeV. Taylor ex-
pansion of square root about 1 can be applied, and using only first 3 terms yields
precision of the order of 1× 10−4 to 1× 10−5. For low energy γ rays the recoil
energy is of the order of 1 eV, while at high energies (5MeV to 10MeV) recoil en-
ergies range up to several 100 eV, which is sufficient for the recoiling atom to cause
radiation damage in a solid lattice.
A radiation field is generated by temporal variation of charge or current with fre-
quency ω. The emitted radiation can be characterized as a static field in terms of
it multipole character. The propagation direction of the radiation is E×B, where
E and B are electric and magnetic field directions. The decay multipole order can
be determined by the radiation intensity angular dependence. The average radiated
power from a simplest multipole-dipole can be described as:
Pel =
1
12πϵ0
ω4
c3
d2
Pmag =
1
12πϵ0
ω4
c5
µ2
(2.22)
where d and µ represent the amplitudes of time varying dipole moments. For higher
orders we first define the index L, where 2L is the multipole order. According to
[71] following properties can be generalized:
 The angular distribution of the 2L-pole radiation can be described by the
Legendre polynomial P2L(cosθ)
 The parity of the radiation field if:
πmag(L) = (−1)L+1
πel(L) = (−1)L
(2.23)
Electric and magnetic multipoles of the same order have opposite parity.
 The radiated power can in general be described by the L index:
P (σL) =
2 (L+ 1) c
ϵ0L [(2L+ 1)!!]
2
(︂ω
c
)︂2L+2
[m (σL)]2 (2.24)
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where σ denotes the type of transition (electric or magnetic). [m (σL)] is the
amplitude of the time-varying electric or magnetic field, (2L+1)!! is a double
factorial.
The amplitudes can be calculated by calculating the transition probability from the
initial state ψi to a final state ψf by an appropriate multipole operator m (σL) over
entire nucleus volume:
mf,i (σL) =
∫︂
ψ∗fm (σL)ψidv (2.25)
Further derivation of electric and magnetic multipole decay constants using a single
nucleus interaction approximation if continued in Appendix E.
The γ emission energy is somewhat smaller compared to the total energy change
in the nucleus, since some of the energy is transferred to the nucleus. In case of a
nucleus being bound into a crystal lattice, the crystal at a low enough temperature
as a collective, where an even smaller amount of energy is transferred to the crystal.
This is known as the Mössbauer effect. Using emitters of this kind, one can measure
the precise spectral line width by setting a detector to be sensitive about the peak
energy, and slowly moving it towards and from the emitter, exploiting the Doppler
shift.
Measurements of γ spectra are of great importance for the field of nuclear engi-
neering, since highly penetrating radiation with isotope specific spectral lines are
emitted and can be easily measured by various detectors such as scintillation crys-
tals of high-purity germanium diodes.
60Co isotope with τ1/2 = 5.27 a is commonly used as a gamma source. A 60Co decay
diagram is displayed in Figure 2.3.3 and the gamma spectrum measured using the
HPGe is displayed in Figure 2.3.4. Since pair production (Section 3.1.4) is energet-
ically possible, annihilation of a positron generates two annihilation gamma rays,
where one (single escape) or both (double escape) can escape from the detector
(511 keV or 1022 keV below the main peak). If a positron is annihilated inside the
detector, two 511 keV photons are produced and recorded in the annihilation peak.
60
27Co
60
28Ni
0.31 MeV
1.1732 MeV
1.3325 MeV
1.48 MeV
5.272 a
γ
γ
β
β 99.88%
0.12%
Figure 2.3.3: 60Co decay scheme.
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Figure 2.3.4: Measured 60Co decay gamma spectrum using a 55 cm3 coaxial HPGe
detector with lithium window at distance of 20 cm. 60Co denoted in red, with
marked single (SE) and double escape (DE) peaks, an annihilation peak, lead X-
rays (usually from detector shielding) and 40K spectrum peak [5]. Energies (numbers
above spectral peaks) are in keV.
A large number of isotopes can be identified using the gamma spectroscopy.
While spectra for some natural isotopes can be distinguished from the background
spectrum, one can activate the stable isotopes with particle bombardment, and
determine the original sample isotopic constituents by identifying characteristic peak
energies [72, 73]. If however the initial isotopic composition is well known, one can
use the methodology for characterization of the particle bombardment field [74].
2.3.4 Decay chains and generation of radioactive isotopes
Equation 2.26 describes the decay dynamics of a single isotope i.
dNi
dt
= −λiNi (2.26)
N(t) = N(0)e−λi·t (2.27)
where Ni is the concentration of isotope i and the λi the mean decay rate of isotope
i, usually referred to a the decay constant. It is not uncommon, that several decay
processes follow the initial process until a stable isotope is reached. This is called
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the decay chain, and its dynamics are described by Equation 2.28.
dNi
dt
= −λiNi dNj
dt
= λiNiki,j − λjNj (2.28)
where isotope i decay into isotope j. The decay may occur by multiple modes or
branches producing multiple daughter isotopes, hence the branching ratio ki,j of
isotope i decaying into isotope j. Yields for different decay modes are commonly
known as the branching ratios.
Decay chains can include several intermediate isotopes with interconnected decay
links before reaching a stable state. An example of 235U decay chain is presented in
Figure 2.3.5.
Figure 2.3.5: 235U decay chain with intermediate isotopes, decay modes and branch-
ing ratios. Data obtained from ENDF/B VIII.0 nuclear data library [2].
Decay dynamic equation, also known as the Bateman equations [75] 2.28 can be
solved analytically by a Laplace transform presented in Equation 2.29.
Ni (t) =
n∑︂
j=1
[︄
n−1∏︂
l=1
kl,l+1 ·
n∑︂
l=j
(︄
Ni (0) e
−λlt∏︁n
p=j,p̸=l (λp − λl)
)︄]︄
(2.29)
Apart from naturally occurring radioactive isotopes, they can also be produced
artificially by bombardment with light nuclei, protons, neutrons and high energy
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photons trough various reactions. Production of radioactive isotopes from stable
ones is called activation. The transmutation is the process of conversion of one
isotope to another, either by particle absorption or decay. More specifically, term
burn−up is used in describing transmutation of nuclear fuel and is given in terms of
specific released fission energy [MWhd−1] from all fissile isotopes (including fissile
239Pu, generated by absorption of neutron on 238U) or decrease in concentration of
235U :
burn− up(t) [%] = n235U(t)
n235U(0)
· 100% (2.30)
In case of nuclear reactors, we are mostly interested in neutron induced reactions.
Common neutron transmutation reactions are displayed in Table 2.3.1, which is far
from complete. More comprehensive lists of transmutation and activation include
close to 100 reactions, which can be found in nuclear data libraries [2, 3].
Table 2.3.1: Table of common neutron transmutation reactions.
Radiative capture (n, γ) AZX +
1
0 n→A+1Z Y
Fission (n, f) AZX+
1
n →CD Y +A+1−C−νZ−D Z + ν ·10 n
(n, xn) reaction AZX +
1
0 n→A+1−xZ Y + x ·10 n
(n, α) reaction AZX +
1
0 n→A−3Z−2 Y +42 He
(n, p) reaction AZX +
1
0 n→AZ−1 Y +11 H
Adding production terms to Equation 2.28 yields Equation 2.31:
dNi
dt
=
∑︂
r
Rr,i +
∑︂
j ̸=i
λj→iNj − λiNi (2.31)
where Rr,i is the isotope i production reaction rate term by neutron activation
reaction r and λj→i the isotope i production term by decay of isotope j. Term Rr,i
can be rewritten in terms of neutron flux ϕ(E) and reaction cross section σr,i(E):
Rr,i =
∫︂
ϕ(E)Σr,i(E)dE =
∫︂
ϕ(E)σr,i(E)NidE (2.32)
To include the isotope generation terms at a constant rate, the Equation 2.29 can
be expanded, as displayed in Equation 2.33.
Ni (t) =
n∑︂
j=1
[︄
n−1∏︂
l=1
kl,l+1 ·
n∑︂
l=j
(︄
Ni (0) e
−λlt∏︁n
p=j,p̸=l (λp − λl)
+
Rr,j
(︁
1− e−λlt)︁
λl
∏︁n
p=j,p̸=l (λp − λl)
)︄]︄
(2.33)
Even though both forms of these equations can in principle be solved analytically,
they are susceptible to numerical error, especially in terms with similar decay con-
stants, which leads to catastrophic errors [76, 77] to such extent, that it is not
commonly used, and the solution is calculated numerically.
The equation can be arranged into a matrix form in terms of constant decay terms
Aλ and the production term arising from transmutation (fission included) in term
AR, which change with the rate of transmutation, either by change of total neutron
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flux or by the change of its spectrum. In case of application to nuclear fission reac-
tors this might be due to changes in reactor power or changes in fuel and structural
component isotopic composition, producing harder neutron spectrum by fissioning
239Pu, generated by neutron absorption on 238U and two subsequent β decays or
generating neutron absorbers (135Xe and 149Sm for thermal reactors and 133Cs and
101Ru in fast spectrum reactors [78]). Both terms are joined together in a matrix A
and applied on an initial isotope vector n0:
dn(t)
dt
= An(t) (2.34)
The general solution is formally given by:
n(t) = eAtn (0) (2.35)
where:
eAt =
∑︂
i
(At)i
i!
(2.36)
The problem is stiff due to decay times in matrix Aλ ranging from 1× 10−24 s to
1× 1030 s for 7H and 128Te respectively. Adding to that is the reaction rate matrix
AR, where both macroscopic cross sections my vary by 20 orders of magnitude due
to concentration differences and microscopic cross-sections. Depending on the size
of included nuclides (can go up to several thousand), the matrix is sparse, and non-
diagonal.
These issues are not specific for depletion problems [79] and numerous techniques
and simplifications exist:
 In case of LSODE integrator package [80] a generally stiff problem safe implicit
Adams integrator method is used and integration times adjusted using the
backward differentiation [81] and predictor-corrector techniques.
 Depletion matrices specifically are bounded near the negative real axis [82],
which dictates the selection of appropriate rational expansion of the eAt and
its expansion order. These systems are very sensitive to selection of expansion
coefficients and high precision math ( 200 digits) must be used, but have to be
computed only once. Chebyshev Rational Approximation Method (CRAM)
[83] of the order of 16 complex coefficients and MINI-MAX Polynomial Ap-
proximation (MMPA) [84] of the order of 32 real coefficients yield errors of
the order 1× 10−15. For long integration times, short lived isotopes might be
omitted from the calculations and considered in equilibrium [85], or a higher
order polynomial expansion is used.
Above mentioned techniques are used in numerous transmutation calculation codes
such as FISPACT [78], ORIGEN [78], OpenDeplete [86] and Serpent [37].
Calculations of the fuel depletion (decrease and isotopic change of fissile material)
are performed in several steps, since changes in the isotopic inventory change the
spatial and energy neutron field distribution and consequently the Ri,j term, which is
calculated from neutron transport calculations (Section 5). In order for the changes
to be taken into account with prescribed accuracy, predictor-corrector methods by
performing full particle transport or using perturbation methods for multiple deple-
tion steps (Section 5.5).
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Chapter 3
PHOTON AND ELECTRON
INTERACTION WITH MATTER
3.1 Photon interactions
In this part we consider interactions of photons, generally between 10 eV to 1× 109 eV
in single photon interactions, which is generally valid (except in high intensity facili-
ties such as x-ray lasers). Interactions on molecules are treated as sum of interaction
on individual atoms, since interference effects between scattered centres are usually
small and can be neglected.
Photoelectric effect, Rayleigh (coherent) scattering, Compton (incoherent) scatter-
ing and pair production are main reaction with photons. Photo-nuclear reactions
such as photo nuclear absorption can be disregarded due to much smaller reaction
probability. A summary of the above mentioned processes is given in the following
subsections.
In this chapter we make extensive use the Evaluated Photon Data Library, 1997
version (EPLD97) [87], which was designed for use in photon transport calculations
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. This library includes photon interac-
tion data for all elements with atomic number between Z = 1 (hydrogen) and 100
(fermium) over the energy range of 1 eV to 100GeV, including: photo-ionization,
photo-excitation, coherent and incoherent scattering, and pair and triplet produc-
tion cross sections.
This data has also been included into general purpose nuclear data libraries ENDF/B
version VII.0 [88] and higher, used throughout this work for particle transport cal-
culations.
3.1.1 Photoelectric effect
While the photon cannot give up all of its energy by interacting with a free electron,
it can do so when interacting with a tightly bound electrons, for instance inner
shell electrons of high atomic number atoms. A photoelectric interaction occurs at
Eγ > Ub, where Ub is the electron binding energy, where the access energy is taken
by the electron, and its kinetic energy Te derives as:
Te = Eγ − Ub (3.1)
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In this case, energy transfer to the atom is neglected due to its large mass. The
reaction kinematics are displayed in Figure 3.1.1.
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p=E /cγ
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U
γ
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Figure 3.1.1: Photo-electric kinematics.
The interaction is possible with multiple shells, each with their own electron
binding energies Ub,s, also called edge energies due to interaction cross section dis-
continuity [39]. As the electron is knocked out of an inner shell, the resulting electron
vacancy is filled by an outer shell electron, emitting X-rays and Auger electrons ac-
cordingly. However, if the ionization occurs in the outer shell, the electron leaves
the atom with the energy Eγ.
The shell electron states and their binding energies can be calculated using indepen-
dent electron models such as Dirac-Hartree-Fock-Slater model [89, 90], giving well
defined ionization energies for each shell. Their dependency versus atomic number
is presented in Figure 3.1.2.
Reaction cross sections are usually obtained from databases such as EPDL97 [87],
including the data for each separate shell. A general energy dependence of cross
section behavior can be described as follows:
 Photoelectric effect can only occur with bound electrons. If the photon energy
is much higher than the closest, lower bounding energy, the electron can be
seen as free by the photon. It can therefore be assumed, that the cross section
decreases with increasing photon energy.
 Inner most electrons are bound more tightly, therefore we can assume higher
interaction probability.
The probability for a shell interaction at energy E is given as:
Ps(E) =
σpe,s(E)
σpe(E)
(3.2)
where σpe,s(E) is the cross section for photoelectric interaction with shell s and the
σpe(E) total photoelectric cross section at energy E, usually with linear interpolation
on the log-log scale between individual library data points. Energy dependence of
photo-electric cross sections for few elements can be observed in Figure 3.1.3.
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corresponding X-ray lines.
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Figure 3.1.3: Energy dependence of the photo-electric cross section for free atoms
for a few reactor relevant materials.
The direction of photo-electron emission relative to the incident photon is defined
by polar θe and azimuthal ϕe angles. We consider unpolarized incident photons which
leads to uniform distribution of ϕe between (0, 2π). K-shell angular cross section
as derived by [91] using hydrogen K-shell electron wave functions as described in
Equation 3.3.
dσph
dΩe
= α4r2e
(︃
Z
κ
)︃5
β3
γ
sin2θe
(1− βcosθe)4
[︃
1 +
1
2
γ (γ − 1) (γ − 2) (1− βcosθe)
]︃
(3.3)
Where α if the fine-structure constant, re classical electron radius, κ = Emec2 , γ =
1+Ee/(mec
2) and β =
√
Ee(Ee+2mec2)
Ee+mec2
. Strictly speaking, this approximation is only
valid for high energy photon ionization of the K-shell. However since most reactions
occur on the K-shell and the resulting electrons scatter within the surrounding
medium at path-length shorter than the photon mean free path, it is used generally.
3.1.2 Rayleigh scattering
The Rayleigh scattering is process of photon interaction with the atom electron
cloud, without energy transfer, thus considered elastic and does not contribute to
energy deposition. The process kinematics are displayed in Figure 3.1.4.
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Figure 3.1.4: Rayleigh scattering kinematics.
The process formalization is realized by extending the classical unbound point
charge Thompson scattering (Equation 3.4 derived in Appendix F) by applying form
factors [F (q, Z)] (Equation 3.5) accounting for electron binding and are a function
of atomic number Z and the momentum transfer vector q = kℏ− k′ℏ which is the
difference of wave vectors of incident and scattered photons.
dσT (θ)
dΩ
=
r2e
2
(︁
1 + cos2θ
)︁
(3.4)
dσRa(θ)
dΩ
=
dσT
dΩ
· [F (q, Z)]2 = [F (q, Z)]2 r
2
e
2
(︁
1 + cos2θ
)︁
(3.5)
Total Rayleigh cross section can be derived by integration of Equation 3.5 over the
solid angle and substitution of q by scalar quantities in direction of incident photon,
and can obtain the following proportionality in Equation 3.6.
σR ∝ Z
2
E2γ
(3.6)
According to [39] the form factors can be derived by Fourier transform of atom elec-
tron density functions ρ(r) derived from Hartree-Fock or configuration-interaction
atomic-structure calculations. Non-relativistic form factors such as the ones given in
the EPDL97 [87] (Figure 3.1.5) are usually used due to their good agreement with
experiments, but relativistic form factors were also calculated by [92]. Rayleigh
scattering cross sections for a few nuclear relevant materials (such as the ones used
in TRIGA type research reactors [93]) are displayed in Figure 3.1.6.
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Figure 3.1.5: Rayleigh F (q, Z) form factors from EPDL97 library for a few reactor
relevant elements.
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Figure 3.1.6: Rayleigh scattering cross sections for a few reactor relevant materials.
3.1.3 Compton scattering
Compton scattering is an inelastic scattering process in which the incident photon
interacts with an atomic electron, changing the photon direction and energy. The
residual energy is transferred to a single electron being ejected from the atom, (re-
sulting in a vacancy which is filled by higher shell electron resulting in bremsstrahlung
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and fluorescence, which are eelctron processes and are described in Section 3.2). The
schematic of the process dynamics is presented in Figure 3.1.7 and the energy redis-
tribution is given by Equation 3.8.
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Φ
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Figure 3.1.7: Compton effect kinematics.
Eγ
E ′γ
= 1 +
Eγ
mec2
(1− cosϕ) (3.7)
Ee = Eγ − E ′γ − Ui (3.8)
where the Ui is the electron binding energy. In the kinetic energy transfer approxi-
mation the Ee is also the energy deposition.
The maximum possible energy transferred is also known as Compton edge EC given
by:
EC = max(Eγ − E ′γ) = Eγ
(︄
1− 1
1 + 2Eγ
mec2
)︄
(3.9)
The Klein-Nishina formula [94] gives quantum electrodynamic description of photon
scattering cross section off of a free electron at rest in Equation 3.10. If no energy
transfer occurs, i.e. Eγ = Eγ‘, one obtains the Thompson scattering cross section
formula 3.4.
dσCo
dΩ KN
=
r2e
2
(︃
E ′γ
Eγ
)︃2(︃E ′γ
Eγ
+
Eγ
E ′γ
− sin2ϕ
)︃
(3.10)
where the dΩ is the solid angle differential between incident and scattered photon.
This approach is valid for free electrons at rest and for high energy incident photons
(compared to electron binding energies). To account for the electron binding energy
the SW,H form factors were introduced by [95], which are usually supplied by data
libraries such as EPDL97 (Equation 3.11) and are displayed in Figure 3.1.8.
Qualitatively, the lower the incident photon energy the less electrons are seen as free
therefore the cross section converges to zero. Conversely, for high energy incident
photons, all of the shell electrons are seen as free, therefore the effective cross sec-
tion converges to the single electron Klein-Nishina approximation times the atomic
number.
dσCo
dΩ WH
=
dσCo
dΩ KN
· SW,H (3.11)
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.
To account for the electron not being stationary, the scattering electron is treated
as a free electron with a momentum distribution determined by its wave function.
This also implies the smearing of the hard limit on the energy transfer. The mo-
mentum transfer vector is given by q = ℏk − ℏk′, where k and k′ are incident and
outgoing photon wave vectors respectively. Its magnitude is derived as follows:
q =
1
c
√︂
E2γ + E
′2
γ − 2EγE ′γcosϕ (3.12)
and the initial momentum p projection of the target electron on the direction of the
scattering vector q is given by
pz = −pq
q
=
EγE
′
γ (1− cosϕ)−mec2
(︁
Eγ − E ′γ
)︁
c2q
(3.13)
dpz
dE ′γ
=
mec
c · q
(︃
Eγ
EC
+
Eγ · cosϕ− E ′γ
c · q
)︃
(3.14)
The one electron Compton profile of an atomic shell i is defined as
Ji(pz) =
∫︂ ∫︂
ρi(p)dpxdpy (3.15)
and the profile for all the shells can be rewritten to
J(pz) =
∑︂
i
fiJi(pz) (3.16)
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where fi is the number of electrons in shell i.
With these additions one can rewrite the Compton scattering double differential
cross section as
d2σCo
dE ′γdΩ
=
dσCo
dΩ WH
· dpz
dE ′γ
· J(pz) (3.17)
For a few reactor relevant materials (especially for TRIGA type research reactors
[93]) the tabulated energy dependent cross section data from EPDL97 library are
displayed in Figure 3.1.9.
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Figure 3.1.9: Compton scattering energy dependent cross section for a few reactor
relevant materials from EPDL97 library.
3.1.4 Pair production
Photon-electron pairs can be created by photon interaction with a charged particle
field in the vicinity of an electron or a nuclei, which takes care of energy and momen-
tum conservation. The threshold energy for pair production is the sum of electron
and positron rest mass 2mec2. In the interaction with an electron, significant energy
may be transfered to the target electron which recoils, taking an substantial amount
of energy. This is know as a triplet production, and is only possible at energies
above 4mec2. The process kinetics are displayed in Figure 3.1.10.
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Figure 3.1.10: Pair production kinematics
If we assume that all of the photon energy is given to the resulting pair, one can
define a reduced energy quantity (Equation 3.19), which is the fraction of incident
photon energy taken by the electron.
ϵ =
1
Eγ
(︁
Te− +mec2
)︁
(3.18)
ϵmin =
mec
2
Eγ
= 1− ϵmax (3.19)
According to [96], the pair production cross section is proportional to Z2 and the
triplet cross section proportional to Z.
For the derivation of the pair production cross section, we start with high energy
approximation of the double differential cross section derived by Bethe and Heitler
[97, 98], using the Born approximation:
dσpp
dϵ
=αr2eZ
2
(︄[︁
2ϵ2 − 2ϵ+ 1]︁ [︃Φ1(ζ)− 4
3
lnZ − 4fC(Z)+
]︃
+
2
3
ϵ [1− ϵ]
[︃
Φ2(ζ)− 4
3
lnZ − 4fC(Z)
]︃)︃ (3.20)
where Φ1(ζ) and Φ2(ζ) are atomic electrons screening factors, where ζ is defined as
ζ =
100
Z1/3
ϵmin
ϵ (1− ϵ) (3.21)
and the fC is the Coulomb correction factor. These correction factor can be obtained
numerically [99] or by analytical function approximation [39] and are included in the
EPDL97 library. Even though models evaluations from 1980 are used [100] in data
library evaluations such as the EPDL97 library [87], cross sections could at most be
improved by 2% to 3% by using more accurate models.
The pair production energy dependent cross sections for a few reactor relevant ma-
terials (especially for the TRIGA type reactors [93]) from EPDL97 library are dis-
played in Figure 3.1.11.
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Figure 3.1.11: Total (nuclear and electron) and electron only pair production cross
section from EPDL97 nuclear data library for a few reactor relevant materials.
3.2 Electron and positron interactions
In this section, electron and positron interactions with matter are considered, which
are elastic scattering, inelastic collision, bremsstrahlung emission and positron an-
nihilation during positron flight or at rest. Energy loss can occur also by Cherenkov
radiation when the particle velocity is greater than the phase velocity of light in the
medium. Due to charged particle continuous interaction with matter, especially at
high energies, condensed or mixed simulation approaches are used by most modern
Monte Carlo codes [101].
Both positron and electron interactions are considered in this section, due to their
similarities apart from charge, treatment of which is usually distinguished by various
correction factors.
In the following subsection the types of charged particle Coulomb force interactions,
particle path-length and the above mentioned processes are described.
The Evaluated Electron Data Library (EEDL) [7] by the Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory, including reaction cross sections and excitation energies is used
extensively in this section.
This data has also been included into general purpose nuclear data libraries ENDF/B
version VII.0 [88] and higher, used throughout this work for particle transport cal-
culations.
3.2.1 Interactions according to impact parameter
In terms of electron and positron interaction traveling transversely at distance b (im-
pact parameter) from the atom (Figure 3.2.1) with an electron cloud with effective
radius a, one can distinguish between three regimes:
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 Soft collision, where b≫ a
 Hard collision, where b ≈ a
 Nuclear collision, where b≪ a
nucleus
b
-
-
-
-
-
-
+ +
++
+ +
-
a
Figure 3.2.1: Impact parameter schematic for charged particle interactions.
Soft collision
As the charged particle passes the atom at distance much greater than its electron
radius, it interacts with the atom as a whole, exciting outer (valence) electrons to
higher level or continuum. Energy exchange in this type of interactions in in the
order of eV. However, these types of reactions ( b ≫ a ) more probable compared
to near hits, and account for roughly half of the energy transfer [38].
A small amount of energy transfer (<0.1%) occurs by Cherenkov effect where a blue-
hue light called Cherenkov radiation is emitted when a charged particle is traversing
a transparent medium at a speed greater than the speed of light in the medium < c
n
,
where n is the medium refractive index. This effect will be discussed in the following
subsection due to its visibility and its detection utilization in pool type reactors.
Hard collision
If the impact parameter b is of the same order as atomic dimension a, an interaction
with a single electron becomes much more likely. The bound electron is then ejected
from the atom with a considerable kinetic energy, and is called a δ-ray. In case
of inner shell electron ejection, characteristic X-rays and Auger electrons (Section
3.3) are emitted as well. Although hard interactions are much less likely to occur,
compared to soft events, energy transfer is generally comparable.
Nuclear collision
Incident charged particles with impact parameter much smaller compared to a inter-
act predominantly with the nucleus. 97% to 98% of incident particles are scattered
elastically, depositing an insignificant amount of energy, due to the large nucleus
mass. The rest are scattered inelastically, deflected and up to 100% of the incident
particle energy is given to the resulting X-ray.
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3.2.2 Stopping power
The energy depositions rate of incident charged particles with kinetic energy T ,
traversing a medium with atomic number Z is referred to as particle stopping power
dT
dl
(T, Z), and is usually in units of MeV cm−1, and is sometimes normalized to
material density and referred to as mass stopping power dT
ρdl
(T, Z). In generally it
can be divided into radiative stopping power, which takes into account processes
(mainly bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation) where energy is transferred from
point of interaction by resulting photons, and collision stopping power, which is
further divided into soft and hard interaction stopping power.(︃
dT
ρdl
)︃
=
(︃
dT
ρdl
)︃
c,S
+
(︃
dT
ρdl
)︃
c,H
+
(︃
dT
ρdl
)︃
r
(3.22)
The soft collision term was initially derived by Bohr [102] and later expanded for
relativistic treatment by Bethe and Bloch [103, 104] commonly known as the Bethe-
Bloch equation. An assumption that the incident particle velocity is much greater
to the atomic electron velocity, but is practically applicable at lower energies as well.
Stopping power for electrons and positrons is presented in Equation 3.23.
−
(︃
dT
ρdl
)︃
c,S
=
4π
mec2
· NAZ
A ·Muβ2
(︃
e20
4πϵ0
)︃2
·
[︃
ln
(︃
2mec
2β2
I · (1− β2)
)︃]︃
(3.23)
where β = v
c
, e0 electron charge, me electron rest mass, Z and A atomic and mass
number respectively, NA Avogadro number, ϵ0 the vacuum permittivity, I the main
excitation potential, somewhat proportional to Z· 10 eV and Mu the molar mass
constant. According to [38, 39] one can add hard-collision relation by adding Møller
cross sections to the soft term and derives the complete collision stopping power for
electrons and positrons:
−
(︃
dT
ρdl
)︃
c
= k
⎡⎢⎣ln
⎛⎜⎝τ 2 + (τ + 2)
2
(︂
I
m0c2
)︂2
⎞⎟⎠+ F±(τ)− δ − 2C
Z
⎤⎥⎦ (3.24)
where k = 2C0mec
2
β
, C0 = πNAZA r
2
0, τ =
T
mec2
, C is the shell correction factor, δ
the correction term for the polarization or density effect of reactions occurring in
condensed matter (solids, liquids), which is obtained experimentally can be approx-
imated as described by [105]. δ factor for a few selected materials are displayed in
Figure 3.2.2. F± is a particle type dependent factor.
e− : F− = 1− β2 + τ/8− (2τ + 1)ln2
(τ + 1)2
(3.25)
e+ : F+ = 2ln2− β
2
12
{︃
23 +
14
τ + 2
+
10
(τ + 2)2
+
4
(τ + 2)3
}︃
(3.26)
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Figure 3.2.2: Parameter δ as a function of energy, adopted from [6].
The difference between electron and positron terms comes from derivation of
their cross section derivations according to [106] and from the fact that with in-
cident electron, the resulting particles are indistinguishable, which is not the case
in incident positron interaction. The resulting electron with the highest energy is
treated as a primary electron. By this convention, an electron can loose up to half
of its energy, while the positron can loose it all.
The radiative stopping power by bremsstrahlung can be written as:
−
(︃
dT
ρdl
)︃
r
= σ0
NAZ
2
A
(︁
T +mec
2
)︁
Br¯ (3.27)
where σ0 = 1137
(︂
e20
mec2
)︂2
and Br¯(Z, T ) a correction function, varying slowly from 163
for energies below 0.5MeV, 12 for 10MeV and 15 for 100MeV according to [38]. In
practice [39] various exponents of high order polynomials of t = ln
(︂
1 + 10
6T
Z2·mec2
)︂
.
This approximation is knows as the Continuous Slowing Down Approximation (CSDA),
and the particle range R can be calculated using the above equations for energy de-
position:
R(T ) =
∫︂ (︃
dT ′
ds
)︃−1
tot
dT ′ (3.28)
Using this range, one can estimate the energy emitted by Bremsstrahlung using
the Equation 3.27, and can define the radiation yield Y , as the fraction of energy
emitted by radiation. In Monte Carlo simulations a technique called Thick Target
Bremsstrahlung is used, which implies that bremsstrahlung photons are generated
at the point of charged particle creation in the direction the electron. This is a
valid approximation according to [107] for high energy charged particles, where the
deflection angle and the range of the resulting charged particles are small.
Energy dependent stopping power, range and radiation yield for a few reactor rele-
vant materials are displayed in Figures 3.2.3 and 3.2.4.
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Figure 3.2.3: Collision, radiative and total stopping power for a few reactor relevant
materials, adopted from [6].
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Figure 3.2.4: Electron range and radiative yields for a few reactor relevant materials,
adopted from [6].
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3.2.3 Elastic scattering and inelastic collision
When an electron or positron scatters elastically the target nucleus is considered to
remain the same by definition. The energy transfer to the target nucleus can be
neglected (orders of meV) due much larger mass compared to incident electron or
positron. Elastic scattering is the main mechanism of particle path deflection. The
atomic cross section is decreasing with increasing energy before becoming constant,
and is peaked towards forward directions (small angles), especially at high energies.
Due to the high interaction density and small angles, condenser multiple scattering
approaches are usually adopted by modern Monte Carlo particle transport codes.
The angular differential cross sections are derived by scattering treatment off a nu-
cleus and electron cloud field. The fields are derived by Gauss law of nucleus and
electron charge distribution, approximated by the Fermi distribution with correc-
tions factors to account for electron locality. The scattering angle is determined by
forces on incident electron in the before mentioned field. A more detailed derivation
is described by [39]. According to [108] general the elastic cross section is pro-
portional to Z2, therefore thin high Z foils are used to spread out electron beams
without energy loss.
Elastic scattering kinematics are displayed in Figure 3.2.5 and energy dependent
electron elastic cross sections taken from the EEDL [7] are displayed in Figure 3.2.6.
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Figure 3.2.5: Electron and positron elastic scattering interaction schematics.
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Figure 3.2.6: Incident electron elastic scattering cross sections from EEDL nuclear
data library [7] for a few reactor relevant materials.
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Figure 3.2.7: Electron and positron inelastic collision schematics.
In inelastic collision the incident electron gives part of it energy to to the host
atom by ionization or excitation. In ionization an bound electron is raised to a higher
level, whereas by excitation, an electron is ejected from the atom. Consequently,
fluorescence photons and Auger electrons are also generated when filling the resulting
electron shell vacancy. The probability for the excitation is twice the probability
for ionization below MeV, and are comparable at higher energies, and the energy
loss below 1 keV is dominated by ionization [40, 101]. The double double differential
cross sections was first discussed by [109] and is also proportional to Z2, and have
trough the years been expanded to include numerous correction, which the reader
is invited to find in [39, 110]. The inelastic scattering dynamics are displayed in
Figure 3.2.7. The total excitation and individual shell ionization cross sections for
Zr and U are displayed in Figures 3.2.8.a and 3.2.8.b.
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Figure 3.2.8: Energy dependent excitation and ionization cross sections for Zr and
U, adopted from EEDL [7]
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3.2.4 Bremsstrahlung
Bremsstrahlung is the process of emitting radiation by the acceleration of the charged
particle, for instance by a nucleus or an electron electric field. In this process, the
resulting photon is given an energy EX , while the electron or positron continues
on its path with a smaller kinetic energy. This process is dominant at high atomic
number elements and at high energies. Bremsstrahlung energy dependent cross sec-
tions for some reactor relevant materials are displayed in Figure 3.2.9. The process
kinematics are displayed in Figure 3.2.10.
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Figure 3.2.9: Incident electron energy dependent bremsstrahlung cross sections
adopted from [7] for a few reactor relevant materials.
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Figure 3.2.10: Schematic of Bremsstrahlung kinematics.
The energy dependent cross section for electron energies much larger than rest
electron energy can be expressed in terms of Bethe-Heitler formula with screening
[98] and usually expressed in the form:
dσbr
dW
=
Z2
β2
1
W
χ (Z,Ee, κ) (3.29)
where κ = W/Ee is the reduced photon energy and the χ (Z,Ee, κ) known as the
scaled bremsstrahlung cross section, which can be found tabulated in the work of
[111].
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3.2.5 Positron annihilation
When positron travels trough a medium, it can annihilate with a medium electron
by emission of two photons when the target electron bounding effect is disregarded
(considered free). The annihilation may occur in-flight or after positron thermaliza-
tion. A single photon emission may occur, when interacting with a bound electron,
however the cross section is proportional to Z5 [38].
According to [112] the ratio of single to double gamma ray annihilation amounts to
more than 10% at incident positron energies over MeV.
In rare cases a bound positron-electron state may be formed with two ground states,
singlet state, decaying to an even number of photons, and a triplet state decaying
into an odd number of photons. Triplet state decay is however roughly 400 times
less likely to occur [113]. The most probable reaction is generation of two higher
and lower energy γ rays.
Eγ− + Eγ+ = Tpos + 2mec2 (3.30)
The process kinematics are displayed in Figure 3.2.11. At low positron kinetic en-
ergies, the resulting two gamma rays are emitted isotropically.
Ep Φ+
Φ-
Eγ+
Eγ-
Figure 3.2.11: Positron annihilation kinematics
The cross section for annihilation, resulting in two gamma rays was derived by
[113], where γ = 1+Tpos/(mec2) if the Lorenz factor and Tpos positron kinetic energy:
σ2γ =
πr2e
γ + 1
[︄
γ2 + 4γ + 1
γ2 − 1 ln
(︂
γ +
√︁
γ2 − 1
)︂
− γ + 3√︁
γ2 − 1
]︄
(3.31)
The positron annihilation is most likely to occur with least bound, outer shell elec-
trons, so the resulting vacancy is not filled likely.
3.2.6 Cherenkov radiation
A special type of interaction is the Cherenkov radiation [114], which is not a conse-
quence of a single interaction but rather the interaction with the bulk media. This
phenomenon occurs when the charged particles traverse the medium at the speed
higher than the medium speed of light cmed, which is characterized by its dielectric
function ϵ(ω) or by its refraction index n =
√︁
ϵ(ω):
cmed =
c
n(ω)
(3.32)
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where c is the speed of light in vacuum and n(ω) the emitted light frequency depen-
dent refraction index.
The effect is similar to that of a supersonic travel, creating a sonic shock-wave at a
specific angle. Similarly the charged particle travelling trough medium. The phase
velocity of the light is changed by the fact that the gets absorbed and remitted trough
numerous interactions, thus slowing it down and creating a constructive interference
a an angle θ:
cosθ =
1
nβ
(3.33)
where β = v
c
. The schematic of the Cherenkov radiation effect schematic is presented
in Figure 3.2.12 The Frank-Tamm equation [115] gives the emitted double differential
of frequency dependent energy emission per unit path:
d2E
dxdω
=
q2
4π
µ(ω)ω
(︃
1− c
2
v2n2(ω)
)︃
(3.34)
where µ(ω) is the emitted light frequency dependent material permeability and q
the incident particle charge. The emitted light spectrum stretched from visible blue
light into the UV region, giving of a distinct hue, which is especially visible inside
pool type reactor such as the TRIGA type reactors [93] and can be modelled by
modern Monte Carlo particle transport codes such as MCNP [4]. The effect can
be used for remote decay beta spectroscopy of activated nuclear fuel [116] or as
an independent reactor power measurement system [117]. Modelling frameworks of
which will be discussed in the Section 6.
θ
Figure 3.2.12: Cherenkov effect schematic, with the black arrow for incident charged
particle and blue arrows for the emitted erenkov radiation.
3.3 Atomic relaxation
An electron might be emitted from the atom due to a photoelectric effect or Comp-
ton scattering, resulting in a shell electron vacancy, which is filled by an upper shell
electron, followed by a photon or an electron emission, which is called atomic relax-
ation. In fact when inner shell vacancy is created, a shower of secondary particles
is emitted, since shells are filled progressively, starting from inner shells outwards.
Several processes for relaxing the atom, displayed in Figure 3.3.1 exist.
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Figure 3.3.1: A diagram of 4 distinct relaxation processes.
Radiative transition, also called fluorescence is the shell transition, where a pho-
ton is emitted on a time scale less than 1× 10−8 s. The emitted photon energy Ep
is calculated as:
Ep = Eb,v − Eb,i (3.35)
where Eb,v is the vacancy shell bounding energy, and Eb,i the initial electron shell
bounding energy. Not all transitions are allowed.
A vacancy can be filled by a non-radiative transition by an electron emission. Three
distinct mechanisms exist:
 The Auger transition, where a vacancy is filled by a major upper shell electron,
and an electron is ejected from the same or higher electron shell.
 Coster-Kronig transition, where a vacancy is filled by the same shell but a
higher sub-shell electron. An electron from a higher shell is emitted.
 Super Coster-Kronig transition, where the vacancy, transition and electron
emission occur in same shell, but different sub-shells.
Although Coster-Kronig transitions [118] differ from Auger emission, the resulting
electrons are all called Auger electrons. For Monte Carlo simulations data libraries
with relaxation data such as Evaluated Atomic Data Libraries (EADL) [8] by are
used. Transition probabilities for fluorescence and Auger emission are displayed in
Figure 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.3.2: Fluorescence and Auger emission probabilities vs. atomic number.
Data adopted from [8]
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Chapter 4
ENERGY DEPOSITION OF
IONIZING RADIATION
4.1 Considerations on interactions of ionizing radi-
ation with matter
Ionizing radiation as the name suggests has energies which can interact with matter
by causing ionization. This may cause changes in electrical characteristics of elec-
tronic components, change oxidation number or disrupt ongoing biological processes.
While the ionizing radiation particle interaction mechanisms have been discussed in
Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 2.2, the focus of this chapter will be the energy transfer and
energy deposition of radiation energy to matter, its effects and various international
standards which are in use today.
4.2 Kerma
According to [38] kerma K is defined in terms of transferred energy ϵtr and the
radiant energy R. The energy transfer in a volume V is defined as:
ϵtr = (Rin)U − (Rout)nonrU +
∑︂
Q (4.1)
where Rin,U is the radiant energy of uncharged particles entering volume V , Rnonrout,U
is the energy of uncharged particles leaving the volume V , as a consequence of direct
incident uncharged particle interaction (secondary charged particle radiation losses
are not taken into account) and
∑︁
Q net energy derived form rest mass. The kerma
is therefore kinetic energy given by the uncharged particles in a volume V . Therefore
kerma K at a point in volume V of mass m is defined as:
K =
dϵtr
dm
(4.2)
The kerma for uncharged particles consists of energy transferred to charged particles.
In cases of neutron interactions the energy is mainly deposited by scattering on
medium nuclei or by generation of light charged particles in cases of (n, α) reactions
on 105 B or (n, T ) reactions on
6
3Li. Their range is limited due to large mass and
charge of resulting particles and energy deposition is usually considered to be local.
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For photon interactions, energy is taken away from the point of interaction by light
charged particles such as electrons and positrons, which have a longer range. Photon
kerma can generally be divided into two parts:
 Coulomb force interaction with shell electrons of the absorbing material, which
dissipates in close proximity to the interaction as ionization or excitation. This
will be referred to as collision kerma KC
 Radiative interactions, where secondary long-reaching radiation such as X-rays
from bremsstrahlung or positron annihilation, which can carry their energy
quite a distance from the point of interaction. This will be referred to as the
radiative kerma Kr.
Kerma can therefore be rewritten as a sum of the collision and radiative contribu-
tions K = Kc +Kr. In case of photon interactions, their contributions are mainly
energy dependent, while in cases of neutrons at reactor energies (up to 20MeV), the
radiative kerma can usually be neglected.
One can define the net energy transferred by modifying Equation I.6:
ϵntr = (Rin)U − (Rout)nonrU −R
′
U +
∑︂
Q = ϵtr −R′U (4.3)
where R
′
U is the energy emitted as radiative losses by the charged particles, origi-
nating in volume V , regardless of where the losses occur. Taking this into account,
one can define the collision kerma:
KC =
dϵntr
dm
(4.4)
Calculating energy deposition in the kerma approximation, is performed by mul-
tiplying particle flux ϕ(E) with energy dependent heating values Q(E) from all
energy producing reactions i, and are usually provided in the nuclear data libraries:
QK =
∫︂
ϕ(E)
∑︂
i
Qi(E)dE (4.5)
4.3 Absorbed dose
The absorbed dose in volume V can best be described as the energy ϵ deposited to
that volume. Contrary to kerma, secondary particles must also be considered, which
transfer the energy from the initial point of interaction. Following the definitions
by Attix [38], the energy transfer balance can be written as follows:
ϵ = (Rin)U − (Rout)U + (Rin)C − (Rout)C +
∑︂
Q (4.6)
where Rin and Rout are the radiant energy flows in and out of the volume V , for
both uncharged and charged particles, plus the energy derived from the rest mass.
In general kerma and dose cannot be related since only incident particle energy
transfer is considered, while dose considers deposition of that energy in the medium.
In special cases when:
 The atomic composition of medium is homogeneous.
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 The density of medium is homogeneous.
 Field of indirectly ionizing radiation is uniform (attenuation is negligible).
 No inhomogeneous electric and magnetic fields are present.
 Sub-volume boundary distance from volume boundary is greater than charged
particle range.
the balance (Rin)c = (Rout)c holds, as shown in Figure 4.3.1. This is called charged
particle equilibrium. In this case it also holds, that any radiative interaction with a
charged particle after it leaves volume dV will be replaced by the same interaction
in the volume dV . This gives the equals to:
(Rout)U = (Rout)
nonr
U −R
′
U (4.7)
In such cases KC = D.
dV
R
in,C
R
out,C
hν
hν
hν
hν’
hν’
hν’
E
e’
E
e’
E
e’
Volume V
Figure 4.3.1: Charged particle energy current balance, displaying charged particle
equilibrium in volume dV.
The surrounding medium is of special importance for detector calibration, de-
pending on their use. It is common practice to enclose the detector inside an equili-
brator assembly of specific material (depending of the application) to achieve CPE.
Detectors used in medicine are usually calibrated in a tank of water, called water
phantom or are enclosed in polyethylene equilibrators which ensures establishment
of CPE and is similar in density and material composition to human tissue. Cali-
bration in air, and relation to air kerma is also common practice.
In principle, standard detectors are used, which measure energy deposition by calori-
metric techniques or charge generation rate in gas between a plan-parallel electric
field.
When performing simulations and modelling real detectors, one has to options: ei-
ther to model the calibration procedure and rescale the measured detector response
of dose in medium to absorbed dose in the detector active part, or to use detector
response functions, to which detector has been calibrated. While the first option is
physically more representable, a coupled transport down to light charged particles
has to be performed, which can in principle be omitted, using the second approach.
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4.4 Detector calibration
While the absorbed dose is the actual energy deposited in the sample, character-
ization of irradiation fields and calibration of various detectors is usually given in
terms of kerma due to their dependence only on incident radiation particle type and
its spectrum, regardless of the charged particle equilibrium. Kerma in free air [23]
is the standard quantity used. For experimental characterization of the air kerma
field, large ionization chambers are used, collecting charge resulting from exposure
to ionizing radiation. The charge is generated by the incident radiation itself, but
also from resulting secondary interaction so the CPE is achieved, all in air. There-
fore Kair = Dair. A schematic view of such a calibration ionization chamber is
displayed in Figure 4.4.1.a. Although it is a well established standard, occasionally
the limitations posed by the low density of air and associated volume required to
achieve CPE are impractical. In case of radiation detectors used medical radiation
therapy inside the tissue, the air kerma standard is also less applicable. Therefore
absorbed dose to water [119] is also widely used due to its higher density and lower
volume required to achieve CPE and the similarity of water to biological tissues.
Reference measurements of the absorbed dose to water is performed using calori-
metric methods: a sample of water is enclosed in a thin quartz ampoule and its
temperature measured. This sample is submerged into well insulated quartz water
tank in order to achieve CPE, therefore Kwater = Dwater. Such a reference calorimet-
ric device is schematically displayed in Figure 4.4.1.b. In case of gamma irradiation
X-ray machines, 137Cs and 60Co irradiation sources are used most commonly used.
For electron and positron irradiations, particle accelerators or β decaying radioac-
tive sources are used as calibration sources. For reference neutron irradiations DT
generators [120], 252Cf neutron sources [121] and well characterized fission reactor
irradiation facilities [122] are used. Detector calibration techniques and guidelines
are described in more detail in [123].
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(4.4.1.a) Schematic drawing of a free air
kerma ionization chamber.
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(4.4.1.b) Schematic drawing of a reference
calorimetric dosimeter for absorbed dose in
water.
Figure 4.4.1: Schematic drawing of two types of reference dosimeters.
In case of non directly ionizing radiation such as neutrons it is in practice dif-
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ficult to differentiate between the dose caused directly by primary radiation, and
the radiation caused by secondary radiation and its interaction with matter. This
is especially difficult in case of neutrons, which generate secondary gamma rays
which generate electrons that deposit energy continuously. Usually the division is
made to treat neutrons separately, since the energy loss mechanism is dominated
by elastic and inelastic scattering and electrons separately, which deposit energy
predominantly by ionization. In practice incident particle energy dependent flux
to absorbed dose conversion factors are obtained by a combination of observable
macroscopic changes and calculations and used as a standard characterization to
calculate the so called dose equivalent, taking into account all relevant induced sec-
ondary radiation types. These are given at several relevant points and the log-log
interpolation between points used. One such standard is the ASTM E-722: Stan-
dard Practice for Characterizing Neutron Fluence Spectra in Terms of an Equivalent
Monoenergetic Neutron Fluence for Radiation-Hardness Testing of Electronics [22]
(Figure 4.4.2). These are also widely used for tissue irradiations and are discussed
in more detail in Section 4.5, and the dose equivalent is calculated as:
H =
∫︁
F (E) · ϕ(E)dE∫︁
dE
(4.8)
where F (E) are the previously mentioned conversion factors.
Figure 4.4.2: ASTM E-722 silicon equivalent flux to dose conversion factors.
While the ionization kerma, dose and dose equivalent concentrate on energy
deposition, there are other quantities characterizing the displacement kerma, which
characterizes changes of material properties due to atomic displacement under the
influence of radiation. Specifically for neutron and ion irradiations flux equivalent
at some energy E0 (in case of neutron E0 = 1MeV is usually used [124] ) which
expresses the resulting material damage in terms of a mono-energetic beam flux ϕeq
at given energy. This quantity is usually used by normalizing conversion factors to
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value at E0.
ϕeq(E) =
∫︁ inf
0
ϕ (E)F (E) dE
F (E0)
(4.9)
When E0 is in MeV range, the equivalent hardness factor can be defined as:
Heq =
ϕeq
ϕtot
(4.10)
where ϕtot is the total particle flux. In some cases, damage is assessed under the
assumption that the reactions causing damage occur above the threshold energy
E0, and contribution at lower energies is insignificant. A more rigorous quantity
for estimation of bulk material damage is Displacement per atom (DPA) which
estimates how many atoms are displaced from their lattice under the influence of
radiation [125, 126], taking into account the entire spectrum of incident radiation.
Various radiation detection techniques are used for different type of radiation
types and detection quantities. In terms of quantities, various detectors usually
operate due to:
 Charge deposition and redistribution.
 Gaseous detectors such as ionization chambers, boron and fission cham-
bers, proportional counters and Geiger-Müller counters collect charge
generated by radiation in a working gas. In some cases, properties of the
working gas change or degrade, hence the working gas is continuously
replaced or in contact with the surroundings via vents (vented chamber),
to limit this effect. However, such detectors are susceptible to changes
in gas temperature and pressure, which change the density of the work-
ing gas and thus the charge generation density. In order to minimize
the charge leakage, a chamber may incorporate a guarded (guard ring
electrode) design [127], as displayed in Figure 4.4.1.a.
 Thermo luminescent dosimeters (TLDs) [128], optically stimulated lumi-
nescent dosimeters (OSLDs) [129], where the bound electrons are excited
into a higher state. By exposing them to light or heating them up they
emit light which can be associated with dose.
 Various scintillation detectors, where the electrons are excited into a
metastable state and emit light shortly (ns to h) after the initial reaction
with the incident radiation particle.
 Thin silicon oxide radiation sensitive field effect transistors (Rad-FET),
where electrical characteristics are changed (increase in gate voltage) due
to radiation [130].
In this work, Nurfet dosimeters are Metal-Oxide Semiconductor FETs
(MOSFETs) which exploit changing of the silicon oxide conductivity
properties located above the conduction channel with radiation. p-MOS
transistors in the configuration with two contacts, one being drain (D)
and gate (G) electrodes and source (S) and Si bulk (B) electrodes con-
nected together. In order for the current enforced between the S-D con-
tacts to flow, a threshold voltage Vth must be applied, which changes
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with accumulated charge in the oxide due to radiation and is used as the
measure of the dose (Figure 4.4.3).
According to [131], the ionising radiation causes charge collection in the
non-conductive, radiation sensitive SiO2 layer where electron-hole pairs
are generated due to radiation, most of which are immediately recom-
bined in the ps range. The remaining electrons and holes are drawn by
an external electric field. Since electron mobility
(︂
µel = 20
cm2
V ·s
)︂
is much
higher compared to the hole mobility
(︂
µh = 1× 10−8 cm2V ·s
)︂
, the electrons
are quickly drawn to the positive (Gate) electrode, while the holes slowly
migrate towards the Si substrate. Holes can get trapped in vicinity of
the Si−SiO2 interface, which has most traps and causes the majority of
charge collection.
Sensors can be operated with or without the applied bias voltage, which
also determines the sensitivity. In zero bias operation, the electron-hole
pairs are easily recombined, and the remaining hole have lower energies
since they are only repelled by their own field, and can get easily recom-
bined in the oxide layer instead of the layer interface. As the threshold
voltage increases, so does the electron-hole separation and the chance for
trapping at the interface layer. The sensor operation is limited by its
saturation voltage VS and the sensitivity is determined by the oxide layer
quality and thickness. Thinner oxide layer sensors usually have lower
sensitivity as they tend to saturate with greater dose due to lower VS.
Without any bias, the threshold voltage change VT (voltage difference
between Gate and Source) can be described by:
∆VT = a ·Db (4.11)
where D is the absorbed dose and a and b free parameters, usually deter-
mined experimentally. Due to several hole-trapping regimes [132, 133],
one set of parameters a and b usually covers only a range of dose responses
[131], so multiple sets are usually used.
 High purity silicon and germanium detectors for gamma spectrometry
and diamond detectors for neutron spectrometry, where collected charge
is proportional to the deposited energy by the incident particle.
OXIDE LAYER
S D
G
B
p+ p+
HOLE TRAPS AREA
Figure 4.4.3: A schematic view of the radiation sensitive p-MOS device.
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 Reverse biased silicon carbide Shottky diodes acting as a charged par-
ticle spectrometer. A layer of material converting thermal neutrons to
α (10B(n, α)) or T particles (6Li(n, T )) which can be measured [134] of
measuring fast neutrons, which generate charge due to inelastic scattering
[135] directly.
 Changes of physical properties due to bulk material changes.
 Neutron activation foils, where radioactive isotopes are generated under
the influence of neutron flux and are sensitive to the neutron spectrum
[136].
 Changes of various material properties due to radiation damage [137, 138].
Nuclear calorimeters are a special kind of detectors, where both ionizing and collision
contribution are expressed in terms of energy deposition in bulk material, changing
its temperature.
While a reference detector may be well characterized in term of its response to a
particular dose equivalent, dose in air or some other standard, cross-calibration of
detectors to some other quantity like the absorbed dose or a different dose equivalent
may is usually performed computationally, since one cannot relate quantities mea-
sured by a reference detector with a well defined geometry and response to some
other detector, where its geometry and material may play a major role in its re-
sponse.
Depending on the use case, detectors smaller compared to the range of charged
particles generated by the primary radiation in the detector itself can approximate
the absorbed dose measurements. This is true, provided that the primary radiation
energy deposition is negligible or comparable to the surrounding tissue (approxi-
mate uncharged particle equilibrium), and the main contribution comes from the
surrounding medium. Semiconductor dosimeters, TLDs and OSLDs of ≈ 1mm di-
mensions may be used in MeV energy range gamma field.
Same procedure should be applied to all of the calibrated detectors. While the
calibration set-up is well defined for the detector to be in CPE. In this particular
work TLD detectors (Section 9.2) were calibrated in 60Co beam in air and ionization
chambers in 60Co beam in water (Section 9.2). Since the CPE cannot be guaranteed
inside the JSI TRIGA reactor irradiation channels, absorbed dose has to be calcu-
lated and dose response factors obtained during the calibration procedures rescaled
to the absorbed dose.
4.5 Biological dose equivalent
The effective dose E is established, taking into account not only the surroundings
and charged particle equilibrium but also the so-called particle type and the spectral
effects by a quality factor Q, and the sensitivity to radiation of a specific organ
N . The factor Q takes into account the bulk tissue damage, produced by a single
particle, which is roughly 1 for photons, and roughly 10 for thermal neutrons. The
effective dose is calculated in the following manner:
E = DQN (4.12)
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The units of effective dose are called Sieverts, which means J kg−1, same as Gy,
except effective biological factors are taken into account.
Recommendations on these factors are regularly reported by the International Com-
mission on Radiological Protection (ICRP). Derivation of these factors is based on
clinical studies of individual organ susceptibility to radiation. To evaluate the in-
cident radiation damage, particle transport calculations are performed using state
of the Monte Carlo transport codes MCNPX [139], EGSnrc [140], FLUKA [141],
PHITS [142] and GEANT4 [143] on a reference male and female computational mod-
els, including 53 different tissue types [144, 145]. These are based on tomography
imaging and reference anatomical parameters and are constructed from rectangular
voxels, size of which corresponds to the average skin depth1 Although the effective
dose cannot be measured directly, an operational unit of biological dose equiv-
alent H∗d is established, which give a conservative estimate of the bulk radiation
damage from outside sources at depth of d mm. Detectors placed inside various
various phantoms or an International Commission on Radiation Units and Measure-
ments (ICRU) sphere at depth d are used for measurements of H.
Since these detectors are usually fairly large and inconvenient for on the field use,
cross-calibration factors are also provided to convert energy dependent particle flux
in a particular to a biological dose equivalent using log-log interpolation between
points. ICRP 74 H∗10 [23] flux to dose conversion factors for incident gamma rays
and neutrons commonly used in calculations along with older ICRP-21 [19] and
ANSI-ANS6.1.1.1977 [20] are displayed in Figure 4.5.1 and tabulated in Appendix
I.
1
 Male: 8.0mm×2.137mm×2.137mm voxel size, total voxels ≈1.95× 106, measuring 1.76m
in height and weighing 73 kg.
 Female: 4.84mm×1.755mm×1.755mm voxel size, total voxels ≈3.89× 106, measuring
1.63m in height and weighing 60 kg.
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Figure 4.5.1: ANSI-ANS6.1.1977, ICRP-21 and ICRP-74 flux to biological dose
equivalent conversion factors for incident neutrons and gamma rays.
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5.1 Formulation of transport equation
In nuclear reactors we deal with neutral (neutrons and photons) and charged parti-
cles (electrons, α particles, heavy ions), which are transported throughout the nu-
clear reactor system. Mathematically the transport of particles can be expresses by
the Boltzmann equation (Equation 5.1), generally folowing derivations of [50, 146].(︃
1
v(E)
∂
∂t
+ Ωˆ · ∇+ Σtot (r, E, t)
)︃
ψ
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
= s
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
(5.1)
with a temporal term 1
v(E)
∂
∂t
, streaming term Ωˆ ·∇, phase space disappearance term
Σtot (r, E, t) and the source term s
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
and ψ
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
angular particle
flux. At this point, the source term could be left as is. Generally, the scatter-
ing term, scattering to the drdΩˆdE phase space is added (Equation 5.2) using the
scattering cross-section Σs. The source term might be completely independent (in-
homogeneous) or dependent on the underlying variable (homogeneous), which is
usually the case in particle multiplication systems. In case of the neutron transport
equation, fission terms are usually added with a prompt and delayed neutron contri-
butions (Equation 5.2). When dealing with higher neutron energies, cross-sections
for (n,Xn) reactions occurring above an energy threshold (usually a few MeV) are
also be considered as a neutron source. The coupling the transport of various parti-
cle types also yields additional source terms, for instance electron production photon
interactions, photon (or electron) induced fission, spallation and others.
s
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
=
χp(E)
4π
∫︂ ∞
0
νp(E
′
)Σf
(︂
r, E
′
, t
)︂
ϕ
(︂
r, E
′
, t
)︂
dE
′
+
N∑︂
i=1
χdel,i(E)
4π
λiCi (r, t)+∫︂
4π
dΩ
′
∫︂ ∞
0
dE
′
Σs
(︂
r, E
′ → E, Ωˆ
′
→ Ωˆ, t
)︂
· ψ
(︂
r, E
′
, Ωˆ
′
, t
)︂
+
sind
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
(5.2)
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s
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
=
∫︂
4π
dΩ
′
∫︂ ∞
0
dE
′
Σs
(︂
r, E
′ → E, Ωˆ
′
→ Ωˆ, t
)︂
· ϕ
(︂
r, E
′
, Ωˆ
′
, t
)︂
+
sind
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
(5.3)
The χp is the prompt fission neutron energy distribution, νp the neutron fission yield
χdel,i is the delayed neutron energy spectrum due to radioactive decay of precursor
Ci by neutron emission (calculated using Bateman Equation 2.31) and sind and in-
dependent source term.
Above equations for each radiation type are analytically solvable for a very lim-
ited number of simple cases, by limiting yourself to steady-state problems, or time-
dependent problems in fission, where the spatial component is separated between
the amplitude and a time independent shape function, known as the point-kinetic
approach [50].
According to [146] Equations 5.1 and 5.3 can be expressed in forms of operators.
This is of special significance in particle multiplication problems such as fission
reactors. One can express general Equations 5.1 and 5.3 in terms of particle densities
N · vˆ = ϕ and an operator L:
∂N
∂t
= −vΩˆ · ∇N − Σtot · v ·N +
∫︂ ∫︂
Σsf(E
′
, Ωˆ)v
′
N
′
dΩˆdE
′
= LN (5.4)
The solution reads:
∂N
∂t
= LN
N = N
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E
)︂
eαt
α ·N
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E
)︂
= LN
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E
)︂ (5.5)
There exist many eigenvalues αj with corresponding solutions Nj. If we suppose α0
has the largest real part, one can distinguish between multiplication system modes.
We can rewrite the equation 5.4 in the form (L− α)N :
∂N
∂t
= −vΩˆ · ∇N −
(︂
Σtot +
α0
v
)︂
· v ·N +
∫︂ ∫︂
Σsf(E
′
, Ωˆ)v
′
N
′
dΩˆdE
′
(5.6)
The term added to the absorption cross-section is sometimes referred to as time
absorption, and is equivalent to varying the absorber concentration, which has
an effect on the spectrum calculations. In order to mitigate these spectral effects,
an auxiliary eigenvalue k = Nt+∆t
Nt
is introduced with the fission source term from
Equation 5.2 by multiplying it with 1
k
, which does not have an effect on calculated
spectra and has a physical meaning of neutron multiplication:
H = Ωˆ · ∇+ Σtot −
∫︂
4π
dΩ
′
∫︂ ∞
0
Σs
(︂
r, E
′ → E,Ω′ → Ω
)︂
F =
χp(E)
4π
∫︂ ∞
0
∫︂
4π
νp(E
′
)Σf
(︂
r, E
′
, t
)︂
dE
′
dΩˆ +
N∑︂
i=1
χdel,i(E)
4π
λiCi (r, t)
S = sind
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
Hϕ =
1
k
Fϕ+ S
(5.7)
Using this expression, one can distinguish between system modes:
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 k < 1: system is sub-critical, and the neutron density is falling with time if
no independent neutron source is present. If an independent neutron source
is present, the source neutrons are on average multiplied by a factor k, which
is not negligible when k ≈ 1. Due to safety requirements, k ≈ 0.96 during
shut-down, meaning for each independent source neutron, approximately 24
consecutive fissions occur, before all neutrons either escape the system or are
absorbed without causing fission or any other neutron emitting reaction.
 k = 1: system is critical, and is equal to α = 0. If no independent neu-
tron source is present, the neutron density remains stationary. If there is an
independent neutron source term, the neutron population increases linearly.
 k > 1: system is over-critical, and the neutron density in time is increasing
exponentially by a factor of k.
Operators H and S, which are also used for a non-multiplication problem can also
be modified. Lets define well behaved functions f(χ) and g(χ) whose inner product
is defined as:
(f, g) =
∫︂
f (χ) g (χ) dχ (5.8)
An operator M is said to be self-adjoint if:
(f,Mg) = (g,Mf) (5.9)
If the operator M is not self-adjoint, one can define an adjoint operator M †, which
will operate on a function f †, satisfying the requirement:(︁
f †,Mf
)︁
=
(︁
f,M †f †
)︁
(5.10)
The eigenfunctions of the adjoint operator are orthogonal to those of operator M .
If f is an eigenfunction of L and f † eigenfunction of L† the following can be derived:
Lf = a · f
L†f † = b · f †
(a− b) (︁f †, f)︁ = 0 (5.11)
In case of operator H from Equation 5.7 and using the expression from Equation
5.9 one can derive:
H†ϕ† = −Ωˆ∇ϕ† + Σtotϕ† −
∫︂
4π
dΩ
′
∫︂ ∞
0
dE
′
Σs
(︂
r, E → E ′ ,Ω→ Ω′
)︂
ϕ† (5.12)
The adjoint transport term, together with the adjoint source term S† make the
adjoint transport equation:
H†ϕ† = S†ϕ† (5.13)
In order to understand the physical significance of the adjoint operator, lets consider
a problem with a steady source S (r,Ω, E) and a detector with response proportional
to its cross-section Σdet. Lets assume that the adjoint source term S† = Σdet. We
can write down direct and adjoint equations, and apply Equation 5.10, to obtain:
Hϕ = S
H†ϕ† = Σdet
(5.14)
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∫︂
Q
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E
)︂
ϕ†
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E
)︂
dV dΩˆdE =
∫︂
Σdet (r, E)ϕ
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E
)︂
dV dΩˆdE (5.15)
The source is arbitrary, and could also be a unit source at r0, Ωˆ0, E0, which gives:
ϕ†
(︂
r0, Ωˆ0, E0
)︂
=
∫︂
ΣdetϕdV dΩˆdE (5.16)
which shows the proportionality of ϕ† to the detector response to such a unit source
or more generally the importance for detector contribution.
The temporal dependency of Equation 5.1 using the operator H without and inde-
pendent source can be written as:
1
v
∂ϕ
∂t
= Hϕ
−1
v
∂ϕ†
∂t
= H†ϕ†
(5.17)
Lets assume an initial condition of one neutron present in the phase space
(︂
r0,Ω0ˆ, E0, 0
)︂
which can be represented by:
ϕ
(︂
r0,Ω0, E0, 0ˆ
)︂
= r0δ (r− r0) δ
(︂
Ωˆ− Ωˆ0
)︂
δ (E − E0) (5.18)
The postulated final tf adjoint solution is:
ϕ†
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E, tf
)︂
= 1 (5.19)
Equations 5.17 are multiplied by ϕ† and ϕ respectively and subtracted:(︃
1
v
ϕ†,
∂ϕ
∂t
)︃
+
(︃
1
v
ϕ,
∂ϕ†
∂t
)︃
=
∂
∂t
(︃
1
v
ϕ†, ϕ
)︃
=
(︁
ϕ†, Hϕ
)︁− (︁ϕ,H†ϕ†)︁ = 0 (5.20)
The right hand side is 0 by definition from Equation 5.10, the second expression is
valid for t ∈ [0, tf ]. Due to the selected initial condition in Equation 5.18 one can
derive:
ϕ†
(︂
r0, Ωˆ0, E0, 0
)︂
=
∫︂ ∫︂ ∫︂
1
v
ϕ
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E, tf
)︂
dV dΩˆdE =
∫︂ ∫︂
N (r, E, tf ) dV dE
(5.21)
where N is the particle density at tf . In exactly critical particle multiplying system
the problem is time independent, and the particle current will be proportional to
the fundamental mode ϕ0 with the amplitude A as a function of initial particle
parameter:
ϕ
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E, tf
)︂
= A
(︂
r0, Ωˆ0, E0
)︂
· ϕ0
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E
)︂
(5.22)
. The fundamental mode can be arbitrarily normalized to 1. Same can be performed
for adjoint function at times < tf :
ϕ†
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E, 0
)︂
= C · ϕ†0
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E
)︂
(5.23)
Integration of the time derivative term from Equation 5.20 yields:(︃
1
v
ϕ†, ϕ
)︃
t=0
=
(︃
1
v
ϕ†, ϕ
)︃
t=tf
(5.24)
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Combining the last 3 Equations we obtain:
ϕ†0
(︂
r0, Ωˆ0, E0
)︂
=
1
C
A
(︂
r0, Ωˆ0, E0
)︂
(5.25)
The adjoint solution at t = 0 is proportional to the amplitude of the fundamental
(or persisting) criticality mode.
Solving above Equations analytically is possible only for rare cases and for the
complex systems described in this work, those Equations are solved numerically. Two
approaches are generally used: Deterministic and Monte Carlo particle transport
formulation, each with their own advantages and disadvantages. A lot of work has
gone into combining the two approaches, bringing the best from both worlds.
In this work the the temporal and spatial component are treated as independent,
similar to the point kinetic approach, where the shape function is approximated by
a steady state approximation and scaled accordingly.
5.2 Deterministic transport
Deterministic transport is referred to solving the Boltzmann transport equation as
a whole by sensibly discretizing the problem phase space and solving the resulting
system of equations. Since we are considering time independent problems, direc-
tional, spatial and energy discretization is performed.
As a zero-order approximation, one can neglect the directional component of parti-
cle transport, and treat it as a diffusive process according to Fick's law [50], where
particles diffuse from higher to lower concentration area:
ψ = −D∇ϕ (5.26)
where D is the diffusion constant. By integrating Equation 5.1 over all directions
and applying Fick's law, one obtains:
−∇D(r, E)∇ϕ(r, E) + Σtotϕ(r, E) = S(r, E) (5.27)
In case of a homogeneous and isotropic medium, one can substitute∇D(r, E)∇ϕ(r, E)
with D(r, E)∆ϕ(r, E).
A better approximation is to expand the particle flux ϕ in terms of angular cosines
(discrete ordinates SN) respecting the following criteria:
 Preservation of physical quantities:
ϕ(r, E) =
∫︂
dΩˆψ
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ
)︂
=
N∑︂
m=1
wmψm (r, E) (5.28)
 Variance must be maintained under transformations: N must be an even num-
ber.
The ψm are initially not know, but can be obtained by expansion on directional
cosines using Legendre polynomials (example for 1D):
ψx,µ =
L∑︂
l=0
2l + 1
2
Pl (µ)ψl(x) =
1
2
ψ0(x) +
3
2
µψ1(x) +
5
2
µ2ψ2(x) + ...
ϕ (x) =
∫︂ 1
−1
dµψx,µ =
1
2
ψ0(x)
∫︂ 1
−1
dµ+
3
2
ψ1(x)
∫︂ 1
−1
dµµ+
5
2
ψ2(x)
∫︂ 1
−1
dµµ2 + ...
(5.29)
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where directional cosine moments are preserved:∫︂ 1
−1
dµµn =
N∑︂
m=1
wmµ
n
m =
2
1 + n
(5.30)
Discretization is also performed over energy, by dividing the energy interval into
smaller subintervals, called energy groups. The selection of energy group boundaries
is usually logarithmic (transport processes are approximately exponential), but can
in general be adjusted to best describe the problem. Energy group fluxes ϕg and
cross-sections σg are calculated as:
σg (r) =
∫︁ Eg−1
Eg
dEσ (r, E)ϕ (r, E)∫︁ Eg−1
Eg
dEϕ (r, E)
ϕ (r) =
∫︂ Eg−1
Eg
dEϕ (r, E)
(5.31)
The spatial discretization can be performed in a number of ways by dividing the
problem geometry using a structured or an unstructured mesh into individual ele-
ments. Integrated quantities over individual element can be calculated:∫︂
∆Vm
drσg(r)ψg,n(r) = σg,mψg,n,mVm
ψg,n,m =
∫︁
∆Vm
drψg,n(r)∫︁
∆Vm
dr
(5.32)
where m is the element index. In general each element has i faces. Analogue to
diffusion formulation one can obtain directional constants νi:
i∑︂
j=1
Siψg,n
⃓⃓⃓
∂Vm
+ σgψg,n,m∆Vm = Sg,n,m (5.33)
The ψg,n,m can be calculated from ψg,n
⃓⃓⃓
∂Vm
using a number of differencing schemes,
which must produce accurate, positive, non-oscillatory results. Since the attenua-
tion of radiation is generally an exponential process, use of exponential fit is advised.
However due to computational complexity, adaptive differencing schemes, from ba-
sic linear, adaptive to exponential are used.
Using this approach of a coupled system, one obtains a solution for the entire compu-
tational domain, however the down-side is the computational resources required to
perform such calculations. It must also be noted, that geometry, angular momenta
and reaction cross-sections are discretized, meaning details may get lost during the
discretization process. Dependency of the source on the angular fluxes requires the
computation to be performed iteratively and may result in slow convergence.
Although formulation of the forward and adjoint operators differs, same assump-
tions regarding discretization must be taken into account.
Deterministic particle transport solvers like ATILLA [147], DENOVO [148], PEN-
TRAN [149], EVENT-A [150], MILONGA [151] are commonly used.
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5.3 Monte Carlo transport
The Monte Carlo particle transport simulates paths of individual particles and relies
on the theorem of large numbers to obtain a statistically significant result. To
reflect the random particle transport processes, random numbers are essential for
this type of simulation. For each process a random number ξ ∈ [0, 1) is selected.
The methodology boils down to several steps:
 A particle is made, where the source particle variables are selected from a
source description distribution P
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E
)︂
.
 Free flight with p(r)dr = Σtote−Σtotrdr, where the distance is selected by r =
−lnξ
Σtot
.
 Once an interaction occurs, the interaction type is samples by ξ < Σa
Σtot
as
absorption, otherwise a scattering reaction is sampled.
 If scattering is selected, the scattering angle is randomly selected. For isotropic
scattering µ0 = 2ξ−1 and ϕ0 = 2πξ yielding µ′ = µ ·µ0+
√︁
(1− µ2) (1− µ20) ·
cos (ϕ0), where µ is the incident angle.
 If particle hits a region of interest (i.e. a detector) its contribution is scored
and counted (or tallied). Most common scoring techniques are volume and
surface based:
 Volume averaged track length scoring SV gives an estimate of particle
flux by summing all of the particle tracks li and divide it by volume:
SV =
∑︁
i li
V
(5.34)
 Surface averaged scoring Ss divides the number of surface crossings Ni
by the surface S:
Ss =
∑︁
iNi
S
(5.35)
 Not all particles have to be equal, which is taken care by assigning them
weights w which can be manipulated at any stage of the Monte Carlo trans-
port. Special care must be taken during weight manipulation in order not to
bias the underlying physical processes.
The above points represent only the basic steps of the Monte Carlo particle transport
process related to physics. However, there are various computational aspects such as
random number generators, functional and discrete distribution sampling techniques
and particle tracking techniques: surface to surface ray tracing [152] and Woodcock
delta tracking [153]. Compared to the deterministic approach, there are a few key
differences:
 Model geometry can be accurately described by a number of ways:
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 Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) descriptions usually utilizes second
or higher order surfaces for description of model geometry. Geometri-
cal bodies are usually called cells and are defined by a combination of
boolean operators with respect to bounding surface normals (defining
space parallel or anti parallel to single or multiple bounding surfaces and
their orientations) and a combination of operators such as unions and
intersections.
 Unstructured Mesh Geometry description is performed by describing a
geometrical body using by set of points, which form vertices and polygon
surfaces of convex polyhedrons. Most commonly tetrahedron description
is used. Although this description can only approximate complex bodies,
it is very general and the approximation accuracy can be easily adjusted
by using smaller tetrahedrons and is convenient for description of com-
plex bodies. Such description is commonly used in computational fluid
dynamics, heat transfer and stress analysis.
The main goal of geometry description is the ability to track particle position,
reactions ad scoring inside a geometrical body, and both have their upsides
and downsides. For tracking particles inside a complex geometrical body us-
ing CSG description becomes increasingly expensive due to large number of
bounding surfaces, compared to tetrahedral mesh, where constant 4 bounding
surfaces have to checked. Detailed realizations and various optimizations differ
from code to code.
 Cross-sections are usually treated as point-wise, evaluated from nuclear data
library on a dense energy and/or angular grid with several 104 points prepared
beforehand. During transport values at exact energies are selected by linear
interpolation and may even take into account the temperature effects such
as Doppler broadening. It is also possible to calculate the reaction cross-
sections on the fly without linear interpolation by evaluating the cross-section
parameters from nuclear data about the energy of interest [48].
 This technique is more expensive in terms of processing power, since the so-
lution converges as the 1√
N
where N is the number of simulated particles.
However, the process can be easily parallelised, since most of the interactions
are treated as independent. The result is obtained only in areas of interest.
The memory requirement scales with the number of results and its extensive-
ness. Generally the memory requirements are lower, compared to deterministic
methods.
For solving homogeneous Boltzmann transport equation of particle multiplication
systems such as fission reactors, Monte Carlo particle transport codes generate
source neutrons from an initial user specified source distribution. The particle trans-
port is performed in cycles, where a set number of source particles is generated from
the initial distribution or from fission sites from the previous cycle. One can mathe-
matically derive set of eigenvalues ki and eigenvectors Si or their linear combination.
However one is interested only in the dominant fundamental mode. A dominance
factor is the ration between second and fundamental mode k2
k1
which dictates the
decay of slowest error decay [154]. In loosely coupled systems the fundamental
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mode might not be favourable and the convergence rate to the fundamental mode
slow. The initial distribution ρ can be modified using the Wielandt's method by
particle weight adjustment to accelerate source convergence. Another important
consideration is cycle-to-cycle correlation, since new particles are born due to neu-
trons inducing fissions in the previous cycle, which might result in having a biased
and non converged fission source term. A Shannon entropy estimate [155] and its
ratios between consecutive cycles are used as estimates of source non-correlation i.e.
randomness.
Although we previously focused on the transport of neutral particles (neutrons and
γ rays), Monte Carlo particle transport methods are also extensively used in the
transport of charged particles. Since charged particle interactions with matter are
continuous, integrations for particle track calculations are discretized and performed
on a dense mesh (depending on the particle energy and associated interaction range
and interaction rate), hence the method is computationally very expensive, however
simulation accuracy can be improved significantly compared to deterministic codes,
especially in cases of high energy particles and small deflection angles, relativistic
treatment or low energy particles with short ranges. Depending on the use case
more or less accurate transport models can be used: in case of bremsstrahlung mod-
elling from modelling each electron (and subsequent photon) in a electron shower,
to approximations such as the thick target approximation and condensed history
simulations, which were both used in this work.
 Thick target bremsstrahlung: Bremsstrahlung spectra are dependent on
the incident electron energy and target material. According to [40] a rather
straightforward way to include the emission of bremsstrahlung photons is to
use a thick-target bremsstrahlung approximation [156]. This approximation
assumes that the charged particle loses all of its energy in a single homogeneous
region. Quantities of interest are calculated using the CSDA approximation
(Section 3.2.2) and includes some approximations which introduce errors to
the angular distribution of bremsstrahlung radiation:
 Bremsstrahlung photons are assumed to be emitted at locations of gener-
ated charged particles, neglecting its range, since photon mean free path
is greater to the charged particle range.. The introduced error is small
when the energy is such that the particle range is short or comparable to
the target thickness.
 The emission direction of the bremsstrahlung photon itself is ignored and
the direction of the bremsstrahlung photon is approximated to be equal
to the direction of the incident charged particle. This is a reasonable
approximation at high electron energies (compared to electron rest mass),
because then most bremsstrahlung photons are emitted at small angles
[101].
While the induced errors might be small, the time-savings of this approach
in coupled particle transport simulations are significant, and can be used by
numerous Monte Carlo particle transport codes such as MCNP [4], Penelope
[39] and Serpent [40].
 Condensed history simulation: A typical electron with incident energy of
several MeV undergoes ≈1× 105 of individual interactions, most of which are
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soft collisions, making such simulations extremely computationally expensive.
According to [4], condensed interaction steps above 1 keV can be used, where
multiple small angular deflections and energy exchanges are treated as a sin-
gle one. Various techniques exist, each with different degrees of spatial and
angular distribution momenta conservation [157] and treatment of transport
near interface of different materials1[39].
For both charged and neutral Monte Carlo particle transport methods, apart from
being computationally expensive, is the decrease in particle track density at sev-
eral particle characteristic path lengths away from the source, especially since the
Monte Carlo scores are dependent on obtaining satisfactory statistics. The most
basic approach of maintaining a steady particle population is to treat particle disap-
pearance implicitly: rather than termination of the particle transport history, adjust
its weight by ratios of disappearance vs. total reaction cross section, and sample an
alternate reaction. In addition, particles can be either split or rouletted: splitting
the particle in 2 and dividing its weight or vice-versa. This can be controlled in-
ternally by assigning upper and lower weight limits i.e. importances to parts of the
model phase space (space, energy, angle), where splitting occurs if the particle with
weight w enters the phase space with upper weight limit wup < w, or is rouletted if
its weight is lower than the low weight limit wlow > w. Most commonly, variance
reduction parameters are defined for the spatial part of the phase space, either on
a mesh superimposed over model geometry or by adjusting importances to individ-
ual geometrical bodies of the model geometry (cell importances). This weights can
themselves be obtained by iterative procedures using Monte Carlo particle transport
codes:
 Scoring simulated particle densities, and calculate weights, in order to manip-
ulate particle density, but keeping the same score [158].
 Calculation of the importance field, by iteratively adjusting weights of different
areas of phase space with regards to the desired score. In other words if the
particle passes phase space A before hitting the detector, its weight limits are
adjusted. This is iteratively adjusted on the fly for a whole chain of phase
spaces E → . . . B → A [159].
Another method is to perform an approximate deterministic calculation to determine
weight limits. This method is used in several parts of this work, and will further
described in Section 5.4.
Scoring of particle contributions based on distance from a point: As the probability
for a particle to add to a score of a very small detector, the detector sensitivity is
assigned a radial scoring dependence.
The introduction of weights also enables the ease for perturbation analysis. For each
of the transport steps mentioned previously, in stead of the original distribution ρ(x)
of variable x, an alternate distribution ρ′(x) can be sampled, and the weight adjusted
by wp.
wp =
ρ′(x)
ρ(x)
(5.36)
1Condensed step length must be kept smaller compared to the distance to material interface
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Since the perturbations are considered small, the particle history continues, and
the whole set of weights, perturbed and unperturbed are treated equally, but their
contributions scored separately [160].
Presently many Monte Carlo particle transport codes exist. With the advent of
cheap computer power, the Monte Carlo particle transport methodology became
routinely used not only in research but for the legislation purposes as well. With
regard to fission reactor problems, the codes can also be separated by being able
to model a particle multiplication problem or not. For fission reactor calculations
MCNP [4], TRIPOLI [36], SERPENT [37], KENO [161], OpenMC [162] are most
widely used. For shielding problems and various particle types codes like MCNP
[4], EGSnrc [140], FLUKA [141], PHITS [142], GEANT4 [143], PENELOPE [163]
are generally used.
5.4 Hybrid transport methods
Efforts on improving the established particle transport computational methods has
led to coupling of deterministic and Monte Carlo methodologies. Generally the
deterministic codes are used to generate approximate parameters or solutions, which
lead to acceleration of calculations using Monte Carlo transport codes. Two common
use cases are:
 Using deterministic codes to calculate approximate criticality source distribu-
tion, which is used for subsequent Monte Carlo particle transport source term
convergence [164].
 Generation of variance reduction parameters in order to allow for particles to
be transported to well shielded regions of the computational model.
While the first point is easily understood, A more detailed explanation of the second
point will be given.
One of the variance reduction methods in Monte Carlo particle transport codes use
weights assigned to particles Wp and spatially and energy dependent particle weight
windows or importances. These are usually defined only by their lower weight Ww,l
and the upper weight being a multiple of the lower weight Ww,u = n ·Ww,l (where n
is usually 5). These can either be assigned to individual parts of the model geometry
or over a model superimposed mesh. If a particle with weight Wp reaches the phase
space drdΩˆdE, where weight windows are defined, two things can occur:
 Wp > Ww,u: Particle is split, until Wp ≤ Ww,u.
 Wp < Ww,l: d =
Ww,l
Wp
is defined, and the current particle simulation is termi-
nated with probability 1
d
. If the particle survives, its weight is increased by a
factor of d.
This way one can bias the transport process to the region of interest which is far
from the particle source or is heavily shielded and inhibit the transport to the rest
of the model geometry. Deterministic methods can be used to calculate the vari-
ance reduction parameters on a mesh, even though the spatial, angular and energy
treatment is approximated due to discretization, since lower Ww,l and upper Ww,u
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bounds exist.
This importance function can be calculated using the Equation 5.10 and write equa-
tions for forward and adjoint source from Equation 5.14:
0 =
(︁
ψ†, Hψ
)︁− (︁ψ,H†ψ†)︁ = (︁ψ†, S)︁− (Σdet, ψ) (5.37)
which gives the detector importance function R:
R = (Σdet, ψ) =
(︁
ψ†, S
)︁
(5.38)
Source term can also be biased but must preserve the expected number of events:
P (i)unbiased · wi,unbiased = P (i)biased · wi,biased (5.39)
The bias source term is then defined as:
Sbiased =
S0ψ
†
R
(5.40)
This methodology is known as the Consistent Adjoint-Driven Importance Sampling
(CADIS) and can also be applied to calculate variance reduction parameters [165].
For multiple detectors or global variance reduction the adjoint source term is re-
scaled according to:
S† =
Σdet (r, E)∫︁∞
0
dE
∫︁
4π
dΩˆΣdet (r, E)ψ
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ
)︂ (5.41)
where the presence of the forward flux in the denominator increases the importance
function in low flux regions. This methodology is know as the Forward-Weighted
(FW) CADIS [166].
Two metrics are typically used for estimation of :
 Figure of merit (FOM) is a general metric of calculation efficiency and is
defined as:
FOM0
1
σ2 · T (5.42)
where σ is the scoring uncertainty, and T computer time in min.
 Speed-up factor (SuF), which is a factor between analogue transport calcula-
tion vs. the transport calculation using variance reduction at same 1σ uncer-
tainty, which is essentially the ratio between accelerated and analogue calcu-
lation FOM .
5.5 Methods including isotopic changes
In fission reactor physics and nuclear fuel behaviour, changes in isotopic inventory
affect the operational parameters of a reactor or contribute to additional radiation
field, which will be the focus of this work.
In fission reactors, changes in isotopic inventory, especially in nuclear fuel, change the
distribution of neutron field, fission rate and affect power generation distribution,
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concerning power peaking factors 2 inside a reactor and optimal fuel utilization.
These calculations are performed for the entire cycle of the fuel element operation,
which in power reactors typically lasts between 12 to 18 months. During this time,
the generated isotopes impact the operation of a nuclear reactor and nuclear fuel,
with mostly noted changes due to:
 Generation of strong thermal neutron absorbers such as 135Xe and 149Sm,
which increase thermal neutron loss due to absorption.
 Breeding of 239Pu by neutron absorption on 238U forming 239U , which decay
to 239Np by β− decay, which decays to 239Pu by another β− decay. The 239Pu
is easily fissionable and has a fission energy distribution shifted towards higher
energies (Section 2.2.1).
 Measures for safe handling and storage of spent nuclear fuel is determined by
levels of radioactivity and decay heat due to radioactive isotopic inventory.
Due to long living fission products such as 135Cs, τ1/2 = 3× 106 a and 99Tc,
τ1/2 = 2.13× 105 a and transuranic isotopes such as 237Np, τ1/2 = 2.144× 106 a
[168].
Codes used for above mentioned calculations couple consecutive steps particle trans-
port stages, followed by calculations of isotopic changes, using matrices AR (Section
2.3.4) obtained by the previous transport calculation. The transport model materi-
als are updated with calculated isotopic vectors, and the procedure is repeated.
Since these calculations are relatively complex, a limited subset of relevant isotopes
2Peaking factor denotes the factor between maximum and average power generated [167]. Gen-
erally guidelines on safe reactor operation impose limitations factors in order to avoid nuclear fuel
overheating, causing damage or fuel meltdown.
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is modelled and reduced geometry models such as an individual fuel element with
reflective boundary condition 3, using either proper geometry and material mod-
elling, or by using homogenized materials. Codes with the capability of updating
the isotopic inventory: for speedy calculations using deterministic transport solvers
codes such as Dragon [169], TRITON module with NEWT solver of the SCALE
code package [170], and WIMS [171] are used, but Monte Carlo particle transport
codes such as Serpent-II [37] or TRITON module with KENO transport code of the
SCALE code package [170] are utilized, when detailed calculations are required.
When dealing with complex geometries and irradiation times, during which changes
in isotopic inventory do not significantly effect the neutron field distribution, a sin-
gle neutron transport calculation may be performed. This type of procedure has in
recent years been utilized for decay radiation field calculations and is described in
more details in Section 6.
3Neutrons reaching the boundary are reflected back, as if an infinite lattice of fuel elements was
simulated. These sort of approximations are valid for transport and isotopic changes estimates of
fuel elements at the reactor core center. However at the reactor edge with neutron field gradients
due to neutron leakage, selective reflective boundary conditions should be used, where only a
fraction is reflected, and it is energy dependent.
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JSIR2S: CODE PACKAGE FOR
MODELLING OF RADIATION
DUE TO DECAY OF
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
Nuclear fission and fusion reactors are high intensity mixed radiation field (neutron,
γ, β±, α) environments, where multiple radiation types are generated due to neutron
irradiation of nuclear fuel and structural materials. The radiation can be roughly
divided by their time-dependence: prompt radiation field:
 Radiation emitted during the fission process: Apart from neutron and fission
products several gamma rays are emitted [172]
 Inelastic neutron scattering [173] and prompt (n, γ) reactions, exciting nuclei
which decays by gamma emission [174, 175]. These reactions can be utilized for
determinations of sample isotopic constituents by prompt gamma activation
analysis (PGAA) [176].
The delayed radiation field, where a longer lived metastable nucleus is formed during
fission as a fission product, neutron capture on a stable (or long living radioactive)
nucleus or decaying by one or more decay modes and intermediate isotopes towards
a stable state, relaxing by emitting ionizing radiation. This includes various types
of radiation, from neutrons, γ, β±, α and others. After reactor shut-down, the
prompt neutron field decreases to zero, with a more slowly decaying delayed neutron
part, with longest delayed neutron precursor time of the order of 60 s [177]. Heavy
actinides which emit neutrons by spontaneous fission are not considered as delayed
neutrons for but rather neutron sources, since they are usually long live compared to
delayed neutron precursor. These cause sub-critical neutron multiplication during
reactor shut-down and help with controlling the reactor start-up (can be considered
and independent source).
Decay times for decays by α, β± or γ emission can span from 1× 10−24 s to 1× 1030 s,
and can contribute to the radiation field long after reactor shut-down.
Activated fission nuclear fuel from is a very intense and diverse source of radiation.
There are several factors contributing to it:
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 Fission products production due to fission, most of which are radioactive (Sec-
tion 2.2.1) and their decay. Since a range of isotopes is generated, the radiation
profile is unique.
 Activation of non-fissioning isotopes within the fuel to produce fissile material,
also know as breeding:
238
92 U +
1
0 n
β−−−−−→
23.5min
239
93
Np
β−−−−−→
2.356 d
239
94
Pu (6.1)
where subsequent fission reactions of 23994 Pu occur.
 Activation of structural materials such as aluminium:
27
13Al +
1
0 n→2813 Al β
−−−−→
124.7 s
28
14
Si∗
γ−−−−→
prompt
28
14
Si (6.2)
This poses a limiting factor in terms of personnel radiation exposure during main-
tenance [31, 32] or decommissioning [33].
Characterization of both prompt and delayed contributions is of interest since it can
induce changes of electrical characteristics of various electronic components [28, 29]
or deposit energy as heat [25, 26, 27], in some cases reaching 10Wg−1. This is of
great importance for the integrity of various reactor components and material ageing
[30].
In fusion reactors plasma confinement is performed by superconducting electromag-
nets [178] which have to be kept at cryogenic temperatures. Apart from the high
temperatures of fusion plasma, the additional energy deposition comes from radia-
tion from fusion neutrons [179] and consequent prompt gamma rays, fusion gamma
rays [66] and gamma rays due to activation of structural materials and coolant wa-
ter [180]. The radiation deposits additional energy in the superconducting magnets,
requiring adequate cooling capacity in order to continue their operation in the super
conductive regime.
State of the art Monte Carlo particle transport codes used in reactor calculations
such as MCNP [4], TRIPOLI-4 [36] and SERPENT- II [37] enable transport of neu-
trons and prompt radiation for steady state problems, which are generally deemed
sufficiently difficult and computationally expensive. The time component is therefore
neglected, and the delayed radiation field cannot be computed. Recently however an
increased interest in computational determination of delayed radiation field mainly
for needs of shut-down dose rate estimation around fusion devices has led to cou-
pling one of the above mentioned Monte Carlo Particle transport codes with isotopic
inventory solvers such as ACAB [181], ORIGEN [85], FISPACT-II [182], ALEPH
[183] or in case of SERPENT-II code using its internal solver [83]. Decay radiation
intensities and spectra are then calculated on basis of isotopic compositions. Two
main computational frameworks have been established for delayed gamma radiation
field calculations:
 Direct-1-step method (D1S) [32, 184]: Decay radiation libraries are precom-
puted and treated as prompt radiation with a time delay.
This procedure described by [184, 185] includes pre-calculating the delayed
radiation libraries for all the materials included in the model geometry are
generated in two steps:
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 Short irradiation scenarios are simulated for each model material in or-
der to determine which radioisotope production i.e. activation reactions
should be tallied in the Monte Carlo transport step.
 Real irradiation scenarios (in terms of relative particle fluxes) are sim-
ulated for each model material with an approximate neutron spectrum
in order to obtain approximate time dependence correction factors for
isotope activities to account for isotope build-up.
Using the above two steps, delayed data libraries are generated, which are
then used for on-line generation of delayed radiation and assigning them time
delays during a single transport calculation. Decay particles using this method
are generated at the point of interaction without any discretization simplifica-
tions and artificially assigning time dependences and correction factors due to
irradiation history and isotope build-up, which are however calculated using
approximate neutron spectrum. The major drawback of the methodology is,
only first generation activation isotope generation can be considered this way,
as no higher generation isotope production rates are calculated. Therefore this
procedure is entirely unsuitable for problems involving fission and the decay
of subsequent fission products. The methodology is however appropriate for
estimating decay radiation from activation products where second and higher
generation isotope contributions are negligible. In order to simulate second or
higher generation isotopes or include fission, the library pre-calculation would
have to involve many more isotopes, complex relations of their transmutation
from on to another and their sensitivities to the neutron spectrum, significantly
impairing the methodology performance.
 Rigorous-2-step (R2S) [16, 186, 187]: The model geometry is divided by a
superimposed mesh on unit mesh cells (in some cases further divided by dif-
ferent model geometry elements: cell under voxel approach). Neutron spectra,
isotopic inventory and subsequent secondary radiation particles are generated
uniformly over the unit mesh cell, which might lead to discretization inaccura-
cies in close proximity of neutron absorbers or neutron sources. To overcome
these limitations use of dense meshing with characteristic length smaller or
equal to neutron mean path should is advised, especially close to the areas
of scoring secondary radiation contributions, where the discretization effects
might bias the process.
The isotopic inventory calculations are rigorously performed on each individual
unit cell, taking into account exact unit cell averaged neutron spectra, inten-
sities and isotopic compositions throughout the irradiation history, simulating
complete isotope generation and decay chains. This methodology is therefore
suitable for decay radiation calculations of fission problems, and problem where
higher generation isotopes are mainly responsible for the radiation field gen-
eration. However, most codes calculate delayed gamma radiation field source
spectra in various energy group structures instead of exact spectral lines.
Although fresh nuclear fuel is non radioactive and can be handled without the need
for heavy radiation shielding, it becomes heavily radioactive during reactor operation
due to formation and decay of fission products, actinides and activation products.
Fission product releases are a major concern with respect to possible power reactor
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accidents [188] and longer lived radioactive isotopes play the essential role adequate
shielding and integrity assurance for spent nuclear fuel storage [189].
The delayed radiation field is most notable immediately after reactor shut-down,
its contribution to the total gamma field inside numerous research fission reactors
has been experimentally determined to be roughly 30% [11, 34, 35]. The ratio of
gamma flux and dose due to decay of activation products vs. prompt contributions
from inelastic scattering, prompt (n, γ) reactions, fusion and ion reactions is yet to
be determined[190], currently focusing on shut-down dose-rates [21].
In research reactors which are being utilized for sample irradiation in mixed neutron
and gamma field during reactor operation or gamma field irradiation only after re-
actor shut-down it is important to have a well characterized radiation field in order
to qualify radiation effects to the irradiated sample. The increasing accuracy and
fidelity of radiation field characterization of the Joºef Stefan Institute (JSI) TRIGA
Mark. II reactor has led to development of computational models for various Monte
Carlo Transport codes which nowadays routinely used for safety assessments to sup-
port new experiments, modifications, etc.
However delayed gamma field computational characterization is still missing and
with the reactor utilization shifting from interest in neutron irradiation only, where
γ and charged particle field can be neglected, to studies of effects of all of the
mentioned radiation types, to irradiations after the reactor shut-down ( without
neutrons) for radiation hardness studies [191, 192, 193, 194, 195] development of
novel detector types [196, 197], irradiations in a gamma field representative of a
fission reactor [29]. Due to its significant contribution, the delayed radiation field
characterization is required to determine the radiation effects on electronics, detec-
tors, material and other samples with a sufficiently low uncertainty.
In recent years the emphasis of sample irradiations at the JSI TRIGA Mark. II reac-
tor has shifted from neutron to mixed neutron-gamma and pure gamma irradiations.
To be able to adequately characterize the radiation induced changes of irradiated
samples a detailed knowledge of the radiation field is required. While the prompt
radiation field can be calculated using above mentioned state of the art codes, the
delayed radiation field had thus far not been taken into account. Although the fo-
cus of this work is on characterization of the delayed radiation field in fission (and
fusion) reactors, it can be expanded to particle accelerator facilities. A generalized
delayed radiation field calculation code package JSIR2S based on the R2S method-
ology has been developed. Compared to other R2S methodology codes where only
delayed photon field can be simulated, the JSIR2S can simulate secondary electron,
positron, gamma, alpha, neutron and proton radiation field. It also incorporates
accurate decay radiation spectrum description (compared to similar codes, where
spectra are calculated in an arbitrary energy group structure) and enhanced model
discretization. A detailed description of these features is presented in Section 6.1
and [198].
6.1 Code description
The JSIR2S code system is a R2S methodology based system written in Python
designed to simulate decay radiation in both fission and fusion problems. The code
system couples a modified version of the Monte Carlo particle transport code MCNP
v6.2 [4] for transporting the primary particles which induce creation of radioactive
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isotopes, and the transport of secondary radiation particles. The isotopic inventory
calculations are handled by the FISPACT-II code [182]. The JSIR2S can calculate
decay radiation field not only for decay gamma rays but for several other particle
types as well. Electron and positron spectra due to beta decay are calculated by
the BetaShape [68] code (described in more detail in Section 2.3.2). Exact line
spectra from other particle types are generated by the JSIR2S code from FISPACT-
II generated decay radiation libraries.
The MCNP Monte Carlo particle transport code is the reference code for neutronics
calculations of fission and fusion reactors, as well as transport of other particle
types, including electrons, positrons, muons, pions and heavy ions [4]. The model
geometry is described by units called cells, which are bound by second order surfaces
according to their normal, exclusion and lattice operators and are assigned either a
vacuum or per element or per isotope material composition and a specific nuclear
data library. Continuous energy nuclear data libraries are used where available for
various particle types, but numerous models are used as well. Variance reduction
methods such as implicit absorption are generally used, but has the capability for
cell and mesh based weight window variance reduction methods as well. Particle
contribution scoring can be performed on per cell or mesh volume basis by scoring
per volume averaged particle track lengths, surface crossing scoring per area, point
detectors scoring with radially dependent detector contributions, pinhole projection
scoring, pulse height scoring and several others. Source descriptions can be made
in terms of a criticality source for fission reactors or by fixed source descriptions.
Various modifications to the code were made in order to accommodate for several
specificities of the JSIR2S code package, and will be described later in this Section.
The FISPACT-II code [182] is an isotopic inventory calculation code based on the
LSODE solver [80] (Section 2.3.4) for calculations of isotopic inventory calculations
by Bateman equations [75]. It can perform transmutation calculations of multi-
step irradiations where flux amplitude, flux spectra and cross-sections may change.
Calculations can be performed for incident neutrons, protons and heavy ions can be
performed. It uses nuclear data in several predefined energy group structures using
internal EAF nuclear data library [199] or in CCFE-709 [200] energy group structure
for nuclear data libraries in widely accepted ENDF-6 format [201]. These libraries
are used to construct the transmutation matrix A. Apart from isotope inventory
calculation capabilities it also provides routines for parsing of nuclear cross section
and decay data libraries.
The JSIR2S code system includes a few unique capabilities, which are not part of
the above mentioned computer codes it couples by default and may or may not be
included in other R2S codes.
 In order to mitigate the inaccuracies associated with model discretization by
a rectangular mesh a so-called technique of cell-under-voxel has been added
to the MCNPv6.2 code, further dividing the basic computational unit inside
mesh voxel i.e. scoring and secondary radiation source term regions into cells
treating each cell inside mesh voxel as a separate unit, calculating neutron
spectra and intensities inside each of them (Figures 6.1.1 and 6.1.2). Neutron
flux and spectra calculations inside units are scored by a volume-averaged
track-length based estimators divided by the unit volume to derive neutron
flux. Since the model geometry cells are divided by the mesh, units can have
irregular shapes, volumes of which must be computed stochastically.
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Figure 6.1.1: A schematic view of the cell under voxel treatment: Cells (cube,
sphere and torus in the Figure) inside the mesh voxel (black line boundaries) are
treated separately (coloured cell parts) as individual computational units: individual
calculations of neutron spectra, fluxes, isotopic inventory and secondary particle
source terms.
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(6.1.2.b) Cell-under voxel scoring.
Figure 6.1.2: Due to simple voxel division of neutron flux calculations the calcu-
lated flux might be over or underestimated by a factor of up to 10, which over or
underestimates the rate of generation of radioactive isotopes. In this case a toy
example is presented [9], comprising of a 10 cm× 10 cm× 10 cm graphite cube with
a 5 cm diameter cylindrical aluminium insert. The arrow denotes the direction of
20MeV incident neutrons at the cube face centre. The values represent volume av-
eraged neutron flux, normalized per incident neutron. Relative uncertainty of the
transport of the order of 0.1%, the rest is due to stochastic volume calculation.
 A user defined source routine was added to the MCNP to read a general
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secondary source description files and perform particle transport accordingly.
The secondary source particle sampling and is performed in two steps:
 Sampling of the computational unit i.e. spatial sampling, determining
the superimposed mesh indices and cell number. Space is uniformly sam-
pled inside the mesh indices. If the sampled coordinates are outside the
selected geometry cell, the sample is rejected.
 Sampling of radiation source energy spectrum, either from a discrete or
a continuous distribution.
The secondary source energy dependence description can be performed in two
ways:
 Spectral lines description: The delayed radiation is emitted at well de-
fined energies due to nucleus or electron shell state changes, and a single
particle is emitted (no energy redistribution between multiple particles).
This description is in generally applied to delayed gamma, neutron, pro-
ton and alpha particle sources.
 Continuous spectrum: This is due to energy redistribution since more
than one particle is emitted. This sort of description is used for electron
and positron delayed radiation sources. Although delta rays have well
defined energies, particles due to β± have continuous spectra. The distri-
bution is described in terms of probabilities, discretized over energy with
a user supplied energy resolution.
Two secondary source sampling techniques are used:
 Probability based sampling where sampling frequency of a computational
unit and source particle energy are determined by their intensities and
particle weight set to 1. Sampling of the computational unit and sampling
from a line energy spectra is performed by using Vose aliasing method
[202] 1, while sampling from a continuous distribution is performed using
uniform sampling from an inverse of the cumulative density function.
 Uniform sampling where spatial coordinates and emission spectrum are
sampled uniformly, however the samples source particle weights are ad-
justed according to their probabilities as described by Equation 5.39.
 Outside biases can be supplied as well. In this case both source prob-
ability and weight are adjusted and probability based sampling method
is used. This option can be used in conjunction with variance reduction
codes such as ADVANTG [41], which have the capability to provide source
biasing parameters (in terms of probability and weight adjustment) for
faster convergence.
The secondary source sampling type is determined by the user. Although re-
sults from all techniques converge to same distribution for a large number of
1Aliasing method is a family of efficient algorithms for sampling from a distribution. The
methods generally work by generating an additional array of alias indices along with the probability
array. A sample is then randomly selected and a specific test is performed on a probability array.
If the test is passed, that index is selected, otherwise, the alternative (alias) index is selected.
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source particles, the non-biased (without weight adjustment, analogue) trans-
port convergence of estimates of integral quantities (such as dose rate, particle
flux, etc.) close to the area of highest secondary particle source is quicker, while
for the secondary particle spectrum calculations and for estimation of integral
quantities far away from the most intense source term, uniform sampling re-
sults usually converge faster. The option with source manual source biasing is
meant to be used with proper geometrical weight windows and biases based
on the spatial importance function calculated by the the FW-CADIS method-
ology. The secondary source particle sampling work-flow for is schematically
displayed in Figure 6.1.3.
Sampling of 
computational 
units (spatial 
sampling)
Uniform 
sampling inside 
the selected 
mesh indices
Coordinate in 
geometry cell? No
Yes
Spectrum type?
Cont.Line
Sampling of 
spectral lines
Density 
Function
Sampling from 
Cumulative 
w=P
S
w=w∙P
E
Figure 6.1.3: Secondary source sampling work-flow. w denote particle weights and
P spatial and energy sampling accordingly.
The simplified schematic of the JSIR2S code system coupling of the above-mentioned
codes and its inner workings is presented in Figure 6.1.4.
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Figure 6.1.4: Schematic of JSIR2S code inner workings.
A detailed description of each step is given. User defined data will be denoted
with superscript U, and blocks, which can be ran individually, denoted with the
same superscript number.
 UMCNPmodel input: Basis for the particle transport part of the code pack-
age, describing model geometry, initial isotopic composition, primary source
description in the MCNP code nomenclature. Several different models can be
used to account for changes in primary radiation redistribution due to tem-
perature effects and source type terms (fixed for the sub-critical system vs.
criticality calculations, DD to DT mode (Section 2.2.2) operation in a fusion
reactor[203]). Model geometry, on which isotopic calculations are performed
should not be changed.
 UUser defined irradiation procedure, cells for transmutation calcu-
lations (entire geometry selected by default) and isotopics return
time-steps: Parameters for the isotopic inventory calculations such as selec-
tion of model geometry for decay radiation calculations, decay radiation types
and evaluation times and scoring options are specified:
 The irradiation procedure is specified in terms of steps, such as step
duration, primary source intensity multipliers (since MCNP scoring is
normalized per source particle) to account for intensity and MCNP input
model selection for each step.
 The code package includes the cell under voxel approach and the user
must supply the superimposed rectangular mesh parameters. However
not all the geometry cells under the mesh have to be included for the
decay radiation calculations calculations, especially if one wants to study
individual cell contributions. Since computational unit volumes must be
calculated stochastically, an absolute permissible volume error must be
supplied.
 Decay radiation types, evaluation times and nuclear data libraries con-
cerning the isotope generation and decay must be specified. The selection
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of isotope generation libraries also determines the energy group structure
since reaction rate libraries are evaluated in specific energy group struc-
tures 2, which must be used for scoring of primary radiation. Solver
tolerances for the FISPACT-II code are also specified in this section.
 1Stochastic volume calculations & tally size determination: Geometry
cells under each mesh voxel and their volumes are determined dynamically by
setting all of the model materials to zero and constructing a uniform planar
source at the mesh boundary and calculating particle path-lengths in each
unit. These path-lengths are multiplied by mean surface area, taken by each
source point to calculate volumes to a user specified precision (Figure 6.1.5).
Usually particle emission from a spherical surface emitted isotropically inwards
are used for stochastic volume determination, however one has little control
over volume sampling accuracy.
In the JSIR2S code a planar source is used where the volume sampling accuracy
is easily determined. However the user should be aware of the possibility of
inaccurate sampling of thin volumes perpendicular to the direction of volume
sampling particle travel, since they might miss it at all, if thinner than
√
∆S.
This could be corrected for by hand by using a single or multiple surfaces at
more suitable (or even random) angles.
ΔS ΔV
Figure 6.1.5: A schematic of volume calculation procedure, where ∆S is the average
surface area and ∆V volume for an individual source particle. Uncertainty follows
Poisson statistics.
For the volume calculations, and array of mesh size times the number of cells
is created. As the volumes are calculated, the actual size of the array required
for the primary particle transport can be determined by the number of non-
zero contributions to the volume array. Since the MCNP code is written in
the Fortran programming language, which does not support sparse data types
by default, a sparse matrix capability was included by generating two arrays:
array of mesh indices and cell numbers of computational units and the array
of volume values and relative errors.
 2Data library creation for decay radiation spectra and intensities: A
FISPACT-II with the option of evaluating the entire decay library in a file
2European Activation File libraries (EAF) support 9 different energy group structures ranging
from 1× 10−11MeV to 20MeV, while the libraries supplied in the ENDF-6 file format are evaluated
in 709 energy group structure, from 1× 10−11MeV to 1× 103MeV [201].
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describing the decay types, spectral line energies and intensities. BetaShape
code is used for calculations of electron and positron emission spectra from β±
decay. The JSIR2S code package parses the outputs (β± decay electron and
positron emission spectra and intensities calculated by BetaShape and emission
spectra for other decay types from FISPACT-II parsed nuclear data libraries)
of the above-mentioned codes to construct an internal JSIR2S ©ibraryof decay
radiation types, spectra and intensities for each isotope in the library, which
is used for generation of decay radiation source term description.
 3Neutron flux and spectra calculations: The neutron transport is per-
formed in a normal manner using MCNP, except for the use of cell-under-voxel
computational unit scoring. The computational units used are read from the
indices file, made during the stochastic volume calculations and scoring is per-
formed on a neutron energy group structure selected according to the selected
nuclear data library production cross sections (XS).
 4Isotopic inventory calculations & delayed radiation spectra and in-
tensities calculations: In this stage the initial MCNP model isotopic vector
n (0) are assigned to model cells for each computational unit. The calculated
unit neutron spectra (normalized per source particle by the MCNP code) are
normalized to the primary incident particle intensities. This data is used to
calculate per flux normalized production rate matrix AR and the decay matrix
Aλ calculated from the decay data library. The matrix AR is scaled by the
flux inside the computational unit and summed with the decay matrix Aλ to
form a complete transmutation matrix A and a system of equations described
by Equation 2.34. The system is integrated by the FISPACT-II LSODE inte-
grator for each irradiation time step. If decay source term specification is to
be calculated at the end of the time step, the isotopic vector is used by the
JSIR2S code to generate the delayed radiation source term using previously
generated internal library. If another MCNP calculation is used in the sub-
sequent step, the matrix A is recalculated. The procedure is schematically
displayed in Figure 6.1.6.
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Figure 6.1.6: Schematic description of irradiation procedure time step modelling.
Dashed blocks denote their evaluation is performed only for the first time step.
Although the R2S methodology and the computational steps required are well
understood, minor differences in various treatments and approaches exist. These
differences will be described compared to other R2S codes such as R2S-UNED [16],
R2Smesh [186], McR2S [187],
 The JSIR2S has the capability to simulate various delayed particle fields while
only delayed γ field calculations are possible using other codes.
 Decay source terms are calculated in a energy group structure (usually around
30 energy groups). While this is sufficient for delayed gamma field dose cal-
culations, it is not possible to calculate the decay spectrum and compare with
spectral measurements. The JSIR2S simulates the decay radiation using spec-
tral line description for line spectra and continuous spectra for electrons due
to β± continuous energy distribution of secondary particles.
Apart from general delayed radiation field calculations, this enables detailed
calculations of SPND responses [204, 205] and detailed characterization of
Cherenkov radiation field and its possible application to remote nuclear fuel
spectroscopy [116] and reactor power monitoring [117].
 The cell-under-voxel treatment is incorporated in both R2S-UNED and McR2S
code.
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In order to accurately describe the delayed source terms (especially in close proximity
to the secondary particle scoring area), mesh voxel size must be of the characteristic
path length of incident neutrons and secondary radiation. Therefore a dense meshes
has to be superimposed over model geometry over several (often several hundred)
energy groups. Obtaining statistically significant particle scores requires a large
number of simulated particles and long computer times.
In order to decrease the required computational time the R2SMESH [186] incor-
porates a computational scheme, where neutron intensities are calculated on a fine
mesh with mesh voxel size comparable to the neutron mean free path, and neutron
spectra on a coarse mesh (mesh voxel size usually of the order 5× 5× 5 dense mesh
voxels) to decrease the required computer time for achieving statistically relevant
scoring over energy groups with low level of approximation.
The R2S-UNED and the JSIR2S codes have however relied on using variance re-
duction techniques using from the CADIS family [166]. We used the ADVANTG
[41] code for generation of weight-window variance reduction parameters by a de-
terministic transport calculation. This approach is particularly suitable for large
shielding problems, which is the case of fusion reactors such as JET and ITER and
for calculations outside the fission reactor core. The approach has been success-
fully utilized for the ITER-like computational model of the shut-down experiment
(Section 10.2). Although the ADVANTG code can only be applied to fixed source
problems, a methodology for application on a neutron multiplication (criticality)
model of a fission reactor has also been developed (Section 7.3.3).
Currently, the code has been applied to variety of fusion shut-down dose rate cal-
culations such as ITER-port plug computational model (Section 10.2) and JET
shutdown dose rate calculations [184] (Section 10.1). The JSIR2S code system has
also been applied to JSI TRIGA reactor calculations in order to take into account
the delayed radiation contribution during and after shut-down (Chapter 9). Accord-
ing to our research, codes from the R2S family have this far only been applied to
fusion problems, but not to fission reactors.
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Chapter 7
THE JSI TRIGA MARK II
REACTOR
The Joºef Stefan Institute (JSI) TRIGA Mark II research fission reactor manufac-
tured by General Atomics [93]. It has been in operation since 1966 and reconstructed
in 1991. The name TRIGA stands for Training, Research, Isotope production and
General Atomics, specifying its main use cases.
In terms of research the JSI TRIGA reactor has in the past been primarily used for
neutron radiography [206], neutron activation analysis (NAA) [207], irradiation of
various electronic components, be it basic component material studies[208, 209, 210,
211, 212, 213, 214], component evaluation [215] for complex electronic assemblies,
such as accelerator particle detectors [216] with neutron and gamma radiation [217].
To support the experimental efforts very detailed, constantly updated computational
models [218, 219, 220, 221, 222] have been developed and validated by experiments of
neutron and gamma axial profile measurements [223, 224], experimental assessment
of kinetic parameters [225] and effects of control rods on neutron flux redistribution
[226]. The use of validated computer models enabled the neutron characterization
of various irradiation facilities [227] but also served as a basis for most of the com-
putational analysis presented in this work.
Due to detailed characterization of irradiation facilities and computer models vali-
dated against experimental data, the JSI TRIGA has become a reference center for
neutron irradiation of detectors for ATLAS experiment, CERN [228] and is routinely
used for neutron irradiation of detectors for DESY and KEK particle accelerators.
The detailed analysis on JSI TRIGA neutron and gamma field, taking into account
both prompt and delayed contributions are presented in this work.
7.1 Reactor description
The JSI TRIGA Mark II reactor is a typical TRIGA type reactor [93]. It is a pool
type reactor, cooled by natural convection, with maximal steady thermal power of
250 kW but can also operate in a supercritical i.e. pulse mode reaching maximum
power up to 1GW. The reactor core has an annular configuration with a diameter of
44.2 cm, with 91 in-core positions for fuel elements, control rods, and irradiation po-
sitions (Figure 7.1.3). Nuclear fuel is a homogeneous mixture of fuel and moderator
in form of uranium zirconium hydride (U-ZrH). Fuel meat, with central zirconium
rod and graphite reflector on either side, encased in stainless steel cylindrical en-
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closure (radius 1.89 cm and length of 72.5 cm) with bottom and top pin comprise a
fuel element. Fuel elements are held in place by top and bottom aluminium grid,
each consisting of a plate with holes for fuel elements. Reactor usually operates with
central position (A1 or CC), and most of the F-ring positions empty and available
for irradiations.
Reactor is equipped with 4 boron carbide neutron absorbed control rods and their
position denoted in unit steps. 3 control rods, namely Regulating, Compensating
(Shim) and Safety are equipped with a fuel follower: as the neutron absorber is
withdrawn, it is replaced with fuel. The rods are withdrawn mechanically. Their
insertion level in terms of unit steps ranges from 200-fully withdrawn to 900-fully
inserted. The additional, Transient control rod, does not have a fuel follower. The
rod bottom position is also controlled mechanically, but can be rapidly withdrawn
from the core by compressed air for large reactivity insertion in order for the reactor
to operate in a supercritical i.e. pulse mode. Its insertion level in terms of unit
steps ranges from 0-fully withdrawn to 900-fully inserted. During steady operation,
Safety and Pulse rod are usually fully withdrawn. The Regulating and Shim control
rods can be withdrawn asymmetrically, which induces flux tilts of up to 30% [226].
For most experiments the Regulating and Shim rod are withdrawn as equally (sym-
metrically) as possible. As part of the safety and operational systems, all 4 control
rods can be rapidly inserted into the reactor core, which is referred to as SCRAM 1
The reactor power measurements are performed using 5 ex-core detectors (Figure
7.1.2) with different sensitivities and operational modes and ranges (Figure 7.1.1):
 Starting channel: Fission chamber with measurement range 1× 10−4W to
1× 102W.
 Logarithmic channel: Compensated boron ionization chamber with measure-
ment range 1× 10−1W to 1× 106W.
 Linear channel: Compensated boron chamber with measurement range 1× 10−2W
to 2.5× 105W.
 Safety channel: Uncompensated boron chamber with measurement range 1× 103W
to 2.5× 105W.
 Pulse channel: Uncompensated boron chamber with measurement range 1× 107W
to 1× 109W.
1A big red button was installed for activating the safety systems of the Chicago pile reactor.
When one of the original researchers Volney Wilson was asked about the button, he replied You
hit it, if there is a problem and scram... out of here, and the name of rapidly shutting down a
reactor appears to have stuck. The scram being an acronym for ²afety control rod axe man£oined
by Enrico Fermi and a control rod tied to a rope, with a man with an axe standing next to it is
an urban legend.
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Figure 7.1.1: A JSI TRIGA reactor instrumentation detector ranges.
Their absolute calibration is performed by an improved calorimetric method
[229]. The basic calibration method is performed by measuring temperature of
water samples, without including any corrections. Such measurements can in general
have an uncertainty of 30% [226], 2
3
of which can be attributed to neutron flux
redistribution due to asymetricall withdrawal of the control rods [230]. Other major
inaccuracies include uncertainty the heat capacity C of the temperature rise rate
∆T
∆t
measurements, ( especially if the reactor pool and its surroundings are not in
approximate thermal equilibrium) and water mixing [231].
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Figure 7.1.2: A JSI TRIGA CAD model [10] cutout with denoted reactor instru-
mentation measurement channels.
A few different in-core irradiation positions in form of aluminium tubes, capped
at one end with an aluminium holding pin, which can be submerged into the reactor
core and can be accessed from the reactor platform (Figure 7.1.5):
 Regular irradiation channel with inner radius 15mm and outer radius 17mm
respectively with a 200mm graphite distance holder to position the sample
approximately to the reactor core mid-plane.
 Thin wall irradiation channel with inner radius 17.4mm and outer radius
19.1mm respectively. Some of these channels have holes at the bottom in
order to flood them with the reactor pool water, the rest are dry.
 A Triangular irradiation position, taking place of 3 fuel elements for irradiation
of larger samples, which are entered approximately at the mid-core plane by
an aluminium distance holder.
 Measuring positions (MP) (Figure 7.1.4) with diameters of 6mm, 8mm and
10mm respectively. Various small detectors such as miniature fission and
ionization chambers are irradiated there in aluminium guide tubes. These are
also used to perform axial profile measurements using a pneumatic positioning
system [136, 224].
The JSI TRIGA is also equipped with numerous ex-core irradiation positions. The
first set of ex-core irradiation positions is located in a carousel, a rotary device inside
the graphite reflector, holding 40 cylindrical irradiation positions (ICx) with radii
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1.5 cm and lengths of 22.45 cm (Figure 7.1.6). A single position can be accessed at
the time and can be rotated to a desired position (Figure 7.1.3).
Samples in the above mentioned channels are usually irradiated inside a polyethylene
(Figure 7.1.7) or an aluminium container 7.1.8. Samples can be lowered into in-core
irradiation positions by a thin acrylic line (fishing line). A pneumatic sample transfer
system can also be fitted to Regular and Thin wall in-core irradiation positions and
to ICx positions, which can transfer samples to and from the reactor core into
shielded area or hot cell facilities.
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Figure 7.1.3: JSI TRIGAMark II reactor core with typical fuel element configuration
and irradiation positions. Core loading no. 189.
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Figure 7.1.4: MP positions, their diameters and position numbers inside the TRIGA
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core center in cm.
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Figure 7.1.8: Aluminium container used for sample irradiation. Measurements in
cm. Wall thickness 0.4mm.
There are also several larger horizontal irradiation positions. Two cylindrical
tube irradiation positions of radius 7.7 cm extend radially outwards from the core
(Figure 7.1.9). The Radial Piercing Port (RPP) pierces the reactor graphite reflec-
tor, while the Radial Beam Port does not. Additionally, two tubes with the same
diameter, one shifted 32.4 cm to the side and 9.4 cm below the reactor core center,
also pierce the graphite reflector named Tangential channel (TanC) and the other
one shifted 106 cm to the other side of the core, and elavated by 21.6 cm comparing
to the previous one, named Thermal irradiation port (TIP) (Figure 7.1.9).
The two largest irradiation positions extend outside of the reactor tank. The Ther-
malizing column is a small room inside the reactor biological shield, shielded with
heavy concrete doors to which neutrons are guided through a graphite stack and
lead shielding, predominantly used for neutron irradiation (Figure 7.1.9,7.1.10). The
Thermal column is similar, although the graphite stack is larger, without any lead,
and extends further outwards (Figure 7.1.9). A labyrinth structure made of borated
concrete and borated paraffin wax blocks has been placed around it, to prevent ex-
cess radiation levels inside the reactor hall.
Except for the wet thin-wall irradiation channels, the rest of mentioned irradiation
positions are dry, i.e. filled with air at environmental pressure of approx. 100 kPa.
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An additional ex-core irradiation facility for pure gamma irradiations has been
constructed, which makes use of activated fuel elements. Up to 6 fuel elements
are taken out of the reactor core to a fuel element rack, located at the edge of the
reactor tank above the reactor core. The facility, consisting of an aluminium box
and a cable guide tube can be accessed by removing the bottom plate and moved to
close proximity to the filled fuel element rack (Figure 7.1.11). This facility is used
for gamma irradiation of larger electronic assemblies, which need to be connected
to read-out electronics [217, 232, 233]. In order to provide computational support,
codes capable of calculation the delayed radiation field, such as JSIR2S are required
[234].
Figure 7.1.11: A CAD of the irradiation box facility positioned close to the fuel rack
with 6 fuel elements.
7.2 Computational analysis of prompt dose rates in
the JSI TRIGA reactor
In this Section we present a computational analysis of the dose rates and spec-
tra inside the irradiation facilities of the JSI TRIGA reactor arising from prompt
radiation. Findings presented in this section are published in [235].
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7.2.1 Computational setup
Monte Carlo particle transport code MCNP version 6.1 [236] was used for particle
flux, spectra and dose calculations utilizing the ENDF/B-VII.0 [237] nuclear data
library. A detailed computational model of the JSI TRIGA Mark II reactor includ-
ing the irradiation channels [219] was used. Description of the modelled material
compositions is provided in Appendix J, which includes the detector models from
Section 9, not used in this section. Safety and Transient control rods were taken
to be completely withdrawn (which is usually the case), while the other two were
partially inserted:
 Regulating: 9.94 cm (pos. 322)
 Shim: 8.17 cm (pos. 322)
The neutron and photon flux calculations in the irradiation channels were performed
by using the volume averaged particle track length scoring. Dose rates were calcu-
lated using energy dependent heating values (Equation 4.5) or by applying flux-to-
dose conversion factors.
Scoring normalisation from MCNP to full reactor thermal power of 250 kW by Equa-
tion 7.1 [238, 239].
ϕ
ϕMCNP
=
P ν¯
wfkeff
, (7.1)
where P is the reactor thermal power, ν¯ the average number of neutrons produced
per fission, wf is the recoverable energy per fission, keff the calculated reactor
multiplication factor, and ΦMCNP flux normalized per source neutron in units cm−2
resulting directly from the MCNP output [227]. Operational parameters set to P =
250 kW (maximum steady-state power), ν¯ = 2.439, wf = 198MeV and calculated
keff = 1.059, giving ϕΦMCNP = 1.8175× 1016 s−1. The keff is overestimated due to
fresh fuel modelling, as was the case in previous calculations [219], which were in
good agreement with experimental data [240], showing minimal effects on neutron
flux and spectra. Energy deposition in air inside irradiation positions were calculated
using volume averaged scoring using the kerma approximation.
Several other standard flux to dose conversion factors were used for calculations.
For neutrons, ASTM-E722 standard [22] conversion factors were used for silicon
equivalent dose calculations, ICRP-74 ambient dose equivalent per unit neutron flux
H∗10/ϕ [23] standard and NCRP-38, ANSI/ANS-6.1.1-1977 standard [20] in terms
of biological equivalent dose. For γ ray calculations, ICRP-21 [19] and ANSI/ANS-
6.1.1-1977 [20] standards were used for γ ray biological equivalent dose evaluations
(Section 4) .
In this section, in-core, carousel positions and Tangential (TanC), Radial Piercing
port (RPP) and Radial Beam port (RBP) characterization of the prompt radiation
field is presented due to their frequent utilization and close proximity to the reactor
core, where results with sufficiently low variance can be obtained with analogue
Monte Carlo particle transport simulations.
The geometrical computational model is displayed in Figure 7.2.1.
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Figure 7.2.1: MCNP geometrical model planar visualization at horizontal irradiation
port centreline height.
Volume averaged particle track length scoring (Section 5.3) was used, both for
particle flux estimation and in conjunction with flux-to-dose conversion factors and
energy dependent heating values for dose estimates, where kerma approximation
was used. For air kerma estimates, volumes of interest were either filled with air or
air cross sections were used.Flux, dose (using flux to dose conversion factors) and
energy deposition profiles, using appropriate reaction rate multipliers (neutron and
gamma heating) for air kerma calculations were calculated for dose mapping inside
the reactor tank.
Prompt fluxes, spectra and doses were calculated inside the following irradiation
positions:
 Inside of an aluminium container containing air (Figure 7.1.8), inserted into
the bottom of a standard irradiation position at A1 i.e. the Central channel
(CC) (Fig. 7.1.3).
 Inside of an aluminium container containing air, inserted to the bottom of the
Triangular channel.
 Bottom 10 cm of air in a standard irradiation position inserted into F-ring
position.
 Inside a polyethylene capsule (Figure 7.1.7) filled with air of a few selected
ICx irradiation positions.
 Inside horizontal irradiation positions, representing air cylinders closest to the
reactor core, of same length as the cylinder diameter (Figure 7.2.2).
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Figure 7.2.2: Schematic of horizontal irradiation ports, and volumes of interest for
each port, in which tallies are calculated.
7.2.2 Results
Total fluxes and doses, calculated in different irradiation positions, and in case
of dose calculations, using different flux to dose conversion standards are given in
Tables 7.2.1 and 7.2.3 for neutrons and in Tables 7.2.4 and 7.2.5 for γ-rays, including
1σ standard statistical uncertainty from particle transport code procedure at full
reactor power of 250 kW.
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Table 7.2.1: Total neutron flux, neutron silicon equivalent dose, using ASTM-E722
and neutron biological equivalent H∗10 dose using ICRP-74 flux to dose conversion
factors, at full reactor power (250 kW).
Channel Neutron flux [cm−2 s−1] N ASTM [Gy h−1Si] N ICRP-74 [Sv h−1]
RPP 2.40× 1012(1± 3× 10−4) 4.49× 102(1± 6× 10−4) 6.04× 105(1± 5× 10−4)
RBP 2.60× 1011(1± 8× 10−4) 1.15× 101(1± 4× 10−3) 2.32× 104(1± 2× 10−3)
TanC 2.23× 1012(1± 3× 10−4) 4.01× 102(1± 6× 10−4) 5.50× 105(1± 5× 10−4)
CC 1.93× 1013(1± 2× 10−4) 8.34× 103(1± 2× 10−4) 5.72× 106(1± 2× 10−4)
TriC 1.18× 1013(1± 1× 10−4) 4.22× 103(1± 3× 10−4) 2.97× 106(1± 3× 10−4)
IC10 1.92× 1012(1± 4× 10−4) 2.92× 102(1± 1.2× 10−3) 2.53× 105(1± 1.1× 10−3)
IC20 1.74× 1012(1± 4× 10−4) 2.32× 102(1± 1.4× 10−3) 2.08× 105(1± 1.2× 10−3)
IC30 1.91× 1012(1± 4× 10−4) 2.49× 102(1± 1.3× 10−3) 2.26× 105(1± 1.1× 10−3)
IC40 2.09× 1012(1± 4× 10−4) 3.06× 102(1± 1.2× 10−3) 2.69× 105(1± 1× 10−3)
F15 7.47× 1012(1± 2× 10−4) 2.33× 103(1± 3× 10−4) 1.68× 106(1± 3× 10−4)
F19 6.78× 1012(1± 2× 10−4) 1.87× 103(1± 3× 10−4) 1.38× 106(1± 3× 10−4)
F26 7.10× 1012(1± 2× 10−4) 1.97× 103(1± 3× 10−4) 1.45× 106(1± 3× 10−4)
Table 7.2.2: 1MeV equivalent flux ϕ (E0 = 1MeV)eq,Si and hardness factor for
H (E0 = 1MeV)eq,Si for silicon dose equivalent using ASTM-E722 standard at full
reactor power (250 kW).
Channel ϕ (E0 = 1MeV)eq,Si [cm
−2 s−1] H (E0 = 1MeV)eq,Si
RPP 3.82× 1011(1± 3× 10−4) 0.159(1± 3× 10−4)
RBP 9.79× 109(1± 8× 10−4) 0.038(1± 8× 10−4)
TanC 3.41× 1011(1± 3× 10−4) 0.153(1± 3× 10−4)
CC 7.10× 1012(1± 2× 10−4) 0.368(1± 2× 10−4)
TriC 3.59× 1012(1± 1× 10−4) 0.304(1± 1× 10−4)
IC10 2.49× 1011(1± 4× 10−4) 0.130(1± 4× 10−4)
IC20 1.97× 1011(1± 4× 10−4) 0.113(1± 4× 10−4)
IC30 2.12× 1011(1± 4× 10−4) 0.111(1± 4× 10−4)
IC40 2.60× 1011(1± 4× 10−4) 0.125(1± 4× 10−4)
F15 1.98× 1012(1± 2× 10−4) 0.266(1± 2× 10−4)
F19 1.59× 1012(1± 2× 10−4) 0.235(1± 2× 10−4)
F26 1.68× 1012(1± 2× 10−4) 0.236(1± 2× 10−4)
640 energy group neutron flux spectra [241] on equal lethargy base and 1.0× 104
equidistant energy group photon spectra were calculated in each of the irradiation
positions. The neutron spectra graphs conform with those calculated by Snoj et al.
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[227].
Table 7.2.3: Neutron air kerma and neutron biological equivalent dose using ANSI-
ANS6.1.1.1977 flux to dose conversion factors at full reactor power (250 kW).
Channel N air kerma [Gy h−1] N ANSI-ANS6.1.1.1977 [Sv h−1]
RPP 3.10× 104(1± 4× 10−4) 5.15× 105(1± 5× 10−4)
RBP 4.31× 103(1± 9× 10−4) 2.03× 104(1± 2× 10−3)
TanC 2.71× 104(1± 4× 10−4) 4.66× 105(1± 5× 10−4)
CC 1.81× 105(1± 2× 10−4) 8.65× 106(1± 2× 10−4)
TriC 1.28× 105(1± 2× 10−4) 4.44× 106(1± 2× 10−4)
IC10 2.38× 104(1± 5× 10−4) 3.50× 105(1± 1× 10−3)
IC20 2.32× 104(1± 5× 10−4) 2.85× 105(1± 1× 10−3)
IC30 2.50× 104(1± 5× 10−4) 3.08× 105(1± 1× 10−3)
IC40 2.57× 104(1± 5× 10−4) 3.70× 105(1± 1× 10−3)
F15 8.36× 104(1± 3× 10−4) 2.49× 106(1± 3× 10−4)
F19 8.24× 104(1± 3× 10−4) 2.03× 106(1± 3× 10−4)
F26 8.53× 104(1± 3× 10−4) 2.13× 106(1± 3× 10−4)
Due to the horizontal irradiation positions volumes of interest spanning over
10 cm in size, being encased in concrete on one end while being exposed to the reactor
core on the other, large gradients are anticipated. Control volumes were therefore
divided further by a cylindrical mesh, radially into 8 sections, axially into 16 sections
and azimuthally into 18 equidistant sections. In addition to volume averaged values
given in Tables 7.2.1, 7.2.3, 7.2.4 and 7.2.5, this enables us to evaluate the dose
maxima and minima, given in Table 7.2.6. Minimal and maximum values differ by
a factor of 2 to 3.
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Table 7.2.4: Total prompt γ-ray flux and prompt γ-ray air kerma at full reactor
power (250 kW).
Channel γ flux [cm−2 s−1] γ air kerma [Gy h−1]
RPP 2.72× 1012(1± 4× 10−4) 2.87× 104(1± 4× 10−4)
RBP 2.21× 1011(1± 1× 10−3) 2.64× 103(1± 2× 10−3)
TanC 2.12× 1012(1± 4× 10−4) 2.14× 104(1± 5× 10−4)
CC 2.07× 1013(1± 2× 10−4) 2.91× 105(1± 2× 10−4)
TriC 1.21× 1013(1± 2× 10−4) 1.68× 105(1± 3× 10−4)
IC10 1.34× 1012(1± 8× 10−4) 1.68× 104(1± 1× 10−3)
IC20 1.32× 1012(1± 8× 10−4) 1.63× 104(1± 1× 10−3)
IC30 1.33× 1012(1± 8× 10−4) 1.64× 104(1± 1× 10−3)
IC40 1.37× 1012(1± 8× 10−4) 1.69× 104(1± 1× 10−3)
F15 7.30× 1012(1± 3× 10−4) 9.16× 104(1± 3× 10−4)
F19 6.71× 1012(1± 3× 10−4) 8.26× 104(1± 3× 10−4)
F26 6.89× 1012(1± 3× 10−4) 8.40× 104(1± 3× 10−4)
Table 7.2.5: γ-ray biological equivalent dose using ICRP-21 [19] and ANSI-
ANS6.1.1.1977 [20] flux to dose conversion factors, at full reactor power (250 kW).
Channel γ ICRP-21 [Sv h−1] γ ANSI-ANS6.1.1.1977 [Sv h−1]
RPP 3.17× 104(1± 4× 10−4) 3.66× 104(1± 4× 10−4)
RBP 2.92× 103(1± 2× 10−3) 3.31× 103(1± 2× 10−3)
TanC 2.36× 104(1± 5× 10−4) 2.74× 104(1± 5× 10−4)
CC 3.25× 105(1± 2× 10−4) 3.66× 105(1± 2× 10−4)
TriC 1.88× 105(1± 3× 10−4) 2.12× 105(1± 3× 10−4)
IC10 1.87× 104(1± 1× 10−3) 2.11× 104(1± 9× 10−4)
IC20 1.82× 104(1± 1× 10−3) 2.06× 104(1± 1× 10−3)
IC30 1.83× 104(1± 1× 10−3) 2.07× 104(1± 1× 10−3)
IC40 1.89× 104(1± 1× 10−3) 2.13× 104(1± 9× 10−4)
F15 1.02× 105(1± 3× 10−4) 1.16× 105(1± 3× 10−4)
F19 9.25× 104(1± 3× 10−4) 1.05× 105(1± 3× 10−4)
F26 9.40× 104(1± 3× 10−4) 1.07× 105(1± 3× 10−4)
In Figure 7.2.3 we can observe that the further we move from central irradiation
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positions, the more thermalized the neutron spectra are.
Effects of asymmetrical core loading and control rod positions [226], and also the
air inside the Triangular irradiation channel lead to slight increase in values in the
IC40, IC30 compared to symmetrically positioned IC10 and IC20.
Table 7.2.6: Min and Max values on the horizontal irradiation channel cylindrical
mesh.
Quantity Channel Max Min
N ASTM
[Gy h−1Si]
RPP 8.15× 102(1± 4× 10−3) 2.57× 102(1± 7× 10−3)
RBP 2.31× 101(1± 3× 10−2) 5.32(1± 5× 10−2)
TanC 6.43× 102(1± 4× 10−3) 3.02× 102(1± 6× 10−3)
N ICRP-74
[Sv h−1]
RPP 1.06× 106(1± 4× 10−3) 3.64× 105(1± 5× 10−3)
RBP 4.42× 104(1± 2× 10−2) 1.20× 104(1± 2× 10−2)
TanC 8.46× 105(1± 4× 10−3) 4.29× 105(1± 5× 10−3)
N ANSI-
ANS6.1.1.1977
[Sv h−1]
RPP 9.03× 105(1± 4× 10−3) 3.10× 105(1± 5× 10−3)
RBP 3.75× 104(1± 2× 10−2) 1.09× 104(1± 2× 10−2)
TanC 7.19× 105(1± 4× 10−3) 3.63× 105(1± 5× 10−3)
N air kerma
[Gy h−1]
RPP 4.43× 104(1± 2× 10−3) 2.27× 104(1± 3× 10−3)
RBP 3.79× 103(1± 1× 10−2) 1.86× 103(1± 2× 10−2)
TanC 3.31× 104(1± 3× 10−3) 2.40× 104(1± 3× 10−3)
γ ICRP-21
[Sv h−1]
RPP 5.98× 104(1± 3× 10−3) 1.79× 104(1± 5× 10−3)
RBP 4.19× 103(1± 1× 10−2) 2.06× 103(1± 2× 10−2)
TanC 3.89× 104(1± 4× 10−3) 1.68× 104(1± 5× 10−3)
γ ANSI-
ANS6.1.1.1977
[Sv h−1]
RPP 6.84× 104(1± 3× 10−3) 2.08× 104(1± 5× 10−3)
RBP 4.72× 103(1± 1× 10−2) 2.33× 103(1± 2× 10−2)
TanC 4.46× 104(1± 4× 10−3) 1.97× 104(1± 5× 10−3)
γ air kerma
[Gy h−1]
RPP 5.41× 104(1± 3× 10−3) 1.61× 104(1± 5× 10−3)
RBP 3.79× 103(1± 1× 10−2) 1.86× 103(1± 2× 10−2)
TanC 3.52× 104(1± 4× 10−3) 1.52× 104(1± 5× 10−3)
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Figure 7.2.3: Neutron lethargy spectra in different irradiation positions at the JSI
TRIGA reactor, at full reactor power (250 kW).
Prompt γ spectra inside respective irradiation positions were also calculated,
with dose-rates influenced by asymmetric core loading and control rod positions
and decreasing with distance from the reactor center and minimal spectral effects.
Several prompt spectral peaks were successfully distinguished from the back-
ground noise, and isotopes corresponding to these peaks were found in the PGAA
nuclear data library [176]. However, unresolved spectral peaks remain due to 1 keV
energy resolution used in the calculations. Spectra with respective identified lines
and corresponding isotopes can be observed in Figure 7.2.4. Main structural ma-
terials have been identified using this method. Spectral peaks unassigned to any
isotope still need to be resolved by a more thorough analysis.
Neutron and γ flux and dose profiles have also been calculated over the reactor core,
graphite reflector and horizontal port reflector penetrations with voxel resolution of
1 cm× 1 cm× 1 cm. The results for neutron and γ-ray fluxes, biological and silicon
equivalent doses and air kerma values inside the reactor core at full reactor power
(250 kW) can be observed in Figure 7.2.5.
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Figure 7.2.4: Prompt γ spectra inside different irradiation positions at JSI TRIGA
reactor, at full reactor power (250 kW), with several resolved prompt gamma spectral
lines and denoted photopeak. Peaks above 9MeV can most likely be attributed to
Fe, Ni
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(7.2.5.a) Neutron flux [cm−1 s−1]. (7.2.5.b) γ-ray flux [cm−1 s−1].
(7.2.5.c) ICRP-74 neutron dose rate
[Sv h−1]. (7.2.5.d) ICRP-21 γ-ray dose rate [Sv h−1].
(7.2.5.e) ANSI-ANS6.1.1.1977 neutron dose
rate [Sv h−1].
(7.2.5.f) ANSI-ANS6.1.1.1977 γ-ray dose
rate [Sv h−1].
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(7.2.5.g) Neutron air kerma [Gyh−1]. (7.2.5.h) γ-ray air kerma [Gyh−1].
(7.2.5.i) Neutron ASTM-E722 silicon equiv-
alent dose [Gyh−1].
Figure 7.2.5: Neutron and prompt γ-ray total fluxes and doses at full reactor power
(250 kW) at fuel element center height.
Since we also characterized horizontal irradiation positions, all of the above fig-
ures were plotted also at RPP, RBP and TanC centerline height, with denoted tubes
in Figure 7.2.6, without drawing the graphite reflector.
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(7.2.6.a) Neutron flux [cm−1 s−1]. (7.2.6.b) γ-ray flux [cm−1 s−1].
(7.2.6.c) ICRP-74 neutron dose rate
[Sv h−1]. (7.2.6.d) ICRP-21 γ-ray dose rate [Sv h−1].
(7.2.6.e) ANSI-ANS6.1.1.1977 neutron dose
rate [Sv h−1].
(7.2.6.f) ANSI-ANS6.1.1.1977 γ-ray dose
rate [Sv h−1].
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(7.2.6.g) Neutron air kerma [Gyh−1]. (7.2.6.h) γ-ray air kerma [Gyh−1].
(7.2.6.i) Neutron ASTM-E722 silicon equiv-
alent dose [Gyh−1].
Figure 7.2.6: Neutron and prompt γ-ray total fluxes and doses at full reactor power
(250 kW) at RPP, RBP and TanC center height.
7.2.3 Computational uncertainties
The uncertainties of particle flux, kerma and dose-rate values, as well as changes in
both neutron and gamma spectra are investigated in this part. Uncertainty sources
are considered separately and are obtained from published JSI TRIGA benchmark
experiments [242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247] analysis and their effects quantified us-
ing the MCNP v6.1 [236] Monte Carlo code. Uncertainty effects on fluxes, dose
and kerma rates were considered. After consulting the above mentioned work, the
following experimental uncertainty and bias contributions were identified:
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Table 7.2.7: Sources of uncertainties/biases considered for flux, dose and kerma rate
calculations.
Uncertainty type Mean
Uncertainty
(Bias)
U mass in fuel element [g] 278 2
U mass in fuel-follower element [g] 236 2
235U mass per fuel element [g] 55.4 0.4
235U mass per fuel-follower element [g] 46.9 0.6
U in U − ZrH in fuel &
fuel follower element [wt%] 11.9 0.1
H/Zr atom ratio in fuel &
fuel-follower element 1.6 0.02
Hf impurities in Zr in fuel &
fuel-follower element [ppm] 0 (50)
Full reactor power [kW] 250 5 to 12.75
Fuel burn-up [% mass 235U ] 0 (3.3)
Control rod positions during steady
power ( unit steps [ cm ])
R: 322 [9.94]
C: 290 [ 8.17 ] 3 [ 0.165 ]
Uncertainties in thermal power have in recent years been reduced from 15% to
2% using the calorimetric method [229] and electric heaters. However the procedure
is fairly complex and changes for each core loading. In practice absolutely calibrated
fission chambers are used as described in [247] giving power calibration uncertainty
of 5.1%. The technique is also susceptible to control rod positions [226].
Impurities in the top and the bottom graphite reflector and the fuel element bowing
effects are considered as negligible. Generation of strong neutron absorbers from
fission products such as 135Xe with τ1/2 = 9.14 h is not considered for the short-time
operation.
The isotopic composition of the partially burnt fuel (3.3%, corresponding to 7MWd/kgU)
[248] was obtained from previous work performed by [245], with a deterministic code
WIMSD4 code [171] on homogenized cells of fuel, cladding and water material. The
burn-up level from [243] was used.
To evaluate the neutron and gamma flux, dose and kerma rate uncertainties, all of
the 1σ uncertainties from Table 7.2.7 were modelled in the existing MCNP model as
perturbations (Section 5.3), except for variation in control-rod positions and burn-
up calculations where separate MCNP models with uncertainty in control rods and
burned-up fuel were modelled. Total uncertainties are presented in Tables 7.2.8 and
7.2.9.
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Table 7.2.8: Total relative computational uncertainties for neutrons.
Neutron
flux
Neutron
ASTM
Neutron
ICRP74
Neutron
air kerma
Neutron
ANSI
RPP 0.11 0.17 0.15 0.11 0.15
RBP 0.21 0.55 0.26 0.23 0.26
TanC 0.12 0.16 0.18 0.10 0.18
CC 0.14 0.18 0.16 0.15 0.19
TriC 0.13 0.20 0.14 0.14 0.13
IC10 0.36 0.58 0.69 0.23 0.70
IC20 0.18 0.44 0.43 0.46 0.44
IC30 0.31 0.75 0.82 0.28 0.97
IC40 0.17 0.47 0.46 0.18 0.40
F15 0.11 0.17 0.14 0.18 0.13
F19 0.20 0.28 0.36 0.22 0.51
F26 0.13 0.22 0.57 0.14 0.58
Table 7.2.9: Total relative computational uncertainties for gamma.
γ flux γ air kerma γ ICRP21 γ ANSI
RPP 0.15 0.17 0.20 0.17
RBP 0.49 0.53 0.46 0.48
TanC 0.19 0.13 0.20 0.18
CC 0.15 0.17 0.17 0.17
TriC 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.24
IC10 0.35 0.37 0.37 0.35
IC20 0.32 0.35 0.35 0.33
IC30 0.48 0.86 0.90 0.80
IC40 0.30 0.95 0.98 0.34
F15 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.17
F19 0.21 0.25 0.26 0.24
F26 0.18 0.20 0.21 0.21
The total computational uncertainties given in Tables 7.2.8 and 7.2.9 take into
account normal daily operation, with irradiation times not exceeding 12 h. With
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increased irradiation times, effects of xenon start becoming more significant as ex-
plained by [247].
The effects of neutron spectrum changes due to burn-up can be observed when
comparing calculated spectra for fresh and burned-up fuel. In Figure 7.2.7 relative
lethargy spectra differences for different in-core positions and relative change uncer-
tainties are plotted, with a significant changes in the upper-energy region, mainly
due to the fissions on 239Pu, where higher energy neutrons are emitted, and in the
lower energy region due to formation of low-energy neutron absorbers, such as 135Xe,
149Sm. This is reflected in Table 7.2.8, with uncertainties in dose rates much higher
compared to the neutron flux uncertainties, due to influence of fast neutrons.
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Figure 7.2.7: Relative neutron lethargy spectra difference with 3.34% burn-up, com-
pared to fresh fuel in absolute terms in different in-core irradiation positions and its
relative 1σ computational uncertainty.
Due to the additional nuclides present in the partially burnt fuel and decrease in
thermal neutron spectrum due to the neutron absorbers, one can observe the gamma
spectrum change as well, especially the emission from the nuclei with large cross-
section for radiative capture, such as Sm isotopes. However, the reader should also
mind the relative computational uncertainty provided in Figure 7.2.7, and should
keep in mind the spectrum change vs. statistical uncertainty at lower and higher
energies.
In Figure 7.2.8 a relative spectral change, with prompt-gamma lines arising from
isotopes being created during burn-up for lower energy region is depicted.
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Figure 7.2.8: Relative prompt γ spectra difference for low-energy region with 3.34%
burn-up, compared to fresh fuel in different in-core irradiation positions in absolute
terms. Several new nuclei can be identified in the γ spectrum due to burn-up.
To summarize, total uncertainties in particle flux range from roughly 15% in
in-core irradiation facilities and RPP and TanC for both neutron and gamma, and
increasing with the distance from the core, especially in the IC positions located in
the carousel, ranging up to 36% for neutrons and up to 50% for gamma. In terms
of energy deposition quantities are generally higher. For neutrons this is due to
spectral shift towards higher energy due to thermal neutron absorbers and higher
source neutron emission from 239Pu. New gamma spectral lines due to additional
isotopes present in the fuel cause additional prompt gamma lines due to scattering
and radiative capture, mainly in the > 1MeV region, where energy energy deposi-
tion factors and flux to dose conversion factor are highest.
These uncertainties arise mainly due to the power calibration and burn-up uncer-
tainty. The burn-up effects are also visible on the calculated neutron spectra.
The above mentioned uncertainties related to burn-up were later resolved using the
Serpent-II code [37] simulating the JSI TRIGA reactor and its fuel elements opera-
tional history [248].
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7.3 Neutron and prompt gamma field calculations
outside the biological shield
7.3.1 Motivation
Not all of the irradiation positions of the JSI TRIGA reactor are located in close
proximity of the reactor core with radiation field attenuations of 5 orders of magni-
tude. In case of reactor structural materials such as the reactor body, the radiation
attenuation is of 10 orders of magnitude or higher. In addition in order to be able
to asses the radioactivity of the reactor structural components after reactor de-
commissioning, the JSIR2S code could be used, provided the neutron spectrum is
calculated to sufficient precision. Hybrid transport methods described in Section
5.4 namely the ADVANTG code were used and adopted for calculations of homo-
geneous transport equation (criticality calculations) by translating the source term
for inhomogeneous equation (fixed source).
Similar methodology has been used in the past for dose calculations inside contain-
ment buildings of commercial power reactors [249], where the neutron absorbers are
withdrawn/inserted symmetrically and a cylindrical volumetric fixed source with
some radial dependence (depending on the radial power distribution) was deemed
sufficient. However, this is not the case for the JSI TRIGA reactor, where 2 con-
trol rods used for reactor power adjustment (Regulating and Compensating control
rods in Figure 7.1.3) during routine operation are located symmetrically, but can
be inserted/withdrawn individually leading to large neutron flux tilts [226], which
propagates throughout the horizontal irradiation ports and reactor structure.
In this section, the methodology of translating the criticality source description to
a fixed source for application CADIS variance reduction method [166] was tested
and compared against Monte Carlo calculations without using variance reduction
(analogue calculations) inside the reactor core, as well as compared against neutron
and gamma field measurements, which were published in [250, 251].
7.3.2 Methodology
In order to apply hybrid methods (Section 5.4) using the ADVANTG code to a crit-
ical, fission system such a the JSI TRIGA nuclear reactor, the multiplying neutron
source has to be transformed into a fixed-source term. Using these variance reduc-
tion parameters, reaction and dose rates outside the biological shield are calculated
and compared to measurements.
The fixed source term was calculated by performing an analogue, criticality mode
MCNP particle transport and tallying the rate of fissions in all fuel elements which
are used as fixed sources in the subsequent calculations. The MCNP fixed source
description is limited in terms of number of parameters to 999, which also include
descriptions of dependent parameters. Therefore somewhat reduced modelling was
considered:
 Fresh nuclear fuel is considered in our MCNP model, therefore a single neutron
emission spectrum was parametrized using the Watt fission spectrum (Equa-
tion II.56), parameters of which were obtained by sampling source neutron
energies from the analogue MCNP criticality calculations: a =0.91, b =3.10
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and are a combination of parameters for fission with thermal neutrons on 235U
and 238U (Appendix G).
 Each fuel element was treated separately. Furthermore, to retain axial fidelity,
fuel meat of each fuel element was axially divided into 100 equidistant sections
(Figure 7.3.1.a), where fission intensity gradients between sections were no
larger than 5% for all positions. Angular distribution was not modelled, since
the angular deviation is estimated to be below 3% for fresh fuel [248] .
 Fission is treated as neutron absorption, however fission gammas are still gen-
erated and transported.
In order to validate our approach in converting the criticality source to a fixed source
term, a comparison of the two using the reactor core loading pattern displayed in
Figure 7.3.1.b was performed at the reactor core level using ENDF/B VII.1 nuclear
data libraries [45], as displayed in Figure 7.3.2 for slow and epi-thermal to assess
the effects of neutron absorbers in the control rods (boron in boron carbide is a
thermal neutron absorber). Fast and total neutron fluxes were compared in order
to asses the viability of using a Watt fission spectrum approximation and validity of
parameters used. Relative differences in terms of |ϕcrit./ϕfix. − 1|, where ϕcrit. and
ϕfix. are neutron fluxes calculated using the criticality and fixed source descriptions
respectively are generally lower than 2% and below the relative uncertainty, where
higher than 2%.
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(7.3.1.a) Schematic view of fuel el-
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Figure 7.3.2: Comparison of difference |ϕcrit./ϕfix. − 1|, where ϕcrit. and ϕfix. are
neutron fluxes calculated using the criticality and fixed source descriptions respec-
tively, displayed for different neutron energy ranges (total, thermal: E <0.625 eV,
epithermal 0.625 eV< E <0.1MeV and fast 0.1MeV< E) and total flux 1σ uncer-
tainties.
7.3.3 Comparison with neutron (n, γ) reaction rate experi-
ments
A very detailed extended CAD model based on the technical drawings of the JSI
TRIGA reactor including the irradiation facilities outside the biological shield and
the entire reactor building was constructed (Figure 7.3.3). An in-house developed
Grasshopper based tool [252] was used to translate the CAD model into MCNP
model geometry by a colleague Anºe Jazbec [10].
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Figure 7.3.3: Cut-out of the JSI TRIGA reactor CAD model.
A 197Au(n, γ) reaction rate measurement experiment performed in the Dry cell
irradiation facility on 30th January 2013 by colleague Dr. Vladimir Radulovi¢ was
modelled. Reactor core was loaded according to loading pattern no. 200 as dis-
played in Figure 7.3.1.b. The reaction rates were measured on certified reference
Al-0.1%Au materials obtained from the IRMM (Institute for Reference Materials
and Measurements, now Joint Research Centre - JRC in Geel, Belgium) in form
of 0.1mm thick, 5mm diameter foil discs, sealed in polyethylene film to avoid con-
tamination. The irradiation was performed at reactor power of 250 kW for 12 h.
The absolute 197Au(n, γ) reaction rate measurements were performed utilizing the
Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INNA) technique [253] by measurement
of irradiated sample gamma spectrum using a HPGe detector.
The experiment was modelled in great detail, closely replicating the reactor core
loading, control rod positions during the experiment and the actual foils. Due to
sample distance of more than 5m from the reactor core and neutron flux decrease
of 5 orders of magnitude, variance reduction weight-windows using the ADVANTG
code were generated by a colleague Bor Kos using the above mentioned fixed source
parametrization of the JSI TRIGA reactor and 27 energy group neutron cross section
libraries based on ENDF/B VII.0 [237]. Reaction rates were calculated using the
Point Detector scoring estimator due to small foil sample sizes in order to obtain sta-
tistically relevant results. The sample placement in the Dry cell irradiation facility
and the calculated neutron importances towards the foil reaction rate contributions
are displayed in Figure 7.3.4.
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Figure 7.3.4: Schematic view of the samples with sample numbers in the Dry cell
irradiation facility and the neutron importance field to the detector contribution).
A very long, analogue criticality simulation and previously described fixed source
term calculations were performed as well in order to capture possible biasing of
particle transport by using both analogue fixed and criticality sources compared to
the criticality source and variance reduction parameters obtained using the fixed
source parametrization (ADV). The 197Au(n, γ) reaction rate comparison and the
speed-up factors (SuF) are presented in Table 7.3.1.
Table 7.3.1: Ratio of reaction rates (RR) calculated with an analogue fixed and crit-
icality calculation vs. the criticality source and weight window parameters obtained
using the fixed source (ADV) and the speed-up factor (SuF) compared to analogue
fixed and criticality source.
RR
criticality/ADV unc
RR
fixed/ADV unc
SuF
criticality
SuF
fixed
V120 0.86 0.04 0.94 0.02 157 33
V121 0.88 0.03 0.90 0.03 55 47
V122 0.87 0.03 0.92 0.03 57 39
V123 0.89 0.03 0.93 0.03 33 32
V124 0.87 0.03 0.91 0.03 51 48
The observed differences are mainly due to neglecting the combination angular
and radial dependence of the fuel element source term in the fixed source calculations
yielding a difference up to of a few % comparing neutron flux of the analogue and
fixed and criticality source calculations inside the reactor core. This difference is
propagated to the samples where a discrepancy of the order of 10% is observed.
The results obtained from the ADV calculations are compared to measured reaction
rates in Table 7.3.2, showing consistent overestimation by calculations of the order
of 50% to 60%. While the model is based on detailed technical drawings, on-site
observations proved that some modifications to the Thermalizing column towards
the entry of the Dry cell irradiation facility (Figure 7.3.3), most of which were taken
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into account. It was however impossible to obtain a sample of the graphite inside
the Thermalizing column to take into account the graphite porosity, associated trace
chemicals used during the process of reactor grade graphite manufacturing [254] and
water absorption from changes in ambient air humidity [255].
Table 7.3.2: Experimental and calculated reaction rates [atom−1] given for all 5
measurement locations. A relative ratio between calculations and experiments along
with 1σ relative experimental uncertainties and relative 1σ statistical uncertainties
for calculations.
Exp. RR
[atom−1]
Rel. Exp.
unc.
Calc. RR
[atom−1]
Rel. Calc.
unc. C/E − 1 Rel. unc.
V120 6.11× 10−15 0.02 1.01× 10−14 0.01 0.66 0.03
V121 2.47× 10−15 0.02 4.08× 10−15 0.01 0.66 0.03
V122 1.85× 10−15 0.02 2.89× 10−15 0.01 0.56 0.03
V123 1.86× 10−15 0.03 2.82× 10−15 0.02 0.51 0.03
V124 1.85× 10−15 0.02 2.80× 10−15 0.01 0.51 0.03
Comparison with measurements, results of radiation field modelling show a con-
sistent bias of 60%, which is much greater compared to the influence of using the
fixed source for weight window parameter generation of a criticality source. This
points out to some inaccuracies in model geometry, definition of model material
composition and nuclear data libraries and more detailed studies on the content of
the Thermalizing column (most intense neutron importance field) should be per-
formed and are beyond the scope of this work.
The methodology show the accuracy to which various reaction rates can be cal-
culated even in heavily shielded areas. However, it also shows the importance of
accurate modelling and its effect on the calculated result as compared to measure-
ments.
7.3.4 Comparison with neutron and gamma H∗10 measure-
ments
As an additional validation step of the methodology of translating the criticality
source to fixed source problem, additional biological dose equivalent H∗10 dose rate
measurements were performed outside the reactor body with the horizontal beam
tube No. 5, located tangentially to the reactor core, inside the graphite column,
with the plug removed and reactor operational at 500W and reactor shut-down as
the background measurements (Figure 7.3.6). A paraffin and concrete block shield is
usually installed in front of the beam tube No. 5 (Figure 7.3.7). Measurements with
and without the shield at various locations around the beam tube No. 5 port were
performed on 9th July 2018 by a colleague Anºe Jazbec as part of his PhD work
using calibrated Automess 6150AD gamma probe and Berthold LB 123 Handheld
Neutron Monitor respectively. Reactor was loaded according to loading pattern no.
232, as schematically displayed in Figure 7.3.5.
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Figure 7.3.5: JSI TRIGA core loading pattern no. 232 for during neutron and
gamma H∗10 in front of port 5.
Figure 7.3.6: Schematic view of the beam tube No. 5 inside the reactor body. Green
blocks represent a movable shield.
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Figure 7.3.7: Schematic view of the measurement points shield in front of beam tube
No. 5.
A series of simulations, using the above mentioned source term translation method-
ology by the colleagues Anºe Jazbec with the help Bor Kos and myself, taking into
account neutrons and prompt gamma as well (not only scattering but fission gam-
mas included). The FW-CADIS methodology was utilized, optimized to the mea-
surement points, and ICRP-74 (Section 4.5) gamma flux to H∗10 biological dose
equivalent factors for gamma dose estimation and conversion factors (provided with
the detector) from energy dependent neutron flux to counts per second (CPS). A
detailed analysis of experimental uncertainties was performed by Anºe Jazbec.
The calculated and measured neutron and gamma dose rates are presented in Figure
7.3.8.
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Figure 7.3.8: Comparison of measured and calculated dose rate results
While the neutron dose rate calculations generally agree with measurements,
the calculated values for gamma dose rate for positions 5 to 10 are lower compared
to measurements. The trend from measurements is well replicated by calculations,
indicating a bias in the computational analysis, most likely due to the uncertainties
in model geometry and material composition. Even though the discrepancy for
gamma field is generally larger, apart from the above mentioned bias, much of it
can be attributed to not taking into account the gamma contribution from decay of
neutron activation products. However, even with the present issues, the calculations
agree with the experiment within an order of magnitude.
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Chapter 8
MEASUREMENTS OF THE
DELAYED RADIATION FIELD IN
THE JSI TRIGA REACTOR CORE
8.1 Motivation
As part of the bilateral project with CEA named Validation of the gamma flux sim-
ulation scheme and measurement techniques by TLD, OSLD and ionization chamber
in the mixed neutron-photon high dose rate environment of the JSI TRIGA reactor
1. The goal of this campaign was to perform measurements with multiple neutron
and gamma detectors, in our case fission and ionization chambers. The experimental
data obtained served two purposes:
 Formulation and testing of methodology for obtaining the fraction of the de-
layed gamma field contribution to the total gamma field, defined as:
νdel =
Sdel
Sdel + Sprompt
(8.1)
where Sdel and Sprompt are the delayed and prompt detector signal contributions
respectively.
 Validation of the gamma flux calculation scheme using the MCNPv6.2 for
prompt gamma flux calculations and the JSIR2S code package (Section 6 for
the calculations of the radiation field due to decay of radioactive fission and
activation products.
By consulting previous work on delayed gamma measurements [11], the most notice-
able observed change of the measured ionization chamber signal was obtained in the
first 10min to 15min after reactor start-up. In the present study we investigated
the effects of the reactor power and detector position on the measured νdel, each
measurement requiring a separate reactor power step: reactor start-up to a desired
power, steady state operation at that power, followed by a SCRAM. For the estima-
tion of steps repeatability, a single neutron and a single gamma detector would be
1project ID: 326 BI-FR/CEA/16-18-001), financially supported by the Slovenian Research
Agency
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inserted in same positions throughout the experiments, serving as a reference. An
additional gamma detector would be used for measurements in different irradiation
positions inside the reactor core in order to asses the gamma field spatial depen-
dence.
With increasing the reactor operation time to several hours, the 135Xe formation
starts affecting the neutron distribution. The increase in reactor power step time
also increases the time required between the experiments, since decay of longer lived
isotope contribute to the gamma field after SCRAM, meaning a changing back-
ground level for the next reactor power step.
As a trade-off a power-step time was limited to 30min, meaning only short lived
fission and activation product contributions are measured at a stable neutron dis-
tribution.
In previous measurements of νdel were estimated from neutron and gamma detec-
tors after SCRAM [11]. The main issue with the methodology was asynchronous
acquisition at different frequencies and averaging time lengths. In order to compare
signals from multiple detectors, measured signals had to be linearly interpolated to
a common time-series, which sometimes yielded ambiguous results. This issue is
highlighted in Figure 8.1.1 taken from [11]. It highlights the problem and ambiguity
of temporal comparison between reactor power signal due to neutron and the ion-
ization chamber signal. This issues were resolved in current work and published in
[256, 257].
Figure 8.1.1: Asynchronous acquisition of reactor power (neutron detector) and
ionization chamber signal, leading to ambiguous transient following in previous ex-
periments [11] .
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8.2 Problem formulation
The delayed gamma field cannot be directly distinguished from the prompt gamma
field by dose measurements. It is possible, however, to take advantage of relative
differences in temporal behaviour after fast reactor transients, e.g. quick reactor
shut-down (SCRAM), after which the time dependence of the prompt and delayed
gamma magnitudes differ.
During steady state reactor operation, the prompt gamma flux closely follows the
neutron flux, where according to [258] 99.3% of neutron population is represented
by prompt neutrons. After rapid insertion of reactor control rods (SCRAM), the
prompt neutron field exhibits a prompt exponential decrease with a decay time of
Λ = 42 µs [259] while the delayed neutron signal decays exponentially due to de-
caying delayed fission neutron precursors. The delayed gamma signal follows the
neutron signal according to a set of Bateman equations without production term
AR (Section 2.3.4).
In previous work estimation of the magnitude of the delayed gamma contribution
after the prompt drop in the gamma signal after SCRAM [34] where the delayed neu-
tron contribution to prompt gamma field was not explicitly considered. This led to
an overestimation of the evaluated delayed gamma rays fraction to total gamma flux.
A different approach is presented in this section, based on simultaneous measure-
ments with fission and ionization chambers in order to capture the time dependence
of both neutron and gamma signals and to evaluate the delayed gamma signal.
We assume that the prompt gamma signal is proportional to the fission chamber
signal since prompt gamma rays are generated by fission or prompt activation re-
actions e.g. inelastic scattering. This assumption is valid only when special care is
taken not to change the spatial neutron flux distribution in the plane where detectors
are located inside the reactor core during the experiment. In case of symmetrically
located control rods in the JSI TRIGA reactor, and their symmetrical withdrawal
during the experiment, changes in spatial neutron and prompt gamma flux distribu-
tions on the core mid-plane axis are very small or almost negligible [226]. Only the
amplitude of the neutron flux changes with time in terms of reactor point kinetics
(Section 5.1) and described by [260].
The signal measured by the ionization chamber (SIC) is therefore a combination of
the prompt gamma signal (SG,P ), which in the first order approximation is propor-
tional to the sum of neutron flux (SFC) and the delayed gamma signal (SG,D).
SIC = SG,P + SG,D = A · SFC + SG,D
SG,D = SIC − A · SFC
(8.2)
The approach described in Equation 8.2 is somewhat simplified neglecting the ex-
plicit gamma contribution to the fission chamber signal.
The parameter A couples the fission chamber and the ionization chamber signal
together. Additional restrictions are imposed when calculating the parameter A in
order to correctly account for the physics of the phenomenon: the delayed gamma
ray signal is always greater or equal to zero, and it is always smaller or equal to the
ionization chamber signal.
SG,D ≥ 0 SG,D ≤ SIC (8.3)
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The SG,D uncertainty estimate is given by Equation 8.4.
σ2SG,D = σ
2
SIC
+A2S2FC
[︄(︂σA
A
)︂2
+
(︃
σSFC
SFC
)︃2]︄
+2ρσSICA ·SFC
[︄(︂σA
A
)︂2
+
(︃
σSFC
SFC
)︃2]︄ 12
(8.4)
where ρ denotes the correlation factor between SIC and A · SFC .
8.3 Measurement system
Measurements were performed using CEA developed miniature 3mm fission chamber
(MFC), and a miniature ionization chamber of the same geometry but without the
fissile deposit (Figure 8.3.0.a), both designed for in-core measurements and stiff
coaxial cables with mineral insulation [261] and can be easily inserted into MP
positions in between fuel elements (Figure 7.1.4). A PTW Farmer 30010 vented
(explained in Section 4.4), fully guarded [127] ionization chamber (PTW IC) (Figure
8.3.0.b) usually used in medical dosimetry. It was selected due to its measurement
range of up to 10Gy s−1, guarded design providing low measurement noise and a
provided calibration certificate for dose in water.
(8.3.0.a) The MIC/MFC detector.
(8.3.0.b) The PTW IC detector.
Figure 8.3.0: Detectors used during the experimental campaign.
The MFC and MIC were driven by Keithley 6517B electrometer instruments with
a bias voltage of 250V and the PTW IC was driven by a Keithley 6487 picoampere-
meter instrument with a bias voltage of 400V.
All the instruments were controlled by a custom Labview application for synchronous
acquisition. Measurements were taken synchronously in parallel at the rate of 3
samples per second, limited by the acquisition rate of the Keithley 6487 instrument.
The synchronous acquisition was necessary in order to differentiate measurement
signal noise from reactor transients. The Keithley electrometers give averaged values
stored in measurement buffer over the measurement time. If the acquisition is not
synchronous, reactor transients might not be observed equally on all detectors due
to buffer averaging and may be mistaken for measurement noise.
In addition, the Linear channel of the reactor instrumentation (Section 7.1) was
used for scaling the MFC current signal to the reactor power [229].
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8.4 Experimental campaign
Beginning on 30th August 2017, an extensive experimental campaign has been per-
formed at the JSI TRIGA reactor to obtain experimental data on the delayed gamma
field contribution which also served as the experimental benchmark data for valida-
tion of the JSIR2S code package (Chapter 9).
The reactor was last operational on 25th August 2017 for a period of 1.5 h at a
2.5 kW power level, after which the neutron source was withdrawn from the reactor
core, in order to stop additional activation due to sub-critical neutron multiplica-
tion (Section 5.1). for the existing activated products to decay and for the gamma
background to decrease and stabilize as much as possible (Figure 8.4.1). Additional
irradiation channels were inserted at the reactor core periphery into positions F10,
F11 and F25 (Figure 8.4.3). These positions were selected due to their symmetrical
locations and being least sensitive to flux redistribution effects due to asymmetrical
control Regulating and Compensating control rod movements [226].
The aim was to obtain the highest detector signal amplitude which was located
roughly at core mid-plane. A series of axial scans on a shut-down reactor in the
inserted channels (not MP channels) was performed using the PTW IC. Axial scan
resolution was 2 cm, corresponding to its active volume height. The signal vari-
ance was taken as the variance of 2
3
of the measurement points in between the
neighbouring scan steps. Measurement channels without the distance holder have
maxima close to the core mid-plane, while the maxima is roughly 2 cm lower for
the measurement channels with the distance holder (Figure 8.4.2) and are generally
in agreement with previous work [224]. Since none of the detectors were inserted
in irradiation channels with distance holders and to ease with the modelling, core
mid-plane with the scan step uncertainty was selected for the detector placement.
The PTW IC was placed into F25 irradiation position at the core mid-plane, serving
as a reference detector throughout the campaign.
Dependence of the delayed gamma field on reactor steady power was tested with
the MIC inserted into MP25 position. A series of measurements at a steady reactor
power level of 5 kW with the MIC inserted into MP25, MP21, MP22 and MP23
positions was performed to observe the delayed field dependence on the distance
from the core center.
As the measurement campaign commenced, the neutron source was reinserted into
the reactor core. A series of neutron and gamma dose rate measurements during
short power-up - SCRAM steps was performed, starting with the lowest reactor
power level (50W) and progressively increasing it to 50 kW, in order to minimize
the effect of the background signal increase from the previous step. The duration of
each step lasted between 10min and 33min, with adequate cooling time in terms of
radioactivity in between individual steps.
While the chosen reactor steady power levels were selected as such to introduce
minimal temperature feedback effects, measurements at 50 kW steady reactor power
show the heating of the PTW ionization chamber detector itself, decreasing its re-
sponse. The experiment was repeated in August 2018, where detailed temperature
measurements of the detector were taken as well (Section 8.5.2).
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Figure 8.4.1: Background signal change measured by the MFC, MIC and the PTW
IC, relative to the start of the measurement interval on 30th August 2017 before the
50W reactor power step.
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Figure 8.4.2: Axial profile scans of background gamma radiation during reactor shut-down using the PTW IC.
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Figure 8.4.3: Schematic drawing of the JSI TRIGA reactor core during the experi-
ment.
Special care was taken to withdraw the Compensating and the Regulating control
rods by the same (symmetrically), in order to minimize the neutron flux redistri-
bution effects described by [226, 262, 263], especially during the measurement with
the MIC at different positions. Even so, for the control rod positions in our mea-
surements, the uncertainty in the MFC signal due to redistribution effects adopted
from the above mentioned work at 2%, while no effects on the gamma flux have
been studied. Even so, according to Section 7.2 the gradients of the gamma field
are lower and control rods do not serve as gamma absorbers, which implies that the
control rod position effects on the gamma field are significantly lower.
Due to symmetrical withdrawal of the control rods, measurements with the MIC
inserted into the MP25 position, symmetrical to the MFC position in MP17, both
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detectors sense the same neutron and gamma field. While the contribution to the
MFC signal comes from both neutrons and gamma rays, the MIC signal was sub-
tracted from the MFC signal, which corresponds to neutrons only being artificially
compensated for the gamma signal and corresponding to the Linear channel (Figure
8.4.4).
These measurements are used for experimental determination of the delayed gamma
signal contribution in Section 8.5 and serve as reference measurements for JSIR2S
code package validation on a fission problem presented in Section 9.
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(8.4.4.e) Power step to 50 kW, followed by SCRAM.
Figure 8.4.4: MIC (MP25) and MFC (MP17), PTW IC (F25) and reactor power sig-
nal from Linear channel of reactor instrumentation during several different startup-
SCRAM sequences, normalized to their maximum values. In addition MFC-MIC
normalized signal is plotted and compared to reactor power measurement signal.
8.5 Analysis of the experimental data
Prior to the actual measurements during the reactor power-up, steady power and
SCRAM, background fission and ionization chamber signal measurements should
be performed for a time period comparable to the measurement time. Cooling of
< 3 irradiation times between each measurement was allowed in order for all the
short-lived products to decay, and to be able to consider the background as constant
and subtract it from the actual measurement data.
The qualitative dependence of the fission and ionization chamber signals with sub-
tracted background signal levels SFC and SIC during a sequence in which the reactor
is started up from zero power to a steady power level and rapidly shut down is dis-
played in Figure 8.5.1. The times t0, t1 and t2 denote, respectively, the initiation of
the reactor start-up, the time at which steady reactor power is reached and the time
at which the reactor is shut down. After SCRAM, the SFC signal falls more quickly
compared to SIC . Using Equation 8.2, immediately after SCRAM, we obtain an
increase in the delayed gamma fraction as displayed in Figure 8.5.1. The fraction
reaches the SIC level shortly after SCRAM, at the level smaller or equal to the level
before the SCRAM. This can be observed in some of our measurements, however
low data acquisition rate also contributes to this peak. For the scope of our analysis,
measurement data up to the SCRAM is considered.
At the time of the reactor start-up ( t0 to t1, shortly after t0), we assumed that there
is no delayed gamma field, since sufficient time between experiments is taken in or-
der for the short lived isotopes to decay. In our case, the cooling time was estimated
by continuously monitoring the ionization chamber signal, and estimating the signal
value half an hour in advance by linear interpolation from last 300 samples which is
a conservative, however robust estimate on noisy measurement points at shut-down
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levels. Once this criterion was met a new experiment could be started, which was
roughly 3 times the previous reactor operation time. The background level was ob-
tained separately by averaging 300 samples immediately before the reactor start-up.
The measured background signal is then subtracted from the measured signal.
Establishing the desired reactor power usually requires several control rod correc-
tions after the initial reactor start-up, resulting in some variation in the fission and
ionization chamber signals. In order to unambiguously capture their dependence
and not mistake them as the measurement noise, synchronous acquisition of both
fission and ionization chamber signals must be performed.
To obtain the initial approximation for the parameter A, denoted as A0 in Equation
8.5, the ionization chamber signal is divided by the fission chamber signal at time t1,
when exponential reactor power increase is interrupted by a control rod insertion, to
stabilize the power. This point is taken for the initial estimate of A0, even though
minor power corrections might follow (up to 5 steps in control rod positions), re-
sulting in several signal jumps.
A0 =
SIC(t1)
SFC(t1)
(8.5)
In order to obtain an approximate normalized shape of the delayed gamma signal,
the ionisation and fission chamber signals are normalized to their respective values
at time t1, and the fission chamber signal is subtracted from the ionization chamber
signal according to Equation 8.6. The final value of the parameter A and thus the
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Figure 8.5.1: Schematic of measured fission and ionization chamber signal and eval-
uated delayed gamma signal, with denoted characteristic times t0, t1 and t2. An
increase in the evaluated delayed gamma signal fraction after t2 is visible in some
cases, which simply means the increase in fraction of delayed gamma with respect to
total gamma signal SIC , becoming the same curve after the decay of delayed neutron
precursors.
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delayed gamma signal SG,D is determined using the Least Squares method, compar-
ing the approximate signal shape with the signal SG,D obtained from Equation 8.7,
imposing the above mentioned restrictions and varying parameter A, using A0 as
the initial guess.
SG,D,0,rel(t) =
SIC(t)
SIC(t1)
− A0 · SFC(t)
SIC(t1)
(8.6)
SG,D,rel(t) =
SIC(t)
SIC(t1)
− A · SFC(t)
SIC(t1)
SG,D,rel ≤ SIC(t)
SIC(t1)
0 ≤ SG,D,rel
(8.7)
This relative treatment eliminates the uncertainty of the detector position, and
diminishes the uncertainty due to control rod movement, as only small control rod
position corrections (5 steps) are made with the relative redistribution factor change
of the order of 0.1%, estimated from a separate MCNP calculation.
Since one of the the ionization chambers was of the same geometry as the fission
chamber, we compared the signals from both detectors, located symmetrically inside
the reactor core, and found out that the ionization chamber signal was an order of
magnitude lower than the fission chamber signal. This led to the initial estimate of
parameter A at roughly 0.1. In addition, the majority of the gamma contribution to
the fission chamber signal is caused by prompt gamma rays, and is already accounted
for when evaluating the parameter A. Due to the simplistic approach described,
neglecting the FC gamma contribution we take the evaluated delayed gamma signal
and add it as an additional term in the uncertainty of the fission chamber signal,
when calculating the parameter A:
σMFC,γ(t) = SMIC(t) (8.8)
Where σMFC,γ(t) is the MFC signal uncertainty due to gamma, and SMIC the gamma
signal, as measured by the MIC.
The neutron contribution to the PTW IC and MIC signals, Monte-Carlo parti-
cle transport simulation methodology described by [264] was adopted, by separate
Monte Carlo simulations using the MCNPv6.2 code for incident neutrons and gamma
rays, and studying the resulting electron energy deposition. Materials in detector
housing are the main sources are activation products, namely formation 56Mn in
stainless steel of MIC and 28Al in case of PTW IC which were simulated and taken
into account as an additional uncertainty contribution due to neutrons. Calculation
results show contributions of roughly 1% to 3% for the MIC and below 0.1% for
the PTW IC signal, which is in good agreement with previous work [11, 264]. This
contribution has been taken into account as an additional term in the uncertainty
in both ionization chamber signals.
The general expression for the delayed gamma signal uncertainty is given in
Equation 8.4. In order to estimate the uncertainties in the delayed gamma signal,
the correlation between the ionization and fission chamber signals is considered. The
parameter A is considered as uncorrelated with the FC measurements as its contri-
bution to the delayed gamma fraction uncertainty is in our case less than 1× 10−8.
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Its uncertainty is obtained from parameter covariance matrix when fitting measured
SIC and SFC to imposed boundaries (Equation 8.3) using the Least-Squares method.
The uncertainties in the ionization and fission chamber signals are extracted from
noise levels by calculating the difference between the upper and lower signal en-
velopes evaluated on a 2 s time window. The neutron contribution to the ionization
chamber was also added to the ionization chamber uncertainty. The uncertainties
due to uncertainty in axial position σpos and control rod effects σrod are added to
both fission and ionization chamber signal uncertainties.
The correlation coefficient ρ between SIC and A · SFC was calculated using the
Pearson product-moment method [265] and are always greater than 0.982, and to
simplify the expression, could in principle be set to 1 without introducing significant
error.
8.5.1 Delayed gamma dependence on reactor power
The MFC and MIC were inserted into positions MP17 and MP25 and the PTW IC
was inserted into the irradiation channel in the F25 core position. The PTW IC and
MIC are treated separately, since they measure different gamma fields in different
environments.
Several reactor start-ups to a steady power level and subsequent SCRAMs were per-
formed at steady reactor power levels were 50W, 500W, 5 kW, 10 kW and 50 kW
with the control rods withdrawn from the reactor core as symmetrically as possible.
Each sequence lasted between 10min to 33min in order to minimize the background
levels for the subsequent steps. Details about the reactor operation during each
power-step are presented in Table 8.5.1. The detectors remained in the same po-
sitions throughout the startup-SCRAM sequences and adequate time was allowed
between each sequence, in order for the short-lived activation products to decay and
the signal to reach stable levels, which were considered as the background signal in
the following sequence.
The delayed gamma fractions calculated in Tables 8.5.2 and 8.5.3 suggest no defini-
tive reactor power dependence. No reactor power dependence is therefore considered
by the above mentioned methodology for delayed gamma extraction.
The MFC, MIC and PTW IC signals, normalized to their values just before the
SCRAM, as well as the extracted delayed gamma fractions are displayed in Figure
8.5.2.
Table 8.5.1: Summary of power-up and SCRAM steps, with reactor operation start
and end time, steady reactor power levels along with detector and control rod posi-
tions during each step with all detectors at fixed positions.
Date
Start
time
End
time
Steady
power [W]
MIC
pos.
PTW
IC pos.
MFC
pos.
R.
pos.
C.
pos.
30th August 2017 14:52 15:25 5.0× 101 MP25 F25 MP17 510 511
30th August 2017 15:54 16:22 5.0× 102 MP25 F25 MP17 511 510
31st August 2017 09:15 09:45 5.0× 103 MP25 F25 MP17 507 506
31st August 2017 13:32 13:43 1.0× 104 MP25 F25 MP17 508 506
31st August 2017 14:22 14:50 5.0× 104 MP25 F25 MP17 485 485
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(8.5.2.a) Power step to 50W, followed by SCRAM.
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(8.5.2.b) Power step to 500W, followed by SCRAM.
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(8.5.2.c) Power step to 5 kW, followed by SCRAM.
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(8.5.2.d) Power step to 10 kW, followed by SCRAM.
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(8.5.2.e) Power step to 50 kW, followed by SCRAM.
Figure 8.5.2: MIC (MP25) and MFC (MP17) signals during several different startup-
SCRAM sequences, normalized to their signal values just before the SCRAM and are
also reported in the legend, and respective delayed gamma contribution evaluations.
The vertical dashed line denotes the point at which we consider the desired reactor
power is reached.
Due to constant core geometry and detector positions, as well as adequate cooling
time allowed between individual power-steps, we believe similar conditions before
each measurement were attained, apart from slightly different background levels
which were subtracted accordingly. Therefore we expect parameter A and the frac-
tion of the delayed gamma signal at the same time steps after reactor start-up to
remain constant. In Tables 8.5.2 and 8.5.3 we present evaluated parameters A and
the delayed gamma signal fraction 10min after steady reactor power is reached and
their respective uncertainties. Weighted average values and their uncertainties using
Equation 8.9 are presented in the last rows of Tables 8.5.2 and 8.5.3.
wi =
1
σ2x,i
x =
∑︁
iwixi∑︁
iwi
σx =
√︄
1∑︁
iwi
(8.9)
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Table 8.5.2: Table of parameters A for MIC and evaluated fraction of delayed gamma
rays 10min after reactor start-up with Regulating (R) and Compensating (C) control
rod positions. End result calculated as a weighted average, where σ−2 are taken as
weights.
Reactor
Power R. pos C. pos. A
Delayed γ
fraction @10min
50W 510 511 1.18× 10−1 ± 1.79× 10−3 4.18× 10−1 ± 2.15× 10−1
500W 511 510 1.51× 10−1 ± 4.13× 10−5 2.70× 10−1 ± 6.58× 10−2
5 kW 507 506 1.45× 10−1 ± 3.31× 10−5 2.75× 10−1 ± 5.77× 10−2
10 kW 508 506 1.56× 10−1 ± 1.17× 10−5 2.24× 10−1 ± 5.38× 10−2
50 kW 485 485 1.60× 10−1 ± 7.12× 10−4 2.03× 10−1 ± 5.21× 10−2
End
Result 1.55× 10
−1 ± 1.07× 10−5 2.42× 10−1 ± 2.81× 10−2
Table 8.5.3: Table of parameters A for PTW IC and evaluated fraction of delayed
gamma rays 10min after steady reactor power is reached with Regulating (R) and
Compensating (C) control rod positions. End result calculated using a weighted
average, where σ−2 are taken as weights.
Reactor
Power R. pos. C. pos. A
Delayed γ fraction
@10min
50W 510 511 1.03× 10−1 ± 3.95× 10−4 1.42× 10−1 ± 9.67× 10−2
500W 511 510 1.00× 10−1 ± 1.55× 10−5 1.65× 10−1 ± 4.70× 10−2
5 kW 507 506 9.65× 10−2 ± 1.15× 10−5 1.84× 10−1 ± 3.28× 10−2
10 kW 508 506 9.90× 10−2 ± 3.08× 10−4 1.63× 10−1 ± 3.18× 10−2
50 kW 485 485 9.70× 10−2 ± 4.12× 10−4 1.72× 10−1 ± 3.12× 10−2
End
Result 9.82× 10
−2 ± 9.24× 10−6 1.71× 10−1 ± 1.69× 10−2
The results in Tables 8.5.2 and 8.5.3 show large uncertainties in the delayed
gamma fraction from the measurement taken at 50W due to low signal-to-noise ra-
tio and subsequent inaccuracy of background subtraction. Although measurements
at other reactor steady power levels show similar behavior, additional systematic
uncertainties can be observed, especially with the MIC & MFC evaluations of the
delayed gamma signal.
At 50 kW in the MFC & PTW IC delayed gamma evaluation we observe a slight
decrease in the delayed gamma fraction. We suspected a temperature increase of
the vented PTW IC, in turn decreasing the working gas pressure and mass of charge
generating medium thus decreasing the PTW IC sensitivity (Equation 8.10).
Sens.(T ) = Sens.(T0) · T
T0
(8.10)
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where T and T0 are measurement and reference calibration temperatures respec-
tively (provided equal pressure.)
Additional measurements were performed in order to confirm this hypothesis and
are presented further in Section 8.5.2.
Differences in the delayed gamma signal shape are induced by slightly different ap-
proaches and final corrections to stable reactor power.
The evaluated delayed gamma fractions from the measurements presented in this
work 10min after steady reactor power is reached are 24.1 ± 2.8% in the MP25 po-
sition and 17.1 ± 1.7% in the F25 irradiation position. The parameter A value was
evaluated at 1.55× 10−1± 1.07× 10−5 for the MFC & MIC case and 9.82× 10−2 ±
9.24× 10−6 for the MFC & PTW IC case.
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(8.5.3.a) Relative delayed gamma signal contribution from MFC (MP17)
& MIC (MP25) measurements.
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Figure 8.5.3: Time evolution of relative delayd gamam signal fraction for both de-
tector combinations at various reactor power levels.
8.5.2 Power limitations for using vented ionization chambers
inside the JSI TRIGA reactor
The PTW IC manufacturer provides the calibration factors only for standard condi-
tions: 1013mbar, 20 °C and 50% relative humidity. In order to observe the tempera-
ture dependence of the PTW IC response, a separate experiment was carried out on
2nd August 2018 using a PTW IC with a custom T-type thermocouple mounted in
close proximity to the PTW IC exhaust vents, located at the end of the stem (met-
alic part), close to shrink wrapped cable insulation (Figure 8.3.0.b). The chamber
was inserted into the reactor core F26 position, and the MIC inserted into the MP26
position (Figures 8.4.3 and 7.1.4). Reactor instrumentation Linear channel was used
to monitor the reactor power, which was initially set to 50 kW in order to repro-
duce the conditions of the initial delayed gamma measurements, and later increased
to 250 kW to further increase the temperature effects. The reactor was started up
by completely withdrawing the Safety and Pulse control rods and withdrawing the
Regulating and Compensating control rods as symmetrically as possible, as reported
in Table 8.5.4.
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Table 8.5.4: Table of control rod positions at two reactor power for temperature
dependence of the PTW IC response.
Reactor Power R. pos. C. pos
50 kW 486 487
250 kW 393 395
Figure 8.5.4 presents the graphs of PTW IC exhaust port temperature and mea-
sured current, MIC current and reactor power, with an enlarged view of the response
at 50 kW reactor power, showing a decrease in the PTW IC response with increasing
exhaust port temperature.
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(8.5.4.a) Measurement during reactor power excursion to 50 kW and 250 kW power.
Dashed rectangle denotes the close-up range in Figure 8.5.4.b.
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(8.5.4.b) Closeup of 50 kW reactor power measurement.
Figure 8.5.4: Plot of Reactor power, PTW IC and MIC measurement current and
PTW IC temperature, measured by the T-type thermocouple.
The competition of the delayed gamma increase and PTW IC response decrease
due to temperature increase are visible in the above Figure 8.5.4. While the effect is
only slightly noticeable at 50 kW, it is very pronounced at 250 kW, where the PTW
IC current signal is clearly decreasing while the MIC current signal is still increasing
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slightly. These additional measurements provided us with a clear indication that the
change in the PTW response was due to increased temperature and not due to the
delayed gamma extraction methodology itself. Although the PTW IC measurements
show high signal to noise ratio, the measurements serve as an indication on the limits
of the experimental technique using vented ionization chambers. Their use remains
viable in environments with constant temperature and pressure conditions, in the
case of the JSI TRIGA reactor, at lower reactor power levels, where heating effects
can be neglected.
8.5.3 Delayed gamma dependence on distance from core cen-
ter
In addition to measurements in fixed positions inside the reactor, we were also inter-
ested in the radial dependence of the delayed gamma fraction. Therefore the MIC
was progressively moved outwards from MP25, MP21, MP22 and MP23 (Figure
7.1.4) while the PTW IC and MFC remained in their respective positions: MFC in
MP17 position, PTW IC in F25 (Figure 8.4.3) serving as a reference. Each measure-
ment was performed during a reactor start-up and SCRAM sequence with steady
reactor power level of 5 kW and withdrawing the Regulating and Compensating
control rods as symmetrically as possible. Details of each power-up and SCRAM
step are presented in Table 8.5.5. The ionization and fission chamber signals and
evaluated delayed gamma signal fractions can be observed in Figure 8.5.5. Uncer-
tainties due to control rod position and axial detector position uncertainty, as well
as fission and ionization chamber signal envelopes were used for the delayed gamma
uncertainty calculations.
Table 8.5.5: Summary of power-up and SCRAM steps, with reactor operation start
and end time, steady reactor power levels along with detector and control rod posi-
tions during each step with MIC at different positions.
Date
Start
time
End
time
Steady
power [W]
MIC
pos.
PTW
IC pos.
MFC
pos.
R.
pos.
C.
pos.
31.8.
2017 09:15 09:45 5.0× 10
3 MP25 F25 MP17 507 506
31.8.
2017 11:00 11:13 5.0× 10
3 MP21 F25 MP17 508 508
31.8.
2017 11:31 11:44 5.0× 10
3 MP22 F25 MP17 508 508
31.8.
2017 13:00 13:10 5.0× 10
3 MP23 F25 MP17 508 506
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(8.5.5.a) Measurement with MIC in MP25 position and power step to
5 kW, followed by SCRAM.
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(8.5.5.b) Measurement with MIC in MP21 position and power step to
5 kW, followed by SCRAM.
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(8.5.5.c) Measurement with MIC in MP22 position and power step to
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Figure 8.5.5: Ionization and fission chamber signals, normalized to the value right
before the SCRAM (displayed for each detector in the plot legend), along with
evaluated relative delayed gamma contributions. The MIC was placed into different
irradiation positions. The vertical dashed line denotes the point at which we consider
the desired reactor power is reached and use it for the initial estimate.
In Table 8.5.6 the calculated parameters A and evaluated delayed gamma frac-
tions 10min after reaching steady reactor power are presented. We can observe a
significant decrease in parameter A with increasing distance from the reactor core
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Table 8.5.6: Table of parameters A for MIC and evaluated fraction of delayed gamma
rays after 10min after steady reactor power is reached, in different irradiation posi-
tions @ 5 kW reactor power.
MIC
Position
R.
pos.
C.
pos.
Distance
from center A
Delayed γ
fraction @10min
MP25 507 506 5.2 cm
1.48× 10−1±
3.31× 10−5
2.75× 10−1±
4.80× 10−2
MP21 508 508 10.4 cm
1.22× 10−1±
3.45× 10−4
2.56× 10−1±
4.07× 10−2
MP22 508 508 13.2 cm
9.83× 10−2±
2.79× 10−5
2.32× 10−1±
3.43× 10−2
MP23 508 506 18.3 cm
5.29× 10−2±
5.22× 10−5
1.98× 10−1±
2.88× 10−2
center, which is to be expected due to the decrease in the prompt gamma field as
described is Section 7.2 compared to the MFC position. Comparing the above mea-
surements side to side yields interesting results. Figure 8.5.6.a displays the delayed
gamma signal shapes obtained from the measurements using the MFC and PTW IC,
located in MP17 and the F25 positions respectively during all the measurements.
The signal shapes are seen to be consistent, however differences in the signal mag-
nitude, larger than the evaluated uncertainty in Table 8.5.3 are observed.
Figure 8.5.6.b displays the delayed gamma signal shapes obtained from measure-
ments using the MFC and MIC, where the MIC positon was changed for each ex-
periment, to observe radial dependence of the delayed gamma fraction. The MIC
was located in MP25, MP21, MP22, MP23 respectively. A clear decrease in the
delayed gamma fraction is observed with increasing distance from the reactor core
center. The delayed gamma fraction and parameter A dependence on the distance
from the core center is presented in Figure 8.5.7. The computational analysis using
the JSIR2S code package in Section 9 is used to uncover the underlying dependence
of the delayed gamma fraction with distance from the core center.
Due to the small number of available measurement positions with different distances
from the core center, only 4 measurements in different radial positions were made
and a first order weighted linear regression fit for both parameter A and the delayed
gamma fraction after 10min was calculated and presented in Figure 8.5.7.
The main source of uncertainty is the uncertainty due to fission chamber measure-
ment uncertainty from envelope and gamma contribution to the signal at 64%, and
23% due to measurement noise in the measured ionization chamber signal and 13%
due to delayed gamma readout uncertainty from noisy signal.
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(8.5.6.a) Relative delayed gamma signal contribution from MFC & PTW
IC measurements.
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(8.5.6.b) Relative delayed gamma signal contribution from MFC & MIC
measurements.
Figure 8.5.6: Time evolution of relative delayed gamma signal contribution with MIC
in different positions. The evaluations with the PTW IC serve as a repeatability
reference.
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represent 1σ experimental and evaluation uncertainty.
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Chapter 9
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
OF THE JSIR2S
RIGOROUS-2-STEP METHOD
The JSIR2S code package has been utilized for reproducing the experimental mea-
surements at the JSI TRIGA reactor using fission and ionization chamber, TLDs and
semiconductor dosimeters by simulations and comparing measured and calculated
absorbed doses. Individual experiments, their modelling procedure and results are
presented in the following Subsections, published in [266, 267, 268] and submitted
for publication [269, 270].
9.1 Validation by fission and Ionization chamber
measurements from Section 8.1
The modelling to reproduce the experimental measurements from Section 8.4 con-
sists of two steps: Preparation of the MCNP input for particle transport and provid-
ing the user defined data for depletion and secondary radiation source generation.
In this section a detailed description of the JSI TRIGA MCNP model based on [227]
including the core an control rod configuration, all of the detectors and justification
of user defined parameters is presented. Description of the modelled material com-
positions is provided in Appendix J.
Fresh fuel is considered, which shows no significant impact, when compared to exper-
imental measurements for neutrons. Due measurement step duration of ≈ 10min,
we are mainly interested in delayed radiation field from short lived isotopes (τ1/2 <
10min), and the radiation due to the activated fuel before measurements will be
treated as background. This model is routinely used for computational support of
various neutronics experiments.
The detectors used in the above mentioned experiments were also modelled as pre-
sented in Figure 9.1.1. The calibration factors of the PTW 30100 Farmer ionization
chamber have been renormalized by separate simulation of the calibration proce-
dure in order to correlate the charge deposition inside the active ionization chamber
volume with measured dose.
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(9.1.1.a) MIC/MFC model inside the MP posi-
tion.
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(9.1.1.b) PTW IC model inside the
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Figure 9.1.1: Visual representation of detector models inside the JSI TRIGA model.
In order to perform the JSIR2S calculations, a rectangular mesh with voxel size
of 2 cm×2 cm×2 cm is superimposed over model geometry, encompassing the reactor
core as displayed in top view at the core mid plane and the side view at the core
center in Figure 9.1.2. It has been selected as a trade-off between required computer
time and field calculations fidelity. The size is based on simulation results from Sec-
tion 7.2, where neutron and gamma mean free path in the JSI TRIGA reactor fuel
was calculated as the main contributor to the delayed radiation field (99.2% of all
source gamma rays, calculated using the JSIR2S). For neutrons the mean free path
in the fuel is 1.4 cm and 1.6 neutrons are generated from each absorption as well
and 2.3 cm for prompt and 2.7 cm (calculated by preliminary JSIR2S) for delayed
photons in the fuel meat. This meshing is used for all the cases, which is a trade-off
between neutron distribution fidelity.
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(9.1.2.a) Top view at core mid-plane. (9.1.2.b) Side view at core center.
Figure 9.1.2: JSIR2S mesh superimposed over MCNP model geometry. This par-
ticular control rod arrangement was used for the 5 kW stable power case.
The reactor operational history model takes into account the neutron flux mea-
surements by the MFC. Calculated neutron fluxes are normalised to reactor power
by using the following Equation 9.1 derived by [271]
ϕ =
ϕMCNP · P · ν¯
wfkeff
(9.1)
where P is the reactor thermal power, ν¯ the average number of neutrons produced
per fission, wfis the recoverable energy per fission,keff the calculated reactor mul-
tiplication factor, and ϕMCNP neutron flux normalized per source neutron in units
cm−2 resulting directly from the MCNP output.
The reactor power is obtained form reactor instrumentation Linear channel. How-
ever this channel has low acquisition frequency and is located at the core periphery.
Since the MIC and MFC were symmetrically located inside the reactor core, we
can subtract the gamma contribution to the pure neutron signal of the MFC by
calculating SMFC−MIC = SMFC − SMIC where S denotes the measurement signal.
The reactor power scaling factor FS,P was obtained using Equation 9.2.
FS,P =
Slin(T1 → T2)
SMFC−MIC(T1 → T2)
(9.2)
Where Slin is the linear channel signal, SMFC−MIC the neutron signal and T1 → T2
denotes the middle third of measurement at a steady reactor power. The reactor
power is then calculated using Equation 9.3.
P (t) = SMFC−MIC · FS,P (9.3)
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Control rod positions during transients are not taken into account explicitly. In
the MCNP model, fresh fuel is considered. Although neutron measurements are
not significantly affected by the burn-up, it has a significant impact on the gamma
field, especially since modelling for each power step is performed separately. Neu-
tron source is also not explicitly taken into account in the model. However, to
approximately model the state of the reactor during shut-down, the following was
considered:
 Prior to the start and after the end of the reactor power step in the model, 1 h
of background neutron signal as measured by MIC and MFC was modelled as
contribution of the neutron source, using the model at critical control rod po-
sition. Using a more accurate, sub-critical model with all control rods inserted
and simulating the Am − Be neutron source yields insignificant difference,
since all of the signals are later treated as background.
 In reality, steady reactor power deviates by a few percent due to operator or
automated reactor control. This effect usually averages out for most neutron
irradiations. For decay radiation this has a profound effect on the short lived
isotopes. In order to reduce the computational complexity, the reactor power
change was modelled in steps based on measurements in Figure 8.4.4. At the
neutron background levels, the compensated MFC signal deviates by more
than 30%, however at steady power level this deviation becomes smaller. The
calorimetric power calibration can be performed with accuracy of 2% [229].
Therefore a percentage change for the modelled power step ∆P was selected
to scale logarithmically with signal intensity from 15% at background level to
a lower level at steady reactor power as presented in Table 9.1.1. The reactor
power change was modelled if :
 The relative change of SMFC−MIC signal from last power step evaluation
is greater than ∆P .
 The relative difference time integral of SMFC−MIC versus the time integral
using the last power step evaluation is greater than ∆P .
The Equations 9.3 and 9.1 are used to calculate the multiplier (mult.) between
ϕ
ϕMCNP
:
mult.(t) =
ϕ(t)
ϕMCNP
=
SMFC−MIC(t) · FS,P · ν¯
wfkeff
(9.4)
These time dependent multipliers are used for scaling of MCNP calculated neutron
spectra and fluxes according to measured reactor power and operational history,
displayed in Figure 9.1.3.
Computational unit volumes were calculated to a precision of 1× 10−4 cm3. ENDF/B
VII.1 [45] nuclear data libraries were used for the neutron transport calculations and
parameters in Equation 9.4: ν¯ = 2.439, wf = 198MeV and keff provided in Ta-
ble 9.1.1. Neutron flux spectra scoring is performed on a CCFE-709 energy group
structure [200]. For both prompt and delayed electron and gamma transport EPR-
DATA12 [272]1 nuclear data libraries were used due to their lower energy limit
extending below 1 keV.
1ERPDATA12 nuclear data library includes treatment electron and photon transport at energies
below 1× 10−3MeV and has been adopted from EPDL97 [87] and EEDL [7] in a data format not
available in previous major releases of the MCNP transport code [273]
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Table 9.1.1: Summary of power change limits at the steady reactor power of an
reactor excursion step.
Date Steady power [W] ∆P
30.8.2017 5.0× 101 5%
30.8.2017 5.0× 102 2%
31.8.2017 5.0× 103 1%
31.8.2017 1.0× 104 2%
During the code testing a significant impact of ternary fissions on delayed ra-
diation field was observed. Since that data is not available in the ENDF/B VII.1
nuclear data libraries, JEFF 3.3 [3] nuclear data library was used for isotopic in-
ventory and delayed radiation spectra calculations 2 Delayed electron source terms
were calculated by the BetaShape code [68], with a 10 keV resolution.
The following results focus on the absolute absorbed dose rates as measured with
the PTW IC and the delayed radiation fractions in the PTW IC, MIC in MP25 and
on its spatial distribution. The delayed radiation fraction was calculated as:
fγ,del =
ϕdel,electron + ϕdel,photon
ϕprompt + ϕdel,electron + ϕdel,photon
(9.5)
where ϕ could be either dose rate or particle flux.
Cell weight variance reduction techniques were used to obtain better statistics, by
steadily increasing the cell importances with proximity to the detectors.
Prompt calculations were performed using the criticality (k-code) calculation, sim-
ulating 4005 cycles of 50 000 source particles, discarding first 6 cycles with running
time of 73 h on the 56 core node with two Intel® Xeon® E5-2697 v3 processors
of the JSI computer cluster Razor. The calculation of delayed radiation terms took
roughly 100 h on the same computer node. Secondary particle simulations were
performed using custom JSIR2S source routine developed for the MCNP, where
5× 107 source particles were simulated. Running time for secondary photon source
was approximately 8 h for secondary electron source and 12 h for secondary photon
source per evaluation step at 80 core node with two Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 pro-
cessors of the JSI computer cluster Skuta yielding a total in excess of 8000 hours
per computer node or 74 per core years.
2ENDF/B VII.1 nuclear data libraries have been successfully applied to the neutron transport
calculations inside the JSI TRIGA reactor, and generally show hood agreement with measurements,
generally within the uncertainty. However inconsistencies outlined in [274], which were confirmed
by our preliminary calculations. After consulting experts on nuclear data evaluation: Ga²per
erovnik and Peter Schillebeeckx from Joint Research Center (JRC), Geel and Andrej Trkov, a
data evaluator from the IAEA, they suggested the use of JEFF 3.3 nuclear data library for fission
yield and decay radiation calculations.
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(9.1.3.a) Power change accuracy for 50W step.
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(9.1.3.b) Power change accuracy for 500W step.
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(9.1.3.c) Power change accuracy for 5 kW step.
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(9.1.3.d) Power change accuracy for 10 kW step.
Figure 9.1.3: Power change following accuracies and calculated scaling factors (multipliers) for different reactor power steps.
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9.1.1 Computational cross-calibration of the PTW IC
In order to replicate the experimental results obtained by the PTW IC calibrated to
water dose by 60Co source, a separate simulation was performed, closely replicating
the calibration procedure as described in the supplied calibration certificate and fol-
lowing the established protocols descibed in Section 4.4. Using this procedure, we
will also try to compensate for the lack of simulating the electric field inside the IC.
A 30 cm×30 cm×30 cm water phantom model was constructed with 60Co point
source with all of its characteristic rays enclosed in lead shielding with aperture
corresponding to 10 cm×10 cm beam size on front phantom surface as specified in
the PTW IC calibration data sheet. Two separate simulations were preformed, ini-
tially with electron dose to 1 cm3 of water in phantom center 5 cm from the phantom
front surface as a reference and a second one, with the PTW IC reference position in
the same place. In both cases volume averaged electron energy deposition was tal-
lied. The absorbed dose to the water volume was calculated to be 1.553± 2.2× 10−2
higher than the dose in the PTW IC active volume. The provided calibration coef-
ficient for conversion of 60Co dose in water 5.339GyC−1 with stability of 2% was
rescaled by 1.55± 0.01 to a generalized value of 3.438GyC−1 absorbed dose with
1.5% uncertainty from calculations added to the stability uncertainty.
9.1.2 Comparison with experimental data and spatial deter-
mination of the delayed radiation field fraction
In this section, comparison of measured absorbed dose by the PTW IC is compared
to the calculations. Contributions of the delayed radiation to the total dose rate
of the PTW IC and MIC in MP25 position are evaluated and compared to the
experimentally obtained values from Section 8.1. For the metrics of the delayed
radiation fraction, metrics from Equation 9.5 are used.
For the PTW IC, measurement and calculation uncertainties have been evaluated
as follows:
 Measurement uncertainties:
 Background was determined by fitting an exponential decay function over
at least 20 samples. For most cases the background is at a stable level,
except for the 10 kW case. The background determination uncertainty
was determined to be 5%.
 2.5% uncertainty due to cross-calibration from absorbed dose to water
to absorbed dose.
 2% uncertainty due to final positioning of the PTW inside the irradiation
channel.
 3% uncertainty due to non-controlled environmental conditions of the
vented PTW IC inside the irradiation channel. Measurement at 50 kW
reactor power with clearly changing conditions due to temperature in-
crease was discarded.
 0.5% uncertainty due to detector ageing as specified by the manufacturer.
 Computational uncertainties:
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 5% uncertainty in the reactor power readout and hence the uncertainty
in modelling of the reactor power.
 Reactor power following, according to ∆P displayed in Figure 9.1.3.
 Uncertainty of 1% in neutron flux calculations for calculations of isotopic
inventory and the source term.
 Statistical uncertainty from Monte Carlo transport tallying.
As mentioned, fresh fuel is considered in the computational model, which contributes
additional uncertainty, which has to date not been taken into account and cannot
be easily evaluated, especially due to spatial isotopic distribution (burn-up in the
core center greater then in periphery, axial burn-up distribution)[248].
The absolute comparison of measured and calculated dose rates shows good agree-
ment, especially during reactor steady power. The agreement after reactor shut-
down is usually just outside the evaluated uncertainties, but generally follows a
shape similar to measurements.
The delayed radiation fraction of the total absorbed dose to the PTW IC has also
been evaluated and is in good agreement compared to the experimentally obtained
values in Section 8.1 at 17.1% compared to this work, where weighted average is
18.7%.
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(9.1.4.a) PTW absorbed dose during 50W excursion. Delayed radiation contribution to
the total ionization dose 47.7%± 25%.
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(9.1.4.b) PTW absorbed dose during 500W excursion. Delayed radiation contribution to
the total ionization dose 18.7%± 2%.
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(9.1.4.c) PTW absorbed dose during 5 kW excursion. Delayed radiation contribution to
the total ionization dose 18.5%± 2%.
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(9.1.4.d) PTW absorbed dose during 10 kW excursion. Delayed radiation contribution to
the total ionization dose 18.7%± 2%.
Figure 9.1.4: Comparison of measured and simulated absorbed dose rates for dif-
ferent power steps, and calculated delayed gamma contribution to the total dose
10min after reactor power up evaluated at 18.7%±1% (weighted average).
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The contribution of the delayed radiation to MIC in MP25 position have also been
calculated and are displayed in Figure 9.1.5. The simulations at 50W reactor power
have high uncertainties and scattered random behaviour. However simulations at
higher power yield more consistent results. The calculated weighted average of the
delayed radiation contribution to the total signal has been evaluated at 21%±6%,
which is consistent with experimentally obtained fraction of 24%±3%.
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500
time [s]
10 1
100
Calculated delayed signal fraction
5 kW
50 W
50 kW
500 W
Figure 9.1.5: MP25 MIC absorbed dose or delayed signal fraction due to delayed
radiation.
Volume averaged gamma flux, air kerma and electron flux were also calculated on
a mesh superimposed over model geometry in order to calculate spatial distributions
of delayed radiation fractions at core mid-plane and on an axial cutting plane at core
center. Delayed radiation fractions to the total electron flux are displayed in Figures
9.1.6 and 9.1.7, contributions to the total gamma flux in Figures 9.1.8 and 9.1.9 and
contributions to gamma air kerma in Figures 9.1.10 and 9.1.11. The statistical
uncertainty for electron calculations is quite high, except in the fuel region. It is
interesting to note the delayed electron and gamma majority compared to total
inside fuel elements and in their proximity. This gives the notion on the possibility
of using detectors based on Cherenkov radiation or using the fuel element itself as an
emitter of self-powered detector by utilizing an electrically insulated circular band
as anode.
The delayed gamma flux contribution, displayed in Figure 9.1.8 in between fuel
elements is approximately at (23± 1)% in core center, slowly falling to (20± 1)%
in the core periphery, which is consistent with experimental findings. However a
more detailed analysis should be performed to draw more definitive conclusions.
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(9.1.6.a) Delayed radiation contribution to
electron flux: values.
(9.1.6.b) Delayed radiation contribution to
electron flux: absolute uncertainties.
Figure 9.1.6: Axial profile of delayed radiation contribution to the total electron flux
inside the JSI TRIGA reactor core, 10min after reactor power-up to 5 kW.
(9.1.7.a) Delayed radiation contribution to
electron flux: values.
(9.1.7.b) Delayed radiation contribution to
electron flux: absolute uncertainties.
Figure 9.1.7: Profile of delayed radiation contribution to the total electron flux at
the core mid-plane of JSI TRIGA reactor, 10min after reactor power-up to 5 kW.
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(9.1.8.a) Delayed radiation contribution to
gamma flux: values.
(9.1.8.b) Delayed radiation contribution to
gamma flux: absolute uncertainties.
Figure 9.1.8: Axial profile of delayed radiation contribution to the total gamma flux
inside the JSI TRIGA reactor core, 10min after reactor power-up to 5 kW.
(9.1.9.a) Delayed radiation contribution to
gamma flux: values.
(9.1.9.b) Delayed radiation contribution to
gamma flux: absolute uncertainties.
Figure 9.1.9: Profile of delayed radiation contribution to the total gamma flux at
the core mid-plane of JSI TRIGA reactor, 10min after reactor power-up to 5 kW.
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(9.1.10.a) Delayed radiation contribution to
gamma air kerma: values.
(9.1.10.b) Delayed radiation contribution to
gamma air kerma absolute uncertainties.
Figure 9.1.10: Axial profile of delayed radiation contribution to the total gamma
flux inside the JSI TRIGA reactor core, 10min after reactor power-up to 5 kW.
(9.1.11.a) Delayed radiation contribution to
gamma air kerma: values.
(9.1.11.b) Delayed radiation contribution to
gamma air kerma: absolute uncertainties.
Figure 9.1.11: Profile of delayed radiation contribution to the total gamma flux at
the core mid-plane of JSI TRIGA reactor, 10min after reactor power-up to 5 kW.
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More then 99.3% of the total emission rate for both decay electron and gamma
source term was calculated to be attributed to the fuel meat inside fuel (95.2%)
elements and fuel followers of the control rods (4.1%). To evaluate the individual
isotope contributions to the radiation field, isotopic contribution to the gamma and
electron emission energy from the 2 cm slice of the fuel meat of a fuel element in
B4 position at the core mid plane for the 5 kW power step are displayed in Figures
9.1.12 and 9.1.13 respectively for the 100 highest contributing isotopes. These are all
fission fragments, with highest contributing isotopes with mass numbers at fission
yield peaks (Figure 2.2.4) with fission fragment mass numbers ≈ 90 and ≈ 140 for
235U .
As an additional step of the characterization, photon and electron spectra were
calculated inside a polyethylene container (Figure 7.1.7) in irradiation channels in-
serted into A1 and F26 position, as well as IC40 carousel position (Figures 9.1.14
and 9.1.15). Both electron and gamma decay sources were modelled. The electron
and gamma are different from position to position. Prompt and delayed gamma
spectra have similar shapes, except the for the prompt gamma energies extending
to 10MeV, compared to delayed gamma extending to 7MeV, which agrees with the
previous work [34]. Prompt electron spectra are flatter as compared to the delayed.
For both delayed electron and delayed gamma, calculated spectra are observed to
be similar for same irradiation position, usually within the uncertainty. This points
out that the calculated dose rate changes are mainly due to different delayed radi-
ation intensities I. Normalized ratio of total delayed electron and gamma source
intensities vs. absorbed dose νact,dose for the detectors mentioned, used for the com-
parison of calculations and measurements (Equation 9.6) are displayed in Figure
9.1.16 for gamma and electrons respectively in active detector volumes, as well as
inside polyethylene containers inside named irradiation positions.
νI,dose(t) =
I(t)
Dabs(t)̇
νI,dose,norm(t) =
νI,dose(t)
νI,dose(t)
(9.6)
Where I is the decay source term intensity and Dabṡ the absorbed dose rate due to
that decay source term. The normalization is performed over time average.
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Figure 9.1.12: Individual isotope contributions to the electron emission power of the computational unit inside the fuel meat for a fuel
element in B4 position at core mid plane during a 5 kW power step.
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Figure 9.1.13: Individual isotope contributions to the gamma emission power of the computational unit inside the fuel meat for a fuel
element in B4 position at core mid plane during a 5 kW power step..
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(9.1.14.a) Gamma flux spectra inside the polyethylene container, inserted into a
regular irradiation position inserted into A1.
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(9.1.14.b) Gamma flux spectra inside the polyethylene container, inserted into a
regular irradiation position inserted into F26.
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(9.1.14.c) Gamma flux spectra inside the polyethylene container, inserted into a
IC40 position of the carousel.
Figure 9.1.14: Prompt and delayed gamma spectra flux at different times after re-
actor start-up inside various irradiation channels, normalized to total gamma flux.
Dashed areas represent 1σ statistical uncertainty due to secondary particle trans-
port.
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(9.1.15.a) Electron flux spectra inside the polyethylene container, inserted into a
regular irradiation position inserted into A1.
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(9.1.15.b) Electron flux spectra inside the polyethylene container, inserted into a
regular irradiation position inserted into F26.
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(9.1.15.c) Electron flux spectra inside the polyethylene container, inserted into a
IC40 position of the carousel.
Figure 9.1.15: Prompt and delayed electron flux spectra at different times after
reactor start-up inside various irradiation channels, normalized to total gamma flux
for the 5 kW reactor step. Dashed areas represent 1σ statistical uncertainty due to
secondary particle transport.
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(9.1.16.a) νI,dose,norm for the delayed gamma source term.
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(9.1.16.b) νI,dose,norm for the delayed electron source term.
Figure 9.1.16: νI,dose,norm for both gamma and electron decay source terms for the
5 kW reactor step. A relative stability of the ratio for gamma term can be observed,
while this is not the case for decay electron source term. However one can observe a
slight increase in the ratio after reactor shut-down at 2160 s. Coloured area represent
1σ statistical uncertainties due to secondary particle transport.
The obtained absorbed dose rate results are in good agreement with measure-
ments, especially during steady reactor power, and the delayed radiation contribu-
tions to the total field are consistent with the experimental data. After reactor shut
down, the agreement is just outside the evaluated uncertainties which points out to
additional uncertainty contributions. A more rigorous calculation, taking into ac-
count spatial fuel depletion should be performed. Nuclear data library uncertainties
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are also not taken into account in the scope of this work.
Prompt and delayed gamma and electron spectra were also calculated, outlining a
delayed gamma spectrum similarity at several points after reactor start-up. Depen-
dence of absorbed dose due to decay source terms vs. source intensity inside the
reactor core is calculated to be very stable, and does not differ significantly even
after reactor shut-down. However, this is not the case for ex-core IC irradiation
facilities.
The presented results point out to the usability of the JSIR2S code for a rigorous
characterization of the radiation field inside a nuclear reactor, taking into account
all contributions.
The present analysis also points out several potential areas of future work, such as
development of Cherenkov radiation based instrumentation, using nuclear fuel itself
as a current source for a beta-decay based detector, code application for response cal-
culation of established self-powered neutron detectors and in other processes which
involve coupled prompt and delayed neutron-photon-electron transport.
9.2 Validation by TLD measurements
In December 2016, an experimental campaign on gamma field characterization of the
JSI TRIGA using thermo-luminescent dosimeters was performed [266]. Two types
of TLDs, TLD400 (CaF2 :Mn) and TLD700 (7LiF :Mg, T i) from ThermoFischer
Scientific were irradiated in various irradiation positions of the JSI TRIGA reactor
using the core configuration described in Section 8.1 in order to perform measure-
ments at different dose rates. Both types of TLDs were irradiated enclosed in 2mm
thick aluminium pillboxes in order to reach charged particle equilibrium (Figure
9.2.1).
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Figure 9.2.1: TLD experimental setup for JSI TRIGA in-core measurements: 3
stacks of 2
Irradiated TLDs emit light as they are heated up, as described in Section 4.4.
The Harshaw model 3500 reader procedure for dose readouts under 2Gy has been
established. In order not to oversaturate the photomultiplier, a set of neutral optical
filters was used to reduce the TLD signal to 10%, 1% and 0.1% respectively was used
for higher doses. The calibration procedure and calculation of correction factors was
performed by colleagues from CEA Cadarache DEN/DER/SPESI/LDCI laboratory.
The TLDs in the aluminium pillboxes were calibrated in two steps:
 Low dose calibration (below 2Gy) was performed at the CEA Cadarache ra-
diation protection division. The uncertainty of the dose rate was estimated
at 0.8% as compared to a standard, calibrated ionization chamber and 3.3%
due to TLD response reproducibility. The final uncertainty of the calibration
coefficient was determined for each individual TLD at around 1.9%.
 High dose calibration at CEA 60Co gamma sources at POSEIDON and PAGURE.
The calibration uncertainties were determined as:
 Dose rate uncertainty determined by a calibrated IC serving as a reference
was 0.5% at dose rates blow 50Gy h−1 and 0.65% above the said dose
rate.
 The uncertainty of the position was estimated to affect the dose rate by
0.05%.
 The 60Co sources are extracted from their shielded position and the mea-
surement time starts once the source is fully extracted. However, the
radiation is present as soon as the source passes the shielding window.
This pass time was treated in terms of additional time equivalent, which
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was experimentally determined to be 30 s for the PAGURE and 10 s for
the POSEIDON irradiation facilities. This contribution to the total dose
was estimated at 0.1%.
Correction factors were applied to raw values in order to take into account as dis-
cussed in [275] by detailed Monte Carlo particle transport calculations. Irradiation
facilities are calibrated to air kerma, which is not the actual dose to the TLDs for
reasons mentioned in Section 4.3, and is dependent on the incident spectrum.
 Correction factor due to the influence of reactor gamma spectrum vs. the 60Co
spectrum, yielded a different air kerma factor for the detector:
Kair,reactor = Kair,60Co · 1.040± 0.1% (9.7)
 The conversion ratio from air kerma to detector absorbed dose was determined
by:
Ddet = Kair · 1.040± 0.2% (9.8)
Filtering and background removal are assumed not to contribute to overall uncer-
tainty.
Two Miniature 235U Fission Chambers (MFC) and a Miniature Ionization Cham-
ber (MIC) (Figure 8.3.0.a) were inserted into MP20, MP17 and MP21 respectively
(Figure 7.1.4).
The initial comparison of the measurements with the analysis on prompt gamma
field from Section 7.2 and the experimentally determined gamma field contribution
from Section 8.1 good agreement is obtained (Table 9.2.1).
Table 9.2.1: Comparison of calculated and measured gamma air kerma rates Kγ
[Gy kW−1min−1]. Delayed fraction uncertainty was taken to be 15%.
Position
Computational Measurement
Kγ
prompt
Delayed
fraction
Kγ
total Unc.
Kγ
total Unc.
A1 19.6 31% 28.6 5.8 28.1 2.4
F26 5.6 19% 6.9 1.7 8.1 0.5
IC40 1.1 11% 1.9 1.2 1.8 0.3
9.2.1 Simulation with the JSIR2S code system
Analysis on irradiaiton of TLDs inserted in a rapid succession after reactor shut-
down into the Central channel (A1) in order to measure the delayed gamma field
dependency.
Dose rate calculations, including the electron and gamma sources due to decay of
radioactive products were calculated using the JSIR2S code package (Chapter 6)
and procedure similar to the to the one described in Section 9.1 (model division,
volume calculation precision, etc. ). The measured reactor power by the Linear
channel (Figure 7.1.2) following in simulations is performed using the methodology
described in Section 9 to a logarithmically interpolated precision of 1% at 4 kW and
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15% at 10W, which yielded 109 reactor power change steps. The measured and
modelled reactor power, as well as FC and IC signals in their respective positions
as measured during and after 4 kW reactor power excursion, are displayed in Figure
9.2.2.
The absorbed dose calculations were performed in 10 steps during each TLD irra-
diation (Figure 9.2.3). The transport part was performed using the ENDF/B-VII.1
nuclear data library [45]. For reasons mentioned in Section 9.1, JEFF 3.3 [3] fis-
sion yield and decay data libraries were used. The comparison between calculated
and measured doses during experiments is presented in Table 9.2.2. Uncertainties
on the calculated values are between 3% to 4.5% for each step. The experimental
and calculated doses are in agreement within uncertainties for both TLDs and MIC
measurements (Figure 9.2.3).
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Figure 9.2.2: Measured and modelled (in steps) reactor power along with MFC and
MIC measured signals during a 4 kW power-step excursion.
Table 9.2.2: Comparison of calculated and measured gamma absorbed dose after
reactor shut-down from 4 kW
Integration
time
Measured
[Gymin−1]
Calculated
[Gymin−1]
C/E
2 s to 233 s 17.2±0.3 17.9±0.2 1.04±0.06
5.5min to 10.5min 7.8±0.4 8.1±0.1 1.03±0.06
16min to 26min 5.4±0.4 5.3±0.1 0.98±0.09
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Figure 9.2.3: Absorbed gamma dose rate simulated by the JSIR2S code and the av-
erage TLD absorbed dose rate during the measurement (horizontal errorbars denote
the measurement interval).
9.3 Cross calibration of Nurfet detectors in the JSI
TRIGA reactor.
Semiconductor radiation detectors are based on measurement of bulk changes in
material characteristics under the influence of radiation. They are typically of mm
in size. Although they are integral dosimeter (integrated dose is measured), readout
is usually performed by measurement of voltage drop at a constant current with-
out disturbing the measurement (which is for instance not true for TLDs). On the
other hand, their response and accumulated dose retention is temperature depen-
dent. However various mitigation techniques exist, for example [276]. On the other
hand, this effect can also be exploited for resetting the dosimeter electrically by
Ohm heating.
This makes them excellent dosimeters due to their low cost when high spatial res-
olution is required, easily achieved CPE due to their size, sensitivity control at
the manufacturing level (Section 4.4) and ease of electrical interfacing and remote
readout. They have been used extensively for remote dosimetry inside the ATLAS
detector in Large Hadron Collider particle accelerator [131, 216], various medical
[130] and space applications [132].
We have been involved in bilateral project on the development of semiconductor
dosimeters for nuclear applications 3. As part of their calibration to high dose rate
radiation environment, dosimeters were irradiated inside the JSI TRIGA reactor.
During the irradiations, additional measurements of the reactor gamma field were
using an ionization chamber were performed, presenting an additional opportunity
for JSIR2S code validation. In addition the JSIR2S code package has been utilized
to calculate cross-calibration coefficients from one dose standard to another and also
3A Slovenian-Turkish bilateral project between the Slovenian Research Agency (ARRS BI-
TR/18-21-004, ARRS P1-0135) and TUBITAK-2508: Bilateral Cooperation Program with Slove-
nian Research Agency (ARRS) contract number 118F010
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from one irradiation position to another, relating doses measured by the ionization
chamber to doses in the semiconductor dosimeters for several dose standards.
9.3.1 Detector description
Nurfet detectors are positive-metal oxide semiconductor (p-MOS) dosimeters pro-
duced by the Nuclear Radiation Detectors Application and Research Center (NÜR-
DAM) on 6 inch wafers using diffused source and drain contacts. Each sensor com-
prises of two p-MOS structures. Detectors with oxide thicknesses of 40 nm, 65 nm,
100 nm, 300 nm, 400 nm and 80 nm were assembled on an active (on-line readout)
and passive (readout post irradiation) printed circuit board (PCB) (Figure 9.3.1).
Previous reference calibrations for air kerma using a 137Cs were performed by the
accredited JSI dosimetry standard laboratory at the air kerma rate of 10mGy h−1.
At these rates, none of the detectors reached saturation levels. In order to asses the
usable dose range of individual transistors and to obtain high dose calibration curve
parameters, transistors were irradiated in a shut-down reactor with dose rates of the
order of several 10Gy h−1 to 100Gy h−1.
9.3.2 Irradiation in the JSI TRIGA reator and modelling
The Nurfet assemblies were packaged inside 3D printed polyethylene enclosures of
size 2 cm×2 cm×0.5 cm, which were inserted inside polyethylene irradiation contain-
ers (Figure 7.1.7). The core configuration is displayed in Figure 9.3.3. The selection
of irradiation channels was based on different dose rates inside them: (DA1 ≈ 12DF19
and DTriC ≈ 4DF19). A PTW IC (Figure 8.3.0.b) was inserted into the F20 irra-
diation channel, serving as a reference. Detectors were irradiated in several time
intervals of 10 h to 20 h, expect for a 60 h irradiation over a weekend, with air kerma
rates ranging from several 100Gy h−1 to 10Gy h−1.
The Nurfets were irradiated in a delayed gamma-only field inside the JSI TRIGA
reactor after reactor shut-down. Effect of the neutron source proximity to the PTW
IC was considered negligible (0.1%).
In between the reactor operation, all of the detectors were withdrawn from the re-
actor. Nurfets were irradiated without any bias, and on-line sensor readout was
performed using a custom reader prepared by colleagues from JSI particle physics
department (F9) in-situ. Readouts in-between irradiation sections were also per-
formed, using a Keithley 220 as precise electron source and Keithley 2000 as a
voltmeter at room temperature of roughly 25 °C.
ACTIVE PCB 
PASSIVE PCB 
Figure 9.3.1: Pictures of active and passive NURFET readout PCBs.
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The background was measured by the PTW IC prior to reactor power increase before
the first Nurfet detector irradiation and was determined to be Dbgd,W = 120Gy h−1.
The reactor power, dose and dose rate to water, using the PTW IC supplied cali-
bration factors during the Nurfet irradiation sections are displayed in Figure 9.3.2.
The effect of the reactor operation time on dose rate progression due to decay of
radioactive products after reactor shut-down is visible, and the dose rate decrease
is slower after longer reactor operations.
A JSIR2S code package simulations as described in Section 9.1 was performed
with the core configuration, detectors and control rod positions modelled in great
detail respectively. However, the reactor power history was modelled as a single step
function per reactor power-up, without explicitly following the reactor power signal
from Linear channel (see Section 7.1) as in previous Sections. This was considered
accurate enough, since we only needed to obtain the time dependent cross-calibration
coefficients from DW as measured by the PTW IC to PTW IC absorbed dose and
Nurfet absorbed dose and air kerma.
Measured and calculated absorbed dose rates by the PTW IC are displayed in Figure
9.3.4 and are in good agreement. This data was used as a basis to assign conversion
factors from direct PTW IC measurements of Dw to absorbed dose and air kerma
rates to Nurfet detectors (Figure 9.3.6). These change (however slowly) with time
due to changes of delayed gamma emitter concentrations in the core. Linear inter-
polation in-between each calculated points was used (Figure 9.3.5).
Calculated PTW IC absorbed dose rates (Figure 9.3.4) are generally in good
agreement with experiments, mostly within the uncertainty, even though reactor
power history was modelled relatively simple. This allowed for a detailed character-
ization of the Nurfet's response.
Changes in Vth with time and dose are displayed in Figure 9.3.7.
With the obtained voltage change measurements and calculated doses, fitting of
parameter a and b performed by the F9 department were obtained. For dose ranges
20 kGy are presented in Table 9.3.1 and full range calibration curves in Figure 9.3.8.
Figure 9.3.2: Reactor power during measurements and measured absorbed dose and
absorbed dose rate to water using the PTW IC.
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Figure 9.3.3: JSI TRIGA reactor core configuration used during Nurfet detector
irradiation.
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Figure 9.3.4: Measured and calculated absorbed dose rate to PTW IC (background
removed).
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Figure 9.3.5: Interpolated absorbed dose rates using PTW IC measurements and
calculated cross-calibration coefficients for Nurfet absorbed dose rate determination.
Figure 9.3.6: Air kerma to absorbed dose rate factors with uncertainties denoted as
coloured areas.
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(9.3.7.a) Low dose range.
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(9.3.7.b) High doserange (dots denote Nurfet readouts in-
between individual irradiation sections).
Figure 9.3.7: Online measurements of Vth vs. air kerma to Nurfet detector oxide-
layer. Parameters of the calibration curves in Table 9.3.1.
Table 9.3.1: Fit parameters a [V] and b for Equation δVT = a · Db as determined
from the measurements using Least-Squares method for different oxide thickness
and dose ranges at room temperature and IDS = 50 µA. 1σ uncertainties of the fit
parameters are given.
Type low [few Gy] mid [0-20 kGy] max [> 20 kGy] Range [kGy]
40 nm 0.008 mV/cGy a = 0.0023± 4e− 6 a = 0.0185± 0.003 ≈ 400
b = 1 b = 0.749± 0.0001 b = 0.53± 0.032
65 nm 0.01 mV/cGy a = 0.0061± 0.00004 a = 0.0839± 0.002 ≈ 200
b = 1 b = 0.699± 0.0005 b = 0.44± 0.035
100 nm 0.01 mV/cGy a = 0.0065± 0.00003 a = 0.1547± 0.002 ≈ 200
b = 1 b = 0.706± 0.001 b = 0.385± 0.03
300 nm 0.1 mV/cGy a = 0.0467± 0.0002 a = 0.322± 0.05 ≈ 130
b = 1 b = 0.61± 0.0002 b = 0.397± 0.036
400 nm 0.1 mV/cGy a = 0.0351± 0.0005 a = 0.5364± 0.05 ≈ 100
b = 1 b = 0.738± 0.002 b = 0.405± 0.047
800 nm 0.2 mV/cGy - a = 0.2664± 0.07 ≈ 30
b = 1 - b = 0.55± 0.11
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Figure 9.3.8: Full calibration curves using the parameters from Table 9.3.1 for dif-
ferent oxide thickness sensors. Dashed lines represent medium and solid line the
high dose ranges.
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Chapter 10
APPLICATION OF THE JSIR2S
CODE PACKAGE ON FUSION
PROBLEMS
Magnetically confined fusion is deemed to be the most promising technique in achiev-
ing fusion economically for energy production. While the fusion process itself s well
understood currently more energy is required to produce fusion, than its energy
output.
The fusion fuel inside these fusion reactors is in the form of a DD or DT plasma at
roughly 1× 108K, confined by a set of poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields inside
a torus shaped vessel, called a tokamak. These magnetic fields are generated by
superconducting magnets, which must be kept at cryogenic temperatures an located
close to the reactor vessel outside wall. Most of the energy consumption in these re-
actor types goes towards plasma confinement and heating by induction, RF heating
and neutral particle injection by particle accelerators [277].
The gamma radiation from the fusion process is well understood. However contri-
butions from reactions of plasma constituents [190] and impurities resulting from
plasma ions and high energy neutron bombardment of the plasma facing structures
[278] produce additional high energy gamma rays [279]. The area is still being ex-
plored and is beyond the scope of this work.
interactions with the reactor vessel produce additional high intensity gamma rays
[190]. The area is still being explored and is beyond the scope of this work.
Due to the above mentioned harsh environment and high energy neutrons being
produced during the fusion process (Section 2.2.2), some plasma facing components
may need constant maintenance. This is made more difficult by the fact that neutron
also activate structural components of the reactor vessel, which remains radioactive
after shut-down, exposing maintenance workers and sensitive electronic components
to radiation [31, 32, 33]. To evaluate these effects, the delayed radiation evaluation
codes have been used extensively for fusion problems.
Currently the largest operational fusion reactor is the Joint European Torus (JET)
reactor, located in Culham Centre for Fusion Energy in Oxfordshire, UK, initially
built in 1980s and constantly updated. It has a major radius of 3m and a D-shaped
vacuum chamber, which is 4.2m high and 2.5m wide, containing roughly 100m3
of plasma. The main plasma heating mechanisms are by induction, neutral beam
injection and RF heating.
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The JET reactor serves as a test facility for future fusion reactor designs with Q > 1.
The insides of the JET tokamak are displayed in Figure 10.0.1.
Figure 10.0.1: The inside view of the JET tokamak: during shut-down on the left
and with plasma during operation on the right [12].
Another magnetically confined fusion research reactor called the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is currently being constructed in
Saint-Paul-les-Durance in Provence, France. The reactor which will be roughly
10-times bigger in volume compared to JET and is expected to reach Q = 10. It
will also operate in a pulse mode and will incorporate a number of innovative de-
sign features such as a breeder blanket for tritium production and superconducting
magnets.
Figure 10.0.2: The schematic view of the ITER reactor with plasma and the sup-
porting systems [13].
In this Section, the JSIR2S code is used for calculation of the delayed radiation
doses after fusion reactor shut-down. The JSIR2S has been applied for shut-down
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dose calculations at the JET tokamak and compared with measurements (Section
10.1) and a computational benchmark, comparing several delayed radiation calcu-
lation codes (Section 10.2) [280].
10.1 Shut-down dose rate calculations for the JET
reactor
10.1.1 Modelling considerations
Measurements of gamma dose rate after reactor shut-down were performed in the
framework of WPJET3 SDR experiment 2015-2016  D20 work package using a
vented ionization chamber (PTW type TM32002, ϕ = 140mm) calibrated to air
kerma, starting 2 h after shut-down, measuring for 3.3 months [281], in order to
asses the levels of radiation due to activation of structural materials and to provide
experimental data for delayed radiation code validation.
For this particular case 2 reference computational MCNP models of a single octant
of the JET tokamak were provided by the JET community [281] for both model
octants (octant 1: Figures 10.1.1.a and 10.1.2.a, octant 2: Figures 10.1.1.b and
10.1.2.b) along with the irradiation history.
Neutron mean free paths were calculated using MCNPv6.2 code at 5 cm to 15 cm
for components with highest neutron population. Each octant was divided by a
190× 190× 156 uniform mesh for volume and delayed radiation source term calcu-
lations, which corresponds to voxel size of 10 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm. Stochastic vol-
ume calculation precision for the cell-under-voxel treatment was set to 1× 10−2 cm3,
which is more than sufficient for large parts of the model geometry, but also accurate
enough for detailed treatment of smaller components.
Ionization 
chamber
1.0 m
0.0 m
0.5 m
(10.1.1.a) MCNP model of 1st octant of JET
tokamak.
Ionization 
chamber
1.0 m
0.0 m
0.5 m
(10.1.1.b) MCNPmodel of 2nd octant of JET
tokamak
Figure 10.1.1: MCNP octant model of JET tokamak with highlighted ionization
chambers for dose rate calculations, corresponding to actual measurements. Differ-
ent colors represent different volumetric bodies of the model geometry.
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(10.1.2.a) 3D model of 1st octant
of JET tokamak.
(10.1.2.b) 3D model of 2nd octant of JET tokamak.
Figure 10.1.2: 3D CAD models of JET tokamak octants with highlighted ionization
chamber positions (red dot) used for measurements. Pictures adopted from [14].
The reactor is of toroidal shape and the outer torus radius is in excess of 10m,
and variance reduction techniques are used for statistically relevant particle scoring
and simulation speed-ups. A FW-CADIS [166] variance reduction method using the
ADVANTG code [41] was used in order to have sufficiently low neutron flux vari-
ance on the above mentioned mesh throughout the model in VITAMIN-J 175 energy
group structure [282]. Same mesh used for particle scoring was used for calculation
of mesh-based variance reduction parameters.
The neutron emission from DD and DT plasma was modelled using a special MCNP
code routine [283]. MCNP parametrization of the neutron source was described us-
ing a set of ring regions with radial thickness of 10 cm and axial thickness of 5 cm
with different source neutron intensities [284], which has been validated against the
provided source routine and was used for ADVANTG weight window generation.
The 27n19g (Appendix H.4) nuclear data library based on the ENDF/B-VII.0 [88]
were used for the variance reduction parameter calculations. A FENDL 2.1 [285]
library, made specifically for fusion applications was used for particle transport cal-
culations and JEFF 3.2 [286] was used for isotope evaluation missing in FENDL
2.1. Comparison of neutron flux distributions with weight windows versus analogue
Monte Carlo calculation, both using the plasma source routine is displayed in Fig-
ure 10.1.3 as described by Equation 10.1, where R is the relative comparison, Vanalog
and VFW−C are analogue and weight-window based variance reduction accelerated
results using FW-CADIS technique. The agreement is within the 1σ statistical un-
certainty of the calculation, observing no bias in our approach. The figure speed-up
factor using weight windows was about 1.6.
R =
VFW−C
Vanalog
− 1 (10.1)
Neutron fluxes were calculated in ≈2× 105 units (cells under voxels) and normalized
according to JET neutron emission intensities. EAF-2010 [199] nuclear data libraries
were used for calculations of isotopic inventory. The primary quantities of interest
are dose rates 6 h and 12 d after shut down inside the ionization chambers using
the ICRP74 [23] flux to H∗10 biological dose equivalent and air kerma conversion
factors.
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Probability based sampling of secondary source particles for shut down dose rate
calculations was used.
10.1.2 Comparison with measurements
A comparison of measured and JSIR2S calculated dose rates are presented in Tables
10.1.1 and 10.1.2. Computational results for octant 1 are in good agreement which
is not the case for octant 2. Decay gamma air kerma profile 6 h after shut down is
also presented in Figure 10.1.4.
Table 10.1.1: Comparison of measured and calculated dose rates in the Ionization
chamber of JET octant 1. Measurement data obtained from [21]. Given represent
1σ uncertainty.
Time after
shut-down
Calculated
[µGy h−1]
Measured
[µGy h−1]
C/E
6 h 8.19±0.44 10.3±0.42 0.79±0.075
12 days 2.63±0.04 2.63±0.10 1.00± 0.053
(10.1.3.a) Relative difference value. (10.1.3.b) Relative difference uncertainty.
Figure 10.1.3: Relative comparison of calculated neutron fluxes as calculated using
the weight windows versus an analogous Monte Carlo calculations : DD plasma,
octant 1 with 1× 109 simulated particles.
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(10.1.4.a) Air kerma rate in Octant 1 6 h af-
ter shut down.
(10.1.4.b) Air kerma rate in Octant 2 6 h af-
ter shut down.
Figure 10.1.4: Air kerma rates in both octants of the model 6 h after shut down.
Table 10.1.2: Comparison of measured and calculated dose rates in the Ionization
chamber of JET octant 2. Measurement data obtained from [21]. Given represent
1σ uncertainty.
Time after
shut-down
Calculated
[µGy h−1]
Measured
[µGy h−1]
C/E
6 h 1.11±0.175 2.8±0.39 0.40±0.080
12 days 5.57× 10−2±2.41× 10−3 0.28±0.02 0.2025± 0.0231
The placement of the detector in the 2nd octant model and the measurements
themselves suggest lower dose rates, being further away from the activated material.
In this case, probability based secondary source sampling gives results with higher
relative uncertainty (of the order of 5% to 10%), compared to 1st octant where
uncertainties are below 5%.
Trough private communications with the JET community [14], it was discovered
that shut-down dose rate calculations with other D1S and R2S codes yielded similar
discrepancies in the model of the 2nd octant. Analysis on identifying the discrepan-
cies in the computational model are currently under way. Additional experimental
campaigns for shut-down dose rate measurements with additional detectors are being
planned by the JET community.
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10.2 ITER port plug model for code to code com-
parison of shut-down dose rate calculations.
10.2.1 Modelling considerations
A computational ITER shutdown dose rate benchmarking exercise [15] with a sim-
plified ITER port plug has been developed for code to code comparison, which
provided another opportunity for JSIR2S code system validation. The model con-
sist of a cylindrical assembly, closely resembling the ITER equatorial port element.
A schematic of problem geometry is presented in Figure 10.2.1.
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Figure 10.2.1: ITER port plug model cross section, comprised of an iron cylinder
and a disc (in blue) and homogeneous mixture of water and iron (in red). Isotropic
source term emitting 14MeV neutrons is simulated in the green disc (void), while
shut-down dose rate is tallied in purple plate cells (void). All the dimensions are in
cm.
The assembly is irradiated by 14MeV neutrons from an isotropic neutron source,
following the SA2 ITER reference irradiation scenario 1 for nuclear analysis, de-
scribed in Table 10.2.1. The benchmarking quantity is the dose rate in the above
described tally cells, 1× 106 s after the end of irradiation.
A mesh with voxel size of 4 cm×4 cm×4.015 cm was superimposed over the problem
geometry, and cells depicted with red and blue color in Figure 10.2.1 were used for
the activation calculations. The source term was biased from isotropic towards the
port plug and normalized accordingly in order to decrease the required computa-
tional time.
Efforts on further reduction of the computational time include mesh based variance
reduction techniques. In literature search, techniques such as exponential transform
and iterative variance reduction parameter updating by steadily increasing material
densities to correct values have been utilized, or long, analogue computations on
large computer clusters were performed [288, 289] for Monte Carlo particle trans-
port codes.
With extensive help from colleague Bor Kos, we utilized the hybrid FW-CADIS
approach with the ADVANTG code [41] on a non-uniform mesh with 280×280×60
voxels and 27n19g (energy group structure in Appendix H.4) cross section library
1This scenario is based on recent understanding of plant availability and maximum pulse rates
with a degree of conservatism so as to provide the maximum allowed activation and permissible
dose rate after shut-down during the period of 20 a [287].
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based on the ENDF/B VII.0 [237] was utilized to obtain neutron flux results with
sufficiently low variance.
Neutron flux was tallied in the VITAMIN-J 175 [282] energy group structure. FENDL
2.1 nuclear data libraries [285] were used for particle transport calculations and
EAF2010 activation library [199] was used for activation and secondary particle
spectra determination. Isotopic concentration down to 1× 10−4 cm−3 were con-
sidered, underestimating the total activity by 1× 10−4%. ICRP-74 flux to dose
conversion factors were used for dose rate tally calculations [23]. 1× 109 source
particles with weight window variance reduction technique were used in the neu-
tron transport problem and 4× 109 secondary photons were simulated without any
biasing for the dose rate calculations.
Table 10.2.1: Table of neutron source strengths, irradiation times and repetitions of
the SA2-ITER irradiation scenario, divided into three separate, consecutive stages.
Source strenght [n/s] Duration Repetitions
1.0714× 1017 2 a 1
8.25× 1017 10 a 1
0 0.667 a 1
1.6607× 1018 1.33 a 1
0 3920 s 17
2.0× 1019 400 s 17
0 3920 s 4
2.8× 1019 400 s 4
10.2.2 Results and code comparison
Calculated spatial distribution of neutron fluence inside the computational model
using weight window parameters (For neutron energy between 6.37MeV to 20MeV
in Figure 10.2.2) is displayed in Figure 10.2.3.
Figure 10.2.2: Weight windows for neutrons between 6.37MeV to 20MeV as calcu-
lated by the ADVANTG code.
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dose rate calculations.
Figure 10.2.3: Neutron fluence per source simulated inside the model geometry.
Both uniform sampling with weight adjustment and probability based sampling.
Due to the least activated part of the port plug model at the tally cell side, under-
sampling of the problem using the probability based sampling is expected. 4× 109
secondary particles were simulated for the probability sampling case and 1× 108
particles for the case with uniform sampling with weight adjustment. 3D view of a
secondary gamma source intensity is displayed in Figure 10.2.4. Shut-down dose rate
results are presented in Figure 10.2.5 and compared with numerous other codes [15],
generally showing good agreement in both cases. As expected, the dose rate results
using the probability based sampling under-sample the secondary particle source,
hence the large uncertainties and a slight dose-rate underestimation. Results using
the uniform sampling with weight adjustment are in perfect agreement with other
codes.
Figure 10.2.4: Secondary gamma source intensity spatial distribution throughout
the computational model.
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Figure 10.2.5: Shutdown dose rate, as calculated by different R2S methodology
(CCFE, FDS, KIT, R2SUNED, TRIPOLI) and deterministic codes (ATTILA) vs.
tally cell outer radius [15, 16, 17]. The JSIR2S code system calculated dose rates are
denoted with 'P' for probability based, and with 'U' for uniform based sampling with
weight adjustment. The error-bars denote statistical uncertainty due to secondary
particle transport only. No error estimations from other codes are given.
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In order to perform accurate absorbed dose calculations inside a nuclear reactor,
both delayed radiation terms, as well as coupled neutron-photon-electron particle
transport must be performed. Although kerma approximation is usually adopted for
calculations, this is generally not applicable for dose calculations inside a heteroge-
neous system of materials, such as the core of a nuclear reactor. Although modern
Monte Carlo particle transport codes enable high fidelity modelling of the transport
phase space, they are troubled with obtaining statistical relevant results in areas
with a low simulated particle density ad inability to model delayed radiation.
Throughout this work a validated JSI TRIGA reactor MCNP model has been used
for calculations purposes. initially a general overview of prompt neutron and gamma
fields in in all relevant in-core irradiation facilities has been performed using kerma
approximation by using a detailed computational model. Neutron silicon dose equiv-
alent, air kerma and biological dose equivalent using different factor have been cal-
culated. Prompt gamma field air kerma and biological dose equivalent have been
calculated as well. Validity of the Monte Carlo gamma particle transport methodol-
ogy and gamma generation processes has been validated by identification of various
prompt gamma lines, which correspond to modelled isotopes.
The computational model has been expanded to include structures around the bio-
logical shield of the JSI TRIGA reactor. A methodology for high resolution translat-
ing a homogeneous (criticality source) to an inhomogeneous (fixed source) transport
problem has been developed in order to generate variance reduction parameters for
flux and dose rate characterization of irradiation facilities outside the reactor biolog-
ical shield using the CADIS methodology. The criticality and fixed source neutron
flux profiles inside the reactor core agree within the uncertainty. The C/E com-
parison with measurements taken outside the biological shield in the dry chamber
irradiation facility is within a factor of 1.7, neutron dose of the horizontal port 5
within the uncertainty and for the gamma field within an order of magnitude. This
discrepancy can be attributed to geometrical and material modelling inaccuracies
and nuclear data uncertainty.
A simple model has been developed in order experimentally distinguish prompt and
delayed gamma contribution by synchronous fission and ionization chamber mea-
surements. The improvement compared to previous evaluations is the fact, that
neutron dynamics (even delayed neutrons after reactor shut-down) are followed.
With that in mind, the evaluated delayed gamma field fraction is evaluated lower
compared to the previous work, which is consistent with the problem formulation.
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The analysis also showed a radial dependence of the delayed gamma field contribu-
tion, ranging from 30% in the core center to 22.5% in the core periphery.
These measurements have also been used to validate the delayed radiation field cal-
culations inside a JSI TRIGA reactor, which has never been performed on a fission
reactor before. For this purpose a general R2S methodology code package JSIR2S
has been developed with capability to model multiple decay radiation fields, exact
energy line spectra and model discretization using cell-under-voxel approach. The
code was validated by measurements on JSI TRIGA reactor by above mentioned
measurements using ionization chambers and a separate experimental campaign by
TLD dose measurements.
A detailed analysis has been performed, taking into account a precise irradiation
history, coupled neutron-photon-electron transport necessary to perform absorbed
dose calculations, which correspond to detector response and detailed reactor and
detector models. The results calculated during reactor operation are in very good
agreement, mostly within the measurement and modelling uncertainty for both ex-
periments. The calculated delayed gamma fractions as well as the delayed gamma
field radial dependence are in good agreement with measurements using the ion-
ization chambers. The contribution of the delayed electron source term to the
calculated dose rate was evaluated at 1%. For our short-term experiments the
calculations show delayed dose dependence mainly on source intensity, with sensi-
tivity to spectral changes of the order of 10% inside the reactor core, with the main
observed difference being between reactor operation and after shut-down. The main
source of radiation if the nuclear fuel, with the main contributors being the fission
products.
Since the JSIR2S code package has been verified by experiments, it was applied to
aid with calibration of p-MOS semiconductor dosimeters called Nurfets. Dosimeters
were irradiated inside various JSI TRIGA in-core irradiation facilities after reac-
tor shut-down. An additional calibrated ionization chamber in another irradiation
position was used as a reference. The JSIR2S code system has been utilized to cal-
culate cross-calibration factors to relate the measured reference ionisation chamber
signals to detector absorbed dose at various points after reactor shut-down. In this
simple step function was used to model the reactor power transients, which still
yielded relatively good agreement with reference ionization chamber measurements.
Absorbed dose to air kerma conversion factors throughout the irradiation were cal-
culated. This procedure could be applied in the future for comparison of dose using
various dose standards.
As the R2S methodology codes were originally developed for shut-down dose rate cal-
culations on fusion experiments benchmarking of the JSIR2S code system on those
experiments and validation exercises was performed as well. Weight window variance
reduction techniques were applied to all fusion models for neutron calculations. The
shut-down dose calculation was performed on detailed octal computational models
of JET tokamak fusion reactor. The agreement of delayed gamma field dose-rate
calculation with experiment for the 1st octant is relatively good (C/E > 0.8), while
the agreement is lesser for octant 2.
A shut-down dose rate analysis has also been performed on a purely computational
model of the ITER port plug model. The JSIR2S results are in good agreement
with the other codes for both uniform and probability based sampling.
The JSIR2S code package has been extensively validated on both fission and fu-
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sion problems with options to use weight window variance reduction parameters for
neutron calculations. Its possible applications could extend from irradiation facility
characterization to characterization of Cherenkov radiation inside the JSI TRIGA
reactor and modelling of various SPNDs. The code could also aid with fission and
fusion reactor decommissioning by calculating spatially dependent activity and par-
ticle emission spectra inside and outside the reactor structure.
Currently the secondary source term transport has to be performed for every time
step, which is computationally very expensive. This could be drastically improved
by using adjoint Monte Carlo transport, where the scoring contribute-on field would
only have to be calculated once. This would also enable much quicker sensitivity
and uncertainty analysis. The CADIS family variance reduction techniques could
easily be adapted for this task.
With the availability of cheap computer power, larger and more complex models
are being modelled using Monte Carlo particle transport and coupled calculations
[290]. This trend will continue also in the future, with currently emerging imple-
mentations on graphics and dedicated co-processor chips [291]. The continues trend
on providing high quality evaluated nuclear data for a range of uses with provided
covariance data will aid heavily in reducing further successful coupling of various
aspects of reactor calculations.
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Extended synopsis in Slovene
I Uvod
V jedrskih reaktorjih imamo polja ionizirajo£ega sevanja ve£ tipov delcev z visoko
intenziteto, ki jih v grobem lahko glede na £as nastanka delimo na promptne, ki
nastanejo takoj ob jedrski interakciji in zakasnele, ki nastanejo kot posledica raz-
pada nastalih radioaktivnih produktov. Ker visoko energijski fotoni deponirajo en-
ergijo stran od mesta nastanka, lahko predstavljajo omejujo£ faktor v smislu gretja
strukturnih komponent [25, 26, 27], izpostavljenost sevanju ob£utljivih elektronskih
komponent [28, 29] in osebja med remontom [31, 32] ali razgradnjo [33]. V preteklih
raziskavah je bil deleº zakasnelih ºarkov gama ocenjen na 30% [11].
Moderna ra£unska orodja za reaktorske prera£une z transportno metodo Monte
Carlo (MC) kot so MCNP [4], TRIPOLI-4 [36] and SERPENT-II [37] upo²tevajo
samo promptno nastale produkte.
Pri izra£unih deponirane energije oz. doze moramo upo²tevati delce vse do elek-
tronov. Nevtroni sicer deponirajo energijo preteºno preko sipanja, medtem ko vi-
soko energijski fotoni izbijajo elektrone, ki potem deponirajo energijo. V pribliºku
kerme predpostavimo da obstaja ravnovesje nabitih delcev, kar pa v kompleksni ge-
ometriji jedrskih reaktorjev ni vedno res. Za natan£ne prera£une moramo sklopiti
transport nevtronov, fotonov in elektronov [4, 38], ki natan£no popisujejo deponi-
ranje energije. Zaradi kontinuiranih interakcij je MC transport elektronov ra£unsko
zelo intenziven [39, 40] in se navadno ne uporablja za reaktorske prera£une. Prav
zaradi prej omenjenih sklopitev so v tem delu popisane jedrske reakcije, predvsem
z nevtroni kot tudi interakcije fotonov in elektronov s snovjo.
Kljub ²tevilnim prednostim metode MC kot so natan£en popis geometrije in obrav-
nava jedrskih podatkov, pa zaradi statisti£ne obravnave s to metodo ne moremo
dobro popisati delov geometrije dale£ stran od izvora sevanja oz. za²£itenimi deli
geometrije. Izpeljava transportne ena£be pokaºe, da lahko definiramo adjungiran
fluks delcev in adjungirane operatorje transporta, s pomo£jo katerih lahko dolo£imo
pomembnostni fazni prostor transporta. Tega v pribliºku lahko izra£unamo z deter-
ministi£nimi programi, in ga kot pribliºek uporabimo za vplivanje na MC transport
brez kr²enja fizikalnih principov.
Razvili smo programski paket po metodi R2S za popis in transport zakasnelega
sevanja JSIR2S. Program omogo£a izra£une na celicah pod mreºo [16], izra£une
izvorov ve£ tipov zakasnelega sevanja in natan£no tretiranje posameznih spektralnih
£rt.
V okviru tega dela smo izvedli karakterizacijo obsevalnih kanalov reaktorja IJS
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TRIGA z metodo MC transporta znotraj sredice reaktorja. Za prera£une zunaj
biolo²kega ²£ita reaktorja smo razvili metodo prevoda izvora nevtronskega sevanja
reaktorja iz prera£unov kriti£nosti na fiksen izvor, ki smo ga lahko uporabili za gener-
iranje pomembnostnih funkcij za redukcijo variance z deterministi£nim programom
za prera£une ²£itenja ADVANTG [41]. Izra£une smo primerjali z meritvami reakci-
jske hitrosti in hitrosti doze. Vsi zgoraj omenjeni izra£uni so bili izvedeni v pribliºku
kerme ter brez upo²tevanja zakasnelega sevanja. Izra£uni za nevtrone kaºejo dobro
ujemanje z meritvami medtem ko so za ºarke gama izra£uni podcenjeni, kar kaºe na
pomembnost prispevka zakasnelih ºarkov gama.
Na reaktorju IJS TRIGA smo izvedli ve£je ²tevilo eksperimentalnih meritve polja
nevtronov in ºarkov gama z fisijskimi in ionizacijskimi celicami ter TLD-ji. S pre-
prosto formulacijo smo iz eksperimentalnih podatkov dolo£ili prispevek zakasnelih
ºarkov gama. Prav tako smo z JSIR2S natan£no modelirali zgoraj omenjene eksper-
imente, kar je prva aplikacija R2S metodologije na fisijskem reaktorju. Dobili smo
dobro ujemanje med meritvami in izra£uni. Poenostavljeno metodologijo smo apli-
cirali na izra£un polja sevanja ºarkov gama za potrebe kalibracije polprevodni²kih
detektorjev v obsevalnih kanalih IJS TRIGA skupaj z referen£nim detektorjem za
validacijo. Kljub poenostavitvam smo dobili zadovoljivo ujemanje izra£unov z mer-
itvami ter izra£unali kalibracijske parametre za polprevodni²ke detektorje.
Program JSIR2S smo uporabili tudi za izra£un hitrosti doze po zaustavitvi na fuzi-
jskih reaktorjih, ter jih primerjali z meritvami ali izra£uni s podobnimi programskimi
paketi.
II Jedro in reakcije z nevtroni
Jedro je sestavljeno iz vezanih protonov in nevtronov. Skupaj jih drºi jedrska sila ki
je sorazmerna ²tevilu nukleonov z zmanj²anim prispevkom povr²inskih nukleonov,
narazen pa jih ti²£i Coulombova sila med protoni, vezavna energija Paulijevega
principa in polnosti orbital. Povpre£no vezavno energijo na nukleon lahko popi²emo
z semi-empiri£no masno Ena£bo I.1. Hitro ugotovimo da so najbolje vezana ºelezova
jedra, tako da je v principu energijsko ugodno spajanje lahkih jeder in razbijanje
teºkih jeder. e vpeljemo lupinski model, dobimo dobro ujemanje vezavne energije
z meritvami in t.i. magi£na ²tevila. Z vpeljavo modela lahko izra£unamo tudi
elektri£ne in magnetne momente jedra, ki vplivajo na tip potencialnega razpada
jedra.
B = −Bv +Bs +Bc +Bm +Bo−e =
= −av · A+ asA2/3 + ac Z
2
A1/3
+ am
(A− 2Z)2
A
+ ao−e
δZ,N
A3/4
(I.1)
Verjetnost za reakcijo delcev z jedrom navadno re£emo reakcijski presek, ki ga defini-
ramo na enoto ²tevilske gostote jeder na enoto razdalje in jo navadno popi²emo z
enoto b (barn), kjer velja 1 b = 1× 10−24 cm. Reakcijski preseki so v splo²nem en-
ergijsko odvisni. Energijsko odvisnost reakcij z nevtroni v splo²nem razdelimo na 3
obmo£ja:
 1
v
odvisnost na obmo£ju E < 1 eV.
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 Obmo£je razlo£ljivih resonanc 1 eV < E < 100 keV.
 Obmo£je nerazlo£ljivih resonanc 100 keV < E.
Glede na tip reakcij, jih lahko razdelimo na sipanje, ki ga lahko delimo naprej na
inelasti£no in elasti£no sipanje ter na reakcije absorpcije nevtrona, ki jih naprej
lahko delimo na fisijo ter zajetje nevtrona, ki pa lahko povzro£i ve£je ²tevilo reakcij
(zajetje s sevanjem, produkcija nevtronov, produkcija nabitih delcev).
Na reakcijske presek pri nizkih energijah mo£no vpliva tudi temperatura, ki zaradi
Dopplerjevega pojava raz²iri resonance. Te preseke iz surovih evalvacij lahko izra£u-
namo vnaprej s programi kot so NJOY [46] in PREPRO [47], ki jih lahko pripravijo
obliki to£kovnih evalvacij ali pa v prednastavljeni energijski grupni strukturi. Surovi
ali evalvirani podatki so obi£ajno zdruºeni v knjiºnice jedrskih podatkov.
Preseki za reakcije, za katere zadostuje le vezava dodatnega nevtrona so preseki za
reakcije najve£ji pri nizkih energijah vpadnih nevtronov. Upo£asnjevanje nevtronov
poteka preko procesa sipanja, pri £emer je deleº predane energije na£eloma konstan-
ten. Zaradi tega za popis nevtronskega spektra uvedemo enoto letargije in letargijski
spekter nevtronov:
u = ln
E0
E
(I.2)
ϕ(u) = E · ϕ(E) (I.3)
V kontekstu tega dela moramo omeniti tudi fisijo in fuzijo, pri katerih nastajajo
nevtroni z energijo reda nekaj MeV, ki lahko povzro£ijo aktivacijo izotopov in
posledi£no zakasnelo sevanje.
Fisija oz. cepitev je proces cepitve teºkih jeder v 2 ali ve£ razcepkov, 2 do 3
nevtrone ter nekaj ºarkov gama, pri £emer se sprosti ≈200MeV energije. Proces je
lahko spontan ali induciran. V prvm pribliºku ga lahko opi²emo z kaplji£nim mode-
lom, kjer se jedro deformira do te mere, da je zaradi Coulombovega in povr²inskega
potenciala ugodneje da se jedro razcepi. Bolj rigurozen opis procesa fisije bralec
najde v [51, 52].
Energije nevtronov nastalih pri fisiji navadno popi²emo z Watt-ovim fisijskim spek-
trom (Ena£ba I.4).
dP
dE
= Ce−E/a · sinh
(︂√
b · E
)︂
(I.4)
Podatke o procesu fisije kot so pridelki nevtronov, fisijski fragmetni, fisijski ºarki
gama ipd. navadno najdemo v knjiºnicah jedrskih podatkov vendar le za spontano
fisijo ter za inducirano fisijo pri izbranih energijah vpadnih nevtronov. Z natan£nim
modeliranjem pa jih lahko dolo£imo tudi ra£unsko [53].
Fuzija oz. jedrsko zlivanje je proces spajanja lahkih jeder v teºja, pri £emer se
sprosti ≈3,7 do 18,3MeV energije, odvisno od fuzijskih reaktantov. Ker so jedra
pozitivno nabita med njimi deluje Coulombova odbojna sila ki je dominantna do
razdalje ≈1× 10−15m, vendar pa se preko tuneliranje proces zgodi ºe pri ve£jih
razdaljah. Zato reaktante navadno drºimo pri izjemno visoko temperaturi v obliki
plazme. Pri zlivanju dobimo kot rezultat teºje jedro, ºarek α ali pa nevtron ter
ºarke gama. Karakterizacija le teh ²e poteka, saj dobimo visoko energijske ºarke
iz reakcij plazme z ne£isto£ami in strukturnimi materiali fuzijskih reaktorjev [67].
Nastali visoko energijski nevtroni pa povzro£ajo vrsto reakcij, tudi take kje samo
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vezavna energija nevtrona ni dovolj (pragovne reakcije), ki aktivirajo material in
povzro£ajo zakasnelo sevanje.
III Jedrski razpad in produkcija radioaktivnih izo-
topov
Jedrski razpad je proces s katerim se nestabilna jedra relaksirajo z oddajo delca,
najpogosteje z oddajo delca α (helijevo jedro), delca β (elektron ali pozitron) in
pripadajo£ega antinevtrina/nevtrina ali pa z izsevom ºarka γ. Razpadi z oddajo
nevtrona, protona in drugih lahkih jeder so prav tako mogo£i.
V masivnih jedrih lahko pride do tvorbe lahkega, tesno vezanega helijevega jedra, ki
£uti privla£ni jedrski in odbojni Coulombov potencial. Razpad klasi£no ni mogo£,
lahko pa delec α tunelira skozi potencialno bariero.
Do β razpada pride, ko je energijsko ugodno da se nevtron znotraj jedra pretvori
v proton (ali obratno), pri £emer se izseva visoko energijski elektron (ali pozitron)
ali pa vezani proton zajame elektron iz elektronske lupine. Njihov spekter je zvezen
kar kaºe na 2 del£ni razpad: nastane tudi elektronski antinevtrino/nevtrino.
Do razpada γ pride ko se nukleoni znotraj jedra organizirajo v bolj stabilno kon-
figuracijo, pri £emer pride do izseva visoko energijskega fotona. Tak foton lahko v
nekaterih izbije lupinski elektron z diskretno energijo.
Jedrski razpad je nnaklju£en proces, neodvisen od zgodovine, zato ga lahko popi²emo
s Poissonovo statistiko in mu dolo£imo razpadno konstanto λ. Poleg razpada, izotop
lahko tudi nastaja iz fisije, z aktivacijo izotopov ali pa kot razpadni produkt vi²jih
razpadov. Dinamiko popisuje Ena£ba I.5:
dNi
dt
= −λiNi +
∑︂
j ̸=i
Njλj→i +
∑︂
k
Rk→i (I.5)
kjer sta Ni in λi ²tevilo delcev in razpadna konstanta izotopa i, λj→i razpadna
konstanta izotopa j, ki razpada v izotop i in Rk→i reakcijska hitrost nastajanja
izotopa i iz izotopa k zaradi vpliva sevanja kamor navadno ²tejemo astanek fisijskih
produktov (n, f), zajetje s sevanjem (n, γ) in transmutacijo (n, p), (n, α). Te ena£be
navadno re²ujemo numeri£no razli£nimi pristopi[80, 83, 84, 292, 293].
IV Interakcija elektronov in fotonov s snovjo
Za izra£une deponirane energije in doze je potrebno upo²tevati tudi sekundarne tipe
sevanja, tako nevtralnih (visoko energijski fotoni) kot nabitih delcev, ter njihovo
pretvorbo preko razli£nih procesov.
Glavne interakcije visoko energijskih fotonov s snovjo so:
 Fotoefekt: Visoko energijski foton izbije vezan elektron, pri £emer je kineti£na
energija izbitega elektrona od vpadne energije ºarka γ manj²a za vezavno en-
ergijo elektrona. Presek za interakcijo je v prvem pribliºku odvisen od podob-
nosti med vezavno energijo elektrona in vpadno energijo fotona, zato je presek
za reakcijo najve£ji za tesno vezane elektrone.
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 Rayleighovo sipanje: Proces interakcije vpadnega fotona z elektronskim oblakom
brez prenosa energije - elasti£en proces.
 Comptonovo sipanje: Proces neelasti£nega sipanja vpadnega fotona na lupinskem
elektronu.
 Produkcija parov: V mo£nem polju jedra ali elektronskega oblaka je mogo£e
da iz vpadnega fotona z vpadno energijo ve£jo od 22me nastane par elektron-
pozitron.
Kot iz vpadnih fotonov lahko dobimo elektrone, procesi potekajo tudi v obratno
smer, tako da pri reakcijah z elektroni nastajajo fotoni. Nabiti delci v splo²nem s
snovjo interagirajo kontinuirano preko mehkih, trdih in jedrskih trkov. Med pomem-
bnej²e interakcije ²tejemo:
 Elasti£no sipanje, brez prenosa energije.
 Neelasti£no sipanje, kjer se del energije vpadnega elektrona porabi za ionizacijo
ali vzbuditev tar£nega atoma in posledi£no oddajo fluorescen£nega fotona ali
Augerjevega elektrona.
 Zavorno sevanje: Proces izseva fotonov zaradi pospe²itve naboja. V primeru
interakcije s snovjo se to dogaja v elektri£nem polju v okolici jedra ali elek-
tronskega oblaka.
 Anihilacija pozitronov: Pozitron interagira z elektronom, pri £emer pride do
anihilacije in izseva dveh visoko energijskih fotonov.
 Sevanje erenkova: izsev nizko energijskih fotonov, do katerega pride zaradi
hitrosti potovanja nabitih delcev v mediju, ki je ve£ja od hitrosti svetlobe.
Do izseva elektrona ali visoko energijskega fotona pride lahko tudi pri relaksaciji
atomskih stanj preko:
 Fluorescenca: Elektron iz vi²je lupine se relaksira v bolj vezano stanje pri
£emer se izseva visoko energijski foton.
 Augerjevi in Caster-Kronig prehodi: Zaradi relaksacije elektrona v bolj vezano
stanje se izseva elektron iz vi²je, manj vezane lupine.
V Deponirana energija sevanja in detekcija
Ionizirajo£e sevanje se pri interakciji s snovjo pretvarja iz enega tipa v drugega in v
snovi odlaga energijo. V primeru nevtralnih vpadnih delcev lahko definiramo kermo
K v volumnu V s pomo£jo prenesene energije ϵtr in sevalne energije R:
ϵtr = (Rin)U − (Rout)nonrU +
∑︂
Q (I.6)
K =
dϵtr
dm
(I.7)
kjer je (Rin)U vpadna sevalna energija nevtralnih delcev, (Rout)
nonr
U energija izhodnih
nevtralnih delcev, ki so direktna posledica vpadnih nevtralnih delcev in
∑︁
Q energija
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iz mirovne mase. Kermo lahko razdelimo glede na tip interakcije na kolizijsko KC
in radiacijsko KR. Nevtroni preteºno deponirajo energijo s sipanjem, medtem ko
imamo pri reakcijah ºarkov gama me²anico deponiranja energije preko sipanj in
sevanja (sekundarni ºarki X). e v Ena£bi I.6 od²tejemo sevalne izgube z nabitimi
delci, dobimo kolizijsko kermo:
ϵntr = (Rin)U − (Rout)nonrU +
∑︂
Q = ϵtr −R′U (I.8)
pri £emer je R
′
U izgubljena sevalna energija z nabitimi delci, ki izvirajo v volumnu
V , ne glede na to kje se njihova energija deponira. Tako lahko definiramo kolizijsko
kermo:
KC =
ϵntr
dm
(I.9)
Medtem ko s kermo popi²emo prenos energije vpadnega sevanja v volumnu V pa z
dozo D dejansko popi²emo energijo ϵ, ki se deponira v volumnu V in sicer:
ϵ = (Rin)U − (Rout)U + (Rin)C − (Rout)C +
∑︂
Q (I.10)
kjer sta Rin in Rout vpadna in izhodna sevalna energija nevtralnih in nabitih delcev
ter mirovna energija. V primerih ko velja sevalno ravnovesje in ravnovesje nabitih
delcev (CPE) v volumnu dV (Slika V.1), zanj velja
KC = D (I.11)
dV
R
in,C
R
out,C
hν
hν
hν
hν’
hν’
hν’
E
e’
E
e’
E
e’
Volumen V
Slika V.1: Ravnovesje nabitih delcev v smislu prenosa energije v volumen dV.
Kalibracija detektorjev v znanih poljih navadno poteka pod v pogojih kjer se
dosega CPE. V realnih sistemih navadno nimamo pogojev za doseganje CPE in
moramo za izra£une deponirane energije upo²tevati sklopljen transport delcev, kar
v jedrskih reaktorjih pomeni nevtrone, ºarke gama ter elektrone in pozitrone.
Te omejitve obstajajo tudi pri kalibraciji detektorjev sevanja, kjer se kalibracijski
faktorji navadno podajajo v kermi, ki ni odvisna od okolice detektorja. Kalibracija
navadno poteka v zadostnem volumnu zraka ali vode da obstaja CPE. Postopki za
kalibracijo detektorjev so podani z mednarodnimi priporo£ili [123].
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V primeru ne-direktno ionizirajo£ega vpadnega sevanja je v£asih teºko lo£iti med
dozo primarnega in sekundarnega sevanja, ker je ²e posebej res za nevtrone in
posledi£no fotone in elektrone. Navadno uporabljamo kombinacijo meritev, kjer
lahko nekatere procese lo£imo glede na tip po²kodb, in simulacije da dobimo t.i. en-
ergijsko odvisne dozne ekvivalente, kjer se upo²tevajo vsi sekundarni delci. Uporabl-
jamo jih za dolo£anje doze oz. po²kodb v materialih kot tudi za dolo£anje ²kode v
violo²kih procesih, kar poznamo kot biolo²ki dozni ekvivalent, in navadno ozna£u-
jemo z H∗d, kjer je d globina tkiva v mm.
VI Transport delcev
Transport delcev v faznem prostoru v splo²nem popi²emo z Boltzmann-ovo trans-
portno ena£bo:(︃
1
v(E)
∂
∂t
+ Ωˆ · ∇+ Σtot (r, E, t)
)︃
ψ
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
= s
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
(I.12)
kjer imamo £asovni £len 1
v(E)
∂
∂t
, £len pobega iz sistema Ωˆ · ∇, £len izgube decev
v sistemu Σtot (r, E, t) in splo²en izvor delcev s
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
. Pri izvoru navadno
upo²tevamo tudi sipanje delcev iz enega v drugi fazni prostor:
s
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
=
∫︂
4π
dΩ
′
∫︂ ∞
0
dE
′
Σs
(︂
r, E
′ → E, Ωˆ
′
→ Ωˆ, t
)︂
· ϕ
(︂
r, E
′
, Ωˆ
′
, t
)︂
+
sind
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
(I.13)
kjer popi²emo sipanje v fazni prostor
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
in neodvisni izvor. V primeru
pomnoºevanja delcev lahko dodamo ²e dodatne izvorne £lene. Za nevtrone v fisijskih
reaktorjih vpeljemo lahko dva £lena: promptni nevtroni direktno iz fisije in zakasneli
nevtroni, ki so posledica razpada fisijskih produktov z emisijo nevtrona:
s
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
=
χp(E)
4π
∫︂ ∞
0
νp(E
′
)Σf
(︂
r, E
′
, t
)︂
ϕ
(︂
r, E
′
, t
)︂
dE
′
+
N∑︂
i=1
χdel,i(E)
4π
λiCi (r, t)+∫︂
4π
dΩ
′
∫︂ ∞
0
dE
′
Σs
(︂
r, E
′ → E, Ωˆ
′
→ Ωˆ, t
)︂
· ψ
(︂
r, E
′
, Ωˆ
′
, t
)︂
+
sind
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
(I.14)
kjer je χp energijska porazdelitev fisijskih nevtronov, νp pridelek fisijskih nevtronov,
in χdel,i spekter nevtronov pri razpadu izotopa i s koncentracijo Ci.
Te ena£be so analiti£no re²ljive za zelo omejen nabor reduciranih problemov. Boltz-
mannovo transportno ena£bo lahko izrazimo tudi v obliki operatorjev. Za primer
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pomnoºevalnega, fisijskega problema fluks zapi²emo v obliki ϕ = v ·N :
∂N
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E, t
)︂
∂t
=L ·N
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E, t
)︂
N
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E, t
)︂
=N
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E
)︂
eαt
α ·N
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E
)︂
=L ·N
(︂
r, Ωˆ, E
)︂ (I.15)
Tako dobimo lastne vrednosti za spremembe absorberja. Navadno uporabljamo
nadomestno lastno vrednost k = Nt+∆t
Nt
v fisijskem £lenu, ki je v splo²nem merilo za
kriti£nost sistema.
H = Ωˆ · ∇+ Σtot −
∫︂
4π
dΩ
′
∫︂ ∞
0
Σs
(︂
r, E
′ → E,Ω′ → Ω
)︂
F =
χp(E)
4π
∫︂ ∞
0
∫︂
4π
νp(E
′
)Σf
(︂
r, E
′
, t
)︂
dE
′
dΩˆ +
N∑︂
i=1
χdel,i(E)
4π
λiCi (r, t)
S = sind
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ, t
)︂
Hϕ =
1
k
Fϕ+ S
(I.16)
Tak operatorski zapis lahko uporabimo tudi za ne-pomnoºevalne sisteme. Zgoraj
omenjenim operatorjem lahko priredimo tudi adjungirane operatorje. V splo²nem
adjungiran operator operatorja H se glasi:
H†ϕ† = −Ωˆ∇ϕ† + Σtotϕ† −
∫︂
4π
dΩ
′
∫︂ ∞
0
dE
′
Σs
(︂
r, E → E ′ ,Ω→ Ω′
)︂
ϕ† (I.17)
e priredimo ²e adjungirani izvor v smislu odziva detektorja S† = Σdet in re²imo
adjungirano transportno ena£bo, dobimo:
ϕ†
(︂
r0, Ωˆ0, E0
)︂
=
∫︂
ΣdetϕdV dΩˆdE (I.18)
kjer vidimo, da adjungiran fluks kaºe na pomembnost prispevka faznega prostora ad-
jungiranega fluksa k odzivu detektorja. Adjungiran fluks skupaj z direktnim fluksom
skupaj lahko zdruºimo v pomembnostno funkcijo celotnega transporta oz. pomem-
bnost faznega prostora za izra£un ºelene koli£ine. Transportno ena£bo navadno
re²ujemo na dva na£ina: Deterministi£no ter z Monte Carlo metodo za transport
delcev oziroma njuno kombinacijo.
Deterministi£en transport
Deterministi£ni transport v resnici pomeni re²evanje transportne ena£be na diskretiziranem
faznem prostoru. V ni£tem pribliºku tok ψ zapi²emo v difuzijskem pribliºku:
ψ = −D∇ϕ (I.19)
kjer je D difuzijska konstanta. Ker v tem pribliºki zanemarimo kotno odvisnost
oziroma po njej integriramo, dobimo:
1
v
∂ϕ(r, t, E)
∂t
−∇D(r, E)∇ϕ(r, t, E) + Σtotϕ(r, t, E) = S(r, t, E) (I.20)
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e je material homogen in izotropen lahko £len ∇D(r, E)∇ϕ(r, t, E) prepi²emo v
D(r, E)∆ϕ(r, t, E).
Bolj²a aproksimacija je razvoj kotnih fluksov z diskretnimi ordinatami. Pri tem se
morajo ohranjati:
 fizikalne koli£ine:
ϕ(r, E) =
∫︂
dΩˆψ
(︂
r, E, Ωˆ
)︂
=
N∑︂
m=1
wmψm (r, E) (I.21)
 Ohranjati moramo varianco, torej mora biti N sodo ²tevilo.
v 1D lahko kotne flukse razvijemo po Legendrovih polinomih:
ψx,µ =
L∑︂
l=0
2l + 1
2
Pl (µ)ψl(x) =
1
2
ψ0(x) +
3
2
µψ1(x) +
5
2
µ2ψ2(x) + ...
ϕ (x) =
∫︂ 1
−1
dµψx,µ =
1
2
ψ0(x)
∫︂ 1
−1
dµ+
3
2
ψ1(x)
∫︂ 1
−1
dµµ+
5
2
ψ2(x)
∫︂ 1
−1
dµµ2 + ...
(I.22)
Tudi v energijskem faznem prostoru definiramo energijske intervale, navadno
z logaritemsko delitvijo, pri £emer dobimo energijske flukse in grupne reakcijske
preseke:
σg (r) =
∫︁ Eg−1
Eg
dEσ (r, E)ϕ (r, E)∫︁ Eg−1
Eg
dEϕ (r, E)
ϕ (r) =
∫︂ Eg−1
Eg
dEϕ (r, E)
(I.23)
Prostorska delitev lahko poteka na strukturirani ali ne-strukturirani prostorski mreºi.
Monte Carlo transport
Pri Monte Carlo simulaciji transporta delcev sledimo celotni poti delca, naklju£no
modeliramo posamezne interakcijske procese in se zana²amo na teorijo velikih ²tevil,
da dobimo statisti£no relavanten rezultat. Naklju£na ²tevila ν ∈ [0, 1) so klju£na za
simuliranje naklju£nih procesov transporta delcev, ki v grobem poteka po naslednjih
korakih:
 Rojstvo izvornega delca iz predpisane porazdelitve P (r, Ωˆ, E).
 Izra£un verjetnosti za interakcijo p(r)dr = Σtote−Σtotrdr, kjer je razdalja do
naslednje interakcije r = −lnν
Σtot
.
 Izbiranje med sipanjem in absorpcijo: absorpcija µ < Σa
Sigmatot
, sicer sipanje.
 Pri sipanju naklju£no izberemo sipalni kot. Za primer izotropnega sipanja
µ0 = 2ν − 1 in ϕ0 = 2πν. Kot glede na vpadni kot µ dobimo: µ′ = µ · µ0 +√︁
(1− µ2) (1− µ20) · cos (ϕ0).
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 e delec preide obmo£je zanimanja (npr. detektor) njegov prispevek zabeleºimo.
e delec pobegne iz sistema, ga ne simuliramo ve£.
V primerjavi z deterministi£nimi metodami se transport delcev z metodo Monte
Carlo razlikuje v:
 Natan£en popis geometrije, navadno z povr²inami drugega reda in logi£nimi
operatorji.
 Natan£en popis energijske (in kotne) odvisnosti reakcijskih presekov.
 Zaradi simuliranja naklju£nega procesa re²itve konvergirajo z 1√
N
, kjer je N
²tevilo simuliranih delcev. To lahko do dolo£ene mere pospe²imo, saj navadno
posamezne poti delcev tretiramo kot neodvisne, in jih z lahkoto paraleliziramo.
 Re²itev dobimo samo v ºelenih obmo£jih, medtem ko z deterministi£nimi pro-
grami dobimo globalno re²itev.
 Pridobitev statisti£no relevantnih rezultatov v mo£no ²£itenih podro£jih je
izjemno dolgotrajno, vendar obstajajo nekatere metode pospe²itve:
 Dolo£anje pomembnosti oz. uteºi delcem in obmo£ja sprejemljivih uteºi
znotraj geometrije problema. e je uteº delca nad sprejemljivo uteºjo,
ga razcepimo kot tudi njegovo uteº, £e pa je pod mejo, pa ve£ delcev in
uteºi zdruºimo v eno.
 Pri to£kastih detektorjih lahko pripi²emo radialno odvisnost prispevka k
detektorju.
Hibridne metode
Da bi pospe²ili ustaljene ra£unske metode za transport delcev se v zadnjem £asu
uvajajo t.i. hibridne metode, ki sklapljajo prednosti deterministi£nih in Monte Carlo
ra£unskim metod za transport delcev. Med primeri uporabe so:
 Izra£un pribliºne porazdelitve fisijskega izvora nevtronov z Deterministi£nimi
metodami za pospe²itev konvergence za transport z metodo Monte Carlo [164].
 Izra£un pribliºnih prostorsko porazdeljenih omejitev uteºi z Deterministi£n-
imi programi za pospe²itev konvergence izra£unov z metodo Monte Carlo v
oddaljenih ali mo£no ²£itenih obmo£jih ra£unskega modela.
V tem delu se posluºujemo predvsem drugega tipa izra£unov. Dolo£anje mej pomem-
bnosti v limiti velikih ²tevil ne povzro£i pristranskosti izra£una, vendar pa lahko
izjemno pove£a statisti£no negotovost. Zato je pomembno da dolo£imo meje uteºi
na podlagi fizike ra£unskega modela. Navadno izra£unamo le spodnjo mejo uteºi
Ww,l in zgornjo postavimo na njen ve£kratnik (navadno Ww,u = 5 ·Ww,l). Ko delec
z uteºjo WP preide tako obmo£je se zgodi slede£e:
 WP > Ww,u: Delec in njegovo uteº delimo toliko £asa, dokler WP ≤ Ww,u.
 WP < Ww,u: Definiramo d =
Ww,l
WP
in z verjetnostjo 1
d
zaklju£imo transport
trenutnega delca. e delec preºivi, njegovo uteº pove£amo za faktor d.
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S tem lahko pove£amo pomembnost nekaterih predelov geometrije in pustimo da v
teh obmo£jih transport delcev poteka dlje.
Poleg dolo£anje uteºi lahko spremenimo tudi uteºi samih izvornih delcev, vendar
mora veljati:
P (i)unbiased · wi,unbiased = P (i)biased · wi,biased (I.24)
VII JSIR2S: Programski paket za modeliranje se-
valnega polja zaradi radioaktivnega razpada
Programi za Monte Carlo transport delcev navadno omogo£ajo le transport prompt-
nih delcev. Pretekle meritve v raziskovalnih reaktorjih [34] kot tudi v tem delu kaºejo
na prispevek zakasnelih ºarkov gama reda 30%. Poleg tega pa ne upo²tevajo seval-
nega polja po zaustavitvi reaktorja.
V zadnjih letih sta se za potrebe izra£unov hitrosti doze po zaustavitvi uveljavili
dve metodologiji:
 D1S: direktna-1-kora£na metoda, kjer knjiºnicam jedrskih podatkov dodamo
podatke o izsevu zakasnelih ºarkov gama za vsak izotop posebej na podlagi
obratovalne zgodovine. Tako se zakasnelo sevanje generira na mestu inter-
akcije, vendar pa metodologija ni smiselna za fisijske probleme, kjer imamo
mo£no sklopljeno produkcijo in transmutacijo fisijskih in aktivacijskih izo-
topov.
 R2S: rigurozna-2-kora£na metoda, kjer diskretiziramo geometrijski model z
prostorsko mreºo, in v vsakem predelku mreºe na podlagi zgodovine obrato-
vanja izra£unamo spremembe izotopskega vektorja in mu pripi²emo ustrezen
spekter in intenziteto zakasnelega sevanja.
Programski paket JSIR2S deluje po metodologiji R2S in sklaplja modificiran pro-
gram za Monte Carlo transport delcev MCNP [4], program za izra£un sprememb
izotopskega vektorja pod vplivom vpadnih nevtronov FISPACT-II [182] in program
za izra£un spektrov elektronov in pozitronov pri β razpadu BetaShape [68]. Za
razliko od ostalih programov za izra£une zakasnelega sevalnega polja [16, 32, 184,
186, 187] omogo£a prera£une polja zakasnelih e−, e+, nevtronov, protonov, delcev
α in ºarkov γ. Omogo£a izra£une spektrov v poljubni energijski grupni strukturi ali
pri natan£nih diskretnih energijah. Poleg tega geometrije ne razdeli le z mreºo na
predelke mreºe, ampak te predelke razdeli ²e naprej na posamezne dele geometrije
(Slika VII.1), na katerih poteka izra£un novih izotopskih vektorjev in izvorov zakas-
nelega sevanja. Za dolo£anje ²tevila izotopov iz volumskih koncentracij ter izra£une
fluksov oceno dolºin poti delcev moramo poznati volumne ra£unskih enot. Te pa so
zaradi dodatne delitve geometrije z mreºo lahko zelo kompleksne, tako da volumne
izra£unamo stohasti£no (Slika VII.2).
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Slika VII.1: Shematski prikaz delitve delov geometrije (celic) z mreºo.
ΔS ΔV
Slika VII.2: Shematski prikaz postopka stohasti£nega ra£unanaj volumna, kjer je
∆S povpre£na povr²ina, ki jo pokrije delec ∆V volumen ki ga opi²e posamezen
delec. Negotovost sledi Poissonovi statistiki.
Za izbrane tipe zakasnelega sevanja in ºelene £ase dobimo datoteko, ki popisuje
jakosti in spektre zakasnelega sevanja na nivoju geometrijske celice pod mreºo. Pro-
gram trenutno omogo£a dve vrsti vzor£enja sekundarnih delcev:
 Vzor£enje glede na verjetnost izseva. Ta metodologija je uporabna za izra£une
integralnih koli£in v bliºini najbolj delov geometrije z najbolj intenzivnim se-
vanjem.
 Enakomerno vzor£enje z nastavitvijo uteºi delca, ki je nadvse uporabna za
izra£une diferencialnih koli£in (spektri) v obmo£jih geometrije oddaljenih od
najbolj intenzivnih sevalcev.
VIII Reaktor IJS TRIGA Mark II
Raziskovalni reaktor IJS TRIGA Mk. II je reaktor bazenskega tipa s stabilno ter-
mi£no mo£jo 250 kW. Reaktor lahko deluje tudi v pulznem na£inu, kjer za kratek
£as lahko doseºe mo£ ve£ kot 2GW.
Sredica reaktorja ima premer 44,2 cm in 91 pozicij za gorivne elemente, kontrolne
palice in obsevalne kanale, razporejenih v 6 koncentri£nih krogov (krogi A-F). Poleg
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tega je v sredici tudi 26 manj²ih merilnih pozicij (MP pozicije z zunanjimi radiji 6,
8 in 10mm) za vstavitev manj²ih detektorjev (Sliki VIII.1 in VIII.2).
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C6 C7 C8
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D14
D15
D16
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E19
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B1
B2
B3
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C2
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C12
D5
D7
D17
D18
E1E2
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E5
E6
E7
E9
E22
E23
E24
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Vrtiljak
Grafitni reflektor
20% LEU gorivni element Kompenzacijska kontrolna palica
IC20
IC30
IC40
I 10
Tangencialni
kanal
Radialni
prebodni kanal
Prazna pozicija
Pozicija v vrtiljaku (ICx)
Termalizirajoča
kolona
Izvor nevtronov
Varnostna kontrolna palica
Regulacijska kontrolna palica
Tranzientna/Pulzna kontrolna palica
1 2 3 4 5 8 9 10 11 12
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14
15
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Merilna Pozicija (MP)
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Sistem pnevmatske pošte
Tanko-stenska obsevalna pozicija
Standardna obsevalna pozicija
Slika VIII.1: Shema sredice reaktorja IJS TRIGA Mark II z tipi£nim razporedom
goriva in obsevalnih pozicij. Polnitev sredice ²t. 189.
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Slika VIII.2: O²tevil£ene MP pozicije ter njihovi premeri znotraj sredice reaktorja
IJS TRIGA. Sredice na £rtkanih delih kroºnice predstavljajo oddaljenost od sredice
reaktorja v cm.
Gorivni elementi so sestavljeni iz me£e goriva, ki je homogena me²anica uran-
cirkonijevega hidrida (U − ZrH), s sredinsko pal£ko iz cirkonija ter grafitnima £e-
poma ki sluºita kot nevtronska reflektorja. Celoten sestav je enkapsuliran v sraj£ki
iz nerjavnega jekla ki skupaj s spodnjim £epom sestavlja gorivni element z radijem
1,89 cm in dolºino 72,5 cm (Slika VIII.4).
Instrumentacijo reaktorja sestavlja 5 izven-sredi²£nih detektorjev z razli£nimi na£ini
delovanja in ob£utljivostmi (Slika VIII.9):
 Startni kanal: fisijska celica z merilnim obmo£jem 1× 10−4W do 1× 102W.
 Logaritemski kanal: kompenzirana borova celica z merilnim obmo£jem 1× 10−1W
do 1× 106W.
 Linearni kanal: kompenzirana borova celica z merilnim obmo£jem 1× 10−2W
do 2,5× 105W.
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 Varnostni kanal: nekompenzirana borova celica z merilnim obmo£jem 1× 103W
do 2,5× 105W.
 Pulzni kanal: nekompenzirana borova celica z merilnim obmo£jem 1× 107W
do 1× 109W.
Kalibracija detektorjev poteka preko kalorimetrijske metode [229].
Startni 
kanal
Linearni 
kanal
Logaritemski 
kanal
Varnostni
kanal
Pulzni
kanal
Slika VIII.3: CADmodel reaktorja IJS TRIGA [10] s pripadajo£imi merilnimi kanali.
Obsevalne pozicije v sredici reaktorja sestavljajo aluminijaste cevi, zaprte na
spodnji strani skupaj z zati£em za vstavitev v spodnjo aluminijasto re²etko reaktorja.
Na voljo je ve£ razli£nih obsevalnih kanalov (Slika VIII.4).
 Obi£ajno obsevalni kanal: Aluminijasta cev z notranjim radijem 15mm in zu-
nanjim radijem 17mm, v katerem je na dnu vstavljen 200mm dolg grafitni £ep,
tako da je pozicija obsevalnega vzorca pribliºna na sredini sredice reaktorja.
 Tanko-stenski obsevalni kanal: Aluminijasta cev z notranjim radijem 17,4mm
in zunanjim radijem 19,4mm. Navadno so ti kanali suhi in vodotesno zaprti
na spodnji strani, nekateri pa imajo tudi odprtine, tako da vanje lahko vdre
voda.
 Trikotni²ki kanal: aluminijasta cev trikotne oblike ki zasede 3 pozicije gorivnih
elementov. Na dnu je aluminijasti distan£nik, tako da so obsevalni vzorci
pribliºno na sredini reaktorja.
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 Aluminijaste vodilne cevi v merilnih pozicijah (MP) v katerih navadno uporabl-
jamo majhne detektorje, predvsem za meritve aksialnih profilov sevalnega
polja nevtronov in ºarkov gama.
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 c
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Grafitni 
reflektor
Tanko stenski 
MP
Alu 
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Trikotniški 
7.6 cm
M M
M-M
Zgornji 
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Slika VIII.4: Schema gorivnega elementa in obsevalnih pozicij na voljo v sredici
reaktorja.
Poleg obsevalnih mest v sredici reaktorja je reaktor opremljen tudi z ve£jim
²tevilom izven-sredi²£nih obsevalnih mest. Najbliºje sredici vrtiljak, ki ima na voljo
40 cilindri£nih obsevalnih mest (ICx), z radijem 1,5 cm in dolºino 22,45 cm. Vzorce
lahko vstavimo na enem mestu, in jih potem zavrtimo v ºeleno pozicijo.
Vzorce v zgoraj omenjenih obsevalnih mestih navadno obsevamo v polietilenskih
(Slika VIII.5) ali aluminijastih vsebnikih (Slika VIII.6) ki jih v ve£ino obsevalnih
kanalov v sredici reaktorja spustimo z ribi²ko vrvico. Nekateri obsevalni kanali v
sredici reaktorja kot tudi obsevalne pozicije v vrtiljaku so opremljene s pnevmatsko
po²to za transport vzorcev v in iz obsevalnega mesta v ²£itene pozicije.
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Slika VIII.5: Polietilenski vsebnik za obsevanje vzorcev.
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Slika VIII.6: Aluminijasti vsebnik za obsevanje vzorcev. Meritve v cm, debelina
stene 0,4mm.
Reaktor je opremljen tudi s 4 horizontalnimi cilindri£nimi obsevalnimi pozicijami
z radijem 7,7 cm: 2 radialna kanala na centralni vi²ini sredice:
 kanal ki sega od same sredice reaktorja radialno navzven (RPP)
 kanal ki sega od grafitnega reflektorja radialno navzven (RBP)
in dva tangencialna kanala:
 kanal od centra sredice zamaknjen 32,4 cm vstran in 9,4 cm pod centralno
vi²ino sredice (TanC)
 kanal od centra sredice zamaknjen za 106 cm v drugo stran in 21,6 cm nad
centralno vi²ino sredice (TIP)
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Zunaj reaktorskega tanka se nahajata ²e dve ve£ji obsevalni mesti. Termalizirajo£a
kolona je mala soba v katero sevanje iz sredice reaktorja prehaja preko kanala, napol-
njenega z grafitom in svincem. Termalna kolona je ve£ji obsevalni kanal v grafitnem
bloku, in je ²£iten z labirintom iz blokov boriranega betona in parafina.
Poleg na²tetih obsevalnih mest je na reaktorju mogo£e tudi obsevanje ve£jih vzorcev
(predvsem elektronskih sestavov) z poljem ºarkov gama iz aktiviranega goriva reak-
torja. Reaktor je bil ºe prvotno opremljen z nosilci gorivnih elementov na robu tanka
reaktorja, dodatno pa je bila izdelana aluminijasta obsevalna naprava v obliki ²katle
in cevi, skozi katere lahko napeljemo diagnosti£ne in napajalne vodnike na plo²£ad
reaktorja.
VIII.1 Izra£uni promptnega sevalnega polja v sredici reak-
torja IJS TRIGA
Ra£unski model
Ra£unsko karakterizacijo promptnega sevalnega polja v reaktorju IJS TRIGA smo
izvedli s programom za Monte Carlo transport delcev MCNP v6.1 [236], knjiºnice
jedrskih podatkov ENDF/B-VII.0 [237] in eksperimentalno preverjen ra£unski model
reaktorja IJS TRIGA s sveºim gorivom. Simulirali smo sklopljen transport nevtronov
in fotonov. Izra£une fluksa smo izvedli z cenilko dolºine poti delcev v volumnu,
medtem ko smo za izra£une doze uporabili pretvorbene dozne faktorje ASTM-
E722 za oceno hitrosti doznega ekvivalenta nevtronov na siliciju [22], ICRP-74 [23]
pretvorbene faktorje za izra£un biolo²kega doznega ekvivalenta nevtronov, ICRP-
21 [19] za izra£une biolo²kega doznega ekvivalenta za ºarke gama, in tudi NCRP-38
ANSI/ANS-6.1.1-1977 [20] za izra£une biolo²kega doznega ekvivalenta tako nevtronov
kot tudi ºarkov gama. Oceno kerme smo izvedli na podlagi reakcijskih hitrosti za
zrak dobljenih iz dolºine poti delcev v volumnu. Medtem ko so rezultati simulacij
s programom MCNP normirani na izvorni delec, mi podajamo rezultate normirane
na polno mo£ reaktorja 50)() preko relacije v Ena£bi I.25 [238, 239], kjer smo upora-
bili faktorje ν˜ = 2,439, wf = 198MeV in izra£unani efektivni pomnoºevalni faktor
keff = 1,059.
ϕ
ΦMCNP
=
P ν˜
wfkeff
, (I.25)
Tako dobimo normalizacijski faktor ϕ
ΦMCNP
= 1,8175× 1016 s−1. Pomnoºevalni fak-
tor je nad 1, ker pri izra£unu nismo upo²tevali temperaturnih povratnih efektov in
izgorelost goriva, vendar je vpliv majhen v primerjavi z eksperimenti [240].
Flukse, spektre, hitrosti kerme in doznih ekvivalentov smo izra£unali v nekaterih
obsevalnih mestih znotraj sredice, v vrtiljaku in v horizontalnih obsevalnih kanalih
v prvih 15,4 cm v bliºini sredice reaktorja. Prav tako smo te koli£ine izra£unali na
kvadratni mreºi napeti £ez sredico reaktorja.
Rezultati
Nevtronski fluksi ter hitrosti doz so podane v Tabelah VIII.1 in VIII.2, nevtronski
spektri v obsevalnih kanalih pa na Sliki VIII.7. Fluksi in hitrosti doz promptnih
ºarkov gama so podane v Tabelah VIII.3 in VIII.3, spektri promptnih ºarkov gama,
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ter izotopi, ki jih pripi²emo posameznim spektralnim £rtam iz knjiºnic za promptno
nevtronsko analizo (PGAA) pa na Sliki VIII.8.
Tabela VIII.1: Totalni fluks nevtronov, nevtronski dozni ekvivalent za silicij po
standardu ASTM-E722 [22] in biolo²ki dozni ekvivalent H∗10 po standardu ICRP-
74 [23] na polni mo£i reaktorja (250W).
Kanal Nevtronski fluks [cm−2 s−1] N ASTM [Gy h−1Si] N ICRP-74 [Sv h−1]
RPP 2,40× 1012(1± 3× 10−4) 4,49× 102(1± 6× 10−4) 6,04× 105(1± 5× 10−4)
RBP 2,60× 1011(1± 8× 10−4) 1,15× 101(1± 4× 10−3) 2,32× 104(1± 2× 10−3)
TanC 2,23× 1012(1± 3× 10−4) 4,01× 102(1± 6× 10−4) 5,50× 105(1± 5× 10−4)
CC 1,93× 1013(1± 2× 10−4) 8,34× 103(1± 2× 10−4) 5,72× 106(1± 2× 10−4)
TriC 1,18× 1013(1± 1× 10−4) 4,22× 103(1± 3× 10−4) 2,97× 106(1± 3× 10−4)
IC10 1,92× 1012(1± 4× 10−4) 2,92× 102(1± 1,2× 10−3) 2,53× 105(1± 1,1× 10−3)
IC20 1,74× 1012(1± 4× 10−4) 2,32× 102(1± 1,4× 10−3) 2,08× 105(1± 1,2× 10−3)
IC30 1,91× 1012(1± 4× 10−4) 2,49× 102(1± 1,3× 10−3) 2,26× 105(1± 1,1× 10−3)
IC40 2,09× 1012(1± 4× 10−4) 3,06× 102(1± 1,2× 10−3) 2,69× 105(1± 1× 10−3)
F15 7,47× 1012(1± 2× 10−4) 2,33× 103(1± 3× 10−4) 1,68× 106(1± 3× 10−4)
F19 6,78× 1012(1± 2× 10−4) 1,87× 103(1± 3× 10−4) 1,38× 106(1± 3× 10−4)
F26 7,10× 1012(1± 2× 10−4) 1,97× 103(1± 3× 10−4) 1,45× 106(1± 3× 10−4)
Tabela VIII.2: Nevtronska kerma v zraku, nevtronski dozni ekvivalent po standardu
NCRP-38 ANSI-ANS6.1.1.1977 [20] na polni mo£i reaktorja (250 kW).
Kanal N kerma v zraku [Gy h−1] N ANSI-ANS6.1.1.1977 [Sv h−1]
RPP 3,10× 104(1± 4× 10−4) 5,15× 105(1± 5× 10−4)
RBP 4,31× 103(1± 9× 10−4) 2,03× 104(1± 2× 10−3)
TanC 2,71× 104(1± 4× 10−4) 4,66× 105(1± 5× 10−4)
CC 1,81× 105(1± 2× 10−4) 8,65× 106(1± 2× 10−4)
TriC 1,28× 105(1± 2× 10−4) 4,44× 106(1± 2× 10−4)
IC10 2,38× 104(1± 5× 10−4) 3,50× 105(1± 1× 10−3)
IC20 2,32× 104(1± 5× 10−4) 2,85× 105(1± 1× 10−3)
IC30 2,50× 104(1± 5× 10−4) 3,08× 105(1± 1× 10−3)
IC40 2,57× 104(1± 5× 10−4) 3,70× 105(1± 1× 10−3)
F15 8,36× 104(1± 3× 10−4) 2,49× 106(1± 3× 10−4)
F19 8,24× 104(1± 3× 10−4) 2,03× 106(1± 3× 10−4)
F26 8,53× 104(1± 3× 10−4) 2,13× 106(1± 3× 10−4)
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Tabela VIII.3: Totalni fluks promptnih ºarkov γ in kerma promtnih ºarkov γ v zraku
na polni mo£i reaktorja (250 kW).
Kanal Fluks ºarkov γ [cm−2 s−1] γ kerma v zraku [Gy h−1]
RPP 2,72× 1012(1± 4× 10−4) 2,87× 104(1± 4× 10−4)
RBP 2,21× 1011(1± 1× 10−3) 2,64× 103(1± 2× 10−3)
TanC 2,12× 1012(1± 4× 10−4) 2,14× 104(1± 5× 10−4)
CC 2,07× 1013(1± 2× 10−4) 2,91× 105(1± 2× 10−4)
TriC 1,21× 1013(1± 2× 10−4) 1,68× 105(1± 3× 10−4)
IC10 1,34× 1012(1± 8× 10−4) 1,68× 104(1± 1× 10−3)
IC20 1,32× 1012(1± 8× 10−4) 1,63× 104(1± 1× 10−3)
IC30 1,33× 1012(1± 8× 10−4) 1,64× 104(1± 1× 10−3)
IC40 1,37× 1012(1± 8× 10−4) 1,69× 104(1± 1× 10−3)
F15 7,30× 1012(1± 3× 10−4) 9,16× 104(1± 3× 10−4)
F19 6,71× 1012(1± 3× 10−4) 8,26× 104(1± 3× 10−4)
F26 6,89× 1012(1± 3× 10−4) 8,40× 104(1± 3× 10−4)
Tabela VIII.4: Biolo²ki dozni ekvivalent ºarkov γpo standardih ICRP-21 [19] in
ANSI-ANS6.1.1.1977 [20] na polni mo£i reaktorja (250 kW).
Kanal γ ICRP-21 [Sv h−1] γ ANSI-ANS6.1.1.1977 [Sv h−1]
RPP 3,17× 104(1± 4× 10−4) 3,66× 104(1± 4× 10−4)
RBP 2,92× 103(1± 2× 10−3) 3,31× 103(1± 2× 10−3)
TanC 2,36× 104(1± 5× 10−4) 2,74× 104(1± 5× 10−4)
CC 3,25× 105(1± 2× 10−4) 3,66× 105(1± 2× 10−4)
TriC 1,88× 105(1± 3× 10−4) 2,12× 105(1± 3× 10−4)
IC10 1,87× 104(1± 1× 10−3) 2,11× 104(1± 9× 10−4)
IC20 1,82× 104(1± 1× 10−3) 2,06× 104(1± 1× 10−3)
IC30 1,83× 104(1± 1× 10−3) 2,07× 104(1± 1× 10−3)
IC40 1,89× 104(1± 1× 10−3) 2,13× 104(1± 9× 10−4)
F15 1,02× 105(1± 3× 10−4) 1,16× 105(1± 3× 10−4)
F19 9,25× 104(1± 3× 10−4) 1,05× 105(1± 3× 10−4)
F26 9,40× 104(1± 3× 10−4) 1,07× 105(1± 3× 10−4)
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Slika VIII.7: Letargijski spekter nevtronov v razli£nih obsevalnih pozicijah reaktorja
IJS TRIGA na polni mo£i reaktorja (250 kW).
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Slika VIII.8: Spekter promptnih ºarkov γ v razli£nih obsevalnih pozicijah reaktorja
IJS TRIGA na polni mo£i reaktorja (250 kW).
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Analiza negotovosti
Negotovosti ra£unskega modela so ocenjene posebej, predvsem iz objavljenih refer-
en£nih eksperimentov izvedenih na reaktorju IJS TRIGA [242, 243, 244, 245, 246,
247], medtem ko negotovosti jedrskih podatkov tukaj niso eksplicitno upo²tevane.
Najpomembnej²i prispevki k negotovosti so prikazane v Tabeli VIII.5. Na²tete nego-
tovosti smo upo²tevali v modelu z opcijo perturbacije transporta delcev do drugega
reda.
Tabela VIII.5: Upo²tevani prispevki negovotosti pri izra£unih fluksa, doze and
kerme.
Tip negotovosti Srednja vrednost 1σ negotovost
Masa U v gorivnem elementu [g] 278 2
Masa U v gorivu s kontrolno palico [g] 236 2
Masa 235U v gorivnem elementu [g] 55,4 0,4
Masa 235U v gorivu s kontrolno palico [g] 46,9 0,6
U v U − ZrH gorivu[wt%] 11,9 0,1
Atomsko razmerje H/Zr v gorivu 1,6 0,02
Ne£isto£e Hf v Zr v gorivu [ppm] 0 50
Polna mo£ reaktorja [kW] 250 12,75
Izgorelost goriva [% mase 235U ] 0 3,3
Pozicija kontrolnih palic med obratovanjem
na konstantni mo£i [koraki (cm)]
R: 322 (9,94)
C: 290 (8,17) 3 (0.165)
Zgoraj na²teti prispevki mo£no vplivajo na negotovosti v izra£unanih koli£inah
in sicer od 20-40%, v nekaterih primerih tudi ve£ kot 80%. Vrednosti za posamezne
obsevalne kanale so za nevtrone podane v Tabeli VIII.6, za ºarke γ pa v Tabeli
VIII.7.
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Tabela VIII.6: Totalne relativne negotovosti polja nevtronov.
Fluks ASTM ICRP74 Kerma v zraku ANSI
RPP 0,11 0,17 0,15 0,11 0,15
RBP 0,21 0,55 0,26 0,23 0,26
TanC 0,12 0,16 0,18 0,10 0,18
CC 0,14 0,18 0,16 0,15 0,19
TriC 0,13 0,20 0,14 0,14 0,13
IC10 0,36 0,58 0,69 0,23 0,70
IC20 0,18 0,44 0,43 0,46 0,44
IC30 0,31 0,75 0,82 0,28 0,97
IC40 0,17 0,47 0,46 0,18 0,40
F15 0,11 0,17 0,14 0,18 0,13
F19 0,20 0,28 0,36 0,22 0,51
F26 0,13 0,22 0,57 0,14 0,58
Tabela VIII.7: Totalne relativne negotovosti v polju ºarkov gama.
Fluks Kerma v zraku ICRP21 ANSI
RPP 0,15 0,17 0,20 0,17
RBP 0,49 0,53 0,46 0,48
TanC 0,19 0,13 0,20 0,18
CC 0,15 0,17 0,17 0,17
TriC 0,23 0,22 0,22 0,24
IC10 0,35 0,37 0,37 0,35
IC20 0,32 0,35 0,35 0,33
IC30 0,48 0,86 0,90 0,80
IC40 0,30 0,95 0,98 0,34
F15 0,16 0,17 0,17 0,17
F19 0,21 0,25 0,26 0,24
F26 0,18 0,20 0,21 0,21
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VIII.2 Izra£uni nevtronskega polja in polja promptnih ºarkov
gama zunaj biolo²kega ²£ita reaktorja IJS TRIGA
Metodologija
Analogne izra£une sevalnega polja z Metodo Monte Carlo transport delcev v mo£no
²£itenih obmo£jih oziroma obmo£jih, oddaljenih od izvora nevtrona pestijo teºave pri
doseganju statisti£no relevantnih rezultatov, saj v simulaciji le malo delcev doseºe
to obmo£je. Zato se posluºujemo metod redukcije variance, opisanih v Poglavju VI.
Kolega Anºe Jazbec je na podlagi tehni£nih risb razvil raz²irjeni CAD in MCNP
ra£unski model reaktorja IJS TRIGA, ki poleg sredice reaktorja obsega tudi obse-
valne kanale zunaj biolo²kega ²£ita ter samo reaktorsko zgradbo (Slika VIII.9). Ta
model smo uporabljali za izra£une sevalnega polja v reaktorski zgradbi in v Suhi
celici.
Radialni prebodni kanal
grafitni 
reflektor
Reaktorska 
instrumentacija 
& obsevalna 
mesta v sredici 
reaktorja
Sredica 
reaktorja
Termalizirajoča 
kolona
Suha celica
Platforma reaktorja
reaktorski tank
Slika VIII.9: Izsek CAD modela IJS TRIGA reaktorja.
Uporabili smo program ADVANTG [41] omogo£a izra£une parametrov redukcije
variance na pravokotni mreºi z deterministi£nim programom za re²evanje transport-
nih problemov s fiksnim izvorom z metodologija CADIS in FW-CADIS. Tako je
potrebno opis izvora sevanja v reaktorju kot je IJS TRIGA zaradi kriti£ne jedrske
reakcije, kjer se nevtroni rojevajo na mestih fisij, pretvoriti v fiksen izvor.
Popis fiksnega izvora smo izvedli tako, da smo izvedli izra£un kriti£nosti z MC
programom MCNP in pri tem v gorivu beleºili reakcijske hitrosti fisij oz. nastalih
fisijskih nevtronov kar bo parameter v popisu fiksnega izvora. Upo²tevali smo nasled-
nje:
 Ra£unski model vsebuje le sveºe gorivo. Ker je reaktor termi£nega tipa (fisije
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povzro£ajo temri£ni nevtroni), lahko spekter vseh nevtronov popi²emo z eno
parametrizacijo. Uporabili smo Wattov fisijski spekter, katerega parametre
smo pridobili iz izra£una kriti£nosti: a = 0,91 in b = 3,10.
 Vsak gorivni element smo popisali s svojim setom spremenljivk. Poleg tega smo
me£o gorivnega elementa razdelili na 100 aksialnih slojev. Kotne odvisnosti
nismo upo²tevali.
 Pri izra£unih, kjer smo uporabljali fiksen izvor, je potrebno fisijo tretirati
kot absorpcijo nevtrona, saj je ta implicitno ºe upo²tevana pri popisu izvora.
Vklju£ili smo tudi opcijo da pri tak²nih absorpcijah ²e vedno generiramo fisi-
jske ºarke γ.
Porazdelitve sevalnega polja z kriti£nim in fiksnim izvorom znotraj sredice reaktorja
smo primerjali med seboj (Slika VIII.10), pri £emer smo uporabljali knjiºnice je-
drskih podatkov ENDF/B VII.1 [45]. Relativne razlike so v ve£ini niºje od 2% oz.
pod statisti£no negotovostjo, kjer je ta vi²ja od 2%.
Rel. negotovost fluksa
nevtronov: kritičen izvor
negotovost
[%]
oz. razlika 
Relativna
100
25
6.3
1.6
0.4
0.1
Rel. negotovost fluksa 
nevtronov: fiksen izvor
Rel. razlika med izvoroma v 
termičnem fluksu nevtronov
Rel. razlika med izvoroma v 
epitermičnem fluksu nevtronov
Rel. razlika med izvoroma v 
hitrem fluksu nevtronov
Rel. razlika med izvoroma v 
totalnem fluksu nevtronov
Slika VIII.10: Primerjava prostorske porazdelitve fluksa nevtronov (totalni, ter-
mi£ni: E <0,625 eV, epitermi£ni 0,625 eV< E <0,1MeV and hitri 0,1MeV< E) s
kriti£nim in fiksnim izvorom ter 1σ statisti£nimi negotovostmi.
Primerjava z meritvami reakcijskih hitrosti (n, γ)
Kolega Dr. Vladimir Radulovi¢ je v suhi celici reaktorja opravil meritve reakcije
197Au (n, γ) z referen£nimi materiali Al − 0,1%Au, ki jih dobavlja Joint Research
Centre - JRC Geel, Belgija v obliki 0,5mm debelih diskov s premerom 5mm, zavitih
v polietilenski film.
Iz predhodnih meritev vemo, da fluks nevtronov v suhi celici pade pribliºno za 5
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velikostnih redov. Poleg tega so vzorci izjemno majhni. Zato se posluºujemo zgo-
raj omenjenih metod redukcije variance. Pri tem smo upo²tevali polnitveno shemo
sredice in poloºaj kontrolnih palic.
Deterministi£ni izra£un za dolo£itev parametrov redukcije variance zgornjih in spod-
njih mejnih vrednosti uteºi na mreºi smo izvedli s programom ADVANTG, zgoraj
opisanim fiksnim izvorom in z uporabo knjiºnic jedrskih podatkov v 27 energijskih
grupah, ki so osnovane na knjiºnicah ENDF/B VII.0 [237]. Mreºa parametrov reduk-
cije variance je obsegala reaktorski tank, Termalizirajo£o kolono , Suho celico in pri-
padajo£e strukture reaktorskega telesa (Slika VIII.11). Za dodatno pospe²itev kon-
vergence rezultatov smo za izra£une reakcijske hitrosti uporabljali pribliºek to£kastih
detektorjev, kot opisano v Poglavju VI. Vizualizacija polja pomembnosti prispevkov
k izra£unom reakcijskih hitrosti v vzorcih je podano na Sliki VIII.11.
Tangencialni kanal
Reaktorski tank
Radialni 
prebodni kanal
Radialni 
kanal
Stene 
termalizirajoče 
kolone
Stene suhe celice
Vzorci:
reflektor
Grafitni
kolona
Termalna
Sredica
V123
V122
V124V120 V121
Slika VIII.11: Shematski prikaz pozicije obsevanih vzorcev v suhi celici (s ²tevilkami)
in polja pomembnosti v (arbitrarne enote).
Kljub dobremu ujemanju med poljema z kriti£nim in fiksnim izvorom delcev v
sredici, so izvedli tudi primerjavo izra£unanih reakcijskih hitrosti z uporabo razli£nih
pristopov:
 KCODE: Dalj²i izra£un s kriti£nim izvorom, brez uporabe parametrov za re-
dukcijo variance.
 SDEF: Dalj²i izra£un z fiksnim izvorom, brez uporabe parametrov za redukcijo
variance.
 ADV: Izra£un s fiksnim izvorom in uporabo parametrov za redukcijo variance.
Primerjava izra£unanih vrednosti za posamezne pristope, njihova primerjava in fak-
torji pospe²itve (SuF - Speed up Factor) glede na izra£un brez parametrov za re-
dukcijo variance je podana v Tabeli VIII.8. Opazimo lahko, da z uporabo fiksnega
izvora v primerjavi z kriti£nim izvorom precenimo reakcijsko hitrost za 2 do 8%,
medtem ko z uporabo metod za redukcijo variance in fiksnega izvora v primerjavi
s kriti£nim izvorom podcenimo reakcijsko hitrost za 11 do 14%, medtem ko sam
izra£un pospe²imo za faktor od 30 do 150.
e primerjamo ²e absolutne vrednosti izra£unanih in izmerjenih reakcijskih hitrosti
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Tabela VIII.8: Razmerje reakcijskih hitrosti (RR) izra£unanih z fiksnim izvorom
(SDEF) in kriti£nim izvorom (KCODE) brez parametrov redukcije variance ter s
parametri za redukcijo variance ter fiksnim izvorom (ADV) ter faktorji pospe²itve
(SuF).
RR
KCODE/ADV Negotovost
RR
SDEF/ADV Negotovost
SuF
KCODE
SuF
SDEF
V120 0,86 0,04 0,94 0,02 157 33
V121 0,88 0,03 0,90 0,03 55 47
V122 0,87 0,03 0,92 0,03 57 39
V123 0,89 0,03 0,93 0,03 33 32
V124 0,87 0,03 0,91 0,03 51 48
v Tabeli VIII.9, vidimo da z ra£uni konsistentno precenimo reakcijsko hitrost za 51%
do 66%. Medtem ko lahko del razlike pripi²emo uporabi fiksnega izvora in metode
redukcije variance, pa ostalih 40% negotovostim v jedrskih podatkih in negotovostih
modela, predvsem nepoznavanju struktur v Termalizirajo£i koloni, kjer je tudi polje
pomembnosti prispevka najve£je.
Tabela VIII.9: Primerjava izmerjenih in izra£unanih RR za vseh 5 vzorcev ter nji-
hova razmerja C/E (izra£un/eksperiment) skupaj z negotovostmi.
Izmerjena RR Negotovost Izra£unana RR Negotovost C/E Negotovost
V120 6,11× 10−15 0,02 1,01× 10−14 0,01 1,66 0,03
V121 2,47× 10−15 0,02 4,08× 10−15 0,01 1,66 0,03
V122 1,85× 10−15 0,02 2,89× 10−15 0,01 1,56 0,03
V123 1,86× 10−15 0,03 2,82× 10−15 0,02 1,51 0,03
V124 1,85× 10−15 0,02 2,80× 10−15 0,01 1,51 0,03
Primerjava z meritvami hitrosti doze H∗10 nevtronov in ºarkov γ.
Na zunanji strani horizontalnega obsevalnega kanala ²t. 5 (tangencialni kanal v
grafitni koloni Termalne kolone na Sliki VIII.12) je kolega Anºe Jazbec izvedel mer-
itve polja biolo²kega doznega ekvivalenta nevtronov in ºarkov γ z akreditiranimi
in kalibriranimi instrumenti: Automess 6150AD detektor ºarkov gama in Berthold
LB 123 prenosni detektor nevtronov. Odprtina omenjenega obsevalnega kanala je
za²£itena z zidom iz blokov boriranega polietilena in betona (Slika VIII.13). Pred-
stavljene meritve so bile izvedene z in brez omenjenega zidu, za oceno prispevka
povratnega sipanja.
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Slika VIII.12: Shematski prikaz horizontalnega kanala ²t. 5 znotraj betonske struk-
ture reaktorja.
Slika VIII.13: Shematski prikaz merilnih to£k pred horizontalnim kanalom ²t. 5.
Postopek izra£unov je podoben zgoraj opisanemu. Pri izra£unih polja ºarkov γ
smo upo²tevali samo promptni prispevek. Za izra£une biolo²kega doznega ekviva-
lenta ºarkov γ smo uporabili pretvorbene faktorje iz priporo£ila ICRP-74 [23], ter
pretvorbene faktorje iz energijsko odvisnega fluksa nevtronov v ²tevilo sunkov na
sekundo (Counts per second-CPS) ki jih podaja proizvajalec detektorja.
Primerjavo meritev in izra£unov lahko vidimo na Sliki VIII.14. Za nevtrone imamo
navadno ujemanje znotraj negotovosti, medtem ko je izra£unan prispevek za polje
ºarkov γ v ve£ini pozicij podcenjen, kar lahko pripi²emo neupo²tevanju zakasnelega
sevanja. Kljub temu nam zgoraj omenjeni izra£uni dobro sluºijo za oceno izpostavl-
jenosti sevanju med delovanjem reaktorja.
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Slika VIII.14: Primerjava izmerjenih in izra£unanih hitrosti doze oz. hitrosti ²tetja
detektorja.
IX Meritve polja zakasnelih ºarkov γ v sredici reak-
torja IJS TRIGA
30.08.2017 smo izvedli obseºno eksperimentalno kampanjo meritev z ionizacijskimi
in fisijskimi celicami na reaktorju IJS TRIGA. Cilj kampanje je bil pridobitev eksper-
imentalnih podatkov s poudarkom na diskriminaciji prispevka promptnega in zakas-
nelega sevalnega polja ºarkov gama, ter pridobiti eksperimentalne podatke meritev
hitrosti doz za validacijo programskega paketa JSIR2S (Poglavje VII).
Reaktor je zadnji£ obratoval 25.08.2017 1,5 h na mo£i 2,5 kW. Da bi zniºali in
stabilizirali ozadje sevanja smo po zaustavitvi reaktorja smo iz sredice izvlekli izvor
nevtronov. Na pozicije F10, F11 in F25 smo vstavili dodatne obsevalne kanale. Pred
samim za£etkov merske kampanje smo v sredico nazaj vstavili izvor nevtronov. Mer-
itve so potekale v korakih od najniºje mo£i 50W do 50 kW, tako da ozadje polja
ºarkov γ iz prej²njega koraka ne bi prispevalo bistveno k meritvi v naslednjem ko-
raku. Posamezen korak meritve sestavljajo zagon reaktorja na ºeleno mo£, obra-
tovanje na stabilni mo£i (od 10min do 33min), in zaustavitev z hitro vstavitvijo
kontrolne palice (SCRAM). Med posameznimi koraki je bil reaktor ugasnjen, tako
da je sevanje zakasnelih sevalcev padlo na relativno stabilno raven.
Uporabljali smo naslednje detektorje (Slika IX.1):
 Miniaturno ionizacijsko celico (MIC) v ve£ MP pozicijah
 PTW 30010 Farmer ionizacijsko celico (PTW IC) v obsevalnem kanalu F25
kot referenco.
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 Miniaturna fisijska celica (MFC) v poziciji MP17
Kontrolne palice so bile paroma izvle£ene simetri£no, tako da smo minimizirali vpliv
redistribucije fluksa nevtronov in posledi£no vpliv na meritev mo£i z reaktorsko
instrumentacijo. Mo£ reaktorja od£itano iz Linernega kanal instrumentacije reak-
torja za dolo£itev kalibracijskega faktorja uporabljenih detektorjev v sredici. Da
bi pri meritvah upo²tevali samo nevtrone smo uporabili signala MFC in MIC na
podobnih pozicijah v sredici, ter imata enako geometrije (MFC se od MIC razlikuje
samo s tankim nanosom fisijskega materiala) ter umetno uvedli kompenziran signal
MFC −MIC. Graf signalov posameznih detektorjev in njihove pozicije za primer
koraka z stabilno mo£jo 500W najdemo na Sliki IX.2.
(IX.1.a) Miniaturna fisijska oz. ionizacijska celica.
(IX.1.b) PTW 30010 ionizacijska celica.
Slika IX.1: Uporabljeni detektorji.
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Slika IX.2: Merilni korak z stabilno mo£jo 500W in poteki signalov Linearnega
kanala instrumentacije za od£itavanje mo£i reaktorja, posameznih detektorjev, ter
umetno kompenziranega signala MFC −MIC.
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IX.1 Formulacija problema
Polje ºarkov γ je sestavljeno iz promptnega in zakasnelega prispevka. Promptni
ºarki γ nastajajo pri fisiji, neelasti£nem sipanju nevtronov in pri promptnih reakci-
jah (n, γ), torej je njihov fluks v prvem pribliºku sorazmeren fluksu nevtronov.
Ionizacijska celica meri oba prispevka ºarkov γ. Medtem ko je v principu ob£utljiva
tudi na nevtrone. Tako lahko re£emo da je fluks promptnih ºarki γ sorazmeren
fluksu nevtronov, velja pa tudi obratno.
Fisijska celica je ob£utljiva tako na fluks nevtronov kot tudi ºarkov γ. V primeru
ko imamo dovolj fisijskega materiala, lahko v prvem pribliºku prispevek ºarkov γ
zanemarimo oz. ga upo²tevamo kot negotovost.
e definiramo merilne signale fisijske SFC in ionizacijske celice SIC in lo£imo prispevka
signala promptnih SG,P in zakasnelih SG,D ºarkov gama, z zgoraj omenjenimi prib-
liºki formuliramo naslednje:
SIC = SG,P + SG,D = A · SFC + SG,D
SG,D = SIC − A · SFC
(I.26)
kjer je A proporcionalni faktor med signalom nevtronov oz. signalom fisijske celice
SFC in signalom promptnih ºarkov γ SG,P . Prispevke polja nevtronov k signalom
ionizacijskih celic smo izra£unali po metodologiji opisani v [264], ki zna²ajo med 1%
do 3% skupnega signala MIC in pod 0,1% prispevka signala PTW IC. Ta prispevka
smo upo²tevali kot negotovost izmerjenih signalov.
Za SG,D morajo veljati naslednje omejitve:
SG,D ≤ SIC
SG,D ≥ 0
(I.27)
Potek signalov posameznih detektorjev ter evalvacija signala SG,D je shematsko
prikazana na Sliki IX.3. Prvi pribliºek parametra A dolo£imo tako, da ob £asu t1
po zagonu reaktorja ocenimo prispevek SG,D ≈ 0, nato pa pribliºen iterativno prib-
liºujemo pravi vrednosti iz Ena£be I.27. Pri tem si lahko pomagamo s pospe²itvijo
konvergence, da evalvacije ki ne upo²tevajo omejitev pove£amo za ve£ velikostnih
redov. Negotovosti signala zakasnelih ºarkov gama izra£unamo po Ena£bi I.28, pri
£emer upo²tevamo korelacijo med signalom fisijske in ionizacijske celice, medtem ko
parameter A ni koreliran z meritvami s fisijsko celico. Negotovosti v signalu ion-
izacijske in fisijske celice smo dolo£ili kot maksimalen odmik od povpre£ja signala
znotraj okna 2 s. Prispevek nevtronov k signalu ionizacijske celice smo upo²tevali
kot negotovost. Prispevka negotovosti v poloºaju detektorjev ter vplivov negotovosti
poloºaja kontrolnih palic reaktorja sta upo²tevana kot negotovosti detektorjev. ρ je
predstavlja korelacijo med signalom SIC in A · SFC in je v vseh primerih vi²ja od
0,982, tako da bi ju v principu obravnavali kot popolnoma korelirana brez posebnih
poenostavitev.
σ2SG,D = σ
2
SIC
+A2S2FC
[︄(︂σA
A
)︂2
+
(︃
σSFC
SFC
)︃2]︄
+2ρσSICA ·SFC
[︄(︂σA
A
)︂2
+
(︃
σSFC
SFC
)︃2]︄ 12
(I.28)
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IX.2 Odvisnost deleºa zakasnelih ºarkov gama od mo£i reak-
torja
Zgoraj omenjene detektorje smo vstavili v naslednje pozicije:
 MFC v pozicijo MP17
 MIC v pozicijo MP25
 PTW IC v pozicijo F25
Izvedli smo korake pri konstantnih mo£eh reaktorja 50W, 500W, 5 kW, 10 kW in
50 kW z simetri£no izvle£enimi kontrolnimi palicami. Primer poteka signala pri
konstantni mo£i 5 kW je prikazan na Sliki IX.4.
Za na² primer smo ºeleli izvedeti prispevek zakasnelih ºarkov γ 10min po zagonu
reaktorja. Izra£unani parametri A in deleºi prispevka signala zakasnelih ºarkov γ so
podani v tabeli IX.1, evalvirani poteki signalov zakasnelih ºarkov pa so podani na
Sliki IX.5.
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Slika IX.3: Shema signala meritev s fisijsko in ionizacijsko celico ter evalviran signal
zakasnelih ºarkov γ. Ozna£eni so karakteristi£ni £asi t0, t1 ter t2. Skok prispevka
zakasnelih ºarkov γ ob £asu t2 je pretiran. Kljub temu je v realnosti v nekaterih
primerih tak skok opazen in je posledica hitrega padca promptnega dela signala po
hitri zaustavitvi reaktorja (SCRAM).
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Tabela IX.1: Tabela parametrov A in evalviranih deleºev prispevkov signala za-
kasnelih ºarkov γ za kombinacijo PTW IC-MFC in MIC-MFC 10min po zagonu
reaktorja skupaj s poloºaji Regulacijske (R) in Kompenzacijske (C) kontrolne pal-
ice. Kon£ni rezultat smo izra£unali z uteºnim povpre£jem, kjer je uteº σ−2.
Mo£
reaktorja R. poz. C. poz. APTW−MFC
Deleº zakasnelih
ºarkov γ @10min
(PTW-MFC)
AMIC−MFC
Deleº zakasnelih
ºarkov γ @10min
(MIC-MFC)
50W 510 511
1,03× 10−1±
3,95× 10−4
1,42× 10−1±
9,67× 10−2
1,18× 10−1±
1,79× 10−3
4,18× 10−1±
2,15× 10−1
500W 511 510
1,00× 10−1±
1,55× 10−5
1,65× 10−1±
4,70× 10−2
1,51× 10−1±
4,13× 10−5
2,70× 10−1±
6,58× 10−2
5 kW 507 506
9,65× 10−2±
1,15× 10−5
1,84× 10−1±
3,28× 10−2
1,45× 10−1±
3,31× 10−5
2,75× 10−1±
5,77× 10−2
10 kW 508 506
9,90× 10−2±
3,08× 10−4
1,63× 10−1±
3,18× 10−2
1,56× 10−1±
1,17× 10−5
2,24× 10−1±
5,38× 10−2
50 kW 485 485
9,70× 10−2±
4,12× 10−4
1,72× 10−1±
3,12× 10−2
1,60× 10−1±
7,12× 10−4
2,03× 10−1±
5,21× 10−2
Kon£ni
rezultat
9,82× 10−2±
9,24× 10−6
1,71× 10−1±
1,69× 10−2
1,55× 10−1±
1,07× 10−5
2,42× 10−1±
2,81× 10−2
31.0
8.20
17 0
9:0
1:0
0
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17 0
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Slika IX.4: Potek signalov MFC, MIC in PTW IC ter evalvacije prispevkov deleºev
zakasnelih ºarkov γ (γdel) za korak reaktorja z konstantno mo£jo 5 kW.
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(IX.5.a) Relativni prispevek zakasnelih ºarkov γ iz meritev z MFC
(MP17) & MIC (MP25).
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(IX.5.b) Relativni prispevek zakasnelih ºarkov γ iz meritev z MFC
(MP17) & PTW IC (F25).
Slika IX.5: Evalvacije deleºa zakasnelih ºarkov γ z obema ionizacijskima celicama.
IX.3 Odvisnost deleºa zakasnelih ºarkov gama od oddaljenosti
od centra sredice
Preverili smo tudi odvisnost deleºa prispevka signala zakasnelih ºarkov gama od
oddaljenosti od centra sredice reaktorja. Izvedli smo ve£ meritev z stabilno mo£jo
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reaktorja pri 5 kW, pri £emer smo MIC prestavljali v ve£ MP pozicij, ki so od sredice
reaktorja razli£no oddaljene: MP25, MP21, MP22 in MP23 (Slika VIII.2). Poloºaji
MIC, pozicije Regulacijske (R) in Kompenzacijske (C) kontrolne palice ter evalvirane
vrednosti parametra A in deleº zakasnelih ºarkov γ po 10min obratovanja so podane
v Tabeli IX.2. Lahko opazimo da tako parameter A in deleº zakasnelih ºarkov γ
padata z oddaljenostjo od sredice reaktorja (Slika IX.6).
Tabela IX.2: Tabela evalviranih parametrov A in deleºa zakasnelih ºarkov γ po
10min po doseºeni stabilni mo£i reaktorja 5 kW z uporabo MFC-MIC za razli£ne
MP pozicije.
MIC
Pozicija
R.
poz.
C.
poz.
Razdalja
od centra A
Deleº zakasnelih ºarkov γ
@10min
MP25 507 506 5,2 cm
1,48× 10−1±
3,31× 10−5
2,75× 10−1±
4,80× 10−2
MP21 508 508 10,4 cm
1,22× 10−1±
3,45× 10−4
2,56× 10−1±
4,07× 10−2
MP22 508 508 13,2 cm
9,83× 10−2±
2,79× 10−5
2,32× 10−1±
3,43× 10−2
MP23 508 506 18,3 cm
5,29× 10−2±
5,22× 10−5
1,98× 10−1±
2,88× 10−2
2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0
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Slika IX.6: Radialna odvisnost parametra A and deleºa zakasnelih ºarkov γ, 10min
po dosegu stabilne mo£i reaktorja in linearna interpolacija z linearno regresijo.
X Validacija programskega paketa JSIR2S z merit-
vami na reaktorju IJS TRIGA
V tem poglavju predstavimo eksperimente izvedene na reaktorju IJS TRIGA pri £e-
mer smo izvedli meritve s fisijskimi in ionizacijskimi celicami, termoluminescentnimi
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dozimetri (TLD) in polprevodni²kimi dozimetri ter izmerjene hitrosti doz. Eksper-
imente smo modelirali s programskim paketom JSIR2S in izra£unane hitrosti doz
primerjali z meritvami.
X.1 Validacija kode z meritvami iz Odseka IX.
V tem delu bomo predstavili modeliranje eksperiment iz Odseka IX ki je potekalo v
dveh delih: priprava ra£unskega modela za transport delcev z Monte Carlo metodo s
programomMCNP, ki je osnovan na referen£nem modelu [227] z modeliranimi detek-
torji (Slika X.1) in poloºaji kontrolnih palic ter izbira parametrov kot so obratovalna
zgodovina reaktorja, delitev modela ter izbira tipov zakasnelih delcev za spremembo
izotopskih vektorjev oziroma intenzitete in spektrov sekundarnega sevanja.
Koaksialni vodnik 
z mineralno 
izolacijo
Vodilo v MP
Zunanji plašč
Notranja 
elektroda
Aktivni volumen 
IC/FC
(X.1.a) Model MIC/MFC znotraj MP pozicije.
Koaksialni 
vodnik
Zunanji plašč
Izolator
Notranja 
elektroda
Aktivni volumen
Polietilen z 
grafitnim 
premazom-
elektroda
Polietilenski  
tulec
(X.1.b) Model PTW IC znotraj
Tankostenskega obsevalnega kanala
v poziciji F25.
Slika X.1: Slika detektorjev MCNP modelu reaktorja IJS TRIGA.
ez ra£unski model reaktorja IJS TRIGA smo napeli kvadratno mreºo z ve-
likostjo predelka mreºe 2 cm×2 cm×2 cm (Slika X.2). To mreºo smo uporabili za
vse izra£une.
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(X.2.a) Sredica na srednji vi²ini iz zgornja
strani.
(X.2.b) Sredica iz strani.
Slika X.2: MCNP model reaktorja IJS TRIGA in £ezenj napeta kvadratna JSIR2S
mreºa. Na sliki prikazan poloºaj kontrolnih palic smo uporabili za primer stabilne
mo£i 5 kW.
Mo£ reaktorja med obratovanjem smo upo²tevali z meritvami nevtronskega fluksa
z MFC oziroma umetno kompenziranim signalom MFC −MIC, kjer se znebimo
prispevka ºarkov γ k signalu. Premikov kontrolnih palic med spremembo mo£i
nismo eksplicitno upo²tevali. V ra£unskem MCNP modelu modeliramo sveºe gorivo,
saj vsak korak reaktorja modeliramo posebej in nas zanimajo preteºno kratkoºivi
radioaktivni produkti. Da pa vseeno modeliramo stanje reaktorja med zaustavitvijo,
upo²tevamo naslednje:
 Pred in po zaustavitvijo reaktorja smo modelirali mo£, kot smo jo izmerili z
MFC −MIC. Modelirali smo kriti£no konfiguracijo, kljub temu da imamo v
resnici pod-kriti£en sistem z Am−Be izvorom delcev. Izkaºe se da z uporabo
zgornjega pribliºka ne prispevamo bistveno k negotovosti, saj pri meritvah to
tretiramo kot ozadje.
 V realnosti mo£ reaktorja od ºelene fluktuira za nekaj procentov zaradi posre-
dovanja operaterja ali avtomatskega nadzora reaktorja. Na nivoju ozadja
signal MFC −MIC fluktuira za 30%, ki pa se drasti£no zmanj²a ko reak-
tor obratuje na mo£i. S kalorimetrijsko metodo lahko kalibracijo detektorjev
izvedemo z natan£nostjo 2% [229]. Spremembe mo£i reaktorja smo modelirali
v korakih, kjer so mejne vrednosti ∆P 15% na nivoju ozadja in se logaritem-
sko skalirajo k manj²im vrednostim (1% do 2% oziroma 5% pri mo£i 50W.)
Spremembo mo£i modeliramo £e:
 Relativna sprememba signala MFC −MIC od zadnjega modeliranega
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koraka presega vrednost ∆P .
 Relativna sprememba £asovnega integrala MFC −MIC v primerjavi z
£asovnim integralom z zadnjo modelirano mo£jo reaktorja je ve£ja od
∆P .
Normalizacijske faktorje (podani na izvorni delec) izra£unamo na podlagi izmerjenih
mo£i z sinteti£no kompenziranim signalom MFC −MIC in metodologije podane v
[238] (Primer koraka s konstanto mo£jo 5 kW na Sliki X.3). Volumne ra£unskih enot
smo izra£unali stohasti£no z natan£nostjo 1× 10−4 cm3. Pri transportnih izra£unih
smo uporabljali knjiºnice jedrskih podatkov ENDF/B VII.1 [45], pri £emer smo za
transport elektronov in ºarkov γ uporabili knjiºnice ERPDATA12 [272] ki zajemajo
reakcije in reakcijske preseke pod energijo 1 keV. Spektre nevtronov v ra£unskih
enotah smo izra£unali v energijski grupni strukturi CCFE-709 [200]. Za izra£une
sprememb izotopskega vektorja v ra£unskih enotah smo uporabili knjiºnice jedrskih
podatkov JEFF 3.3 [3], saj v primerjavi z knjiºnicami ENDF/B VII.1 vsebujejo
tudi podatke za ternarne fisije (cepitev na 3 fisijske produkte). Spektre elektronov
z razpadom β smo izra£unali s programom BetaShape [68] z resolucijo 10 keV.
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Slika X.3: Modeliranje mo£i oz. spremembe mo£i za primer koraka z stabilno mo£jo
reaktorja 5 kW.
Primerjamo izmerjene in izra£unane absorbirane doze v absolutno kalibrirani
ionizacijski PTW IC celici ter deleºe prispevka zakasnelih ºarkov γ k signalu PTW IC
in MIC v poziciji MP25 kot tudi prostorsko porazdelitev deleºa prispevka zakasnelih
ºarkov γ k absorbirani dozi. Deleº prispevka zakasnelih ºarkov γ izra£unamo kot:
fγ,del =
ϕdel,electron + ϕdel,photon
ϕprompt + ϕdel,electron + ϕdel,photon
(I.29)
kjer je ϕ lahko fluks delcev ali pa hitrost doze promtnega sevanja ϕprompt, izvor
zakasnelega sevanja elektronov ϕdel,electron in izvor zakasnelega sevanja fotonov γ
ϕdel,photon.
Da smo pospe²ili konvergenco izra£unov absorbirane doze zaradi elektronov smo v
simulaciji progresivno z bliºino pove£ali pomembnosti delov geometrije z detektorji.
Absolutno kalibracija PTW IC celice je potekala v vodnem fantomu z 60Co izvorom
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in sicer na dozo v vodi, kjer je v dokumentaciji podan kalibracijski faktor 5,339GyC−1.
V na²em primeru je detektor obdan s celo vrsto struktur, tako da doza v vodi ni
merodajna koli£ina. Zato raj²i ra£unamo absorbirano dozo. Kalibracijske faktorje
za absorbirano dozo smo izra£unali tako, da smo poustvarili kalibracijski scenarij
po priporo£ilih [123] in izra£unali absorbirano dozo v vzorcu vode (za katere so po-
dani kalibracijski vzorci) ter izra£unali absorbirano dozo v aktivnem volumnu celice.
Tako dobimo kalibracijski faktor za absorbirano dozo 3,438GyC−1.
Pri primerjavi izmerjenih in izra£unanih vrednosti smo upo²tevali naslednje 1σ ne-
gotovosti:
 Merske negotovosti
 Negotovost ozadja: Prilagoditvena krivulja eksponentnega razpada na
izmerjene vrednosti. Negotovost 5%.
 2,5% negotovosti zaradi izra£unanih pretvorbenih faktorjev iz doze v vodi
v absorbirano dozo.
 2% negotovosti zaradi negotovosti poloºaja v obsevalnem kanalu.
 3% negotovosti zaradi nekontroliranih pogojev meritev z PTW IC celico
kot so temperatura in zra£ni tlak. Pri mo£i 50 kW je ta negotovost tako
velika, da nismo izvedli primerjave.
 0,5% negotovosti zaradi staranja detektorja, kot jo podaja proizvajalec.
 Ra£unske negotovosti:
 5% negotovosti modeliranja mo£i reaktorja kot posledica negotovosti
od£itane mo£i iz reaktorske instrumentacije.
 Sledenja mo£i reaktorja znotraj ∆P .
 1% negotovost v izra£unih termi£nega nevtronskega fluksa, ki najbolj
prispeva k reakcijskim hitrostim in posledi£no k spremembam v izo-
topskem vektorju.
 Statisti£ne negotovosti iz prera£unov Monte Carlo transporta delcev.
Izra£unane absorbirane hitrosti doz se dobro ujemajo z meritvami predvsem med
obratovanjem reaktorja, medtem ko je ujemanje rahlo zunaj negotovosti po zaus-
tavitvi reaktorja (primerjava za konstantno mo£ 5 kW na Sliki X.4). Izra£unani
uteºeni deleº prispevka zakasnelih ºarkov γ k celotnemu signal je 18,7% v primer-
javi z eksperimentalno evalvacijo iz Odseka IX ki je 17,1%.
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Slika X.4: Absorbirana hitrost doze v PTW IC pri koraku s konstantno mo£jo 5 kW.
Izra£unani prispevek zakasnelega sevanja k celotnemu signalu je 18,7%± 2%.
Prav tako smo izra£unali prispevke polja zakasnelega sevanja k signalu MIC
v poziciji MP25. Uteºeni izra£unani prispevek je 21% ± 6% (Slika X.5), kar je
konsistentno z eksperimentalnimi vrednostmi 24%± 3%.
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Slika X.5: Deleº prispevka zakasnelega sevalnega polja k absorbirani dozi oz. signalu
v MP25 MIC.
Izra£unali smo tudi prostorsko porazdelitev prispevka zakasnelega sevanja. Na
Sliki X.6 imamo porazdelitev prispevka zakasnelega sevanja k totalnemu fluksu elek-
tronov in absolutne negotovosti na polovi£ni vi²ini sredice reaktorja.
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(X.6.a) Prispevek zakasnelega sevanja k to-
talnemu fluksu elektronov: vrednost.
(X.6.b) Prispevek zakasnelega sevanja k to-
talnemu fluksu elektronov: negotovost.
Slika X.6: Profil prispevka zakasnelega sevanja k fluksu elektronov na srednji vi²ini
sredice reaktorja IJS TRIGA 10min po dosegu stabilne mo£i reaktorja 5 kW.
Meritve in izra£uni se v ve£ini ujemajo znotraj negotovosti, drugje pa zelo dobro
sledijo trendom meritev.
Predstavljeni rezultati kaºejo uporabnost programskega paketa JSIR2S za karakteri-
zacijo sevalnega polja v jedrskem reaktorju z upo²tevanjem vseh glavnih prispevkov.
Poleg tega s pri£ujo£o analiza odpiramo moºnosti za nadaljnji razvoj kot je meritve
erenkovega sevanja za dolo£anje mo£i reaktorja in karakterizacijo odzivov samo-
napajalnih detektorjev nevtronov (SPND) ki delujejo na osnovi nabijanja zaradi
sevanja zakasnelih elektronov.
X.2 Validacije kode z meritvami s TLD-ji
Decembra 2016 smo v razli£nih obsevalnih pozicijah reaktorja IJS TRIGA obsevali
dva tipa termo-luminiscen£nih dozimetrov (TLD) in sicer TLD400 (CaF2 :Mn)
in TLD 700 (7LiF :Mg, T i) proizvajalca ThermoFischer Scientific. Da bi dosegli
ravnovesje nabitih delcev smo vzorce obsevali v aluminijastih ²katlicah oz. vsebnikih
(Slika X.7) z debelino stene 2mm.
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Slika X.7: Eksperimentalna postavitev TLD-jev za meritve v sredici reaktorja IJS
TRIGA: TLD700 in TLD400 v vsaki od 6 vsebnikov.
e obsevane TLD segrejemo oddajajo vidno svetlobo, katere intenziteta je so-
razmerna z dozo. Za od£itavanje izmerjene doze s TLD-ji smo uporabili merilnik
Harshaw model 3500 do doze 2Gy. Da med od£itavanjem dozimetrov pri vi²jih
dozah ne zasitimo fotopomnoºevalke smo uporabili nevtralne opti£ne filtre s prepust-
nostmi 10%, 1% in 0,1%. Kalibracija TLD dozimetrov v aluminijastih vsebnikih
je potekala v dveh korakih:
 Kalibracijo do 2Gy je izvedla divizija za varstvo pred sevanji, CEA Cadarache
z negotovostjo 1,9%.
 Kalibracija do vi²jih doz izvedena na 60Co obsevalnih napravah CEA PAGURE
in CEA POSEIDON.
Pri tem smo upo²tevali tudi ra£unske popravke in sicer pretvorbo iz kerme v zraku, ki
so podane za na²tete obsevalne naprave v absorbirano dozo (faktor 1,040± 0,002),
korekcijski faktor za pretvorbo spektra ºarkov gama iz izvora 60Co v reaktorski
spekter (faktor 1,040± 0,001).
TLD-je smo obsevali Centralnem kanalu (A1), F26 in IC40. V prvem pribliºku smo
uporabili rezultate hitrosti doze promptnih ºarkov γ iz Odseka VIII.1 in izmerjene
deleºe zakasnelih ºarkov γ iz Odseka IX. V Tabeli X.1 najdemo primerjavo izmerjenih
in ra£unskih rezultatov, ki se ujemajo znotraj negotovosti.
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Tabela X.1: Primerjava izra£unanih in izmerjenih hitrosti kerme v zraku
[Gy kW−1min−1]. Kot relativne negovotosti deleºa zakasnelih ºarkov γ smo upora-
bili 15%.
Pozicija
Ra£unsko Meritve s TLD
Kγ
prompt
Deleº
zakasnelih
Kγ
skupaj Negotovost
Kγ
skupaj Negotovost
A1 19,6 31% 28,6 5,8 28,1 2,4
F26 5,6 19% 6,9 1,7 8,1 0,5
IC40 1,1 11% 1,9 1,2 1,8 0,3
Meritve polja zakasnelih ºarkov γ z TLD-ji smo v Centralnem kanalu (A1) oprav-
ili tudi po zaustavitvi reaktorja iz konstantne mo£i 4 kW skupaj s fisijskimi in ion-
izacijskimi celicami in primerjali z izra£uni polja zakasnelih ºarkov γ z programskim
paketom JSIR2S.
Pri izra£unih smo upo²tevali zadnji dvig mo£i reaktorja na 4 kW v 109 korakih,
kjer je natan£nost sledenju mo£i dolo£ena z logaritemsko interpolacijo med 1% na
mo£i 4 kW in 15% na mo£i 10W iz Linearnega kanala reaktorske instrumentacije
(Slika X.8). Za delitev modela smo uporabili enako mreºo kot v primeru opisanem
v Odseku X.1. Po zaustavitvi smo obsevali 3 sete sestavov TLD-jev (Slika X.7),
in za vsakega smo izra£unali hitrosti absorbirane doze v 10 korakih. Za transport
delcev smo uporabljali knjiºnice jedrskih podatkov ENDF/B-VII.1 [45], za izra£une
reakcijskih hitrosti in sprememb izotopskega vektorja pa knjiºnice JEFF 3.3 [3].
Izra£unane vrednosti absorbiranih doz se dobro ujemajo z dozami izmerjenimi z
TLD-ji (Tabela X.2) kot tudi z potekom signala ionizacijske celice po zaustavitvi
reaktorja (Slika X.9).
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Slika X.8: Izmerjena in modelirana (v korakih) mo£ reaktorja skupaj z meritvami
MFC in MIC med korakom s stalno mo£jo 4 kW.
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Tabela X.2: Primerjava izra£unanih in izmerjenih absorbiranih doz po zaustavitvi
reaktorja iz mo£i 4 kW [Gymin−1]
as po
zaustavitvi
Meritve Izra£un C/E
2 s-233 s 17,2±0,3 17,9±0,2 1,04±0,06
5,5min-10,5min 7,8±0,4 8,1±0,1 1,03±0,06
16min-26min 5,4±0,4 5,3±0,1 0,98±0,09
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Slika X.9: Z JSIR2S izra£unana hitrost absorbirane doze, povpre£na hitrost doze
med meritvijo z TLD in potek signala IC v MP21.
X.3 Umeritev polprevodni²kih Nurfet dozimetrov v reak-
torju JSI TRIGA
V tem odseku uporabimo programski paket za karakterizacijo sevalnega polja oz.
absorbirane doze v obsevanih Nurfet dozimetrih po zaustavitvi reaktorja v primerjavi
z vrednostmi izmerjenimi z PTW IC, ki sluºi kot reference.
Nurfet dozimetri so MOSFET tranzistorji, delovanje katerih temelji na spremembi
lastnosti silicijevega oksida nad prevodnim kanalom pod vplivom sevanja, ki povzro£i
nabiranje naboja v ne£isto£ah oksida. p-MOS tranzistor je vezan v konfiguracijo z
elektrodo ponora (D-drain), vrat (G-gate) ter izvora (S-source) in baze (B-bulk) ki
sta kratkosti£no zvezana (Slika X.10).
Po razlagi [131] ionizirajo£e sevanje generira pare elektron-vrzel v neprevodni plasti
SiO2. Ve£ina se jih tako rekombinira na skali ps, ostali pa se razmaknejo zaradi
vpliva pritisnjenega elektri£nega polja. Ker je mobilnost elektronov
(︂
µel = 20
cm2
V ·s
)︂
mnogo ve£ja od mobilnost vrzeli
(︂
µel = 1× 10−8 cm2V ·s
)︂
, se elektroni hitro pomaknejo
k pozitivnim vratom, medtem ko se vrzeli ujamejo v bliºini stika Si− SiO2.
Ob£utljivost detektorjev lahko prilagajamo z pritisnjeno napetostjo na vrata. V
reºimu brez pritisnjene napetosti se pari razdelijo le pod vplivom lastnega polja. e
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pritisnemo napetost lahko pove£amo ali zmanj²amo ob£utljivost, saj vplivamo na
hitrost rekombinacije in lo£evanja. Poleg pritisnjene napetosti ob£utljivost senzorja
dolo£a tudi debelina oksida, ki se pove£uje z debelina oksidne plasti.
PLAST OKSIDA
S D
G
B
p+ p+
PLAST PASTI ZA VRZELI
Slika X.10: Shematski prikaz p-MOS tranzistorja, ob£utljivega na sevanje.
Brez pritisnjene napetosti se napetost med vrati in izvorom ∆VT spreminja z
dozo kot:
∆VT = a ·Db (I.30)
kjer je D absorbirana doza, a in b pa prosta parametra ki ju navadno dolo£imo
eksperimentalno. Ker obstaja ve£ reºimov rekombinacije , z enim setom parametrov
a in b navadno pokrijemo le del merilnega obmo£ja.
Nurfet detektorji so pozitivni povprevodniki s kovinskim oksidom (p-MOS) ki jih
proizvaja NÜRDAM z velikostjo rezin 6 palcev in kontakti izdelanimi z difuzijskim
postopkom. Posamezen senzor sestavljata dve p-MOS strukturi. Za aktivne (od£ita-
vanje med obsevanjem) in pasivne meritve (od£itavanje po obsevanju) smo uporabl-
jali sestave detektorjev z debelinami oksida 40, 65, 100, 300, 400 and 80 nm na
tiskanem vezju (PCB-Printed Circuit Board)(Slika X.11).
ACTIVE PCB 
PASSIVE PCB 
Slika X.11: Slika aktivnega (ACTIVE) in pasivnega (PASSIVE) sestava vezij z Nur-
fet detektorji.
Detektorje smo obsevali smo v polju ºarko γ po zaustavitvi reaktorja. Vstavili
smo jih v plasti£ne ²katlice (2× 2× 0,5 cm3), ki smo jih vstavili v polietilenske vseb-
nike (Slika VIII.5). Pri obsevanju smo uporabili konfiguracijo sredice, shematsko
prikazano na Sliki X.12.
Modeliranje s programskim paketom JSIR2S smo izvedli z podrobnim popisom ge-
ometrije kot v Odseku X.1, vendar pa smo mo£ ko je reaktor na mo£i modelirali z
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enim samim korakom, saj imamo poleg izra£unov tudi meritve z referen£no PTW
IC. Potek meritve hitrosti doze in kumulativne doze v vodi z PTW IC za posamezno
obsevanje Nurfet detektorjev so prikazane na Sliki X.13, medtem ko so izmerjene in
izra£unane vrednosti hitrosti absorbirane doze v PTW IC prikazane na Sliki X.14.
Vidimo da izra£uni kljub poenostavljenemu sledenju mo£i reaktorja dobro sledijo
izmerjenim hitrostim doz. Poleg absorbirane hitrosti doze v PTW IC smo izra£u-
nali tudi hitrosti absorbirane doze, kerme v zraku in kerme v vodi za obsevane Nurfet
detektorje. Izra£unane rezultate uporabimo kot pretvorbene faktorje, da iz meritev
s PTW IC lahko izra£unamo ºeleno koli£ino znotraj posameznega obsevanega Nurfet
detektorja (Slika X.15).
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Slika X.12: Polnitvena shema sredice reaktorja IJS TRIGA med obsevanjem Nurfet
detektorjev.
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Slika X.14: Izmerjena in izra£unana hitrost absorbirane doze z PTW IC (z od²tetim
ozadjem).
Slika X.13: Mo£ reaktorja med meritvami ter kumulativna doza in hitrost doze v
vodi izmerjena z PTW IC.
Slika X.15: Interpolirana hitrost absorbirane doze z uporabo meritev z PTW IC in
izra£unanih pretvorbenih faktorjev.
Na podlagi zgornjih meritev in ra£unske podpore smo izra£unali proste kali-
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bracijske parametre za detektorje z razli£nimi debelinami oksida in jih razdelili na
3 merilna obmo£ja (Tabela X.3).
Tabela X.3: Izra£unani kalibracijski parametri a [V] and b glede na meritve in
izra£une za razli£ne debeline oksidne plasti in merilna obmo£ja doze pri sobni tem-
peraturi in toku med ponorom in izvorom IDS = 50 µA. Podane so samo 1σ statis-
ti£ne negotovosti.
Tip Nizko [nekaj Gy] Srednje [0-20 kGy ] max [> 20 kGy] Obmo£je [kGy]
40 nm 0.008 mV/cGy a = 0, 0023± 4e− 6 a = 0, 0185± 0, 003 ≈ 400
b = 1 b = 0, 749± 0, 0001 b = 0, 53± 0, 032
65 nm 0.01 mV/cGy a = 0, 0061± 0, 00004 a = 0, 0839± 0, 002 ≈ 200
b = 1 b = 0, 699± 0, 0005 b = 0, 44± 0, 035
100 nm 0.01 mV/cGy a = 0, 0065± 0, 00003 a = 0, 1547± 0, 002 ≈ 200
b = 1 b = 0, 706± 0, 001 b = 0, 385± 0, 03
300 nm 0.1 mV/cGy a = 0, 0467± 0, 0002 a = 0, 322± 0, 05 ≈ 130
b = 1 b = 0, 61± 0, 0002 b = 0, 397± 0, 036
400 nm 0.1 mV/cGy a = 0, 0351± 0, 0005 a = 0, 5364± 0, 05 ≈ 100
b = 1 b = 0, 738± 0, 002 b = 0, 405± 0, 047
800 nm 0.2 mV/cGy - a = 0, 2664± 0, 07 ≈ 30
b = 1 - b = 0, 55± 0, 11
XI Validacija programskega paketa JSIR2S na fuz-
ijskih problemih
Najve£ potenciala za ekonomi£no izkori²£anje fuzije za proizvodnjo energije obeta
fuzija z magnetnim zadrºevanjem plazme. DD oz. DT plazmo zadrºujemo pri tem-
peraturi reda 1× 108K z polodialnimi in torodialnimi magneti v vakuumski posodi
v obliki torusa ki ji pravimo tokamak. V komercialnih napravah bodo magnetna
polja ustvarjali superprevodni elektromagneti, ki jih bo potrebno hladiti do kriogen-
skih temperatur blizu same vakuumske posode reaktorja.
Energije in intenzitete ºarkov γ ki nastajajo pri fuziji v glavnem poznamo, pojavl-
jajo pa se dodatni prispevki visoke intenzitete zaradi interakcij visoko energijskih
ionov ne£isto£ [190]. Njihova karakterizacija ²e vedno poteka in je izven obsega
pri£ujo£ega dela.
Zaradi visokih obratovalnih temperatur in visoke intenzitete sevalnega polja nevtronov
med obratovanjem reaktorja je nekatere, predvsem plazmi izpostavljene komponente
potrebno redno menjavati. Nevtroni tudi aktivirajo strukturne elemente kar pove£a
sevalno izpostavljenost osebja in na sevanje ob£utljivih elektronskih komponent tudi
po zaustavitvi reaktorja.
Trenutno najve£ji fuzijski reaktor v obratovanju je reaktor Joint European Torus
(JET) v Culham Center for Fusion Energy v Oxfordshire, ZK (Notranjost na Sliki
XI.1) ki je bil zgrajen leta 1980 in se konstantno posodablja. Radij torusa je 3m,
presek pa je v obliki £rke D, ki je visoka 4,2m in ²iroka 2,5m z volumnom plazme
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pribliºno 100m3. Glavni mehanizmi gretja plazme so z indukcijo, radio-frekven£nim
gretjem in vbrizgavanjem nevtralnih delcev.
Reaktor doseºe razmerje med spro²£eno energijo in energijo potrebno za obratovanje
Q = 0.67 in je testni center za bodo£e fuzijske reaktorje.
Slika XI.1: Notranjost tokamaka JET [12].
Trenutno se v kraju Saint-Paul-les_Durance na jugu Francije gradi tudi ve£ji fuz-
ijski reaktor ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) (shematsko
prikazan na Sliki XI.2) ki naj bi dosegel faktor Q = 10. Integrirani bodo napredni
sistemi kot so superprevodni magneti in oplodna obloga za produkcijo tritija.
Slika XI.2: Shematski prikaz reaktorja ITER [13] .
XI.1 Izra£un hitrosti doze po zaustaviti na reaktorju JET
V tem primeru obravnavamo 2 razli£na ra£unska modela 1
8
reaktorja JET: model 2
oktantov, ki nam ga je prijazno posredovala mednarodna JET skupnost(oktant 1:
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Slike XI.3.a in XI.4.a ter oktant 2: Slike XI.3.b in XI.4.b), skupaj s celotno obra-
tovalno zgodovino. Za izra£un polja zakasnelega sevanja s programskim paketom
JSIR2S smo modela obeh oktantov razdelili z enakomerno mreºno na 100×120×160
predelkov. Volumne posameznih predelkov oziroma celic v predelkih smo izra£unali
stohasti£no z natan£nostjo 1× 10−2 cm3.
Ionizacijska 
celica 1.0 m
0.0 m
0.5 m
(XI.3.a) MCNP model prvega oktanta toka-
maka JET.
Ionizacijska 
celica
1.0 m
0.0 m
0.5 m
(XI.3.b) MCNP model drugega oktanta
tokamaka JET.
Slika XI.3: MCNP modela obeh oktantov tokamaka JET z ozna£enimi ionizacijskimi
celicami ki odraºajo realno stanje eksperimenta.
(XI.4.a) 3D model prvega ok-
tanta tokamaka JET.
(XI.4.b) 3D model drugega oktanta tokamaka JET.
Slika XI.4: 3D model obeh oktantov tokamaka JET, kjer sta poziciji ionizacijskih
celic ozna£eni z rde£o piko. Slika iz [14].
Ker so ionizacijske celice od izvora nevtronov oddaljene ve£ kot 10m in je
med izvorom in detektorjem cela vrsta struktur smo se za pospe²itev transporta
nevtronov posluºili hibridne FW-CADIS [166] metode za redukcijo variance z pro-
gramom ADVANTG [41] na mreºi velikosti 103 × 170 × 309 in uporabo knjiºnic
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jedrskih podatkov 27n19g, ki so osnovane na knjiºnicah jedrskih podatkov ENDF/B-
VII.0 [88]. Zaradi omejitev programa ADVANTG smo za izra£une parametrov
redukcije variance smo uporabili poenostavljen izvor nevtronov popisan v obliki
obro£astih, volumskih obmo£ij z razli£no intenziteto [284], namesto rutine za plazem-
ski izvor nevtronov. Intenzitete in spektre nevtronskega fluksa v celotnem ra£unskem
modelu smo ra£unali v VITAMIN-J 175 energijskih grupah [282]. Za transport del-
cev smo uporabili namenske knjiºnice jedrskih podatkov FENDL 2.1 [285], ter JEFF
3.2 [286] za manjkajo£e izotope. Primerjava izra£unanega sevalnega polja z analog-
nim izra£unom in pospe²enim izra£unom z metodo redukcijo variance (obakrat za
transport uporabimo plazemski izvor nevtronov) je prikazana na Sliki XI.5. Razlika
med pristopoma je podana z R v Ena£bi I.31, kjer sta Vanalog in VFW−C vrednosti
analognega in pospe²enega izra£una z metodo za redukcijo variance FW-CADIS.
Ujemanje med metodologijama je znotraj 1σ statisti£ne negotovosti, medtem ko
sam izra£un z uporabo metode redukcije variance pospe²imo za faktor 1,6.
R =
VFW−C
Vanalog
− 1 (I.31)
(XI.5.a) Vrednosti relativne razlike. (XI.5.b) Relativne negotovosti razlike.
Slika XI.5: Relativna primerjava porazdelitve fluksa nevtronov med analognim
izra£unov in izra£unom z uporabo redukcije variance, kjer smo za izra£un parametrov
za redukcijo variance uporabili deterministi£ni izra£un in poenostavljen izvor
nevtronov: DD plazma, oktant 1 in 1× 109 simuliranih delcev.
Za izra£un sevanja zakasnelih ºarkov γ smo uporabili programski paket JSIR2S.
Spremembe izotopskega vektorja in posledi£no zakasnelih ºarkov smo izra£unali
na ≈ 2× 105 ra£unskih enotah z uporabo knjiºnic EAF-2010 [199], pri £emer smo
modelirali celotno obratovalno zgodovino reaktorja. Izra£unali smo hitrosti doze v
ionizacijskih celicah 6 h in 12 d po zaustavitvi reaktorja. Ra£unali smo biolo²ki dozni
ekvivalent H∗10 in kermo v zraku po standardu ICRP-74 [23]. Izvor sekundarnih
ºarkov γ smo vzor£ili glede na verjetnost za emisijo.
V Tabelah XI.1 in XI.2 je podana primerjava izra£unanih in izmerjenih hitrosti
doze, ter razmerje me izra£uni in meritvami (C/E). Za prvi oktant dobimo dobro
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(XI.6.a) Hitrost kerme v zraku za oktant 1
6 h po zaustavitvi reaktorja.
(XI.6.b) Hitrost kerme v zraku za oktant 2
6 h po zaustavitvi reaktorja.
Slika XI.6: Hitrost kerme v zraku v obeh modelih oktantov 6 h po zaustavitvi reak-
torja.
ujemanje, medtem ko ujemanje za drugi oktant slab²e. Profil hitrosti kerme v zraku
6 h po zaustaviti reaktorja je prikazan na Sliki XI.6.
Tabela XI.1: Primerjava izmerjene [21] in izra£unane hitrosti doze v ionizacijskih
celicah reaktorja JET, oktant 1 z 1σ negotovostmi.
as po
zaustavitvi
Izra£un
[µGy h−1]
Meritev
[µGy h−1]
C/E
6 h 8,19±0,44 10,3±0,42 0,79±0,075
12 days 2,63±0,04 2,63±0,10 1,00± 0,053
Tabela XI.2: Primerjava izmerjene [21] in izra£unane hitrosti doze v ionizacijskih
celicah reaktorja JET, oktant 2 z 1σ negotovostmi.
as po
zaustavitvi
Izra£un
[µGy h−1]
Meritev
[µGy h−1]
C/E
6 h 1,11±0,175 2,8±0,39 0,40±0,080
12 days 5,57× 10−2±2,41× 10−3 0,28±0,02 0,2025± 0,0231
V privatnih pogovorih z skupnostjo JET smo ugotovili da za drugi oktant tudi
rezultati drugih programov za izra£un sevalnega polja zakasnelih ºarkov γ tako po
metodologijah D1S in R2S odstopajo od izmerjenih vrednosti, in sicer zaradi nekon-
sistentnega modeliranja materialov. Poleg tega so bile izmerjene vrednosti hitrosti
doze na spodnji meji merilnega obmo£ja ionizacijske celice, kar utegne inducirate
nelinearen odziv. Trenutno JET skupnost odpravlja izpostavljene pomanjkljivosti v
ra£unskem modelu, pripravlja pa se tudi dodatna eksperimentalna kampanja.
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XI.2 Primerjava kod za izra£un polja zakanselih ºarkov gama
na ra£unskem modelu £epa servisnega kanala reaktorja
ITER
Programski paket JSIR2S smo uporabili tudi za izra£un hitrosti doze po obsevanju
na poenostavljenem ra£unskem modelu £epa servisnega kanala reaktorja ITER [15].
Poenostavljen model je sestavljen iz ve£ cilindri£nih kosov (Slika XI.7). Predvideno
je obsevanje z izotropnim izvorom nevtronov z energijo 14MeV po obsevalnem sce-
nariju SA2 ITER (Tabela XI.3). Ra£unali smo hitrost doze 1× 106 s po prenehanju
obsevanja.
10
100 210 325
15
30
10
200
100
96
15 30
60
90
120
Slika XI.7: Presek poenostavljenega ra£unskega modela £epa servisnega kanala reak-
torja ITER, ki ga sestavljajo cilinder in disk iz ºeleza (modra barva) in homogena
me²anica vode in ºeleza (rde£a barva). Izotropen izvor nevtronov z energijo 14MeV
je postavljen na zeleni disk, medtem ko hitrost doze po zaustavitvi ra£unamo v
vijoli£nem delu. Vse mere so v cm.
Za izra£un polja zakasnelih ºarkov γ s programskim paketom JSIR2S smo £ez
model napeli mreºo s predelkom velikosti 4 cm× 4 cm× 4,015 cm. da smo pospe²ili
konvergenco smo izvor nevtronov smo iz izotropnega napravili v usmerjenega in us-
trezno normirali.
Zaradi fizi£ne velikosti model smo za pospe²itev konvergence uporabili metodo re-
dukcije variance FW-CADIS [166] s programom ADVANTG [41] na neenakomerni
mreºi velikosti 280 × 280 × 60 predelkov, kjer smo re²evali transport determinis-
ti£ni nevtronov z uporabo knjiºnice presekov v 27 energijskih grupah nevtronov, ki
je osnovana ENDF/B VII.0 [237]. Nevtronski fluks smo izra£unali v VITAMIN-J
175 [282] energijski grupni strukturi. Za transport delcev smo uporabili knjiºnice
jedrskih podatkov FENDL 2.1 [285] za izra£un sprememb izotopskega vektorja pa
EAF2010 [199] knjiºnice jedrskih podatkov. Ra£unali smo biolo²ki dozni ekvivalent
po standardu [23]. Izvor sekundarnega sevanja smo izvedli tako z enakomernim (U)
kot verjetnostnim vzor£enjem (P). Za oba primera dobimo dobro ujemanje z ostalimi
programskimi paketi (Slika XI.8).
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Tabela XI.3: Tabela jakosti izvora nevtronov, £asov obsevanja in ponovitev po ob-
sevalnem scenariju SA2-ITER, razdeljena v tri zaporedne dele.
Jakost izvora [n/s] Trajanje Ponovitve
1,0714× 1017 2 a 1
8,25× 1017 10 a 1
0 0,667 a 1
1,6607× 1018 1,33 a 1
0 3920 s 17
2,0× 1019 400 s 17
0 3920 s 4
2,8× 1019 400 s 4
20 30 40 50 60
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Hitrost doze 106 s po obsevanju
CCFE
FDS
KIT
R2SUN ED
ATTILA
TRIPOLI
JSIR2S P
JSIR2S U
Zunanji radij celice za izraun hitrosti doze [cm]
Slika XI.8: Odvisnost hitrosti doze po prenehanju obsevanja, izra£unana z razli£nimi
R2S (CCFE, FDS, KIT, R2SUNED, TRIPOLI) in deterministi£nimi (ATTILA)
programskimi paketi od zunanjega radija celice, v kateri ra£unamo hitrost doze
[15, 16, 17]. Glede na tip vzor£enja sekundarnega sevanja so hitrosti doze izra£unane
z JSIR2S ozna£ene z 'P' za vzor£enje na podlagi verjetnosti in 'U' za enakomerno
vzor£enje z prilagajanjem uteºi. Intervali negotovosti predstavljajo samo statisti£no
negotovost zaradi transporta sekundarnega sevanja, brez ocene negotovosti zaradi
drugih prispevkov.
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XII Zaklju£ek
Za natan£ne prera£une absorbiranih doz v jedrskih reaktorjih moramo modelirati
sklopljen transport nevtronov, fotonov in elektronov, saj le tako ustrezno karakter-
iziramo procese deponiranja energije.
V delu predstavimo obseºno eksperimentalno in ra£unsko karakterizacijo reaktorja
IJS TRIGA in predstavimo programski paket za izra£une sevalnega polja zakasnel-
ega sevanja JSIR2S ter njegovo validacijo.
Kot osnova nam sluºi ra£unska karakterizacija sevalnega polja promptnega sevanja
na eksperimentalno validiranem ra£unskem modelu reaktorju IJS TRIGA v sredici
reaktorja. Glede na izbiro obsevalnega kanala v sredici reaktorja na polni mo£i je
razpon nevtronskega ekvivalenta hitrosti doze na siliciju 8,34× 103 do 1,15× 101Gy h−1,
hitrosti kerme nevtronov v zraku 1,81× 105 do 4,31× 103Gy h−1 in hitrost bi-
olo²kega doznega ekvivalenta za nevtrone po standardu ICRP-74 od 5,72× 106
do 2,32× 104 Sv h−1. Hitrosti kerme v zraku za promptne ºarke γ v obsevalnih
kanalih v sredici pri polni mo£i reaktorja segajo od 2,91× 105 do 2,64× 103Gy h−1
in hitrost biolo²kega doznega ekvivalenta po standardu ICRP-21 od 3,25× 105 do
2,92× 103 Sv h−1.
Za prera£une sevalnega polja zunaj biolo²kega ²£ita reaktorja smo razvili proceduro,
s pomo£jo katere prevedemo izvor iz sistema kriti£nosti v fiksen izvor, ki ga lahko
uporabimo v programu ADVANTG za generiranje parametrov redukcije variance.
Popis s fiksnim izvorom kaºe dobro ujemanje z izvorom kriti£nega sistema. Za vali-
dacijo smo izvedli tudi meritve reakcijskih hitrosti in polja hitrosti doze. Za nevtrone
dobimo C/E ujemanje ≈ 1,7, medtem ko je ujemanje znotraj velikostnega reda. Ta
odstopanja lahko pripi²emo negotovostim v strukturah modela izven sredice reak-
torja in materialni sestavi, pri izra£unih polja ºarkov γ pa sploh nismo upo²tevali
prispevka zakasnelih.
Za eksperimentalno dolo£anje deleºa prispevka zakasnelega sevanja ºarkov γ smo
razvili preprost postopek za lo£evanje med promptnim in zakasnelim prispevkom z
sinhronim od£itavanjem detektorjev nevtronov in ºarkov γ. Meritve na reaktorju
IJS TRIGA kaºejo, da mo£ reaktorja nima vpliva na deleº zakasnelih ºarkov γ,
izkaºe pa se da deleº pada iz 30% v sredini sredice na 22,5% na periferiji.
Za validacijo programskega paketa JSIR2S smo modelirali zgoraj omenjene eksper-
imente, pri £emer smo upo²tevali obratovalno zgodovino reaktorja, sklopljen trans-
port nevtronov, fotonov in elektronov. Izra£unane hitrosti doze se z meritvami z
absolutno kalibrirano ionizacijsko celico med obratovanjem reaktorja ujemajo zno-
traj negotovosti, medtem ko je ujemanje nekoliko slab²e po zaustavitvi reaktorja.
Izra£unan prispevek zakasnelega sevanja k izmerjenemu signalu kaºe dobro ujemanje
z meritvami. Izra£unan prispevek izvora zakasnelih elektronov k absorbirani dozi je
reda 1%.
Poleg tega smo v posebni eksperimentalni kampanji izvedli meritve polja ºarkov γ
z kalibriranimi termo-luminiscen£nimi dozimetri (TLD-ji) med obratovanjem in po
zaustavitvi reaktorja. Primerjava z eksperimentalno dolo£enimi deleºi zakasnelih
ºarkov γ in izra£uni hitrosti doze po zaustavitvi z JSIR2S kaºejo dobro ujemanje z
meritvami.
Validirani programski paket JSIR2S smo uporabili za ra£unsko podporo obsevanjem
polprevodni²kih Nurfet detektorjev oz. njihovi kalibraciji v reaktorju IJS TRIGA
po njegovi zaustavitvi. Med eksperimentom smo izvedli tudi referen£ne meritve z
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kalibrirano ionizacijsko celici. Modelirali smo poenostavljeno zgodovino obratovanja.
Kljub temu dobimo relativno dobro ujemanje med izra£unano in izmerjeno hitrostjo
doze v celici. Poleg tega smo izra£unali hitrost absorbirane doze ter kerme v zraku
in vodi. Na podlagi teh izra£unov lahko iz izmerjenega signala preko izra£unanih
pretvorbenih faktorjev izra£unamo potek zgoraj na²tetih koli£in v Nurfet detektor-
jih.
Ker je bila metodologija R2S prvotno razvita za potrebe izra£una hitrosti doze po
zaustavitvi fuzijskih reaktorjev, smo programski paket JSIR2S uporabili za izra£un
hitrosti doze po prenehanju obsevanja na poenostavljenem ra£unskem modelu £epa
servisnega kanala fuzijskega reaktorja ITER in modelih reaktorja JET. V obeh
primerih smo za transport nevtronov uporabljali hibridne metode za redukcijo vari-
ance s programom ADVANTG.
Model reaktorja JET sestavljata dva modela enega oktanta reaktorja. Z ionizaci-
jskimi celicami so bile izvedene so bile meritve hitrosti doze po zaustavitvi. Z
programskim paketom JSIR2S dobimo dobro ujemanje za oktant 1 (|C/E| > 0.8),
medtem ko je ujemanje slab²e za oktant 2. Glede na privatne komunikacije z ostal-
imi udeleºenci smo identificirali pomanjkljivosti v materialni sestavi modela oktanta
2, poleg tega pa so bile tam meritve izvedene na spodnjem delu merilnega obmo£ja,
kar lahko vodi v nelinearen odziv detektorja.
Izra£une hitrosti doze po zaustavitvi smo izvedli tudi na poenostavljenem ra£unskem
modelu £epa servisnega kanala reaktorja ITER, kjer smo sledili referen£nemu obse-
valnemu scenariju. Testirali smo tudi oba na£ina vzor£enja sekundarnega sevanja in
dobili dobro ujemanje izra£unane hitrosti doze z podobnimi programi.
V tem delu smo predstavili karakterizacijo sevalnega polja v jedrskih reaktorjih, s
poudarkom na polju ºarkov γ, dozi in prispevku zakasnelega sevanja, ki ga lahko
modeliramo z programskih paketom JSIR2S. Poleg same karakterizacije polja v ob-
sevalnih kanalih pa lahko v bodo£e njegovo uporabo raz²irimo ²e na karakterizacijo
polja erenkovega sevanja in moºnosti za prostorsko dolo£anje mo£i reaktorja, za
modeliranje odzivov samo-napajalnih detektorjev nevtronov (SPND) in prostorsko
kvalifikacijo radioaktivnosti pri razgradnji jedrskih objektov.
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A Determination of nucleus size
The size of nuclei was determined by bombarding compounds with high energy
≈1GeV electrons and measuring angular distribution of scattered electrons. Fol-
lowing the derivation by [71], the probability distribution can be calculated as:
F (ki,kf ) =
∫︂
ψ∗fV (r)ψidv
F (q) =
∫︂
eiq·rV (r)dv
(II.1)
where ki and kf are the initial and final electron wave-vectors, ψi and ψf are the
initial and final electron wave-functions, q is the electron momentum change and
V (r) the nuclear potential, which depends on nuclear charge density Zeρe (r′), where
r′ is a point in nuclear volume. One can rewrite the potential differential as:
dV =− e · dQ
4πϵ0|r − r′|
=− Ze
2ρe(r
′)dv′
4πϵ0|r − r′|
(II.2)
Integration over all contributions yields V (r), which we can insert into Equation
II.1 we obtain:
F (q) =
∫︂
eiq·r
′
ρe (r
′) dv′ (II.3)
F (q) =
4π
q
∫︂
sin (qr′) ρe (r′) r′dr′ (II.4)
where ρe(r) was assumed to depend on magnitude and properly normalized. The
F (q) is called a form factor, and the ρe can be calculated.
B Nuclear shell model
To describe nucleon arrangement inside a nucleus, the shell model is used, validity
of which is suggested by the measurements of single and double nucleon separation
energies, displayed in Figure B.1 as tabulated by [294].
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Figure B.1: Single and double proton and neutron separation energy with respect
to neutron and atomic number. Alternating separation energies for single particle
separation suggest sub-shell filling, while jumps in double particle separation energies
at atomic numbers 8, 20, 28, 50 and 82 suggest the shell model arrangement.
This data suggest a reasonable binding potential must be selected in order to
accurately describe the deviations in binding energy at the so called magic numbers.
Following the derivation by [71] a more realistic shell-model potential is selected
instead of a simple well potential:
V (r) =
−V0
1 + exp [1 + exp (r −R0) /a] (II.5)
where a is the so called skin thickness and is ≈0.524 fm and V0 the potential depths
of the order of 50MeV. This potential yields good magic numbers up to 20 while
deviating from measurements at higher numbers.
In classical mechanics one can calculate the angular momentum of a particle moving
with linear momentum p at location r defined as:
l = rp (II.6)
Using the quantum mechanical approach, we can first evaluate the angular momen-
tum magnitude l2, for which we have to find a proper operator:
px = −iℏ ∂
∂x
py = −iℏ ∂
∂y
pz = −iℏ ∂
∂z
lx = ypz − zpy
ly = zpx − xpz
lz = xpy − ypx⟨︁
l2
⟩︁
=
⟨︁
l2x + l
2
y + l
2
z
⟩︁
(II.7)
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In central potential of type R(r)Yl,m (θϕ) this yields the expected value:⟨︁
l2
⟩︁
= ℏ2l (l + 1) (II.8)
Due to uncertainty nature of quantum mechanics, on can determine only one com-
ponent of angular momentum, which yields:
⟨lz⟩ = ℏml (II.9)
where ml = 0,±1,±2, ...,±l. Notice that magnitude of the expected projected
value is always smaller than the total momentum magnitude. This is again due to
fundamental quantum mechanical uncertainty.
Similarly to angular momentum, one can define spin:⟨︁
s2
⟩︁
= ℏ2s (s+ 1)
⟨sz⟩ = ℏms
(II.10)
where ms = ±12 . Combining angular momentum l and spin s yields total angular
momentum:
j = l + s⟨︁
j2
⟩︁
= ℏ2j (j + 1)
⟨jz⟩ = ⟨lz + sz⟩ = ℏmj
(II.11)
where mj is half the integer, since ml is integer:
mj = ml +ms = ml ± 1
2
(II.12)
Although a nucleus is a compound of several nucleons, it can be represented as a
while by a total angular momentum I, which has similar properties. If one exposes
a nucleus to a strong magnetic field, the Zeeman effect, splitting the state I into
2I + 1 sub-states. If the magnetic field were really strong, individual nucleon an-
gular moments j would be split accordingly. Unfortunately magnetic fields of such
magnitude do not exist.
While individual nucleon j must be half integer, therefore odd A nuclei have total
angular momentum values of half-integer, while even A nuclei have integer I values.
Parity operator causes reflection of all of the coordinates trough the origin. In spher-
ical coordinates r → −r, θ → π − θ, ϕ→ ϕ+ π. If the system is left unchanged by
the parity operation, it can be assigned an even parity. If not, it can be assigned an
odd parity. This is usually denoted along with nuclear spin as a superscript.
A distribution of electric charges and currents produces electric and magnetic fields.
Their polarity can be determined by their radial dependence. The electromagnetic
multipole moment has a parity, determined by the behaviour of multipole opera-
tor when r → −r. The parity of electric moments is (−1)L and (−1)L+1, where
L = 0 for monopole, L = 1 for dipole, L = 2 for quadrupole, and so on (magnetic
monopoles either do not exist or have not yet been discovered). Expected moment
value is computes as
∫︁
ψ∗ξψ, where ξ is the appropriate electromagnetic operator.
Since ψ appears twice in the integral, the parity is not important. If however the
operator itself has odd parity, the integrand is an odd function of the coordinates,
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and must vanish identically. Therefore all odd parity multipole moments must van-
ish.
Electric monopole is the first such state, with the magnetic dipole moment being
next. If we imagine a classical circular loop carrying current I = v · e over a area A,
the magnetic moment magnitude is µ |= IA . If one rewrites the current in terms of
electron period to traverse the loop, we obtain:
|µ| = e
2πr/v
πr2 =
evr
2
=
e
2m
|l| (II.13)
where |l| = mvr. To obtain the greatest component of quantum-mechanical mo-
mentum, one has to replace l with the expected value, relative to the axis with
maximum projection, which is mlℏ, with ml = +l, yielding:
µ =
eℏ
2m
l (II.14)
where e · ℏ/2m is called magnetron, and for nucleus µN =3.1525× 10−8 eVT−1. We
can rewrite the Equation II.14 to a more useful form, and divide it into angular and
spin contributions, assigning gl and gs angular and spin factors associated with the
nucleon. For proton angular momentum gl = 1, while being zero for neutron. For
the spin magnetic moments gs ≈ 5.5856 for protons and gs ≈ −3.8260 for neutrons.
Analogue to the atomic physics, spin-orbit interactions due to interactions of nucleon
magnetic moment with magnetic field due to its motion about the nucleus. The
interaction is written as:
Vs,o = Vs,o,0(r)l · s (II.15)
The l · s term causes the reordering of levels. A single nucleus has a spin s = 1
2
and the total angular momentum j = l+ s, where possible values are j = l+ 1
2
and
j = l − 1
2
, except for j = 0, where only j = 1
2
is allowed. If we evaluate j2:
j2 = (l + s)2
j2 = l2 + 2 · l · s+ s2
l · s = 1
2
(j2 − l2 − s2)
⟨l · s⟩ = 1
2
[j (j + 1)− l (l + 1)− s (s+ 1)] ℏ2
(II.16)
For any pair of states with l > 0 one can compute the energy difference:
⟨l · s⟩j=l+ 1
2
− ⟨l · s⟩j=l− 1
2
=
1
2
(2l + 1) ℏ2 (II.17)
This splitting increases with increasing l, and gives observed magic numbers above
20: 28, 50, 82 and predicts a new one at 182 which has not yet been observed. This
was another confirmation of the validity of the nuclear shell model.
Shell model also gives reasonable agreement with observations on magnetic dipole
moments:
µ = µN (gllz + gssz) /ℏ (II.18)
where jz = jℏ. One can rewrite the expression using j = l + s term as:
µ = µN [gljz + (gs − gl) sz] /ℏ (II.19)
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and jz expected value of j · ℏ, resulting in:
⟨µ⟩ = µN [glj + (gs − gl) ⟨sz⟩] /ℏ (II.20)
The expected value of ⟨sz⟩ can be computed, by recalling that l and s are only
meaningful in their relation to j, therefore the only surviving part will be the com-
ponent of s along j, giving the vector sj =
j|s·j|
|j|2 . The expected value of ⟨sz⟩ can be
computed:
⟨sz⟩ = j
2j (j + 1)
[j (j + 1)− l (l + 1) + s (s+ 1)] ℏ (II.21)
where s = s (l + s) is computed from Equation II.16 and inserted into Equation
II.20. The corresponding moments are:
j = l +
1
2
⟨µ⟩ =
[︃
gl
(︃
j − 1
2
)︃
+
1
2
gs
]︃
µN (II.22)
j = l − 1
2
⟨µ⟩ =
[︄
gl
j
(︁
j + 3
2
)︁
(j + 1)
− 1
2
1
j + 1
gs
]︄
µN (II.23)
C Alpha decay derivation
The Geiger-Nutal rule was experimentally derived rule connecting the alpha decay
time τ (or decay constant λ = 1/τ) with α particle energy. It is described by:
log10λ = −a · Z√
Eα
+ b (II.24)
where a and b are obtained experimentally. The rule is most pronounced in isotopes
with even numbers of neutrons and protons (even-even) (Figure C.1). The rule is less
pronounced for even-odd and odd-odd isotopes, although a trend is still observable.
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Figure C.1: Graph of isotope half lives vs. decay Q value for even-even isotopes
with A > 202, obtained from [18].
VC(r) =
1
4πϵ0
z · Z ′e2
r
(II.25)
Although classically the transition over the potential barrier is not possible, the par-
ticle can tunnel trough it (Figure C.2). The higher the difference between potential
and the Q, the lower the probability for disintegration and consequently the longer
the decay time τ . The potential height the particle has to overcome is the total
potential at a, and the radius b at which the α particle leaves the nucleus can be
calculated as:
b =
1
4πϵ0
zZ ′e2
Q
(II.26)
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Figure C.2: Potential schematic of a daughter nucleus acting on the α particle, with
nuclear potential approximated as a potential well and Coulomb repulsive potential.
Since the barrier potential is higher than the available energy, one can take the
result from a potential barrier step, and integrate it over potential shape, following
the derivation by [71]:
dP = exp
(︄
−2dr
√︃
2m
ℏ2
[V (r)−Q]
)︄
G =
√︃
2m
ℏ2
∫︂ b
a
[V (r)−Q]1/2 dr
P = e−2G
(II.27)
The G is also known as the Gamow factor, and the Equation II.27 can be evaluated
as:
G =
√︃
2m
ℏ2Q
zZ ′e2
4πϵ0
[︂
arccos
√
x−
√︁
x (1− x)
]︂
(II.28)
where x = Q/VC(a) = a/b. When x ≪ 1, which is the case for most decays. The
decay constant can be calculated using Equation II.29, where f if the frequency at
which the α particle presents itself at the boundary and P the tunneling probability.
f can be estimated from v/a where v is the α particle velocity inside the nuclear
potential, and typical values are of the order 5× 1021Hz for a well depth of 35MeV
and Q =5MeV.
λ = f · P (II.29)
Using this approximation, and approximating part of the equation II.27 in brackets
by π/2− 2x1/2, one can estimate the decay time:
τ 1
2
= ln(2)
a
c
√︄
mc2
2 (V0 +Q)
exp
[︄
2
√︄
2mc2
(ℏc)2Q
zZ ′e2
4πϵ0
(︄
π
2
− 2
√︄
Q
VC(a)
)︄]︄
(II.30)
Comparison of measured and calculated decay times using the Gamow factor for
Th isotopes is presented in Table C.1, which generally shows agreement within 2
orders of magnitude in the range of 20 orders of magnitude. In this procedure we
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Table C.1: Table of measured [24] and calculated half lives of Th isotopes using the
Gamow factor.
τ1/2 [s]
A Q [MeV] Measured Calculated
220 8.95 1× 10−5 3.3× 10−7
222 8.13 2.8× 10−3 6.3× 10−5
224 7.29 1.04 3.3× 10−2
226 6.45 1854 6.0× 101
228 5.52 6.0× 107 2.4× 106
230 4.77 2.5× 1012 1.0× 1011
232 4.08 4.4× 1017 2.6× 1016
neglected the initial and final nuclear wave function, angular momentum carried by
the α particle and several and an assumption of a spherically symmetrical potential
and nuclear radius. In reality the process is usually performed in reverse: the mean
nuclear radius if determined from the α particle energy measurements [295].
Instead of an α particle, heavier nuclei can also be emitted, which is the case of
223Ra decay by 14C emission. However the emission probability is 1× 10−9 that of
an α emission, and has only recently been discovered. The calculations using Gamow
factor yield 1× 10−3 emission probability compared to the α particle, which means
that the formation of 14C inside the nuclear potential is 1× 106 times less likely. In
proton rich nuclei emission of proton can occur. The potential barrier is only 1
2
that
of an α decay, but the disintegration energies are generally negative. One such case
is decay of 151Lu→150 Y b+ p.
During transition from initial and final state, the α particle can carry away momen-
tum between Ii + If and |Ii − If |, and the 4He particle spin is 0. The α particle
angular momentum is therefore purely orbital in nature and the α particle wave
function can be represented by Yl,m and the parity change associated with the alpha
emission is (−1)lα . If the centrifugal potential l (l + 1) ℏ2/2mr2 is included which
increases the barrier energy and deforms the nucleus. Since not centrifugal force
acts at the nucleus poles, the emission in that direction is more likely to occur.
D Beta decay spectrum
The transition rate is calculated using Equation II.31, where the matrix element Vf,i
is the integral of the interaction between the initial and final state of the system and
ρ (Ef ) density of final states.
λ =
2π
ℏ
|Vf,i| ρ (Ef )
Vf,i =
∫︂
ψ∗fV ψidv
(II.31)
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After some derivation, one obtains the spectrum shape:
N(p) =
C
c2
p2
[︂
Q−
√︁
p2c2 +m2ec
4 +mec
2
]︂2
(II.32)
Where C is the normalization factor. The energy spectrum can be obtained by
substitution of c2pdp = (Te +mec2) dTe:
N (Te) =
C
c5
(︁
T 2e + 2Temec
2
)︁1/2
(Q− Te)2
(︁
Te +mec
2
)︁
(II.33)
This is only the initial approximation of the spectrum. In addition to statistical
factor for final state density ρ (E), additional corrections are applied:
 Fermi function F (Z ′, p), which takes into account Coulomb repulsion of elec-
tron/positron.
 Nuclear matrix element |Mf,i|2, accounting for the state of initial and final nu-
clear states, including additional electron/positron and neutrino/antineutrino
momentum dependence S (p, q) from forbidden terms.
This yields a complete spectrum:
N (p) ∝ p2 (Q− Te)F (Z ′, p) |Mn|2 S (p, q) (II.34)
Angular momentum wise, the electron/positron and neutrino/antineutrino are treated
as generated in the nucleus center, therefore unable to carry any orbital angular mo-
mentum. The spin or resulting particles however is 1
2
, which can be parallel (S = 1),
also called the Gamow-Teller decay or anti-parallel (S = 0), also called the Fermi
decay. The Gamow-Teller decay the resulting particles carry out angular momentum
of 1 unit and If and Ii must be coupled trough a unit vector:
Ii = If + 1 (II.35)
This is possible only if ∆I = 0 or 1, except if Ii = 0 and If = 0, which is Fermi
transition. We obtain the following rule of allowed transitions with β decay:
∆I = 0, 1 ∆π = 0 (II.36)
where ∆π is the parity change, which should not occur. One example, where both
are allowed is neutron decay N → p. In this case ∆I = 0.
Although we previously stated some rules about angular momentum and parity
changes, there are decay, where parity is changes and ∆I = 0, 1, 2, which we call
first-forbidden decay. One such example is:
17N →17 O
(︃
1
2
−
→ 5
2
+
)︃
(II.37)
Higher forbidden decay are also possible with their own distinct rules, which will
not be discussed in detail.
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E Continued derivation of gamma decay constant
We continue the derivation from Section 2.3.3 following [71] by dividing Equation
2.24 with the average emitted photon energy ℏω, obtaining the decay constant:
λ (σL) =
P (σL)
ℏω
=
2 (L+ 1)
ϵ0ℏL [(2L+ 1)!!]2
(︂ω
c
)︂2L+1
[mfi (σL)]
2 (II.38)
To further evaluate the decay properties, one must evaluate the transition matrix
element and the initial and final state wave functions. One can simplify it by as-
suming that the decay occurs due to a single proton transition. For the electric
transition, the multipole operator includes a term of the form erLYLM (θ, ϕ), which
reduces to ez for L = 1 (dipole) and to e (3z2 − r2) for L = 2. If the radial part of
the initial and final nucleus are considered to be constant up to a nuclear radius R
and zero outside, the normalized transition probability can be evaluated as:∫︁ R
0
r2rLdr∫︁ R
0
r2dr
=
3
L+ 3
RL (II.39)
where r2 comes from the volume element. The angular integrals are treated as
unity. Inserting this result into Equation II.38 results in a reasonable assumption of
a transition probability:
λel (L) ≈ 8π (L+ 1)
L [(2L+ 1)!!]2
e2
4πϵ0ℏc
(︃
E
ℏc
)︃2L+1(︃
3
L+ 3
)︃2
cR2L (II.40)
For magnetic transition the radial integral includes the rL−1 which yields the fol-
lowing factor: ∫︁ R
0
r2rL−1∫︁ R
0
r2dr
=
3
L+ 2
RL−1 (II.41)
The magnetic operator includes also a factor depending on the magnetic moment of
a proton µp. The magnetic transition probability becomes:
λmag (L) ≈ 8π (L+ 1)
L [(2L+ 1)!!]2
(︃
µp − 1
L+ 1
)︃2(︃ ℏ
mpc
)︃(︃
e2
4πϵ0ℏc
)︃
×
(︃
E
ℏc
)︃2L+1(︃
3
L+ 2
)︃2
cR2L−2
(II.42)
These estimates are know as the Weisskopf estimates, which serve as estimates using
the single nucleon interaction approximation. If the measured transition rates are
orders of magnitude smaller compared to estimates, then a reasonable assumption
can be made that more than one nucleon contributes to the transition. The multipole
operator of order L includes the factor YL,M (θ, ϕ) which is associated with angular
momentum L. A multipole of order L transfers angular momentum Lℏ per photon.
If we consider a transition from an initial excited state of angular momentum Ii and
parity πi to a final state If and πf and we assume Ii ̸= If . In vector terms we must
have a conservation of angular momentum:
Ii = L+ If (II.43)
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The possible values range |Ii − If | ≤ L ≤ Ii + If .
In some cases instead of a high energy photon being emitted from the atom, it
interacts with an atomic electron which is then ejected from the atom. In comparison
to β decay, the electron is not created, thus the electron emission spectra depends
on its chemical environment. This is however not a two-step process where a photon
would first be emitted and then knock an electron out of the atomic shell, analogous
to the photoelectric effect, probability for which would be negligible. This process
is also the reason for discrete peaks in e− emission spectra, compared to a pure,
continuous β− spectra.
F Thompson scattering
Let us consider a linearly polarized, monochromatic plane wave:
E = eE0e
i(k·r−ω·t) (II.44)
which induces a force on a free charge:
f = q · E = m · r¨ (II.45)
where e is the polarization vector, E0 the field peak amplitude, k the wave vector,
f electric force, m the electron mass and r the position vector. The time averaged
power radiated per unit solid angle by charge acceleration is known as the Larmour
equation [296], derived from classical electrodynamics [297]:
dP
dΩ
=
q2
⟨︁
r¨2
⟩︁
16π2ϵ0c3
sin2θ (II.46)
where
⟨︁
r¨2
⟩︁
denotes the average squared particle acceleration, and can be rewritten
as: ⟨︁
r¨2
⟩︁
=
q2
m2
⟨︁
E2
⟩︁
=
q2E20
2m2
(II.47)
The scattered power per unit solid angle becomes:
dP
dΩ
=
(︃
q2
4πϵ0mc2
)︃2
ϵ0cE
2
0
2
· sin2θ (II.48)
The incident Poynting flux of incident wave is
⟨u⟩ = ϵ0cE
2
0
2
(II.49)
and one can define the cross section as:
σ =
re-radiated power
⟨u⟩ =
dP/dΩ
⟨u⟩ =
(︃
q2
4πϵ0mc2
)︃
· sin2θ (II.50)
where θ is the angle between the acceleration of the particle and the outgoing radia-
tion: cosθ = e ·n, where n is the vector of the outgoing radiation. If one considered
a randomly polarized radiation field, and sets up a coordinate system in terms of e,
e× kˆ and kˆ:
n = sinϕ · cosψ · e+ sinϕ · sinψ · e× kˆ+ cosϕ · kˆ (II.51)
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and
cosθ = e · n = cosψsinϕ (II.52)
sin2θ = 1− cos2ψsin2ϕ (II.53)
where ψ is the angle between polarization vector in the plane, perpendicular to k
and ϕ the angle between incident and scattered radiation. Averaging over all ψ one
can obtain:
sin2θ = 1− cos2ψ · sin2ϕ = 1 + cos
2ϕ
2
(II.54)
Inserting the average angle ϕ one obtains the angular cross section:(︃
dσ
dΩ
)︃
=
(︃
q2
4πϵ0mc2
)︃2(︃
1 + cos2ϕ
2
)︃
= r2e
(︃
1 + cos2ϕ
2
)︃
(II.55)
G Watt fission spectra parameters
The Watt fission neutron energy spectrum approximation is given by Equation II.56
dP
dE
= Ce−E/a · sinh
(︂√
b · E
)︂
(II.56)
where C is the normalization parameter and a and b are the Watt fission spectrum
shape parameters, which depend on fissionable target nucleus and incident neutron
energy.
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Table G.1: Parameters of neutron energy distribution from spontaneous fission for
various isotopes using the Watt approximation from ENDF/B V [4] nuclear data
library.
Isotope a [MeV] b [MeV−1]
232Th 0.8 4
232U 0.892204 3.72278
233U 0.854803 4.0321
234U 0.771241 4.92449
235U 0.774716 4.85231
236U 0.735166 5.35746
238U 0.648318 6.81057
237Np 0.833438 4.24147
238Pu 0.847833 4.16933
239Pu 0.885247 3.80269
240Pu 0.79493 4.68927
241Pu 0.842472 4.1515
242Pu 0.81915 4.36668
241Am 0.93302 3.46195
242Cm 0.887353 3.89176
244Cm 0.902523 3.72033
249Bk 0.891281 3.79405
252Cf 1.18 1.03419
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Table G.2: Parameters of neutron energy distribution from neutron induced fis-
sion using the Watt approximation, for various fissile isotopes and incident neutron
energies En from ENDF/B V [4] nuclear data library.
Isotope En a [MeV] b [MeV−1]
232Th 0.025 eV 1.088 1.6871
232Th 1MeV 1.1096 1.6316
232Th 14MeV 1.1700 1.4610
233U 0.025 eV 0.977 2.546
233U 1MeV 0.997 2.546
233U 14MeV 1.0036 2.6377
235U 0.025 eV 0.988 2.249
235U 1MeV 0.988 2.249
235U 14MeV 1.028 2.084
238U 0.025 eV 0.88111 3.4005
238U 1MeV 0.89506 3.2953
238U 14MeV 0.96534 2.8330
239Pu 0.025 eV 0.966 2.842
239Pu 1MeV 0.966 2.842
239Pu 14MeV 1.955 2.383
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H Energy group structures
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H.1 SAND-II neutron energy group structure
SAND-II neutron energy group structure was developed for precise calculations of
fission reactor neutron spectrum from INNA measurements [241]. Energy spacing
is based 45 equal lethargy bins per decade and extends from energies corresponding
to cryogenic temperatures (1× 10−4 eV ≈ 1K) up to 20MeV.
Table H.1: SAND-II neutron energy group structure. Energy ascending with group
number. Upper energy limits are given.
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
1 1.0500E-04 215 6.3000E+00 428 3.4000E+05
2 1.1000E-04 216 6.6000E+00 429 3.6000E+05
3 1.1500E-04 217 6.9000E+00 430 3.8000E+05
4 1.2000E-04 218 7.2000E+00 431 4.0000E+05
5 1.2750E-04 219 7.6000E+00 432 4.2500E+05
6 1.3500E-04 220 8.0000E+00 433 4.5000E+05
7 1.4250E-04 221 8.4000E+00 434 4.7500E+05
8 1.5000E-04 222 8.8000E+00 435 5.0000E+05
9 1.6000E-04 223 9.2000E+00 436 5.2500E+05
10 1.7000E-04 224 9.6000E+00 437 5.5000E+05
11 1.8000E-04 225 1.0000E+01 438 5.7500E+05
12 1.9000E-04 226 1.0500E+01 439 6.0000E+05
13 2.0000E-04 227 1.1000E+01 440 6.3000E+05
14 2.1000E-04 228 1.1500E+01 441 6.6000E+05
15 2.2000E-04 229 1.2000E+01 442 6.9000E+05
16 2.3000E-04 230 1.2750E+01 443 7.2000E+05
17 2.4000E-04 231 1.3500E+01 444 7.6000E+05
18 2.5500E-04 232 1.4250E+01 445 8.0000E+05
19 2.7000E-04 233 1.5000E+01 446 8.4000E+05
20 2.8000E-04 234 1.6000E+01 447 8.8000E+05
21 3.0000E-04 235 1.7000E+01 448 9.2000E+05
22 3.2000E-04 236 1.8000E+01 449 9.6000E+05
23 3.4000E-04 237 1.9000E+01 450 1.0000E+06
Continued on next page
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Table H.1  continued from previous page
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
24 3.6000E-04 238 2.0000E+01 451 1.1000E+06
25 3.8000E-04 239 2.1000E+01 452 1.2000E+06
26 4.0000E-04 240 2.2000E+01 453 1.3000E+06
27 4.2500E-04 241 2.3000E+01 454 1.4000E+06
28 4.5000E-04 242 2.4000E+01 455 1.5000E+06
29 4.7500E-04 243 2.5500E+01 456 1.6000E+06
30 5.0000E-04 244 2.7000E+01 457 1.7000E+06
31 5.2500E-04 245 2.8000E+01 458 1.8000E+06
32 5.5000E-04 246 3.0000E+01 459 1.9000E+06
33 5.7500E-04 247 3.2000E+01 460 2.0000E+06
34 6.0000E-04 248 3.4000E+01 461 2.1000E+06
35 6.3000E-04 249 3.6000E+01 462 2.2000E+06
36 6.6000E-04 250 3.8000E+01 463 2.3000E+06
37 6.9000E-04 251 4.0000E+01 464 2.4000E+06
38 7.2000E-04 252 4.2500E+01 465 2.5000E+06
39 7.6000E-04 253 4.5000E+01 466 2.6000E+06
40 8.0000E-04 254 4.7500E+01 467 2.7000E+06
41 8.4000E-04 255 5.0000E+01 468 2.8000E+06
42 8.8000E-04 256 5.2500E+01 469 2.9000E+06
43 9.2000E-04 257 5.5000E+01 470 3.0000E+06
44 9.6000E-04 258 5.7500E+01 471 3.1000E+06
45 1.0000E-03 259 6.0000E+01 472 3.2000E+06
46 1.0500E-03 260 6.3000E+01 473 3.3000E+06
47 1.1000E-03 261 6.6000E+01 474 3.4000E+06
48 1.1500E-03 262 6.9000E+01 475 3.5000E+06
49 1.2000E-03 263 7.2000E+01 476 3.6000E+06
50 1.2750E-03 264 7.6000E+01 477 3.7000E+06
51 1.3500E-03 265 8.0000E+01 478 3.8000E+06
52 1.4250E-03 266 8.4000E+01 479 3.9000E+06
Continued on next page
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53 1.5000E-03 267 8.8000E+01 480 4.0000E+06
54 1.6000E-03 268 9.2000E+01 481 4.1000E+06
55 1.7000E-03 269 9.6000E+01 482 4.2000E+06
56 1.8000E-03 270 1.0000E+02 483 4.3000E+06
57 1.9000E-03 271 1.0500E+02 484 4.4000E+06
58 2.0000E-03 272 1.1000E+02 485 4.5000E+06
59 2.1000E-03 273 1.1500E+02 486 4.6000E+06
60 2.2000E-03 274 1.2000E+02 487 4.7000E+06
61 2.3000E-03 275 1.2750E+02 488 4.8000E+06
62 2.4000E-03 276 1.3500E+02 489 4.9000E+06
63 2.5500E-03 277 1.4250E+02 490 5.0000E+06
64 2.7000E-03 278 1.5000E+02 491 5.1000E+06
65 2.8000E-03 279 1.6000E+02 492 5.2000E+06
66 3.0000E-03 280 1.7000E+02 493 5.3000E+06
67 3.2000E-03 281 1.8000E+02 494 5.4000E+06
68 3.4000E-03 282 1.9000E+02 495 5.5000E+06
69 3.6000E-03 283 2.0000E+02 496 5.6000E+06
70 3.8000E-03 284 2.1000E+02 497 5.7000E+06
71 4.0000E-03 285 2.2000E+02 498 5.8000E+06
72 4.2500E-03 286 2.3000E+02 499 5.9000E+06
73 4.5000E-03 287 2.4000E+02 500 6.0000E+06
74 4.7500E-03 288 2.5500E+02 501 6.1000E+06
75 5.0000E-03 289 2.7000E+02 502 6.2000E+06
76 5.2500E-03 290 2.8000E+02 503 6.3000E+06
77 5.5000E-03 291 3.0000E+02 504 6.4000E+06
78 5.7500E-03 292 3.2000E+02 505 6.5000E+06
79 6.0000E-03 293 3.4000E+02 506 6.6000E+06
80 6.3000E-03 294 3.6000E+02 507 6.7000E+06
81 6.6000E-03 295 3.8000E+02 508 6.8000E+06
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82 6.9000E-03 296 4.0000E+02 509 6.9000E+06
83 7.2000E-03 297 4.2500E+02 510 7.0000E+06
84 7.6000E-03 298 4.5000E+02 511 7.1000E+06
85 8.0000E-03 299 4.7500E+02 512 7.2000E+06
86 8.4000E-03 300 5.0000E+02 513 7.3000E+06
87 8.8000E-03 301 5.2500E+02 514 7.4000E+06
88 9.2000E-03 302 5.5000E+02 515 7.5000E+06
89 9.6000E-03 303 5.7500E+02 516 7.6000E+06
90 1.0000E-02 304 6.0000E+02 517 7.7000E+06
91 1.0500E-02 305 6.3000E+02 518 7.8000E+06
92 1.1000E-02 306 6.6000E+02 519 7.9000E+06
93 1.1500E-02 307 6.9000E+02 520 8.0000E+06
94 1.2000E-02 308 7.2000E+02 521 8.1000E+06
95 1.2750E-02 309 7.6000E+02 522 8.2000E+06
96 1.3500E-02 310 8.0000E+02 523 8.3000E+06
97 1.4250E-02 311 8.4000E+02 524 8.4000E+06
98 1.5000E-02 312 8.8000E+02 525 8.5000E+06
99 1.6000E-02 313 9.2000E+02 526 8.6000E+06
100 1.7000E-02 314 9.6000E+02 527 8.7000E+06
101 1.8000E-02 315 1.0000E+03 528 8.8000E+06
102 1.9000E-02 316 1.0500E+03 529 8.9000E+06
103 2.0000E-02 317 1.1000E+03 530 9.0000E+06
104 2.1000E-02 318 1.1500E+03 531 9.1000E+06
105 2.2000E-02 319 1.2000E+03 532 9.2000E+06
106 2.3000E-02 320 1.2750E+03 533 9.3000E+06
107 2.4000E-02 321 1.3500E+03 534 9.4000E+06
108 2.5500E-02 322 1.4250E+03 535 9.5000E+06
109 2.7000E-02 323 1.5000E+03 536 9.6000E+06
110 2.8000E-02 324 1.6000E+03 537 9.7000E+06
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111 3.0000E-02 325 1.7000E+03 538 9.8000E+06
112 3.2000E-02 326 1.8000E+03 539 9.9000E+06
113 3.4000E-02 327 1.9000E+03 540 1.0000E+07
114 3.6000E-02 328 2.0000E+03 541 1.0100E+07
115 3.8000E-02 329 2.1000E+03 542 1.0200E+07
116 4.0000E-02 330 2.2000E+03 543 1.0300E+07
117 4.2500E-02 331 2.3000E+03 544 1.0400E+07
118 4.5000E-02 332 2.4000E+03 545 1.0500E+07
119 4.7500E-02 333 2.5500E+03 546 1.0600E+07
120 5.0000E-02 334 2.7000E+03 547 1.0700E+07
121 5.2500E-02 335 2.8000E+03 548 1.0800E+07
122 5.5000E-02 336 3.0000E+03 549 1.0900E+07
123 5.7500E-02 337 3.2000E+03 550 1.1000E+07
124 6.0000E-02 338 3.4000E+03 551 1.1100E+07
125 6.3000E-02 339 3.6000E+03 552 1.1200E+07
126 6.6000E-02 340 3.8000E+03 553 1.1300E+07
127 6.9000E-02 341 4.0000E+03 554 1.1400E+07
128 7.2000E-02 342 4.2500E+03 555 1.1500E+07
129 7.6000E-02 343 4.5000E+03 556 1.1600E+07
130 8.0000E-02 344 4.7500E+03 557 1.1700E+07
131 8.4000E-02 345 5.0000E+03 558 1.1800E+07
132 8.8000E-02 346 5.2500E+03 559 1.1900E+07
133 9.2000E-02 347 5.5000E+03 560 1.2000E+07
134 9.6000E-02 348 5.7500E+03 561 1.2100E+07
135 1.0000E-01 349 6.0000E+03 562 1.2200E+07
136 1.0500E-01 350 6.3000E+03 563 1.2300E+07
137 1.1000E-01 351 6.6000E+03 564 1.2400E+07
138 1.1500E-01 352 6.9000E+03 565 1.2500E+07
139 1.2000E-01 353 7.2000E+03 566 1.2600E+07
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140 1.2750E-01 354 7.6000E+03 567 1.2700E+07
141 1.3500E-01 355 8.0000E+03 568 1.2800E+07
142 1.4250E-01 356 8.4000E+03 569 1.2900E+07
143 1.5000E-01 357 8.8000E+03 570 1.3000E+07
144 1.6000E-01 358 9.2000E+03 571 1.3100E+07
145 1.7000E-01 359 9.6000E+03 572 1.3200E+07
146 1.8000E-01 360 1.0000E+04 573 1.3300E+07
147 1.9000E-01 361 1.0500E+04 574 1.3400E+07
148 2.0000E-01 362 1.1000E+04 575 1.3500E+07
149 2.1000E-01 363 1.1500E+04 576 1.3600E+07
150 2.2000E-01 364 1.2000E+04 577 1.3700E+07
151 2.3000E-01 365 1.2750E+04 578 1.3800E+07
152 2.4000E-01 366 1.3500E+04 579 1.3900E+07
153 2.5500E-01 367 1.4250E+04 580 1.4000E+07
154 2.7000E-01 368 1.5000E+04 581 1.4100E+07
155 2.8000E-01 369 1.6000E+04 582 1.4200E+07
156 3.0000E-01 370 1.7000E+04 583 1.4300E+07
157 3.2000E-01 371 1.8000E+04 584 1.4400E+07
158 3.4000E-01 372 1.9000E+04 585 1.4500E+07
159 3.6000E-01 373 2.0000E+04 586 1.4600E+07
160 3.8000E-01 374 2.1000E+04 587 1.4700E+07
161 4.0000E-01 375 2.2000E+04 588 1.4800E+07
162 4.2500E-01 376 2.3000E+04 589 1.4900E+07
163 4.5000E-01 377 2.4000E+04 590 1.5000E+07
164 4.7500E-01 378 2.5500E+04 591 1.5100E+07
165 5.0000E-01 379 2.7000E+04 592 1.5200E+07
166 5.2500E-01 380 2.8000E+04 593 1.5300E+07
167 5.5000E-01 381 3.0000E+04 594 1.5400E+07
168 5.7500E-01 382 3.2000E+04 595 1.5500E+07
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169 6.0000E-01 383 3.4000E+04 596 1.5600E+07
170 6.3000E-01 384 3.6000E+04 597 1.5700E+07
171 6.6000E-01 385 3.8000E+04 598 1.5800E+07
172 6.9000E-01 386 4.0000E+04 599 1.5900E+07
173 7.2000E-01 387 4.2500E+04 600 1.6000E+07
174 7.6000E-01 388 4.5000E+04 601 1.6100E+07
175 8.0000E-01 389 4.7500E+04 602 1.6200E+07
176 8.4000E-01 390 5.0000E+04 603 1.6300E+07
177 8.8000E-01 391 5.2500E+04 604 1.6400E+07
178 9.2000E-01 392 5.5000E+04 605 1.6500E+07
179 9.6000E-01 393 5.7500E+04 606 1.6600E+07
180 1.0000E+00 394 6.0000E+04 607 1.6700E+07
181 1.0500E+00 395 6.3000E+04 608 1.6800E+07
182 1.1000E+00 396 6.6000E+04 609 1.6900E+07
183 1.1500E+00 397 6.9000E+04 610 1.7000E+07
184 1.2000E+00 398 7.2000E+04 611 1.7100E+07
185 1.2750E+00 399 7.6000E+04 612 1.7200E+07
186 1.3500E+00 400 8.0000E+04 613 1.7300E+07
187 1.4250E+00 401 8.4000E+04 614 1.7400E+07
188 1.5000E+00 402 8.8000E+04 615 1.7500E+07
189 1.6000E+00 403 9.2000E+04 616 1.7600E+07
190 1.7000E+00 404 9.6000E+04 617 1.7700E+07
191 1.8000E+00 405 1.0000E+05 618 1.7800E+07
192 1.9000E+00 406 1.0500E+05 619 1.7900E+07
193 2.0000E+00 407 1.1000E+05 620 1.8000E+07
194 2.1000E+00 408 1.1500E+05 621 1.8100E+07
195 2.2000E+00 409 1.2000E+05 622 1.8200E+07
196 2.3000E+00 410 1.2750E+05 623 1.8300E+07
197 2.4000E+00 411 1.3500E+05 624 1.8400E+07
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198 2.5500E+00 412 1.4250E+05 625 1.8500E+07
199 2.7000E+00 413 1.5000E+05 626 1.8600E+07
200 2.8000E+00 414 1.6000E+05 627 1.8700E+07
201 3.0000E+00 415 1.7000E+05 628 1.8800E+07
202 3.2000E+00 416 1.8000E+05 629 1.8900E+07
203 3.4000E+00 417 1.9000E+05 630 1.9000E+07
204 3.6000E+00 418 2.0000E+05 631 1.9100E+07
205 3.8000E+00 419 2.1000E+05 632 1.9200E+07
206 4.0000E+00 420 2.2000E+05 633 1.9300E+07
207 4.2500E+00 421 2.3000E+05 634 1.9400E+07
208 4.5000E+00 422 2.4000E+05 635 1.9500E+07
209 4.7500E+00 423 2.5500E+05 636 1.9600E+07
210 5.0000E+00 424 2.7000E+05 637 1.9700E+07
211 5.2500E+00 425 2.8000E+05 638 1.9800E+07
212 5.5000E+00 426 3.0000E+05 639 1.9900E+07
213 5.7500E+00 427 3.2000E+05 640 2.0000E+07
214 6.0000E+00
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H.2 CCFE-709 neutron energy group structure
The CCFE-709 [200] neutron energy group structure is used for FISPACT-II [182]
neutron-induced reactions for use with data libraries in ENDF-6 format [201],
which are evaluated in this group structure by the FISPACT-II developers. The
group structure is comprised of 50 equal lethargy bins per decade with a finer
group structure in the MeV region to cover threshold reactions. The region
30MeV < region is a bespoke energy group structure used to follow the high
energy reaction energy grid.
Table H.2: CCFE-709 neutron energy group structure. Upper energy limits are
given. Energy descending with group number.
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
1 1.0000E+9 238 2.7542E+4 474 5.2481E-1
2 9.6000E+8 239 2.6303E+4 475 5.0119E-1
3 9.2000E+8 240 2.5119E+4 476 4.7863E-1
4 8.8000E+8 241 2.3988E+4 477 4.5709E-1
5 8.4000E+8 242 2.2909E+4 478 4.3652E-1
6 8.0000E+8 243 2.1878E+4 479 4.1687E-1
7 7.6000E+8 244 2.0893E+4 480 3.9811E-1
8 7.2000E+8 245 1.9953E+4 481 3.8019E-1
9 6.8000E+8 246 1.9055E+4 482 3.6308E-1
10 6.4000E+8 247 1.8197E+4 483 3.4674E-1
11 6.0000E+8 248 1.7378E+4 484 3.3113E-1
12 5.6000E+8 249 1.6596E+4 485 3.1623E-1
13 5.2000E+8 250 1.5849E+4 486 3.0200E-1
14 4.8000E+8 251 1.5136E+4 487 2.8840E-1
15 4.4000E+8 252 1.4454E+4 488 2.7542E-1
16 4.0000E+8 253 1.3804E+4 489 2.6303E-1
17 3.6000E+8 254 1.3183E+4 490 2.5119E-1
18 3.2000E+8 255 1.2589E+4 491 2.3988E-1
19 2.8000E+8 256 1.2023E+4 492 2.2909E-1
20 2.4000E+8 257 1.1482E+4 493 2.1878E-1
21 2.0000E+8 258 1.0965E+4 494 2.0893E-1
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22 1.8000E+8 259 1.0471E+4 495 1.9953E-1
23 1.6000E+8 260 1.0000E+4 496 1.9055E-1
24 1.5000E+8 261 9.5499E+3 497 1.8197E-1
25 1.4000E+8 262 9.1201E+3 498 1.7378E-1
26 1.3000E+8 263 8.7096E+3 499 1.6596E-1
27 1.2000E+8 264 8.3176E+3 500 1.5849E-1
28 1.1000E+8 265 7.9433E+3 501 1.5136E-1
29 1.0000E+8 266 7.5858E+3 502 1.4454E-1
30 9.0000E+7 267 7.2444E+3 503 1.3804E-1
31 8.0000E+7 268 6.9183E+3 504 1.3183E-1
32 7.5000E+7 269 6.6069E+3 505 1.2589E-1
33 7.0000E+7 270 6.3096E+3 506 1.2023E-1
34 6.5000E+7 271 6.0256E+3 507 1.1482E-1
35 6.0000E+7 272 5.7544E+3 508 1.0965E-1
36 5.8000E+7 273 5.4954E+3 509 1.0471E-1
37 5.6000E+7 274 5.2481E+3 510 1.0000E-1
38 5.4000E+7 275 5.0119E+3 511 9.5499E-2
39 5.2000E+7 276 4.7863E+3 512 9.1201E-2
40 5.0000E+7 277 4.5709E+3 513 8.7096E-2
41 4.8000E+7 278 4.3652E+3 514 8.3176E-2
42 4.6000E+7 279 4.1687E+3 515 7.9433E-2
43 4.4000E+7 280 3.9811E+3 516 7.5858E-2
44 4.2000E+7 281 3.8019E+3 517 7.2444E-2
45 4.0000E+7 282 3.6308E+3 518 6.9183E-2
46 3.8000E+7 283 3.4674E+3 519 6.6069E-2
47 3.6000E+7 284 3.3113E+3 520 6.3096E-2
48 3.4000E+7 285 3.1623E+3 521 6.0256E-2
49 3.2000E+7 286 3.0200E+3 522 5.7544E-2
50 3.0000E+7 287 2.8840E+3 523 5.4954E-2
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51 2.9000E+7 288 2.7542E+3 524 5.2481E-2
52 2.8000E+7 289 2.6303E+3 525 5.0119E-2
53 2.7000E+7 290 2.5119E+3 526 4.7863E-2
54 2.6000E+7 291 2.3988E+3 527 4.5709E-2
55 2.5000E+7 292 2.2909E+3 528 4.3652E-2
56 2.4000E+7 293 2.1878E+3 529 4.1687E-2
57 2.3000E+7 294 2.0893E+3 530 3.9811E-2
58 2.2000E+7 295 1.9953E+3 531 3.8019E-2
59 2.1000E+7 296 1.9055E+3 532 3.6308E-2
60 2.0000E+7 297 1.8197E+3 533 3.4674E-2
61 1.9800E+7 298 1.7378E+3 534 3.3113E-2
62 1.9600E+7 299 1.6596E+3 535 3.1623E-2
63 1.9400E+7 300 1.5849E+3 536 3.0200E-2
64 1.9200E+7 301 1.5136E+3 537 2.8840E-2
65 1.9000E+7 302 1.4454E+3 538 2.7542E-2
66 1.8800E+7 303 1.3804E+3 539 2.6303E-2
67 1.8600E+7 304 1.3183E+3 540 2.5119E-2
68 1.8400E+7 305 1.2589E+3 541 2.3988E-2
69 1.8200E+7 306 1.2023E+3 542 2.2909E-2
70 1.8000E+7 307 1.1482E+3 543 2.1878E-2
71 1.7800E+7 308 1.0965E+3 544 2.0893E-2
72 1.7600E+7 309 1.0471E+3 545 1.9953E-2
73 1.7400E+7 310 1.0000E+3 546 1.9055E-2
74 1.7200E+7 311 9.5499E+2 547 1.8197E-2
75 1.7000E+7 312 9.1201E+2 548 1.7378E-2
76 1.6800E+7 313 8.7096E+2 549 1.6596E-2
77 1.6600E+7 314 8.3176E+2 550 1.5849E-2
78 1.6400E+7 315 7.9433E+2 551 1.5136E-2
79 1.6200E+7 316 7.5858E+2 552 1.4454E-2
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80 1.6000E+7 317 7.2444E+2 553 1.3804E-2
81 1.5800E+7 318 6.9183E+2 554 1.3183E-2
82 1.5600E+7 319 6.6069E+2 555 1.2589E-2
83 1.5400E+7 320 6.3096E+2 556 1.2023E-2
84 1.5200E+7 321 6.0256E+2 557 1.1482E-2
85 1.5000E+7 322 5.7544E+2 558 1.0965E-2
86 1.4800E+7 323 5.4954E+2 559 1.0471E-2
87 1.4600E+7 324 5.2481E+2 560 1.0000E-2
88 1.4400E+7 325 5.0119E+2 561 9.5499E-3
89 1.4200E+7 326 4.7863E+2 562 9.1201E-3
90 1.4000E+7 327 4.5709E+2 563 8.7096E-3
91 1.3800E+7 328 4.3652E+2 564 8.3176E-3
92 1.3600E+7 329 4.1687E+2 565 7.9433E-3
93 1.3400E+7 330 3.9811E+2 566 7.5858E-3
94 1.3200E+7 331 3.8019E+2 567 7.2444E-3
95 1.3000E+7 332 3.6308E+2 568 6.9183E-3
96 1.2800E+7 333 3.4674E+2 569 6.6069E-3
97 1.2600E+7 334 3.3113E+2 570 6.3096E-3
98 1.2400E+7 335 3.1623E+2 571 6.0256E-3
99 1.2200E+7 336 3.0200E+2 572 5.7544E-3
100 1.2000E+7 337 2.8840E+2 573 5.4954E-3
101 1.1800E+7 338 2.7542E+2 574 5.2481E-3
102 1.1600E+7 339 2.6303E+2 575 5.0119E-3
103 1.1400E+7 340 2.5119E+2 576 4.7863E-3
104 1.1200E+7 341 2.3988E+2 577 4.5709E-3
105 1.1000E+7 342 2.2909E+2 578 4.3652E-3
106 1.0800E+7 343 2.1878E+2 579 4.1687E-3
107 1.0600E+7 344 2.0893E+2 580 3.9811E-3
108 1.0400E+7 345 1.9953E+2 581 3.8019E-3
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109 1.0200E+7 346 1.9055E+2 582 3.6308E-3
110 1.0000E+7 347 1.8197E+2 583 3.4674E-3
111 9.5499E+6 348 1.7378E+2 584 3.3113E-3
112 9.1201E+6 349 1.6596E+2 585 3.1623E-3
113 8.7096E+6 350 1.5849E+2 586 3.0200E-3
114 8.3176E+6 351 1.5136E+2 587 2.8840E-3
115 7.9433E+6 352 1.4454E+2 588 2.7542E-3
116 7.5858E+6 353 1.3804E+2 589 2.6303E-3
117 7.2444E+6 354 1.3183E+2 590 2.5119E-3
118 6.9183E+6 355 1.2589E+2 591 2.3988E-3
119 6.6069E+6 356 1.2023E+2 592 2.2909E-3
120 6.3096E+6 357 1.1482E+2 593 2.1878E-3
121 6.0256E+6 358 1.0965E+2 594 2.0893E-3
122 5.7544E+6 359 1.0471E+2 595 1.9953E-3
123 5.4954E+6 360 1.0000E+2 596 1.9055E-3
124 5.2481E+6 361 9.5499E+1 597 1.8197E-3
125 5.0119E+6 362 9.1201E+1 598 1.7378E-3
126 4.7863E+6 363 8.7096E+1 599 1.6596E-3
127 4.5709E+6 364 8.3176E+1 600 1.5849E-3
128 4.3652E+6 365 7.9433E+1 601 1.5136E-3
129 4.1687E+6 366 7.5858E+1 602 1.4454E-3
130 3.9811E+6 367 7.2444E+1 603 1.3804E-3
131 3.8019E+6 368 6.9183E+1 604 1.3183E-3
132 3.6308E+6 369 6.6069E+1 605 1.2589E-3
133 3.4674E+6 370 6.3096E+1 606 1.2023E-3
134 3.3113E+6 371 6.0256E+1 607 1.1482E-3
135 3.1623E+6 372 5.7544E+1 608 1.0965E-3
136 3.0200E+6 373 5.4954E+1 609 1.0471E-3
137 2.8840E+6 374 5.2481E+1 610 1.0000E-3
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Upper
energy [eV]
138 2.7542E+6 375 5.0119E+1 611 9.5499E-4
139 2.6303E+6 376 4.7863E+1 612 9.1201E-4
140 2.5119E+6 377 4.5709E+1 613 8.7096E-4
141 2.3988E+6 378 4.3652E+1 614 8.3176E-4
142 2.2909E+6 379 4.1687E+1 615 7.9433E-4
143 2.1878E+6 380 3.9811E+1 616 7.5858E-4
144 2.0893E+6 381 3.8019E+1 617 7.2444E-4
145 1.9953E+6 382 3.6308E+1 618 6.9183E-4
146 1.9055E+6 383 3.4674E+1 619 6.6069E-4
147 1.8197E+6 384 3.3113E+1 620 6.3096E-4
148 1.7378E+6 385 3.1623E+1 621 6.0256E-4
149 1.6596E+6 386 3.0200E+1 622 5.7544E-4
150 1.5849E+6 387 2.8840E+1 623 5.4954E-4
151 1.5136E+6 388 2.7542E+1 624 5.2481E-4
152 1.4454E+6 389 2.6303E+1 625 5.0119E-4
153 1.3804E+6 390 2.5119E+1 626 4.7863E-4
154 1.3183E+6 391 2.3988E+1 627 4.5709E-4
155 1.2589E+6 392 2.2909E+1 628 4.3652E-4
156 1.2023E+6 393 2.1878E+1 629 4.1687E-4
157 1.1482E+6 394 2.0893E+1 630 3.9811E-4
158 1.0965E+6 395 1.9953E+1 631 3.8019E-4
159 1.0471E+6 396 1.9055E+1 632 3.6308E-4
160 1.0000E+6 397 1.8197E+1 633 3.4674E-4
161 9.5499E+5 398 1.7378E+1 634 3.3113E-4
162 9.1201E+5 399 1.6596E+1 635 3.1623E-4
163 8.7096E+5 400 1.5849E+1 636 3.0200E-4
164 8.3176E+5 401 1.5136E+1 637 2.8840E-4
165 7.9433E+5 402 1.4454E+1 638 2.7542E-4
166 7.5858E+5 403 1.3804E+1 639 2.6303E-4
Continued on next page
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Table H.2  continued from previous page
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
167 7.2444E+5 404 1.3183E+1 640 2.5119E-4
168 6.9183E+5 405 1.2589E+1 641 2.3988E-4
169 6.6069E+5 406 1.2023E+1 642 2.2909E-4
170 6.3096E+5 407 1.1482E+1 643 2.1878E-4
171 6.0256E+5 408 1.0965E+1 644 2.0893E-4
172 5.7544E+5 409 1.0471E+1 645 1.9953E-4
173 5.4954E+5 410 1.0000E+1 646 1.9055E-4
174 5.2481E+5 411 9.5499E+0 647 1.8197E-4
175 5.0119E+5 412 9.1201E+0 648 1.7378E-4
176 4.7863E+5 413 8.7096E+0 649 1.6596E-4
177 4.5709E+5 414 8.3176E+0 650 1.5849E-4
178 4.3652E+5 415 7.9433E+0 651 1.5136E-4
179 4.1687E+5 416 7.5858E+0 652 1.4454E-4
180 3.9811E+5 417 7.2444E+0 653 1.3804E-4
181 3.8019E+5 418 6.9183E+0 654 1.3183E-4
182 3.6308E+5 419 6.6069E+0 655 1.2589E-4
183 3.4674E+5 420 6.3096E+0 656 1.2023E-4
184 3.3113E+5 421 6.0256E+0 657 1.1482E-4
185 3.1623E+5 422 5.7544E+0 658 1.0965E-4
186 3.0200E+5 423 5.4954E+0 659 1.0471E-4
187 2.8840E+5 424 5.2481E+0 660 1.0000E-4
188 2.7542E+5 425 5.0119E+0 661 9.5499E-5
189 2.6303E+5 426 4.7863E+0 662 9.1201E-5
190 2.5119E+5 427 4.5709E+0 663 8.7096E-5
191 2.3988E+5 428 4.3652E+0 664 8.3176E-5
192 2.2909E+5 429 4.1687E+0 665 7.9433E-5
193 2.1878E+5 430 3.9811E+0 666 7.5858E-5
194 2.0893E+5 431 3.8019E+0 667 7.2444E-5
195 1.9953E+5 432 3.6308E+0 668 6.9183E-5
Continued on next page
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Table H.2  continued from previous page
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
196 1.9055E+5 433 3.4674E+0 669 6.6069E-5
197 1.8197E+5 434 3.3113E+0 670 6.3096E-5
198 1.7378E+5 435 3.1623E+0 671 6.0256E-5
199 1.6596E+5 436 3.0200E+0 672 5.7544E-5
200 1.5849E+5 437 2.8840E+0 673 5.4954E-5
201 1.5136E+5 438 2.7542E+0 674 5.2481E-5
202 1.4454E+5 439 2.6303E+0 675 5.0119E-5
203 1.3804E+5 440 2.5119E+0 676 4.7863E-5
204 1.3183E+5 441 2.3988E+0 677 4.5709E-5
205 1.2589E+5 442 2.2909E+0 678 4.3652E-5
206 1.2023E+5 443 2.1878E+0 679 4.1687E-5
207 1.1482E+5 444 2.0893E+0 680 3.9811E-5
208 1.0965E+5 445 1.9953E+0 681 3.8019E-5
209 1.0471E+5 446 1.9055E+0 682 3.6308E-5
210 1.0000E+5 447 1.8197E+0 683 3.4674E-5
211 9.5499E+4 448 1.7378E+0 684 3.3113E-5
212 9.1201E+4 449 1.6596E+0 685 3.1623E-5
213 8.7096E+4 450 1.5849E+0 686 3.0200E-5
214 8.3176E+4 451 1.5136E+0 687 2.8840E-5
215 7.9433E+4 452 1.4454E+0 688 2.7542E-5
216 7.5858E+4 453 1.3804E+0 689 2.6303E-5
217 7.2444E+4 454 1.3183E+0 690 2.5119E-5
218 6.9183E+4 455 1.2589E+0 691 2.3988E-5
219 6.6069E+4 456 1.2023E+0 692 2.2909E-5
220 6.3096E+4 457 1.1482E+0 693 2.1878E-5
221 6.0256E+4 458 1.0965E+0 694 2.0893E-5
222 5.7544E+4 459 1.0471E+0 695 1.9953E-5
223 5.4954E+4 460 1.0000E+0 696 1.9055E-5
224 5.2481E+4 461 9.5499E-1 697 1.8197E-5
Continued on next page
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Table H.2  continued from previous page
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
225 5.0119E+4 462 9.1201E-1 698 1.7378E-5
226 4.7863E+4 463 8.7096E-1 699 1.6596E-5
227 4.5709E+4 464 8.3176E-1 700 1.5849E-5
228 4.3652E+4 465 7.9433E-1 701 1.5136E-5
229 4.1687E+4 466 7.5858E-1 702 1.4454E-5
230 3.9811E+4 467 7.2444E-1 703 1.3804E-5
231 3.8019E+4 468 6.9183E-1 704 1.3183E-5
232 3.6308E+4 469 6.6069E-1 705 1.2589E-5
233 3.4674E+4 470 6.3096E-1 706 1.2023E-5
234 3.3113E+4 471 6.0256E-1 707 1.1482E-5
235 3.1623E+4 472 5.7544E-1 708 1.0965E-5
236 3.0200E+4 473 5.4954E-1 709 1.0471E-5
237 2.8840E+4
End of Table
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H.3 VITAMIN-J 175 neutron energy group structure
Within the International Evaluation Cooperation a VITAMIN-J 175 neutron
energy group structure for multi-group cross section libraries was defined and
adopted for the purpose of inter-laboratory benchmarking of the evaluated files.
This neutron energy group structure is aimed at fission and fusion reactor
shielding and for fusion blanket shielding. It is used for FISPACT-II reaction rate
calculations with default EAF [199] nuclear data libraries and applies multi-group
flux weighing, based on several physical phenomena:
 temperature dependent thermal Maxwellian
 1/E slowing down spectrum
 fission spectrum
 fusion spectrum
Table H.3: VITAMIN-J neutron energy group structure. Upper energy limits are
given. Energy ascending with group number.
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
1 1.0000E-01 60 3.4307E+04 118 1.3534E+06
2 4.1399E-01 61 4.0868E+04 119 1.4227E+06
3 5.3158E-01 62 4.6309E+04 120 1.4957E+06
4 6.8256E-01 63 5.2475E+04 121 1.5724E+06
5 8.7642E-01 64 5.6562E+04 122 1.6530E+06
6 1.1254E+00 65 6.7379E+04 123 1.7377E+06
7 1.4450E+00 66 7.2000E+04 124 1.8268E+06
8 1.8554E+00 67 7.9500E+04 125 1.9205E+06
9 2.3824E+00 68 8.2500E+04 126 2.0190E+06
10 3.0590E+00 69 8.6517E+04 127 2.1225E+06
11 3.9279E+00 70 9.8037E+04 128 2.2313E+06
12 5.0435E+00 71 1.1109E+05 129 2.3069E+06
13 6.4760E+00 72 1.1679E+05 130 2.3457E+06
14 8.3153E+00 73 1.2277E+05 131 2.3653E+06
15 1.0677E+01 74 1.2907E+05 132 2.3852E+06
16 1.3710E+01 75 1.3569E+05 133 2.4660E+06
17 1.7603E+01 76 1.4264E+05 134 2.5924E+06
Continued on next page
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Table H.3  continued from previous page
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
18 2.2603E+01 77 1.4996E+05 135 2.7253E+06
19 2.9023E+01 78 1.5764E+05 136 2.8650E+06
20 3.7267E+01 79 1.6573E+05 137 3.0119E+06
21 4.7851E+01 80 1.7422E+05 138 3.1664E+06
22 6.1442E+01 81 1.8316E+05 139 3.3287E+06
23 7.8893E+01 82 1.9255E+05 140 3.6788E+06
24 1.0130E+02 83 2.0242E+05 141 4.0657E+06
25 1.3007E+02 84 2.1280E+05 142 4.4933E+06
26 1.6702E+02 85 2.2371E+05 143 4.7237E+06
27 2.1445E+02 86 2.3518E+05 144 4.9659E+06
28 2.7536E+02 87 2.4724E+05 145 5.2205E+06
29 3.5358E+02 88 2.7324E+05 146 5.4881E+06
30 4.5400E+02 89 2.8725E+05 147 5.7695E+06
31 5.8295E+02 90 2.9452E+05 148 6.0653E+06
32 7.4852E+02 91 2.9720E+05 149 6.3763E+06
33 9.6112E+02 92 2.9850E+05 150 6.5924E+06
34 1.2341E+03 93 3.0197E+05 151 6.7032E+06
35 1.5846E+03 94 3.3373E+05 152 7.0469E+06
36 2.0347E+03 95 3.6883E+05 153 7.4082E+06
37 2.2487E+03 96 3.8774E+05 154 7.7880E+06
38 2.4852E+03 97 4.0762E+05 155 8.1873E+06
39 2.6126E+03 98 4.5049E+05 156 8.6071E+06
40 2.7465E+03 99 4.9787E+05 157 9.0484E+06
41 3.0354E+03 100 5.2340E+05 158 9.5123E+06
42 3.3546E+03 101 5.5023E+05 159 1.0000E+07
43 3.7074E+03 102 5.7844E+05 160 1.0513E+07
44 4.3074E+03 103 6.0810E+05 161 1.1052E+07
45 5.5308E+03 104 6.3928E+05 162 1.1618E+07
46 7.1017E+03 105 6.7206E+05 163 1.2214E+07
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Table H.3  continued from previous page
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
Group
number
Upper
energy [eV]
47 9.1188E+03 106 7.0651E+05 164 1.2523E+07
48 1.0595E+04 107 7.4274E+05 165 1.2840E+07
49 1.1709E+04 108 7.8082E+05 166 1.3499E+07
50 1.5034E+04 109 8.2085E+05 167 1.3840E+07
51 1.9305E+04 110 8.6294E+05 168 1.4191E+07
52 2.1875E+04 111 9.0718E+05 169 1.4550E+07
53 2.3579E+04 112 9.6164E+05 170 1.4918E+07
54 2.4176E+04 113 1.0026E+06 171 1.5683E+07
55 2.4788E+04 114 1.1080E+06 172 1.6487E+07
56 2.6058E+04 115 1.1648E+06 173 1.6905E+07
57 2.7000E+04 116 1.2246E+06 174 1.7333E+07
58 2.8500E+04 117 1.2873E+06 175 1.9640E+07
59 3.1828E+04
End of Table
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H.4 17n19g group structure
Table H.4: Neutron energy
group structure.
Group
No.
Upper
energy [MeV]
0 2.0000E+01
1 6.3763E+00
2 3.0119E+00
3 1.8268E+00
4 1.4227E+00
5 9.0718E-01
6 4.0762E-01
7 1.1109E-01
8 1.5034E-02
9 3.0354E-03
10 5.8295E-04
11 1.0130E-04
12 2.9023E-05
13 1.0677E-05
14 3.0590E-06
15 1.8554E-06
16 1.3000E-06
17 1.1253E-06
18 1.0000E-06
19 8.0000E-07
20 4.1399E-07
21 3.2500E-07
22 2.2500E-07
23 1.0000E-07
24 5.0000E-08
25 3.0000E-08
26 1.0000E-08
1.0000E-11
Table H.5: Gamma energy group
structure.
Group
No.
Upper
energy [MeV]
27 2.0000E+01
28 1.0000E+01
29 8.0000E+00
30 6.5000E+00
31 5.0000E+00
32 4.0000E+00
33 3.0000E+00
34 2.5000E+00
35 2.0000E+00
36 1.6600E+00
37 1.3300E+00
38 1.0000E+00
39 8.0000E-01
40 6.0000E-01
41 4.0000E-01
42 3.0000E-01
43 2.0000E-01
44 1.0000E-01
45 4.5000E-02
1.0000E-02
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I H∗10 flux to to dose conversion factors
H∗10 biological dose equivalent flux to dose conversion factors for incident gamma
rays and neutrons from several standards.
Table I.1: ANSI-ANS6.1.1.1977 gamma flux to H∗10 conversion factors
E [MeV]
factor
[Sv h−1/cm−2 s−1]
E [MeV]
factor
[Sv h−1/cm−2 s−1]
1.00× 10−2 3.9600× 10−8 1.40 2.5100× 10−8
3.00× 10−2 5.8200× 10−9 1.80 2.9900× 10−8
5.00× 10−2 2.9000× 10−9 2.20 3.4200× 10−8
7.00× 10−2 2.5800× 10−9 2.60 3.8200× 10−8
1.00× 10−1 2.8300× 10−9 2.80 4.0100× 10−8
1.50× 10−1 3.7900× 10−9 3.25 4.4100× 10−8
2.00× 10−1 5.0100× 10−9 3.75 4.8300× 10−8
2.50× 10−1 6.3100× 10−9 4.25 5.2300× 10−8
3.00× 10−1 7.5900× 10−9 4.75 5.6000× 10−8
3.50× 10−1 8.7800× 10−9 5.00 5.8000× 10−8
4.00× 10−1 9.8500× 10−9 5.75 6.3700× 10−8
4.50× 10−1 1.0800× 10−8 6.25 6.7400× 10−8
5.00× 10−1 1.1700× 10−8 6.75 7.1100× 10−8
5.50× 10−1 1.2700× 10−8 7.50 7.6600× 10−8
6.00× 10−1 1.3600× 10−8 9.00 8.7700× 10−8
6.50× 10−1 1.4400× 10−8 1.10× 101 1.0300× 10−7
7.00× 10−1 1.5200× 10−8 1.30× 101 1.1800× 10−7
8.00× 10−1 1.6800× 10−8 1.50× 101 1.3300× 10−7
1.00 1.9800× 10−8
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Table I.2: ICRP-21 gamma flux to H∗10 conversion factors
E [MeV]
factor
[Sv h−1/cm−2 s−1]
E [MeV]
factor
[Sv h−1/cm−2 s−1]
1.0× 10−2 2.7778× 10−8 4.0 4.7619× 10−8
1.5× 10−2 1.1111× 10−8 5.0 5.5556× 10−8
2.0× 10−2 5.8824× 10−9 6.0 6.2500× 10−8
3.0× 10−2 2.5641× 10−9 8.0 7.6923× 10−8
4.0× 10−2 1.5625× 10−9 1.0× 101 9.0909× 10−8
5.0× 10−2 1.2048× 10−9 2.0× 101 1.5625× 10−7
6.0× 10−2 1.1111× 10−9 3.0× 101 2.2727× 10−7
8.0× 10−2 1.2048× 10−9 4.0× 101 2.9412× 10−7
1.0× 10−1 1.4706× 10−9 5.0× 101 3.5714× 10−7
1.5× 10−1 2.3810× 10−9 6.0× 101 4.3478× 10−7
2.0× 10−1 3.4483× 10−9 8.0× 101 5.8824× 10−7
3.0× 10−1 5.5556× 10−9 1.0× 102 7.1429× 10−7
4.0× 10−1 7.6923× 10−9 2.0× 102 1.0870× 10−6
5.0× 10−1 9.0909× 10−9 5.0× 102 1.7241× 10−6
6.0× 10−1 1.1364× 10−8 1.0× 103 2.0408× 10−6
8.0× 10−1 1.4706× 10−8 2.0× 103 2.3256× 10−6
1.0 1.7857× 10−8 5.2× 103 2.7027× 10−6
1.5 2.4390× 10−8 1.0× 104 2.9412× 10−6
2.0 3.0303× 10−8 2.0× 104 3.1250× 10−6
3.0 4.0000× 10−8
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Table I.3: ICRP-74 gamma flux to H∗10 conversion factors
E [MeV]
factor
[Sv h−1/cm−2 s−1]
E [MeV]
factor
[Sv h−1/cm−2 s−1]
1.0× 10−2 2.1960× 10−10 5.0× 10−1 1.0548× 10−8
1.5× 10−2 2.9880× 10−9 6.0× 10−1 1.2384× 10−8
2.0× 10−2 3.7800× 10−9 8.0× 10−1 1.5768× 10−8
3.0× 10−2 2.9160× 10−9 1.0 1.8720× 10−8
4.0× 10−2 2.3040× 10−9 1.5 2.4840× 10−8
5.0× 10−2 1.9800× 10−9 2.0 3.0960× 10−8
6.0× 10−2 1.8360× 10−9 3.0 3.9960× 10−8
8.0× 10−2 1.9080× 10−9 4.0 4.8240× 10−8
1.0× 10−1 2.1960× 10−9 5.0 5.5800× 10−8
1.5× 10−1 3.2040× 10−9 6.0 6.3360× 10−8
2.0× 10−1 4.3200× 10−9 8.0 7.7760× 10−8
3.0× 10−1 6.4800× 10−9 1.0× 101 9.2160× 10−8
4.0× 10−1 8.5680× 10−9
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Table I.4: ANSI-ANS6.1.1.1977 neutron flux to H∗10 conversion factors
E [MeV]
factor
[Sv h−1/cm−2 s−1]
2.50× 10−8 3.67× 10−8
1.00× 10−7 3.67× 10−8
1.00× 10−6 4.46× 10−8
1.00× 10−5 4.54× 10−8
1.00× 10−4 4.18× 10−8
1.00× 10−3 3.76× 10−8
1.00× 10−2 3.56× 10−8
1.00× 10−1 2.17× 10−7
5.00× 10−1 9.26× 10−7
1.00 1.32× 10−6
2.50 1.25× 10−6
5.00 1.56× 10−6
7.00 1.47× 10−6
1.00× 101 1.47× 10−6
1.40× 101 2.08× 10−6
2.00× 101 2.27× 10−6
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Table I.5: ICRP-21 neutron flux to H∗10 conversion factors
E [MeV]
factor
[Sv h−1/cm−2 s−1]
2.50× 10−8 3.85× 10−8
1.00× 10−7 4.17× 10−8
1.00× 10−6 4.55× 10−8
1.00× 10−5 4.35× 10−8
1.00× 10−4 4.17× 10−8
1.00× 10−3 3.70× 10−8
1.00× 10−2 3.57× 10−8
1.00× 10−1 2.08× 10−7
5.00× 10−1 7.14× 10−7
1.00 1.18× 10−6
2.00 1.43× 10−6
5.00 1.47× 10−6
1.00× 101 1.47× 10−6
2.00× 101 1.54× 10−6
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Table I.6: ICRP-74 neutron flux to H∗10 conversion factors
E [MeV]
factor
[Sv h−1/cm−2 s−1]
E [MeV]
factor
[Sv h−1/cm−2 s−1]
1.00× 10−9 2.376 00× 10−8 7.00× 10−1 1.350 00× 10−6
1.00× 10−8 3.240 00× 10−8 9.00× 10−1 1.440 00× 10−6
2.53× 10−8 3.816 00× 10−8 1.00 1.497 60× 10−6
1.00× 10−7 4.644 00× 10−8 1.20 1.530 00× 10−6
2.00× 10−7 4.860 00× 10−8 2.00 1.512 00× 10−6
5.00× 10−7 4.896 00× 10−8 3.00 1.483 20× 10−6
1.00× 10−6 4.788 00× 10−8 4.00 1.468 80× 10−6
2.00× 10−6 4.644 00× 10−8 5.00 1.458 00× 10−6
5.00× 10−6 4.320 00× 10−8 6.00 1.440 00× 10−6
1.00× 10−5 4.068 00× 10−8 7.00 1.458 00× 10−6
2.00× 10−5 3.816 00× 10−8 8.00 1.472 40× 10−6
5.00× 10−5 3.564 00× 10−8 9.00 1.512 00× 10−6
1.00× 10−4 3.384 00× 10−8 1.00× 101 1.584 00× 10−6
2.00× 10−4 3.204 00× 10−8 1.20× 101 1.728 00× 10−6
5.00× 10−4 2.988 00× 10−8 1.40× 101 1.872 00× 10−6
1.00× 10−3 2.844 00× 10−8 1.50× 101 1.944 00× 10−6
2.00× 10−3 2.772 00× 10−8 1.60× 101 1.998 00× 10−6
5.00× 10−3 2.880 00× 10−8 1.80× 101 2.052 00× 10−6
1.00× 10−2 3.780 00× 10−8 2.00× 101 2.160 00× 10−6
2.00× 10−2 5.976 00× 10−8 3.00× 101 1.854 00× 10−6
3.00× 10−2 8.532 00× 10−8 5.00× 101 1.440 00× 10−6
5.00× 10−2 1.479 60× 10−7 7.50× 101 1.188 00× 10−6
7.00× 10−2 2.160 00× 10−7 1.00× 102 1.026 00× 10−6
1.00× 10−1 3.168 00× 10−7 1.25× 102 9.360 00× 10−7
1.50× 10−1 4.752 00× 10−7 1.50× 102 8.820 00× 10−7
2.00× 10−1 6.120 00× 10−7 1.75× 102 9.000 00× 10−7
3.00× 10−1 8.388 00× 10−7 2.01× 102 9.360 00× 10−7
5.00× 10−1 1.159 20× 10−6
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J JSI TRIGA MCNP model material composition
Here we present the isotopic composition of the JSI TRIGA MCNP model, which
is used extensively in this work. This may provide a valuable insight to both
prompt spectra from Section 7.2, as well as electron and gamma power emitted by
the nuclear fuel throughout the reactor power step from Section 9 and other
delayed radiation field calculations using JSIR2S. The materials of the JSI TRIGA
reactor MCNP model are presented in Figure J.1, where integer number denote
different modelled materials, and real numbers denote modeller material densities.
Isotopic composition of each material is presented in Table J.1.
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(J.1.a) Material numbers at the core mid-height plane.
(J.1.b) Material densities at he core mid-height plane. View from
Z-axis.
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(J.1.c) Material numbers at the horizontal channel mid-height plane.
(J.1.d) Material densities at the horizontal channel mid-height plane.
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(J.1.e) Material numbers of an axial slice of the core.
(J.1.f) Material densities of an axial slice of the core.
Figure J.1: Different views of the JSI TRIGA MCNP model material numbers and
modelled densities.
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Table J.1: JSI TRIGA material numbers and modelled isotopes with mass and
numbers fractions.
Material
number
Isotope
Mass
fraction
Number
fraction
101 23592 U 2.37611E-02 4.01696E-03
238
92 U 9.56366E-02 1.59637E-02
1
1H 1.52968E-02 6.03106E-01
90
40Zr 4.38764E-01 1.93922E-01
91
40Zr 9.67481E-02 4.22894E-02
92
40Zr 1.49509E-01 6.46407E-02
94
40Zr 1.54812E-01 6.55074E-02
96
40Zr 2.54726E-02 1.05535E-02
102 9040Zr 5.07060E-01 5.14499E-01
91
40Zr 1.11810E-01 1.12201E-01
92
40Zr 1.72782E-01 1.71501E-01
94
40Zr 1.78911E-01 1.73800E-01
96
40Zr 2.94374E-02 2.79995E-02
103 126 C 7.91440E-04 3.55963E-03
13
6 C 8.56000E-06 4.17083E-05
28
14Si 1.83747E-02 3.55115E-02
29
14Si 9.66350E-04 1.80318E-03
30
14Si 6.58919E-04 1.18861E-03
31
15P 3.99994E-04 6.98247E-04
32
16S 3.78619E-04 6.40296E-04
33
16S 3.12593E-06 5.12614E-06
34
16S 1.81783E-05 2.89357E-05
50
24Cr 7.92993E-03 8.58454E-03
52
24Cr 1.59028E-01 1.65545E-01
53
24Cr 1.83797E-02 1.87715E-02
54
24Cr 4.66136E-03 4.67262E-03
55
25Mn 1.99994E-02 1.96831E-02
Continued on next page
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Table J.1  continued from previous page
Material
number
Isotope
Mass
fraction
Number
fraction
54
26Fe 3.77347E-02 3.78253E-02
56
26Fe 6.14273E-01 5.93782E-01
57
26Fe 1.44397E-02 1.37127E-02
58
26Fe 1.95533E-03 1.82491E-03
58
28Ni 6.71971E-02 6.27128E-02
60
28Ni 2.67758E-02 2.41569E-02
61
28Ni 1.18335E-03 1.05008E-03
62
28Ni 3.83479E-03 3.34812E-03
64
28Ni 1.00815E-03 8.52673E-04
104 126 C 9.89300E-01 9.88417E-01
13
6 C 1.07000E-02 1.15814E-02
105 9242Mo 1.42175E-01 1.48401E-01
94
42Mo 9.05467E-02 9.25004E-02
95
42Mo 1.57503E-01 1.59204E-01
96
42Mo 1.66749E-01 1.66795E-01
97
42Mo 9.64712E-02 9.55008E-02
98
42Mo 2.46263E-01 2.41298E-01
100
42 Mo 1.00292E-01 9.63005E-02
301 105 B 1.43763E-01 1.58710E-01
11
5 B 6.36240E-01 6.38822E-01
12
6 C 2.17616E-01 2.00123E-01
13
6 C 2.35679E-03 2.34485E-03
302 2713Al 1.00000E+00 1.00000E+00
303 23592 U 2.37611E-02 4.01696E-03
238
92 U 9.56366E-02 1.59637E-02
1
1H 1.52968E-02 6.03106E-01
90
40Zr 4.38764E-01 1.93922E-01
91
40Zr 9.67481E-02 4.22894E-02
92
40Zr 1.49509E-01 6.46407E-02
Continued on next page
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Table J.1  continued from previous page
Material
number
Isotope
Mass
fraction
Number
fraction
94
40Zr 1.54812E-01 6.55074E-02
96
40Zr 2.54726E-02 1.05535E-02
401 11H 1.11916E-01 6.66670E-01
16
8 O 8.88084E-01 3.33330E-01
501 168 O 2.22102E-01 1.99974E-01
14
7 N 7.77898E-01 8.00026E-01
512 2713Al 1.00000E+00 1.00000E+00
515 126 C 9.89300E-01 9.88417E-01
13
6 C 1.07000E-02 1.15814E-02
520 126 C 9.75560E-01 8.46363E-01
13
6 C 1.05514E-02 9.91687E-03
1
1H 1.38878E-02 1.43720E-01
521 2412Mg 5.68965E-01 5.92428E-01
25
12Mg 7.50354E-02 7.50004E-02
26
12Mg 8.59095E-02 8.25752E-02
27
13Al 2.70090E-01 2.49996E-01
522 2412Mg 1.15854E-01 2.36932E-01
25
12Mg 1.52785E-02 2.99944E-02
26
12Mg 1.74926E-02 3.30235E-02
27
13Al 5.49974E-02 9.99832E-02
63
29Cu 8.87279E-02 6.91603E-02
65
29Cu 4.08031E-02 3.08258E-02
64
30Zn 3.14490E-01 2.41301E-01
66
30Zn 1.88183E-01 1.40015E-01
67
30Zn 2.79793E-02 2.05063E-02
68
30Zn 1.31697E-01 9.51041E-02
70
30Zn 4.49681E-03 3.15444E-03
514 168 O 3.28322E-01 5.40000E-01
1
1H 3.83098E-03 1.00000E-01
Continued on next page
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Table J.1  continued from previous page
Material
number
Isotope
Mass
fraction
Number
fraction
24
12Mg 1.44035E-02 1.57980E-02
25
12Mg 1.89954E-03 2.00000E-03
26
12Mg 2.17481E-03 2.20199E-03
28
14Si 1.96167E-02 1.84460E-02
29
14Si 1.02881E-03 9.34037E-04
30
14Si 7.06411E-04 6.20000E-04
40
20Ca 4.41782E-02 2.90823E-02
42
20Ca 3.09677E-04 1.94161E-04
43
20Ca 6.61299E-05 4.04969E-05
44
20Ca 1.04568E-03 6.25838E-04
46
20Ca 2.16995E-06 1.24224E-06
48
20Ca 1.03254E-04 5.66459E-05
46
22Ti 1.53715E-02 8.80000E-03
47
22Ti 1.43316E-02 8.03006E-03
48
22Ti 1.47960E-01 8.11800E-02
49
22Ti 1.12569E-02 6.05006E-03
50
22Ti 1.12772E-02 5.94000E-03
54
26Fe 2.14059E-02 1.04400E-02
56
26Fe 3.51029E-01 1.65096E-01
57
26Fe 8.57042E-03 3.96000E-03
58
26Fe 1.10984E-03 5.03975E-04
516 20682 Pb 2.42903E-01 2.44423E-01
207
82 Pb 2.23844E-01 2.24155E-01
208
82 Pb 5.33252E-01 5.31422E-01
702 2713Al 5.29321E-01 4.00000E-01
16
8 O 4.70679E-01 6.00000E-01
703 5024Cr 7.94000E-03 8.79945E-03
52
24Cr 1.53080E-01 1.63136E-01
53
24Cr 1.73600E-02 1.81508E-02
Continued on next page
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Table J.1  continued from previous page
Material
number
Isotope
Mass
fraction
Number
fraction
54
24Cr 4.32000E-03 4.43321E-03
54
26Fe 4.07500E-02 4.18173E-02
56
26Fe 6.44420E-01 6.37709E-01
57
26Fe 1.54600E-02 1.50302E-02
58
26Fe 1.97000E-03 1.88224E-03
58
28Ni 6.93000E-02 6.62104E-02
60
28Ni 2.67000E-02 2.46603E-02
61
28Ni 1.16000E-03 1.05379E-03
62
28Ni 3.70000E-03 3.30711E-03
64
28Ni 9.40000E-04 8.13904E-04
55
25Mn 1.29000E-02 1.29973E-02
711 4018Ar 9.94756E-01 9.50000E-01
4
2He 5.24390E-03 5.00000E-02
801 126 C 8.47973E-01 3.31014E-01
13
6 C 9.17145E-03 2.87851E-03
1
1H 1.42822E-01 6.65031E-01
2
1H 3.28278E-05 7.64878E-05
802 2814Si 4.29267E-01 3.07224E-01
29
14Si 2.25877E-02 1.56083E-02
30
14Si 1.54189E-02 1.03001E-02
16
8 O 5.32504E-01 6.66605E-01
17
8 O 2.22473E-04 2.62047E-04
803 126 C 5.94019E-01 3.30752E-01
13
6 C 6.42475E-03 3.87543E-03
16
8 O 3.19366E-01 1.33652E-01
17
8 O 1.30096E-04 5.12280E-05
1
1H 8.00392E-02 5.31603E-01
2
1H 2.00148E-05 6.65180E-05
733 4622Ti 7.92009E-02 8.25000E-02
Continued on next page
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Table J.1  continued from previous page
Material
number
Isotope
Mass
fraction
Number
fraction
47
22Ti 7.29778E-02 7.44000E-02
48
22Ti 7.38451E-01 7.37200E-01
49
22Ti 5.53219E-02 5.41000E-02
50
22Ti 5.40488E-02 5.18000E-02
734 3618Ar 3.02972E-03 3.36499E-03
38
18Ar 6.00605E-04 6.32009E-04
40
18Ar 9.96370E-01 9.96003E-01
735 126 C 2.37613E-01 3.29473E-02
13
6 C 2.56996E-03 3.86044E-04
19
9 K 7.59817E-01 6.66667E-01
736 5426Fe 9.95978E-05 1.18612E-04
56
26Fe 1.62146E-03 1.86213E-03
57
26Fe 3.81352E-05 4.30260E-05
58
26Fe 5.17259E-06 5.73545E-06
63
29Cu 4.31498E-01 4.40465E-01
65
29Cu 1.98618E-01 1.96505E-01
64
30Zn 1.79865E-01 1.80731E-01
66
30Zn 1.07501E-01 1.04748E-01
67
30Zn 1.60026E-03 1.53594E-03
68
30Zn 7.53213E-02 7.12322E-02
70
30Zn 2.57190E-03 2.36268E-03
204
82 Pb 1.73434E-05 5.46196E-06
206
82 Pb 3.01938E-04 9.41653E-05
207
82 Pb 2.78204E-04 8.63438E-05
208
82 Pb 6.62802E-04 2.04718E-04
737 6329Cu 6.84792E-01 6.91500E-01
65
29Cu 3.15208E-01 3.08500E-01
738 126 C 6.30157E-01 3.12132E-01
13
6 C 6.81561E-03 3.65726E-03
Continued on next page
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Table J.1  continued from previous page
Material
number
Isotope
Mass
fraction
Number
fraction
1
1H 9.79713E-02 5.78947E-01
14
7 N 1.23298E-01 5.24394E-02
15
7 N 4.84058E-04 1.92189E-04
16
8 O 1.41007E-01 5.25029E-02
17
8 O 3.67186E-04 1.28643E-04
739 126 C 3.80250E-01 3.29473E-01
13
6 C 4.11268E-03 3.86044E-03
1
1H 4.83768E-02 5.00000E-01
35
17Cl 4.23902E-01 1.26271E-01
37
17Cl 1.43358E-01 4.03960E-02
End of Table
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